
From: Cynthia Fite
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: "NO!" to dismantling Haiku Stairs !
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:11:30 AM

Dear BWS - 

I am a kama'aina of our beautiful Windward side for 54 years now, and raised my children here to
appreciate the beauty and uniqueness of our 'aina.  The Haiku Stairs are a fixture, a landmark, a part of
what makes Kaneohe great ,and an important part of so many of our histories in our homeland. 

I agree there needs to be managing of the hiking but that is a doable undertaking that many of us would
be happy to assist with.  My contact info is below. 

Please, Please, PLEASE do not remove the stairs!  Instead, let's work together to enhance them and
perpetuate the experience of this enviable treasure.

Mahalo nui,

Cynthia Fite
808.397.0700
ccjtf@att.net
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From: Glen Ewing
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: A friend of Ha"iku Stairs, testimony to keep stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:42:55 AM

Hello my name is Glen Ewing from NJ. Although I never had the pleasure of climbing the stairs I did read about
them while on vacation in Hawaii about 8 years ago. I am an avid hiker, geocacher, adventurer and would love an
opportunity to climb the stair way to heaven. I have been following the Friends of Haiku Stairs and offer my heart
felt assurance that if the stairs were turned over to the state and re-opened for public use I would be more then happy
to abide by all rules and regulations, pay any necessary fees and continue to support the efforts of all local advocates
in keeping such a historically significant location open to public use. I would plan my next vacation to Hawaii
around an opportunity such as the stairway hike. Please work with the local supporters.

Sincerely,

Glen Ewing, MSN, APN, CRNA
Chief Nurse Anesthetist
Anesthesia Associates of Morristown, NJ
Atlantic Health System of NJ
(908)963-6192
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From: thalemano@gmail.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Against closure
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:12:12 AM

I am petitioning against the closure of haiku staircase

Sent from my iPhone
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From: The Gas
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: APRIL 27 HAIKU STAIRS BOARD MEETING TESTIMONY
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:45:30 AM

Dear Board Members 
I support the removal of Haiku Stairs.  I understand and accept both terms of
agreement.

I am writing on behalf of myself, my beloved Kaneohe community, my friends who live near
the trail entrance, and my millennial generation.  Ever had that toy that you and your siblings
fought over, until your mom or dad took it away with scoldings?  This is Haiku Stairs.  No one
will want the actual costs with operating the stairs.  

1. The trespassing issue isn’t resolved, because having an entrance fee and health
restrictions will only encourage more trespassing for hikers to save money and to finish
their vacation bucket-list.  Thus, the next agency will have to hire numerous security
guards to patrol the various boundaries, and even that may not be enough.  

2. Mayor Kirk Caldwell has yet to find an agency willing to take it over with a VIABLE
plan, once handed over to the Department of Parks and Recreation. 

3. Supporters don’t reflect the real residents impacted.  Majority of the supporters don’t
reside near the area, let alone Kaneohe.  Some previous commenters on the EIS don’t
even live in Hawaii. 

4. Board Proposal is a misrepresentation.  Out of the 14 Kaneohe subdistricts in the
Kaneohe Board, only Subdistrict 3 contains the entrance and affected neighborhoods. I
am not confident the Kaneohe Neighborhood Board voted on their proposal in the best
interests of the affected residents, as it only requires a majority, and only subdistrict 3
would have voted against it as it really only deals with their vicinity.  I know several
people who live near the entrance and they all don’t support it at all.  

5. Major overhaul already needed for a grand opening.  Stairway is extremely narrow,
forcing people to go side-by-side when passing.  Stairs will have to be widened to
accommodate the extreme popularity, or face hikers going off the trail just to pass the
slower hikers.  To add to the problems, there will be hikers just getting impatient and
angry while waiting for the slower hikers, and crowds with vehicle-traffic at the
entrance awaiting to get in.  This is not Disneyland and no fast-passes would exist.  

6. Traffic on Kalanianole Highway and Kahuhipa Street are extremely congested as-is at
peak hours and weekends.  It cannot accomodate more visitors, who will especially use
both roads to visit Windward Mall for a meal/shopping before and after.

7. Visitor numbers will skyrocket once it's known that the trail is finally legal, thus
overcrowding the neighborhood by adding traffic, noise, and pollution.  

8. Essential Street Maintenance (such as repaving) when needed will cause a nightmare for
residents and hikers trying to get home or to the stairs.   

9. This is not: H-3 Highway, TMT, Honolulu Rail, SuperFerry, nor Dillingham Airfield. 
In other words, it doesn’t serve an essential purpose in Hawaii, other than providing an
attraction.  There are many other means of recreation in Kaneohe and excellent hikes on
the island.  

10. Residents would NOT agree to have taxes raised for a city department to take it over
and maintain it, should no private owner want it.  While more of the city’s problem, it’s
your problem too as a tax-paying citizen.  

11. Lawsuits due to loopholes will force you to pay the expensive settlements, as attorneys
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are still willing to fight against the BWS. You are still in charge until the transfer, and
the state/private agency will be once they receive it.  Here is an excerpt from the website
of the popular Honolulu law firm Davis Levin Livingston:
“Under Hawaii law, as long as the BWS continues in its efforts to warn potential
climbers of the danger of the steps, it should not be liable for injuries suffered by the
illegal climbers. Almost all rules have exceptions, so if you were injured while illegally
climbing the Haiku Steps, contact Davis Levin Livingston for a free consultation to
discuss the specific facts of your personal injury or wrongful death case.”-
-https://www.davislevin.com/blog/2015/june/dangers-of-hawaiis-stairway-to-heaven/

12. Take this email to the Department of Parks and Recreation or any private funder.  I am
sure they will see that the costs of owning and maintaining the stairs FAR outweighs the
benefits, and any hopes were just too far-fetched.  Saving the stairs is biting off more
than they'd be able to chew.  I am sorry that it costs a million dollars just to save the
community any further trouble.  You had no choice but to take-over the land to protect
our water, so I realize you were inconveniently dragged into this issue.  Yet it will be
very much appreciated by many and I hope you will understand that.  There are just too
many variables working against a successful re-opening.  Thank you and Mahalo!  

Sincerly, 
Reid Tsuzaki
8087229187
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From: Fay Jones
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: CLOSE HAIKU STAIRS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:46:14 AM

I couldn't agree more with Ernest Lau's assessment of the situation.

The stairs are an attractive and DANGEROUS nuisance.  Despite gates, notices warning of the danger
there will always be hikers willing to ignore all that just to say they have hiked the forbidden Haiku Stairs.

At a purely pragmatic level, the State CANNOT AFFORD to maintain the stairs so that they would be as
safe as possible.  Also cannot afford rescues on the Stairs when somebody has a mishap.  Given the
revenue shortfalls due to the coronavirus, we need to focus on maintaining ESSENTIAL SERVICES LIKE
CLEAN WATER.

I know it would be costly to dismantle the Stairs but perhaps enough could be taken out to further deter
people intent on breaking the rules.  They seem willing to risk their own safety but that doesn't give them
the right to gamble with the lives of first responders who will called upon to assist them if they have an
accident........ not to mention the cost to taxpayers.

THE HAIKU STAIRS MUST GO.............

Fay Jones
4389 Malia St.  Apt.322
Honolulu.   Hi.  96821
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From: Steven Won
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Close the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:24:16 AM

Close it!  Liability, safety, taxpayer money concerns.  Close stairway to Heaven.  Waste of resources!!!!!

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Juanita Allen
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Comments on Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:44:03 AM

I am in favor of removing the Haiku Stairs. 

1. The maintenance cost is prohibitive.  
2. The disruption to the neighborhood is excessive. 
3. The liability is also an issue.
4. Turning this over to a private enterprise is a really bad idea.
5. We do not owe it to tourists to furnish them with things to do.  It seems like that is what

the Haiku Stairs is all about - giving tourists a "cool" thing to do on Oahu.  

Mahalo, Juanita E. Allen, 94-1005 Kihikihi Street, Waipahu, HI 96797
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From: Brad Byrnes
To: Haikustairstestimony; Brad Byrnes
Cc: caron_ferguson@hotmail.com
Subject: Comment-Testimony to Haiku Stairs Decision
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:03:27 AM

Sir,
 
I am commenting on the decision of the BWS on the future of Haiku Stairs.  My comments can be
entered into the record as an email comment.
 

1. The Stairs should not be dismantled.  Although tourist use the stairs, a great many local BWS
rate-paying residents use (or would like to use) the Stairs.  Regulating the use of the Stairs is
better than terminating the use of the Stairs. 

2. The BWS has many properties that are regularly used by residents engaged in hiking.  To
maintain that the BWS does not, in-fact, provide outdoor space for recreation is ignoring the
reality of life on Oahu.  The BWS is holding the land not merely for the limited purpose of
protecting a watershed but also to provide for the enjoyment of the common good.

3. As a vast property holder and manager of real estate on Oahu the BWS should not ignore the
rate-payers who also use the land for hiking.

4. The BWS sees  its mission as encompassing all aspects of provide clean drinking water. 
Managing real estate for the benefit of clean drinking water and the common good of rate-
payers can be achieved.  The need for clean drinking water in not incompatible with the
BWS’s ability to manage real estate for uses, such as hiking.  Of course, real estate uses that
can be proven to damage drinking water coming from the wells (as opposed to surface run
off) should be properly restricted.

5. The concern of damage to the neighborhood at the bottom of the Stair is real.  For those
property owner who purchased land before the Stairway was installed, they can rightly
complain about the change over last two decades.  All other homeowner purchased their
homes with the open knowledge that the Stairs are regularly used (albeit, not legally).  The
neighborhood complaints are no different than neighborhoods that are at trailheads of many
authorized trails, for example,  the Maunawili Trail.  While the neighborhood complaints are
real,  the complaints should be given no more weight than any other similarly situated
neighborhood complaints.

6. The BWS’s management of Oahu’s water resources does not include neighborhood safety or
private property protection.  If the BWS decides to include the neighborhood complaints as a
reason to change the status of the Stairs, then the BWS should clearly identify on what legal
basis it is expanding its authority to consider aspects not directly involving the provision of
clean water. 

7. If the BWS no longer requires the land under the Stairs, then the land should be transferred to
another public entity.  But, if the BWS requires the land, then it has a responsibility to
maintain the historic and often used (in face of the physical and legal obstacles) Haiku Stairs
for complementary-purpose of the enjoyment of the common good. 

 
Respectfully,
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Brad Byrnes
Kailua, HI



From: benjamin willkie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Cost Efficiency for Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:33 AM

Water Supply Board Members,

-Estimated Cost to dismantle Stairs is $1M.

- Annual security cost for Stairs is $250K.

-Haiku Stairs does not well fit into BWS mission.

- The Stairs presently are of great interest to the community and also present cost to Haiku
residents due to trespassing.

Recomend the Board allow one year period to seek out a suitable (non-profit) caretaker of the
Stairs that will allow limited lawful (pay per person) access. This will limit costs to much less
than dismantling and preserve the Stairs for future generation and provide a means to end the
infringement upon Haiku area residents. A stipulation for the non-profit could be long term
reimbursement to BWS for security costs going forward.

Sincerely,
Benjamin Willkie
Kailua HI
808-779-4475

Get Outlook for Android
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From: Vickie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Decision on Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:52:01 AM

 
I feel that the stairs should remain and be placed in the hands of someone that can manage and
maintain them. To take them down is to remove a historically significant item that exceeds 50 years
old. It should remain as not only a significant part of the history of these islands, but  also as a place
where hikers can go in a healthy atmosphere. I understand the frustration of the neighborhood
adjacent to the stairs and hope that with someone whose main focus is the stairs and security would
be able to alleviate the problem in the area. The stairs have become a place for the local kids to not
hike but to hang around and drink beer, as can be seen by the beer cans and bottles left there as
refuse.  Please do not let irresponsible people close this down and at the same time allow the
neighborhood to get their lives and parking back. Give it to someone who cares about the stairs and
let the Board of Water Control care about supplying us with water
 
V Phillips
Kahalu’u
880-221-9099
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Mary Brown
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Dismantle Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:39:11 AM

Aloha,
Haiku Stairs is a waste of taxpayer money.
No wonder BWS keeps on raising water prices if they have to support the Stairs also. How is this their mission? Or
for that matter, any government agency’s mission.
Dismantle the stairs and stop wasting our taxpayer dollars.
Mahalo,
Mary Brown

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Barbara Umiamaka
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Dismantle stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:08:42 AM

My opinion is to dismantle stairs.  Too expensive to maintain and renovate. Whether it is a unique asset per
Caldwell, he should not put more burden on the taxpayers.

Sent from my iPad
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From: Paul Petach
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Disposition of stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:49:38 AM

My vote would be to turn the stairs over to a “Third” party to operate as a semi-private, profit making, native
Hawaiians employing, self supporting, tax paying endeavor

Paul Petach

Sent from an iPadPro, long, long, ago and far, far away
All electrons used in this email have been recycled
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From: Richard Tuggle
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Fate of Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:05:12 AM

 

I earnestly encourage that the Haiku Stairs be preserved and not dismantled.
 
The Stairs are a priceless historical, cultural and recreational asset to the
Islands.
 
To remove them is wasteful of the resources already expended in building and
maintaining them.
 
The Neighborhoods’ expressed grief of trespassing and vandalism is largely the
product of these Neighborhoods’ moves to shut off all access routes to the
Stairs.  These routes have included public roads, easements over State-
/privately-owned property, drainage ditches and such. 
 
At the same time, private organizations, and now City & County, have offered
to be involved in a managed access plan.  Now is not the time to turn them
down.
 
Please support the Stairs; please save the Stairs.
 
Thank you.
 
-Richard M. Tuggle-
Kaneohe
 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Robert Bachini
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Future of Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:33:44 PM

Aloha kakou,

As a Ko'olaupoko resident for over 21 years, and former employee of Windward Community
College, I encourage you to allow access to this one-of-a-kind hike.

After the financial investment in repairs a few years ago, I was disappointed to learn of its
closure. While at WCC, I know a group proposed access via the college out of respect to local
residents whose property was violated by illegal and inconsiderate hikers.

I am hoping the trail can be upgraded, maintained, and allow for good neighbor access and
care, and truly believe the hike and community can co-exist in harmony.

The stairs remain one of the most iconic Windward treasures that deserves protection and
safekeeping.

Respectfully submitted,
Robert Bachini
--------------------------------------------------
Robert Bachini, Ph.D.
Senior Director of Undergraduate Student Services
Office of Student Academic Services
Shidler College of Business
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa
(808) 956-2487
bachini@hawaii.edu
'A'ohe mea 'imi a ka maka. Nothing more for the eyes to search for.
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From: Monika Grabowska
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Future of Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:28:16 PM

Aloha, 

As a resident of Hawaii I want to speak loud my opinion against tearing down the Haiku
Stairs. 
Known as really interesting and most beautiful  hike in Oahu should be one of the main hikes
that residents and visitors are available to enjoy. 
Stairs should be preserved and transferred to City and County of Honolulu. That would be best
solution for the Board of Water Supply and all Haiku Stairs supporters who want to be able to
enjoy them.

-- 
Mahalo,
Monika Grabowska
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From: Kathleen Anzai
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Fw: Haiku Stairs Testimony-I support removal of Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:29:41 AM

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: Kathleen Anzai <kathyhawaii22@yahoo.com>
To: haikustairstestimony@bws.org <haikustairstestimony@bws.org>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020, 09:26:25 AM HST
Subject: Fw: Haiku Stairs Testimony-I support removal of Haiku Stairs

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: Guy Anzai <koaanzai@aol.com>
To: "kathyhawaii22@yahoo.com" <kathyhawaii22@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020, 09:23:50 AM HST
Subject: Fwd: Haiku Stairs Testimony-I support removal of Haiku Stairs

-----Original Message-----
From: Guy Anzai <koaanzai@aol.com>
To: haikustairstestimony <haikustairstestimony@bws.org>
Sent: Mon, Apr 27, 2020 8:59 am
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony-I support removal of Haiku Stairs

As a resident of Castle Hills, I am opposed to the Haiku Stairs trailhead to start in or near the Castle Hills
neighborhood.

Traffic volume is extremely high on any given day, since Kea'ahala Road serves as the only entry and exit for the
Kane'ohe District Park, Windward Comprehensive Health Center, Windward Community College, Hawaii State
Hospital, Kane'ohe District Court, State Department of Transportation Windward Base Yard, Hina Mauka Addiction
Treatment Center, Anchor Church, Castle Hills subdivision, and the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts.
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Po'okela Street is connected to Kea'ahala Road and is the only entry and exit for the residents of the 125 homes
located in the Castle Hills subdivision. 

The parking lot at the Kane'ohe District Park is inadequate to accommodate the many participants and spectators for
practice and competitive swimming events, football games, and other outdoor and indoor events.

Po'okela Street is then used for overflow parking on both sides of the street.

Kane'ohe District Court users and law enforcement personnel also part on Po'okela Street.

Semi-trailer trucks, flatbed trucks, dump trucks, passenger buses, trolleys, and other types of commercial vehicles
are parked on both sides of Po'okela Street while waiting to be tested for their commercial vehicle license at the
State Department of Transportation Windward Base Yard.

Attendees and support staff of Hina Mauka Addiction Treatment Center also park on both sides of Po'okela Street
(75 plus vehicles).

Members from Anchor Church also park on Po'okela Street when their parking lot is full.  Certain special services or
events require personnel to direct traffic because of the sheer number of vehicles exiting onto Po'okela Street.

Increased volume of traffic, congestion. parking issues, noise, trash, and trespassing will have an adverse impact on
the residents and guests of Castle Hills.

Sincerely,

Guy Anzai



From: k k
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:57:59 AM

Date: Mon, 27 Apr 2020 07:45:24 -1000
Subject: Take it down!
Please take down the stairs!

1  The cost to us is too high when our water and sewer bills keep on
increasing.
If the stairs is a cost to the Board of Water supply, it is to us the
users of water and sewers, which is everyone on this island.
The percentage of the users that will climb the stairs is a small
percentage vs. the amount of users of water and sewer which is 100%.
 2.  The cost to maintain is too high.  Security guards, maintenance of
the stairs and anything else that costs to maintain it,
3. The cost of liability is too high.  Why are people costing us
funds for rescue, medical,etc.  when they have an accident when they
shouldn't there in the first place?  Even if leave it open and you
have them sign waivers, they have the family open law suits on behalf
of the person that gets hurt or even death, due to their own bad
judgement.
  
Don't transfer to the City and County of Honolulu if even they state
that they will  take on the liability and costs, the cost just gets transferred and becomes a cost
to  all of the residents of Oahu taxpayers.  The city wants to
add additional taxes for rubbish pickup, rail and other services, when
they should be cutting and balancing the budget, so don't make this
another cost to us, the taxpayers!

Please take it down and consider the costs of maintaining it for some
users; versus the costs to all who are the users of the water and
sewer and possibly the City and County of Honolulu that will be added
to our bills or taxes.

Karen Kawasaki
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From: Ginger A. Kolonick
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Fwd: Keep and restore
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:11:59 AM

A treasure of history for Kamaaina and meaningful source of revenue from visitors the stairs
should have a contract closely monitored with a third party
That guarantees safety maintenance and access without disturbing residents in the area. 
Ginger Kolonick
7007 Hawaii Kai Dr F 12
Honolulu HI 96825
808-722-8483
Hawaii resident 48 years 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Ginger A. Kolonick" <gingerk3@me.com>
Date: April 27, 2020 at 11:02:58 AM HST
To: haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
Subject: Keep and restore



Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Kolonick
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Fwd: Please save the stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:10:05 PM

PLEASE include this for testimony. It bounced back to me because you use .org and not
.com. 
Thank you!

Begin forwarded message:

From: Karen Kolonick <alohakk@mac.com>
Date: April 27, 2020 at 11:24:34 AM HST
To: haikustairstestimony@hbws.com
Subject: Please save the stairs!

BWS,

Please don’t officially pull the plug on the Haiku Stairs! They are a significant
part of our Oahu tapestry and they should be restored and saved. 

Do a community fund drive or go-fund-me to repair them. So many people would
contribute. And then make it by “day permit” to do it. Only allow so many people
a day, and have people sign waivers, much like is done for camping permits. 

I grew up here. I have always wanted to do this hike, but since it wasn’t “legal” or
you had to go in at 2:30am or bribe the gaurds I haven’t done it yet. Bring this
hike out of the shadows. There are other places in the country you need a
reservation to hike or explore, make this one of them. 

Thank you for your time. 
Aloha,

Karen Kolonick
678 Kalanipuu St. 
Honolulu, Hi  96825
808.497.9495
alohakk@mac.com

mailto:alohakk@mac.com
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From: MK Whiting
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Fwd: Testimony Favoring Opening Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:56:24 PM

My first attempt earlier this morning had the wrong address.  Please accept my apologies and
submit my testimony.  I spent a lot of time on it.

Mahalo
♀Marianne

Begin forwarded message:

From: MK Whiting <747mkw@gmail.com>
Subject: Testimony Favoring Opening Stairs
Date: April 27, 2020 at 11:12:04 AM HST
To: haikustairstestimony@bws.org

Dear BWS Haiku Stairs Committee,

For 21 years I lived directly below the Pill Box Trail (1111 Ko’oho’o Place) in
Lanikai.  I know what it is like to have many hikers in your ‘backyard’.  Yet, I
also know, these trails can be properly managed.  Haiku Stairs its such an asset.  It
should be preserved and managed asset for future generations.

Reasons why the Stairs should be saved

1. Unique, one of a kind asset.  None other like it in the world.

2. Historical World War II structure with many educational opportunities.

3. Learning tool and asset for teachers, history buffs, scientists, botanists, and
many others.

4. Historical tangible gem demonstrating the ingenuity of our military to develop
and use cutting edge WWII radio communication    technology. 

5. Stunning example of the incredible determination and true grit of our young
military men to create and complete one of the most complicated jobs in the
Pacific during the War.

6. Haiku Stairs is one of the safest hikes in Hawaii given two heights of railings
on each side of the ’trail’, one for each hand.

7. Hiking demand remains high among the locals and tourists.  Hikers are willing

mailto:747mkw@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:747mkw@gmail.com
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to pay in order to maintain this unique experience.
  
8.Thousands of volunteer hours have been expended over the years to maintain
the Stairs, clear invasive weeds, and tirelessly work with groups to develop a
workable plan for its future use.  Clearly there is local commitment.

9. US Coast Guards demonstrated good access management.  It can be duplicated
and thus reduce the number of complaints from local residents.

10. Hawaii has successfully managed high demand tourist destinations, ex.
Diamond Head Crater, Haleakala, Hanauma Bay.  Similar protocol could be
implemented for the Stairs.

11. In 2003 taxpayers paid $875,000 to improve the Staircase, including safety,
when ownership was taken from the Coast Guard.  As a taxpayer I resent the idea
that more money would be spent to remove this unique asset.

Having been involved with the Stairs since the days of Coast Guard management
and now as a lifetime member of Friends of the Haiku Stairs, it seems clear that
the main challenge of the Stairs is a direct result of lack of management and
oversight.  Today’s Honolulu Star Advertiser referenced the 14 third party
concession proposals received by the city earlier this year.  Many others are
willing to be responsible stewards.  

There is no disagreement regarding its historical, cultural, environmental,
scientific, community, and visitor industry value.  Please, listen to the pleas and
transfer the management to the city Parks and Recreation who will then lease it to
a third party entity who is interested and willing to steward this gem to its rightful
status as World Wonder.  

Marianne K. Whiting
Kailua, Hawaii



From: Janell Beattie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Ha’ikū stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:42:31 AM

OPEN THE HAIKU STAIRS!!
Mahalo
Sent from my iPhone Christian

mailto:dabeatties@twc.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Bob Crone
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku fairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:32:06 AM

Aloha,

I am not someone who has ever used or probably will ever use the Haiku Stairs but, as an architect and
urban/regional planner, I take the long view on such matters.  I firmly believe the obvious answer to this
issue is to transfer the Haiku Stairs to the City and County government, a willing and able recipient.  To
opt to instead destroy such an asset would be extremely short sighted.

The Haiku Stairs are a unique asset and as such should be maintain and repaired, not destroyed.
 Destroying the stair would be akin to the Trump administration destroying the US involvement in the Iran
nuclear deal - also an asset - rather than repairing it or their pulling out of the Paris global warming
agreement rather than making any repair in the agreement it felt necessary.  

There is no logic in destroying such an asset due to want of corrections needed, especially in view of a
willing and able recipient.  

The Board of Water Supply has no business in the ownership of the Haiku Stairs.  As a public asset, the
City and County of Honolulu does.

When the deteriorated Haiku Stairs were repaired over a decade ago by the Jeremy Harris
administration, the agreement with the state was that the City and County would repair the stairs and the
state would create a parking area and entrance to the stairs on the adjacent Haiku Valley lands recently
acquired from the US Navy.  The state reneged and never create the parking and entrance.  Thus the
problem over the years with people illegally accessing the stairs through private property.  If the state had
fulfilled its part of the agreement, that problem would never have existed.

Likewise, if the ownership of the repaired stairs had been transferred from the Board of Water Supply to
the City and County of Honolulu and then leased out in a private public partnership (PPP) back then as is
now being proposed, the problems of the HBWS in its ownership of the Haiku Stairs would have never
evolved.  

Now is the time to correct that error made back then, not to destroy the stairs.

Mahalo,

Robert Crone AIA/APA
Architect/Planner  
218 Kuupua Street
Kailua HI 96734

mailto:bobcrone@earthlink.net
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ann Akiyama
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: haiku opinion
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:58:01 AM

How can we (taxpayers/government) afford to keep these stairs?  The cost to upkeep is
tremendous.  The dollar liability is un-imagineable.  Ask yourself.  We taxpayers carry so
much burden and you want us to carry more?  NO.

It should be torn down and/or made clear that trespassers WILL BE jailed and immediately
fined (w/ a significant financial amount).  No get out of jail free.  This especially goes for
tourists (who I presume are the most frequent trespassers).  We do not want them skipping out
on paying the fine before leaving the state.

It should also be made that if you do trespass and run into trouble, you trespass at your own
risk.  Our state/city/county WILL NOT BE LIABLE for ANYTHING.  This includes expenses
incurred if a RESCUE situation arises.  Trespassers will be immediately responsible for ANY
expenses that arise.  Not us taxpayers.

We must be vigilant.  Use the community to help police the entrance.

Sure, it's a beautiful natural area.  Keep people out to keep it that way.  But it they want to
"enjoy" it that much, then they can risk the cost of doing so.

Government has been taking on too much and by doing so you are driving us out of house and
home.  Literally.

mailto:a.aki25yam@gmail.com
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From: Jeff Stark
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs - Keep Open to Public
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:42:28 PM

To whom it may concern,

I think Haiku Stairs should be kept open to the public. If the state can't maintain the stairs,
then private organizations should be allowed the opportunity to do so. So long as the stairs are
maintained in a reasonably safe condition, the public should be allowed to use them, at their
own risk.

Sincerely,
Jeff Stark

mailto:jstark888@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Analisa Cortes
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs - NEW TESTIMONY
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:44:00 AM

Aloha, 

Stairway to Heaven is a very spiritual place and special place for our  island. I am submitting testimony
today to keep the stair open for us for future generations to understand and feel the beauty of this
island. I am pro keeping the stairs and operating them under managed access. This would allow locals
and visitors to safely access and utilize the stairs. 

PLEASE KEEP STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN OPEN. Keep the trail maintained, have guests sign a waiver that
they will protect the land and do their part to keep the trail clean. 

We have spent so much money taking care of the stairs now is not the time to destroy it. 

Thank you,
Ana

mailto:anacort23@gmail.com
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From: James Reilly
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs and Trained Climbing "Sherpa" Guides
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:46 AM

To whom it may concern:

As I have stated previously, I would like to express my support for the City of Honolulu's
purchase of the Haiku Stairs for the purposes of maintaining a supervised recreational "trail".

In my view, access to the stairs would be by reservation and guided by a paid or volunteer
"Haiku Stairs Sherpa", who is trained (including safety/EMT-type training) and capable of
guiding small groups up and back down the stairs, possibly even utilizing safety lines.

Hawaii residents would be offered a kama'aina discount (or not charged at all), while tourists
and out-of-state visitors would pay regular rates (kind of like is done with public golf
courses).  Such "climbing fees" would cover maintenance and  liability insurance.

Please feel free to contact me if you feel it would be beneficial for me to present my views in
person to the committee.

Respectfully,

James Reilly
98-1845 Nahele St.
Aiea, HI 96701

808 367-0464 (home)
310-480-8154 (mobile)

mailto:jimmyreilly@gmail.com
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From: Amanda Perron
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs as HI Ecotourism
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:36:29 AM

Let this be a vote requesting HBWS hire 3rd party to refurbish and manage the Stairway,
offering both Tourist AND Kamaaina rates.

Rate(s) include a portion to be donated to support local Watershed Conservation. Tourists
have to pay additionally for a guide (trained for the purpose), which increases local
employment. 

Think of the fundraising potential! The infinite ways this could give back to the community
AND while generating revenue for HBWS. 

New Zealand has many similar ecotourism opportunities that feed back into their economy. 
(Ex. https://www.wildwire.co.nz/about/) 

Aloha, Amanda Lei Perron
808-342-3224
forgive typos, sent from cell
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From: Nicholas Koch
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs determination
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:17:04 AM

Aloha,

My name is Nick Koch. I am a 20 year resident of Hawaii Island and avid outdoorsman. I
chose to be a professional forester precisely because I was outdoors all the time when I was
growing up. I saw firsthand the environmental degradation that a few, indiscriminate campers
were causing to favorite campsites; my career has afforded me the opportunity to improve
access and manage these problems on Hawaii Island, while improving natural resource
stewardship.  

I fully agree with Mayor Caldwell's proposal transferring the management of the stairs to an
entity who can handle this public use. The Board of Water Supply is in no position to maintain
infrastructure for what amounts to a park.  For the sake of Oahu residents who seek
opportunities to get outside and engage in the natural world, please keep the stairs
functioning! Managed properly they will be a highlight of Oahu rather than a scourge to deal
with.

Mahalo,
Nick

mailto:kochni@hotmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Robert M. Brown
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Future
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:49:24 AM

My vote is to modernize & repair and transfer the Haiku Stairs from the Board of Water Supply to the same
organization that is responsible for the Makapu’u hiking trail which is the best on O’ahu. The Makapu’u Trail is the
standard by which all other trails in Hawaii should be judged. It’s the benchmark of excellence.

Aloha,
Mark Brown
1707 Kumakani Loop
Honolulu, HI 96821
(703) 868-7601
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:brown.robert1@aol.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Dale Christensen
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs must be open to the public.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:23:03 AM

Please find a way to open The Stairs to the public.
Aloha Dale
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Christian Hicks
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haʻikū Stairs must be saved
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:22:04 AM

Christian & Melanie Hicks
202 Berenger Walk
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33414
April 27, 2020

Members of O’ahu government:
 

We were planning on vacation in O’ahu next spring, one of the primary reasons for
specifically choosing O’ahu over Maui or the Big Island was the Stairway to Heaven (aka the
Haʻikū Stairs.  When we heard that the stairs were now off limits and potentially being
destroyed by a government ruling, we needed to express our feelings to you.  Just like the Inca
stairs, both which have significant historical value and are highly regarded in the hiking
community.  They should NOT BE destroyed, rather they should be maintained to enhance
the existing beauty. 

We believe you and your government can come up with a solution to keep and restore the
steps, so that generations of Hawaiians’ and world travelers alike can enjoy the beauty of one
of O’ahu’s tallest peaks in relative safety and experience its vast splendor.

We implore you to do the right thing, and make these steps accessible to all who wish to visit
or live on your beautiful island.  As a visitor, we would gladly pay an entrance fee to access
the steps and maintain any environmental or other rules to ensure the safety, beauty and
preservation of this world treasure.  Please do not follow other regulators down the path of
NOT listening to what the people really want.  Knowing that there is a safe way to reach the
summit to enjoy the glorious, once in a lifetime, breathtaking views we see from other
travelers through their absolutely amazing photographs is\ priceless.

Sincerely,

Christian & Melanie Hicks
 
 

mailto:chicksinfla99@comcast.net
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From: Maile Blume
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Public Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:35:49 AM

Aloha,

I grew up on Oahu, and would like to offer my testimonial for the Haiku Stairs Public
Testimony:

Like many others, I have climbed the sacred Haiku Stairs, as a spiritual experience. As those
in my group and I were on the stairs, I could feel a deep appreciation for the natural world. I
had never felt so powerfully connected to the land and the sky of Oahu as being on the Haiku
Stairs. It has continued to be a practice of rejuvenation for many Hawai'i residents-- to climb
the stairs and experience an increased attunement with self, others, and the natural world. As
Oahu becomes more and more developed, it is important to preserve access to the sacred place
of the Haiku Stairs, which allows members of the Hawai'i community to feel this deep
connection to spirit and the land. Please preserve this special and sacred place. It means so
much to the hearts of many, to be able to seek solace on these stairs, and in this spirit I oppose
the removal of the Haiku Stairs.

Thank you for your consideration,
Maile Blume

mailto:maileblume@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Liane Sloan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: HAIKU STAIRS RECOMMENDATION
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:37:38 AM

TEAR DOWN THE INITIAL STAIRS SO HIKERS CANT GET TO THE HIGHER LEVEL STAIRS WITHOUT
SCALING THE ROCKS.
IT IS ESTIMATED TO COST $1 MILLION TO TEAR DOWN THE STAIRS.  BUT IF YOU ONLY TEAR
DOWN THE STAIRS A QUARTER WAY UP OR LESS THAT SHOULD DETER  HIKERS.  

mailto:lianesloan@hotmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Hank Leandro
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs removal
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37:47 AM

We totally oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs. The stairs are historical and not found anywhere
else in the world.
Please consider transferring title to another party.
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Michael Owens
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs support
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:15:18 AM

I support retaining the Haiku Stairs/Stairway To Heaven and making it
available for public use.

--
Michael C. Owens
6488 Hawaii Kai Dr
Honolulu HI 96825

mcowens@mcowens.com
Ph: (808) 383-8177

mailto:mcowens@mcowens.com
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aaron Huba
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:13:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:12:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aaron Huba

Phone* (808) 555-1212

Email* noreply@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

As a longtime Oahu resident, I am asking the Board of Water Supply to
avoid removing the Haiku Stairs. While I understand that hiking trails are
not part of the BWS mission, the Board should continue working with the
city to transfer the property to a more suitable owner who can develop a
plan to maintain this trail. The Haiku Stairs is one of the most unique and
beautiful hikes in the world, and it would be a tragedy if it were to be
demolished and lost forever. A new owner or management company could
easily address the trail access issues, control crowds, and potentially even
generate much-needed revenue for our city through hiking permits.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

mailto:contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs

©2020 Board of Water Supply, City and County of Honolulu. All Rights Reserved.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aaron Lewis
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:40:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:40:01 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aaron Lewis

Phone* (314) 737-2508

Email* aaron@intentionalfutures.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

If you tear it down, it’s gone forever, while maintenance and stewardship can
maintain this resource for future generations of Hawaiians and visitors. Reopening
the beautiful, historic stairway under managed access would provide unique,
internationally recognized, educational, cultural, and recreational opportunities and
save one of the world’s top 10 best hikes on the National Geographic Endangered
Trails list. The Haʻikū Stairs represent one of the safest hiking trails in Hawaii—
there have been no documented serious injuries or deaths resulting from accidents
on the stairs. The Kāneʻohe Neighborhood Board resolved in May 17, 2017 to
support reopening the stairs under a controlled and managed access plan that
respects the privacy rights of residents of the Haʻikū Village neighborhood, and
FHS has a managed access plan in place that is in alignment with the
recommended Poʻokela Street access route and can be adjusted to meet all the
listed concerns, and FHS has years of experience leading people on legal
maintenance climbs on the stairs, carrying out repairs to individual modules,
controlling invasive species, and mitigating run-off concerns. Having read the
DEIS report, I agree that managed access (conveyance alternative) is by far the
best alternative with a total score of 7 good as compared to removal with a score of
only 4. Please save the stairs!
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs

©2020 Board of Water Supply, City and County of Honolulu. All Rights Reserved.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Adriel Lam
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:39:23 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:38:26 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Adriel Lam

Phone* (808) 721-9362

Email* adriel.lam@outlook.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'iku Stairs is Kaneohe history. Remove it and deny the sacrifice and
contribution our community made toward global military operations and the
furtherance of peace in the Pacific. Preserve and embrace it and inspire
future generations of Kaneohe's impact on the world. The Stairs isn't just a
recreational thrill. It's our history, our culture, and part of the six centuries of
settlement in the ahupua'a. it's a discovery of the native plants and
vegetation, and an appreciation of the passage of time in our community.
The current controversy is not about the safety or viability of the Stairs. It's
about protecting our neighbors in close proximity to the Stairs. Urban
development brought residential homes to the base of the Stairs. Modern
technological development pulled the US Coast Guard off of oversight and
management of the Stairs. Powerful political influences denied any
meaningful custody of the Stairs. No legal access to the Stairs created
multiple illegal incursions and points of friction. After 20 years of this
unmitigated disaster, it's a point of division that unnecessarily fractures our
community. Put the situation back under control. Create a single point of
entry and registration back at the Omega Station, and away from the
neighborhoods. Prosecute all other unregistered and unauthorized access.

mailto:contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com
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There are many non-profit and private entities willing to do this. Let them do
it. As the Board of Water Supply has no interest in managing a non-water
supply asset, it should not be making a non-water supply decision. Convey
the land over to relevant parties to make a proper decision on historic,
natural and cultural preservation.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Adrienne Rains
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:18:16 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:17:45 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Adrienne Rains

Phone* (323) 519-1851

Email* Adriennebeatriz16@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ainsley Gibb
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:45:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:45:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ainsley Gibb

Phone* (123) 123-1234

Email* Spamdb8@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony It is the safest way up!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aja Oconnor
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:34:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:34:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aja Oconnor

Phone* (954) 303-2976

Email* Ajablu9999@icloud.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not remove this iconic landmark. This has the potential to bring
joy to many people and bring many more outdoors!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ajay Bhat5
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:28:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:26:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ajay Bhat5

Phone* (847) 971-0510

Email* Bhatt25@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alana Friedman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:57:39 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:56:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alana Friedman

Phone* (732) 547-6534

Email* nogreaterlovethanthis@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please do not remove, it’s been a goal and dream to visit these stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aleks Martins
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:14:21 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:13:18 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aleks Martins

Phone* (808) 979-5611

Email* amartins93@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think these stairs have great historic value and are a unique and special
feature of the island. This is a rare opportunity to preserve a historical
landmark.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aleli Vinoya
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:24:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:23:23 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aleli Vinoya

Phone* (808) 485-7289

Email* alelivinoya@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

-Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and
recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations. -
Haiku Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to
remove it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alex Ching
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:05:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:05:22 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alex Ching

Phone* (808) 277-7744

Email* aching45@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This hike up the Haiku Stairs has proven to be such a popular activity that
even to this day with security and fines as consequences, people continue
to take risks to experience it. Instead of wasting resources in trying to
prevent the inevitable, I believe we should embrace this popular activity.
We should not be thinking of ways to prevent this from happening, but think
about how we can feasibly open this up to the public safely, and also
generate revenue to maintain and make the stairs safer for all to enjoy. I
understand that the view from the top can still be accessed via Moanalua
Valley, however, I believe that is a much longer and more dangerous route.
I am hopeful that the stairs won’t be removed and we can all find a positive
way to move forward where it will benefit all parties involved.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alex Deckop
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:57:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:56:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alex Deckop

Phone* (626) 808-8742

Email* Alexdeckop@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Why on earth would you remove one of the most beautiful attractions in the
state? Horrible decision. Do not remove.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alex Gibbs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:21:25 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:20:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alex Gibbs

Phone* (505) 362-6261

Email* agibbs47@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Firstly, thank you Board of Water Supply! Thank you for being open to
public testimony. It is an important part of democracy and I am heartened
to see that is still alive and well, for the benefit of society. I trust that a
willingness to hear public opinion also means a genuine willingness to fairly
consider opinions, from all perspectives. On to the Haiku Stairs – I
understand and appreciate the concerns for safety, privacy, conservation,
and cost associated with keeping the stairs. If they were not removed, there
would need to be a thoughtful investment made to improve and maintain
the structure. It is clear action should be taken to improve the current
situation. Please see this as an opportunity. It is an opportunity for
permanent jobs, for bolstering Hawaii's tourism, and for promoting
responsible outdoor recreation. There is so much potential here. It would
be a shame to see it go to waste. Proper administration and the right action
could make the Haiku Stairs a safe, economically neutral or even profitable
means of access to this special area of the outdoors. This can be
accomplished while preserving Hawaii's natural wonders and even
improving the privacy of locals near the common, illegal access points that
exist today. It is also an important part of history that can either be forgotten
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to old records, or live on as an interactive historic site for visitors and locals.
For these reasons, I am advocating to keep the stairs in place. I have many
thoughts of my own about how to do this, but rather than enumerate them
here, I encourage a crowd sourced collection of creative ideas from the
public to find the best solution. Consider promoting a competition for the
best idea(s) to improve and maintain the stairs and collaborate with other
organizations to find a great solution, for an incredible part of Hawaii.
Please do not shy away from the challenge. That might be an easier path,
but perhaps not the best path. Also, consider that a final decision does not
have to be made right aware. Be open to continuing to hear and research
options and make a well informed decision, when you feel all reasonable
possibilities have been fairly considered. Please continue to act as leaders
in Hawaii's community by working with the public to find ways to turn a
difficult situation into commendable example of progress and enrichment.
For your careful consideration, mahalo.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alex Gibbs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:31:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:31:10 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alex Gibbs

Phone* (505) 362-6261

Email* agibbs47@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Firstly, thank you Board of Water Supply! Thank you for being open to
public testimony. It is an important part of democracy and I am heartened
to see that is still alive and well, for the benefit of society. I trust that a
willingness to hear public opinion also means a genuine willingness to fairly
consider opinions, from all perspectives. On to the Haiku Stairs – I
understand and appreciate the concerns for safety, privacy, conservation,
and cost associated with keeping the stairs. If they were not removed, there
would need to be a thoughtful investment made to improve and maintain
the structure. It is clear action should be taken to improve the current
situation. Please see this as an opportunity. It is an opportunity for
permanent jobs, for bolstering Hawaii’s tourism, and for promoting
responsible outdoor recreation. There is so much potential here. It would
be a shame to see it go to waste. Proper administration and the right action
could make the Haiku Stairs a safe, economically neutral or even profitable
means of access to this special area of the outdoors. This can be
accomplished while preserving Hawaii’s natural wonders and even
improving the privacy of locals near the common, illegal access points that
exist today. It is also an important part of history that can either be forgotten
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to old records, or live on as an interactive historic site for visitors and locals.
For these reasons, I am advocating to keep the stairs in place. I have many
thoughts of my own about how to do this, but rather than enumerate them
here, I encourage a crowd sourced collection of creative ideas from the
public to find the best solution. Consider promoting a competition for the
best idea(s) to improve and maintain the stairs and collaborate with other
organizations to find a great solution, for an incredible part of Hawaii.
Please do not shy away from the challenge. That might be an easier path,
but perhaps not the best path. Also, consider that a final decision does not
have to be made right away. Be open to continuing to hear and research
options and make a well informed decision, when you feel all reasonable
possibilities have been fairly considered. Please continue to act as leaders
in Hawaii’s community by working with the public to find ways to turn a
difficult situation into commendable example of progress and enrichment.
For your careful consideration, mahalo.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alex Horansky
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:25:38 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:24:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alex Horansky

Phone* (804) 338-0997

Email* edward.horansky@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Dear Board of Water Supply, I am submitting this testimony on behalf of myself,
and avid traveler who seeks adventure and history. The Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the
safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can open up a world-class,
safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future
generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and must be preserved.
Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction and its removal would hurt the
tourism economy as many people flock to this site.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alex Smithgall
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:19:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:18:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alex Smithgall

Phone* (571) 435-1774

Email* alex.smithgall@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I feel that the Haiku stairs are a beautiful cultural site and it would be an
absolute shame to get rid of them. I believe that the stairs would be
profitable if a booth was put out in front charging a fee to enter. Please
don’t tear down this important and beautiful piece of history!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alex Tarasov
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:08:42 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:08:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alex Tarasov

Phone* (857) 869-1879

Email* Tarasov.Alexander@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please save the stairs. It’s the jewel of our state and will bring a lot of joy
and happiness to generations!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alexander Gamble
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:36:14 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:35:18 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alexander Gamble

Phone* (512) 573-4075

Email* xandergamble@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs is a hike I wish to do, except that it is illegal. I have many
friends who wish to go as well, and even people who fly to visit, citing this
as a top destination they wish to hike. If we were to create a legal and
controlled alternative to participate on this hike, then the nearly quarter a
million a year spent on security to deter would be unnecessary to spend.
Even if we created a small access fee, this would bring in tourism dollars to
help preserve and maintain the site. Haiku Stairs is a potential source of
positive revenue, if it were opened and controlled for legal hiking.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alexandria White
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:45:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:44:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alexandria White

Phone* (919) 721-6497

Email* alexmae29@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alexi Amador
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:23:14 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:22:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alexi Amador

Phone* (516) 633-1349

Email* Aamadir037@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I had a chance to summit the legal route last year, it was the pinnacle of my
Hawai’i experience. Please keep it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alexis Kim
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:06:27 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:05:58 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alexis Kim

Phone* (808) 225-3869

Email* gnkland@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha Board Members, I support the BWS preferred action to remove the
Haiku Stairs. The alternatives proposed are not viable and the situation
with illegal hikers will continue without the stairs removal. Social media and
the overwhelming desire of thrill seekers or bucket list individuals to hike
the stairs regardless of any organization's good intentions to manage the
site responsibly will fail. Even in this time of social distancing because of
the COVID-19 situation, groups of people still go up the stairs despite
HPD's presence and their efforts to stop them. Just this morning two
groups, one with 5 people and another with 3 (that I saw), came out of the
culvert having hiked the stairs. This will not change with another
organization managing the stairs and will only get worse once we are past
the current COVID-19 restrictions. Rules, fines, and other admonitions do
not work with the hikers that are intent on going up the stairs now and
managed access is not a going to either. Visitors from out of state and local
residents that want to go up on a particular day will not abide by a system
that limits their ability to go up when it fits their timetable. I appreciate the
opportunity to provide input and urge you to remove the stairs as soon as
possible. Water is the most important thing and should be remain secure to
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last no mater what. And I strongly agreed Mr. Gary Karr's testimony so I've
used he's here. Mahalo nui loa, Alexis Kim.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alicia Card
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:37:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alicia Card

Phone* (801) 616-7042

Email* alicia1361@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Save the stairs. It’s apart of World and Hawaiian history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alicia Lopez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:38:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:37:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alicia Lopez

Phone* (309) 756-6778

Email* wormsey2001@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alicia Roll
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:20:33 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:19:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alicia Roll

Phone* (818) 601-6819

Email* clamoamorodio@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Would support repairs to the stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alicia Shumway
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:14:20 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:14:13 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alicia Shumway

Phone* (801) 471-9648

Email* Aliciakaori@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have been wanting to visit and do this hike! Not many can afford a
helicopter for the view. Please consider preserving the stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alistair Rokstad
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:06:42 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:06:20 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alistair Rokstad

Phone* (808) 670-9886

Email* alistairrokstad@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

One of the most awe-inspiring and beautiful trails on the island, I know
there is a way the path can be preserved and made available for the
intrepid without being a liability to the state. Please find it. One of the most
unique stairwells in the world, it would a shame to destroy the work of the
brave souls who built them, and an outrageous waste of money.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aliyah Converse
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:25:43 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:24:36 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aliyah Converse

Phone* (757) 334-7929

Email* allyconverse@icloud.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The haiku stairs are such an amazing sight to see and an even better one
to climb. I understand that it is dangerous but so does everybody else who
attempts to hike it, it’s not the stairs fault if people fall off, it was their own
ignorance and lack of skill. Please open up the stairs or at least don’t get
rid of them.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Allan Reaves
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:29:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:29:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Allan Reaves

Phone* (808) 345-2288

Email* allanreaves@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please DO NOT remove the stairs! They are a treasure. Removing them
would only cause further environmental degradation, erosion, and put more
hikers at risk who are determined to get to the top, stairs or not.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Allen Nagtalon
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:05:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:04:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Allen Nagtalon

Phone* (310) 866-8310

Email* majicstik@sbcglobal.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is a historic site! Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe,
educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future
generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy
to remove it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Allison Fairbanks
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:50:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:49:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Allison Fairbanks

Phone* (813) 205-7805

Email* Allisonnn37@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Allison Smith
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:01:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:01:48 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Allison Smith

Phone* (405) 474-2215

Email* allison1045762@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

That’s stairs hold a place in every adventures hart. When I found out I was
going to move to Hawaii I knew one of the first things I was going to do. As
a hicking and rock climbing fanatic the stairway to heaven was a beautiful
combination of both. This beautiful hike holds a place in every adventurer
on Oahu.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Allysa Lapine
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:36:07 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:34:50 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Allysa Lapine

Phone* (808) 345-8564

Email* alapine86@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha, we should be working to maintain and improve trails, not shut them
down. If an environmental impact statement shows that improvement can
be done without detriment to the area then we should improve the hike and
charge users a fee that covers the improvement as well as the
maintenance of the trail. No profit should be made to keep prices
affordable.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alyssa Dimatulac
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:53:49 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:52:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alyssa Dimatulac

Phone* (573) 855-4870

Email* alyssa.dimatulac@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly believe that Hawaii can spend a lot more of their time, money and
effort into something else more productive and beneficial for the state than
tearing down these stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alyssa Furukawa
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:35:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:33:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alyssa Furukawa

Phone* (808) 382-2620

Email* Saikiaf86@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am in support of the removal of Haiku Stairs. I've heard many complaints
from friends who live in the haiku neighborhood of vandalism, trespassing
and littering. Not only does it bring danger to the residents, but the state
employees who put their lives at risk rescuing people on the stairs which is
has been restricted for some years now. Yet we've seen many rescues that
could have been avoided not having the stairs. The traffic in our
neighborhood is busy as it is, with Windward Community College, state
Hospital access to a Church, rehab center and Court house. There's way to
much in one vicinity. If Kualoa Ranch wants to build on their property and
take care of all the financials and liabilities, I'd say that is a win win. I hope
you all take our concerns into consideration. Mahalo.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alyssa Schabilion
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:17:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:16:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alyssa Schabilion

Phone* (563) 258-9118

Email* alyssanicole_1995@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Alyssa Womack
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:27:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:25:34 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Alyssa Womack

Phone* (808) 866-8184

Email* Alyssawomack7@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amanda Russell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:13:12 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:12:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amanda Russell

Phone* (603) 560-0895

Email* contact@amandarussell.mba

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It is absolutely insane to destroy an epic historic and environmentally
sustainable location. The state could be making millions of dollars off this
every year and operating it efficiently so that local residents that oppose it
being open, have nothing to complain about. It's an absolute shame that
removal is being considered and a show of how government has failed us.
Transfer it to the department who handles recreational and historical sites
and move on. I will be protesting on the stairs if you decide to tear them out
- as it's an environmental nightmare to remove them and an act of human
stupidity.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amanda Garrett
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:00:00 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs Testimony.pdf

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/26/2020 11:58:22 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amanda Garrett

Phone* (267) 210-1330

Email* amandamichele0916@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy
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testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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April 26, 2020 


Honolulu Board of Water Supply 
630 S. Beretania Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96843 
 
Aloha, 


I am a resident of Oahu and an avid hiker, but I also have a deep appreciation for the Hawaiian culture, 


people, and history. Today I write to urge you to refrain from removing the Haiku Stairs, as their removal 


would be catastrophic to the state of Hawaii. I would like to take the time to explain my reasoning. 


The Haiku Stairs, which were built in the 1940s as part of a pioneering top secret US Naval radio station, 


are not only a historical property and structure, but they have since become a worldwide wonder and 


attraction. The Stairway is an important part of Hawaii’s history and culture, and it provides an 


educational experience for all. In addition, the Stairway is one of the safest hiking trails in the state (as 


there have been no documented deaths or serious injuries). It offers stunning scenic views that millions 


have traveled from across the world to hike. Locals and tourists alike strongly desire to hike the Haiku 


Stairs to experience the raw, beautiful, and sweeping views, the mystical feeling of climbing high into 


the clouds, as well as to experience a piece of Hawaii’s history.  


There is no other wonder in this world that matches that of the Haiku Stairs. To remove them would be 


a disgrace not only to all the people of Hawaii, but also to all the tourists who travel to Oahu, many 


coming solely to experience this hike, as it has long been a bucket list item for so many. To remove the 


Stairway would be a move that could never be undone after the realization sinks in that a piece of 


Hawaii’s history has been forever destroyed. There would be significant regrets that this Stairway that 


people worldwide know and love would be forever gone because it was easier to remove it than to 


figure out a viable solution to instead reopen and maintain it. Hawaii’s people would be forever robbed 


of this rich and wondrous experience that used to be in their backyards. It is a disgrace that this hike has 


been closed and illegal for so many years already. Not only do the people (residents and tourists alike) 


deserve to have this hike open, but multiple organizations have already submitted proposals 


volunteering to take responsibility of moving forward through implementation of a managed access plan 


to open and maintain Haiku Stairs that will respect the privacy rights of residents of the Haiku Village 


neighborhood. These organizations that have volunteered to take on this project should be utilized, as 


they are willing to devote themselves to care for the Stairway. It is clear that the Honolulu Board of 


Water Supply is focused on providing residents with a safe water supply; therefore, they should transfer 


the Stairway to the City and County of Honolulu in order to let an organization whose passion for saving 


it shines through move forward in implementing the plans submitted via their proposals. It is critical that 


the stairs are properly managed and maintained, and I feel confident this could be done by transferring 


the Stairway and letting the appropriate organization have the control to manage it.  Please let an 


organization that is willing to devote themselves to saving the Stairway have the opportunity to do so in 


order to not only save, but also reopen this majestic wonder of the world that so many here on Oahu 


might take for granted. Thank you for your consideration.  


Mahalo, 


Amanda Garrett 
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amanda Wiegand
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:42:26 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:41:25 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amanda Wiegand

Phone* (951) 219-9404

Email* Mbutler0713@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is an iconic hike that has been around for generations. My mom was
hiking it back when she was my age. There’s nothing else like it in the
world and it would be an absolute shame to ruin an experience like this. It
is no more dangerous than any other hike, in fact the “legal” back way is
much more dangerous than the front.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amber Harris
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:26:50 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:25:43 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amber Harris

Phone* (808) 223-4457

Email* amberboyless40@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Collect a small fee to access to help maintain and persevere the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amber montemayor
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:39:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:38:23 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amber montemayor

Phone* (559) 856-3510

Email* Ambermonte2019@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amber Powell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:33 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:28:18 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amber Powell

Phone* (509) 680-3747

Email* apowell509@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Stairway to Heaven has been on my bucket list for YEARS. Aside from
the thrill of the adventure aspect of this amazing climb the beauty of Gods
work and viewing it from such a high point is astonishing. I have heard
amazing testimony of friends who have had this experience and how it has
changed their perspective in many ways. Although there is risk involved in
the "Stairway to Heaven" each individual is aware of that upon starting this
trek. There is no where else in the world that offers the experience that this
hike offers and that is the appeal to myself and so many others. I would
love the opportunity to have this experience in the upcoming years. Please
consider all aspects of this experience and the opportunity that is there for
so many people.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amber Toe toe
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:04:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:04:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amber Toe toe

Phone* (042) 649-8758

Email* ambert.soc@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Dont get rid of the stairs. It is an iconic part of Hawaii!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amelia Matera
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:31:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:30:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amelia Matera

Phone* (206) 830-8691

Email* Amelia@freshabode.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe the Haiku stairs are an important part oh Hawaii. By the stairs
being closed an I maintained, they have caused problems in the community
as many hikers wish to experience the Haiku stairs and are forced to
sneak/illegally do this hike. Now more than ever due to the pandemic being
able to hike and get outside for exercise and to experience Hawaii is
crucial. We should make every effort to preserve Hawaii’s trails. Please due
this by allowing the Haiku Stairs to be preserved and allowed to be climbed
as part of Hawaii’s trails.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ami Villahermosa
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:12:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ami Villahermosa

Phone* (808) 479-0293

Email* amidv@me.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amy Cuyler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:02:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:00:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amy Cuyler

Phone* (480) 787-8966

Email* acuyler@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hello, I am writing in opposition of the Haiku Stair removal. I understand
that a big part of wanting to take down the stairs is because of safety
issues. With the abundance of people that are wishing and waiting to
explore the stairs, I think it would be a fantastic opportunity to turn the stairs
into an actual trail and have the public pay an access fee. Fees can be
used toward the cost of repairing and maintaining the stairs. There is no
need to remove such an amazing landmark. It is my dream to be able to
visit the stairs someday, as it is for so many people around the world.
Please consider our voices and keep the stairs in place. Feel free to
contact me with any questions.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
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Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amy Converse
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:21:14 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:20:30 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amy Converse

Phone* (360) 516-9809

Email* amyconverse1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please do not remove the Haiku Stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amy Storbakken
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:13:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:13:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amy Storbakken

Phone* (701) 388-1215

Email* amy.jo.13@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I truly believe that the stairs should be fixed up, preserved and maintained
for future generations. IF the stairs were fixed/managed you could
potentially even charge a small entrance fee to help maintain. The amount
of extra work to have security there, upset residents with hikers all over
would go down since people would be more organized and managed. I fear
the repercussions of removing the stairs will be far worse than rebuilding
and maintaining the stairs since people will still attempt to find ways around
that decision...I’m sure there are other more affective areas of opportunity
for BWS to save costs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amy Truong
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amy Truong

Phone* (703) 655-6575

Email* Xoxoamy@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please keep the stairs. Fix and maintain. Charge a free for parking and
access - it will help raise revenue like other charged trails.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Amy Walsh
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:36:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:36:34 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Amy Walsh

Phone* (201) 819-7082

Email* amy21278@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please save the iconic stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Andrew Barton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:27 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:58:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Andrew Barton

Phone* (650) 669-9373

Email* andrew.barton11@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly oppose the removal for the following reasons: Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the
safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can open up a world-class,
safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future
generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and must be preserved.
Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Andrew Rizer
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:01:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:01:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Andrew Rizer

Phone* (808) 312-7403

Email* andrewgrizer@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am profoundly grateful that the BWS is allowing and hearing testimony on the
Haiku Stairs. It is undoubtedly a complex issue, so I don’t wish to make light of
the many factors playing into this decision. My great hope though is that the board
would grant the Mayor his wish in transferring control of the stairs. Despite the
sometimes unfavorable circumstances that the stairs have created, to say they are
unique would be an understatement. These islands are already a haven for many of
the world’s most exotic locations, the stairs being no different. I would implore
you to take up the duty that this state has so proudly carried, to protect our
beautiful and storied places, not because it is easy, but because it is right.   I
know it wont be easy to find the right solution, and there are many whose
grievances about the stairs are more than justified, but I would hope that
expediency wouldn’t win the day, and that we could instead see this through to the
end, and see the stairs officially added as another gemstone to Hawaii’s glistening
crown.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Angel Hagedorn
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:56:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:55:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Angel Hagedorn

Phone* (808) 797-0595

Email* Tobeinthetropics@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Angela Amlin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:29:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:28:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Angela Amlin

Phone* (808) 798-0207

Email* angela.amlin@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

There are many feasible options for keeping the Stairs open - please work
with community members and explore all available paths forward to
preserve this iconic hike.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Angela Doi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:00:19 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:00:07 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Angela Doi

Phone* (808) 277-5658

Email* Angeladawndoi@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Angela Shelton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:26:30 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:26:18 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Angela Shelton

Phone* (423) 883-3387

Email* angela.shelton24@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Save the stairs! I want to see them and walk them one day!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Anjanette Branch
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:50:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:48:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Anjanette Branch

Phone* (801) 367-6870

Email* anjibranch@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please don’t remove the stairs. They have brought joy to so many and
have encouraged people to experience and appreciate the beautiful land.
Please allow them to be updated so more generations may enjoy them.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Anna Kaelin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:10:44 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:10:07 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Anna Kaelin

Phone* (801) 809-1476

Email* Anna.kaelin@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Anna Torres
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:51:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:49:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Anna Torres

Phone* (808) 371-1054

Email* annadaddario@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Anne Jaeger
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:28:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:28:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Anne Jaeger

Phone* (004) 917-6937

Email* Anne-reuter@gmx.de

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Annie Yang
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:04:49 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:03:50 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Annie Yang

Phone* (949) 506-8623

Email* anyang137@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Its a beautiful part of Oahu and should not be taken away as it is one of the
major unique features of Oahu. It will be a major loss.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ashlee Kammeyer
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:26:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:25:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ashlee Kammeyer

Phone* (801) 647-8404

Email* ashleekam26@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL places in the WORLD. The
removal should not even be an option!!!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ashley Fink
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:36:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:35:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ashley Fink

Phone* (724) 630-0773

Email* ashleybfink@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs is one of the most rewarding hikes I have ever done. Not only
is it challenging and beautiful but it also is a reminder of history!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ashley Douglas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:38:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:37:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ashley Douglas

Phone* (808) 222-1592

Email* ashley96734@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs. The stairs are not only one of
the most beautiful paths in our islands, but an important historical site that
should be preserved and shared with interested parties. There are few
places in the world that offer what Haiku Stairs offer in terms of history,
beauty and ecosystems. Haiku Stairs is safe and can be made even safer
with managed access. Let us be smart and not waste an amazing asset we
have in the islands. Renovation and managed access can be successful.
Witness what Spain has done with Caminito Del Rey. Caminito Del Rey
experienced 5 deaths from adventure seekers bypassing the barricades
before it was renovated. Haiku Stairs has had no deaths directly
attributable to the hike, but many people put themselves in danger by
attempting access while it is closed. Today Caminito Del Rey is a safe,
managed attraction visited by many people through a ticketing system.
Haiku Stairs could be the same! We could learn from what Spain has done.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caminito_del_Rey Thank you.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ashley Kelley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:30:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:29:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ashley Kelley

Phone* (808) 673-1337

Email* ashleyk1122@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs make Haiku stairs the safest ridge hike on the island with a safe
way up and down. Losing this resource would be a tragedy.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aubin Stremler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:03:21 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:02:34 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aubin Stremler

Phone* (808) 386-3624

Email* aubin.stremler@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Excellent physical and mental activity. Beautiful views of Hawaii.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aubrey Bowman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:01:49 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:01:16 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aubrey Bowman

Phone* (385) 267-7279

Email* miss.aubs@GmAIL.COM

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs are such a great access to the deep beauty of Hawaii.
There are so few opportunities to so many on the island that can display
the true natural beauty of the island.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Audra Romine
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:31:14 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:30:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Audra Romine

Phone* (317) 709-1127

Email* audra3307@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Austin Azpeitia
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:03:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:02:43 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Austin Azpeitia

Phone* (865) 407-4783

Email* Austinazpeitia1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Such beautiful piece of history should NOT be removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Austin Cannon
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:55:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:52:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Austin Cannon

Phone* (919) 552-3424

Email* austin.cannon.med@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is one of the many unique experiences that make Hawaii special in the
eyes of so many people, both local and from elsewhere. I'm certain a fee
for use system could be arranged that would in time pay for the necessary
renovation and upkeep and allow continued enjoyment of this special
place.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Aviela Weltman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:31:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:31:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Aviela Weltman

Phone* (904) 625-0923

Email* Avielaweltman@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I would love to see the stairs open to the public. To offset the cost of
upkeep and renovations, please consider charging hikers a fee to access
the stairs. Mahalo!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Bailey Huffman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:58:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:58:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Bailey Huffman

Phone* (253) 507-0465

Email* Huffman.bailey@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please, please keep them. I’m begging. This is one of the wonders of the
world.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Bailey Easton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:39:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:38:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Bailey Easton

Phone* (816) 679-0362

Email* Eastonb1221@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

There has been only one death on the Ha ‘ikū Stairs since it was built in 1942 and
was a heart attack in 2006. A phenomenal engineering job and impressive track
record makes the Ha ‘ikū stairs the safest ridge hike in Hawaii. The stairs also
eliminate erosion caused by thousands of footsteps. The Moanalua Valley Trail is
alarmingly eroded, where the stairs show no Erin and the mountain is intact and
preserved. With manage access the neighborhood nuisance can be easily
eliminated as outlined extensively and friends of Ha ‘ikū stairs proposals. It has
been called the Eiffel tower of Hawaii and I’ve known of people visiting for just 48
hours to only climb the stairs. The staircase is the upmost importance to Hawaii’s
international allure and local economy. There’s so much in the heart of the walls of
that building up there. So many tears have been shed on that mountain. So many
stories of the day on Pu’ukeahiakahoe that forever change the way people see their
life. The staircase is not only a historic monument and national treasure, it is a
spiritual treasure beyond words. I urge anyone considering the destruction of the
haiku stairs to first experience them yourself and linger at top. Bring food and
something warm. Don’t let me change your mind, the Mountain easily does that.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Barbara Cook
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:47:07 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:46:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Barbara Cook

Phone* (540) 349-8507

Email* Diamondskies70@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Barbara Travis
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:16:09 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:15:31 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Barbara Travis

Phone* (808) 685-4460

Email* barbaratravis@hawaiiantel.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I definitely support Mayor Caldwell's plan in which he proposed that the city
Parks and Recreation take over the stairs and preserve them. I also think
that the State of Hawaii could assume the same responsibility. These stairs
are a unique asset of Hawaii and MUST be preserved. But in doing this, the
residents of the neighborhood adjacent to the stairs' access point must be
protected from indiscriminate parking and being overrun by hikers going to
the stairs. This oversight is best done either by the state or by city
government.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Barry Borell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:52:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:51:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Barry Borell

Phone* (808) 250-5398

Email* bborell@kkhs.k12.hi.us

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please please please save the Haiku Stairs. This is one of the most unique
outdoor recreational activities that is available on the island. Things like this
once they are taken down are gone forever. Such a unique thing must be
saved. I highly encourage the stairs being given over to a tour company or
an agency so that this hike and these stairs can be used by the general
public. If this is done a limit to the amount of people on the stairs could be
put in effect, money could be charged to use the stairs and this could be
used to help maintain the stairs. The need for unique outdoor recreation is
something that Hawaii has that is a great asset to the local community.
Please do not take these stairs away to leave our community without this
unique resource.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - ben foster
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:53:21 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:52:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name ben foster

Phone* (808) 769-8769

Email* bfosterfosterfoster@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Its a beautiful trail with an amazing view. Whats a few million to fix and
privatize it compared to the rail project?

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ben Robinson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:15:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:14:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ben Robinson

Phone* (808) 265-2657

Email* metroben@me.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha! I’m writing in opposing the removal of the Haiku Stairs. I strongly
urge BWS to work with all necessary parties to transfer ownership and
management to an entity that is able to maintain them with public access. It
is understandable for the need to transfer the ownership away from BWS,
so BWS can focus on their primary task of providing clean drinking water to
Oahu. The neighborhood complaints in regards to accessing the stairs
have some validity, but I believe that cooperation and compromise between
all parties is possible to ensure public access to an asset Hawaii has like
no other while accommodating the needs and concerns of the residents
and businesses in the surrounding area. The stairs can be a benefit for
everyone when the right parties are involved. Please do not tear down the
stairs, once they are lost, this type of asset will never be available again.
Mahalo! Ben Robinson Honolulu, HI

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Benjamin Gochenouer
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:33:24 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:32:22 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Benjamin Gochenouer

Phone* (808) 341-3722

Email* gochenouerb@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* I just wish to comment

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Unless an organization can absolutely monitor both the stairs and summit
(including access from the opposite side) the stairs should be removed as
they pose a risk to nearby property owners, the hikers themselves, and the
delicate ecosystems at the summit and along the stairs and trail. I support
the maintenance and use of the stairs if they can be properly monitored,
but the public has demonstrated that they cannot be trusted to act within
reason. The use of social media has also led to the popularization of the
Haiku stairs to those not equipped to perform such a hike and those willing
to break rules for their own gain with little regard for who and what they
have affected.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Beth Santori
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:54:19 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:53:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Beth Santori

Phone* (808) 227-8753

Email* bethsantori@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I lived in Haiku Valley and believe this hike is such a special and important
part of living on Oahu. It’s important to maintain access to the natural
elements of Hawaii.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Beth Sowell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:15:57 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:14:45 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Beth Sowell

Phone* (813) 833-6578

Email* Bethesowell@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I say fix them and put a guide or 2 up there and let people hike it. You can’t
get great views anymore unless you’re rich and if we just continue to
destroy our history we’ll have nothing left. Please leave them. Please.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Bjarne Bartlett
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:10:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:09:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Bjarne Bartlett

Phone* (610) 864-7435

Email* bjarne@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These hikes are important to people and visitors here. This particular hike
is known around the world. There are ways to decrease/eliminate liability
without eliminating the hike. Please reconsider this.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Blake J. Evans
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:21:49 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:21:04 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Blake J. Evans

Phone* (917) 493-6270

Email* blakejevans@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are an asset to your island of Oahu and the state of Hawaii.
These stairs properly managed could become a self sustaining attraction.
Don't destroy something that could never be replicated.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Bob Lehardy
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:43:27 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:42:55 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Bob Lehardy

Phone* (808) 278-3061

Email* bob.lehardy@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

While I understand that that BWS does not see the Haiku stairs as part of
their kuleana, I feel that the stairs offer the State of Hawaii an amazing
opportunity to create a fee for access system that would be self sustaining.
Charge visitors $100 - $200 per person, and have a very reasonable
kama'aina rate for locals. Please do not vote to tear down this one of a kind
hike.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brandon Bethel
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:44:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:43:55 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brandon Bethel

Phone* (808) 779-9106

Email* Rusty96744808@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are a land Mark. Growing up on the east side In Kaneohe I am
proud to have these stairs as a scene of my community. With our green
beautiful scenery I often refer to Kaneohe as gods country. Where else
would you find the stairs way to heaven. I would love to see these stairs
repaired and open to the public if at all possible as this is one of the most
beautiful hikes on the island. Please don’t shut remove the stairs. It’s part
of our history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brandon Earhart
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:24:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:23:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brandon Earhart

Phone* (843) 819-2375

Email* brandon.m.earhart@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have many amazing memories climbing these stairs with my father. I
would love to have the opportunity to share those memories with my kids.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brandon Ford
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:08:53 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:07:50 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brandon Ford

Phone* (413) 801-3910

Email* Brando1664@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I feel these stairs are a historic and amazing piece that everyone should be
lawfully allowed to climb.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brandon Laubser
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:46:07 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:45:14 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brandon Laubser

Phone* (043) 382-2817

Email* Laubserb@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brendan Burton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:59:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:58:31 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brendan Burton

Phone* (416) 801-3650

Email* Brendar_7_@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hey Board! I heard about this and needed to voice my experience and opinion! I
visited Hawaii, Oahu about a year ago in April of 2019 and part of the reason was
to hike the stairs! I heard about the journey online and how it’s life changing and I
couldn’t agree more! I was suppose to go with my sister, but she ended up not
being able to make so I had to go by myself with some strangers I’ve never met!
But it ended up being one of the best things ever! I met people from Australia,
New York, Houston, Europe, and we started out being strangers, but after this hike
we became friends and still talk to this day! The hike allowed me to see Hawaii’s
Beauty from a perspective we’re often not able to see in everyday life, and reflect
on myself in certain aspects I wouldn’t have been able to. Now, a year later, I have
dreams of coming back with my sister as soon as Covid is under control to
experience this with her. I’ve had this planned for a while, and was extremely sad
to hear that the stairs might be removed, making this potentially impossible to
experience with her. And I would risk taking the legal way through the Moanalua
with my sister to experience this with her, but I broke and dislocated my ankle in
September of 2019, and I think the only way I could do it would be by climbing
the stairs. They were secure, never making me feel vulnerable or scared, and left
intact and uneroded the beautiful mountain. With this being said, I hope to be able
to plan a trip back to Hawaii soon when it’s possible after Covid to climb the stairs
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with my sister, but I don’t know if I will make the journey to Hawaii if this
opportunity isn’t possible. This was truly one of the top 3 experiences of my life
and one of the best days of my life and I hope to experience this with my sister .

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brent Teraoka
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:03:22 AM
Attachments: Testimony_SupportRemovalHaikuStairs_BrentTeraoka.pdf

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:01:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brent Teraoka

Phone* (808) 295-5384

Email* bteraoka@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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I strongly support the Board of Water Supply’s recommendation to remove the Stairs.  
As a resident who lives near the Stairs, I have witnessed firsthand just how much 
tension, stress, and anxiety the Stairs have caused for the community.  Living next to 
one of the entrances, my family and I deal with tension, stress, and anxiety of 
trespassers creeping around our house at odd hours on a daily basis.  We deal with 
people climbing our fence and praying that they don’t fall into our yard.  We’ve even 
caught a few of them loitering in our backyard, which was terrifying and frustrating.  As a 
result, I’ve had to install multiple security cameras to monitor my property, which has 
also proven to be effective in documenting over a THOUSAND trespassing incidents 
over the last 1.5 years.  My videos have captured a multitude of people scaling the 
fence, crawling through drainage ditches, and wandering through my yard.  I’ve even 
caught a man dragging a wild boar he caught while hunting near the Stairs through the 
gated access road.  I’ve submitted several of these videos to Ernest, Kathleen, and staff 
who have been extremely supportive and prompt with their response.  I want to 
commend and thank them for all of their hard work and dedication throughout the years 
as they endured all the stress caused by the illegal trespassers. 
 
The residents in the community share the most in common with the Board of Water 
Supply regarding this issue.  We are aware of the overwhelming liability concerns that 
you have faced over the last 2 decades.  The residents in the community also deal with 
the unintended consequences that the Stairs brings.  We’ve witnessed hikers creeping 
through people’s yards, littering, using water hoses (and keeping them running), illegally 
parking to block driveways, and other despicable acts of selfishness.  And I’ve read 
online about the amount of trash that’s been left on the mountain.  The fact that people 
are pleading with others to not leave their bags of human waste on the mountain is 
disturbing.  And someone on Reddit actually asked if they could leave their hiking shoes 
at the top of the mountain as “an offering.”  But most of all, it is the constant, relentless 
trespassing that keeps us residents awake and on edge at night. Some arguments have 
suggested that this illegal trespassing will end when public access is granted, but we 
know that this will not be true. You will still have adventure seekers who want to climb 
the Stairs during non-operable hours.  You will still have folks who won’t want to pay the 
fee. In fact, recent articles have documented people trespassing public trails during the 
COVID19 pandemic when they are not supposed to.  Bottom line is that legal access 
won’t deter trespassing and that’s one of the primary points of contention in this debate. 
 
So, what happens when the next failed attempt to open the Stairs fails?  People have 
suggested that “we won’t know unless we try?”  I’ve seen various social media posts 
that depict the residents as being “cranky and closed-minded.”  Please excuse our 
pessimism, but we have “been through this rodeo before” and have suffered the 
consequences of plans that go awry.  Subsequently we become the collateral damage 
from the experiment that goes awry.  Adventure seekers will have other hikes to embark 
on.  Non-profit groups such as The Friends of Haiku Stairs will move on to fight another 
cause without being held accountable.  Private entities will cut their losses and leave it 
back to the City to manage.  And then we are back to the situation we are in today.  Not 
enough resources to manage access and keep the trail safe.  The residents of the 
community don’t have the “luxury” of waiting to see if this succeeds. 







 
Which brings me to my last point about security.  There are dozens of illegal access 
points to the Stairs right now that are impossible to manage while the Stairs are closed 
to the public.  Just ask your security company and the special duty police officers who 
are constantly trying to combat all the illegal hikers now.  What makes anyone believe 
that this will be easier to manage when the Stairs are opened to the public.  And as my 
point above suggests, it cannot be assumed that trespassing will cease if access 
becomes legal.  Unlike all other hikes on the island, there are multiple ways to access 
the Stairs and an entire library of videos, blogs, and social media posts that gives 
instructions that are easily accessible.  And let’s be honest: part of the thrill for these 
adventure seekers is looking for ways to evade the security guards to get to the 
forbidden Stairs.  Therefore, even if you do transfer the Stairs, the liability will still exist 
as people will still try to hike to the Stairs illegally through Board of Water Supply owned 
land.  This is too much land to cover without a security guard at each post.  The 
$250,000 a year being spent on security is commendable, but admittingly not adequate 
enough to protect the community.  These private entities won’t be willing to spend 
enough to provide this sufficient amount of security to protect the residents because it’s 
not financially prudent to do so. 
 
There is one solution that seems to be a “win-win” for everyone: transferring the Stairs 
to Kualoa Ranch and having them rebuild it on their land.  Kualoa Ranch has the 
financial and physical resources to manage it properly.  The community residents will be 
relieved of all the stress, the Stairs will be relocated to an area designed for recreation, 
and the City can allocate resources to improve other parks and hiking trails on the 
island that are in dire need of repair.  And the view from the top of the Stairs at Kualoa 
will arguably be better than the one that exists today.  There are many historical sites 
that have been restored and relocated while still paying homage to its importance and 
significance.  The Stairs in its current location were not meant for recreational use.  
Times have changed and we can still tastefully honor the past while adapting and 
preparing for the future.  Some suggest that the residents should not be “stuck in our 
ways,” but transferring over the Stairs to Kualoa is indeed adjusting to a new reality.  
Why can’t we think “outside of the box” and come up with a solution that allows both 
sides to get what they want? 
 
Thank you for your time and mahalo again to Kathleen, Ernest, and the rest of the 
Board of Water Supply staff for listening and responding to our concerns over the years. 
 
Mahalo 
Brent 
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brett Wertz
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:02:38 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:02:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brett Wertz

Phone* (801) 842-4051

Email* brettleywertz@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I traveled to Hawaii just to do the stairway to heaven hike. I wish more
people could enjoy the hike. Please preserve the stairway.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brianna Jeffries
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:25:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brianna Jeffries

Phone* (808) 367-9013

Email* bjfirelizard@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are a controversial topic, with valid points on either side. I think
order to keep the stairs, there would have to be strict rules in place to help
monitor and regulate the hike. I think if we were required to pay for a permit
to do the hike it would deter some while helping fund security on it. I think
that a liability waiver also needs to be signed, to show that hikers
understand the risk and agree to respect the land they’re traveling on or get
a fine. I hope that it would be taken over by the State, because then they
might be able to circumvent the trail to prevent hikes from trespassing or
bothering locals.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brianna Dung
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:18:41 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:18:05 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brianna Dung

Phone* (808) 561-6791

Email* Briannadung@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I do not believe it is wise to fund the demolishment of the stairs as the state
doesn’t even have enough money to finish the already worked on rail
project.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brianne Christensen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:24:18 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:23:18 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brianne Christensen

Phone* (918) 407-6523

Email* christensen.brianne@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Those stairs have some of the prettiest views on the island. Please restore
them and keep them
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Acceptance
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brittany Kempf
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:02:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:02:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brittany Kempf

Phone* (419) 961-6255

Email* Brittany.kempf@ymail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe that beyond the liability and nuisance that the stairway creates. It
creates a much deeper view of the rich culture and history this island
contains. The stairs are world renowned. Each step is a hand crafted
example of possibilities and determination of mankind. The haiku stairway
imprints an experience of amazement in every individual that encounters
them. Even photos of others experience is inspiring and pushes visitors to
new heights. The stairs are understood as dangerous and aging. That’s
what connects each person that chooses to climb them and that’s what
connects us to the men that built them. Bonds are made here.
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Acceptance
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Bronson Azama
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:43:08 PM
Attachments: Testimony for Haʻiku Stairs - Google Docs.pdf

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:41:48 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Bronson Azama

Phone* (808) 348-6023

Email* Bazama02@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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To   the   Board   of   Water   Supply   and   to   whom   it   may   concern,  


My   name   is   Bronson   Azama   and   I   am   a   student   at   James   B.   Castle   High   School   and   a   kamaʻāina  
of   the   ahupuaʻa   of   Heʻeia.   I   write   in    opposition   of   the   removal   of   Hāʻiku   stairs    for   the  
following   reasons:  


1) Historical   significance  
2) Potential   to   support   other   initiatives  
3) Provides   easy   access   for   cultural   purposes  


The   stairs   although   being   a   "burden"   for   the   Board   of   Water   Supply   (BWS)   in   terms   of   liability,  
has   been   a   historical   marker   in   the   Ahupuaʻa   of   Heʻeia.   The   Hāʻiku   stairs   have   played   a   vital   role  
in   understanding   the   history   of   the   ahupuaʻa   I   call   home   and   its   past.   It   serves   as   a   look   into   the  
history   of   military   build   up   in   Hawaiʻi’s   past   caused   by   World   War   II.   I   encourage   the  
preservation   of   the   stairs   for   historical   purposes,   and   for   the   purpose   that   it   may   be   co-managed  
by   the   Board   of   Water   Supply   and   another   organization.   
 


I   for   one   as   a   Kamaʻāina   or   native   of   Heʻeia   for   all   of   my   life,   have   drawn   deep   support   for   the  
Koʻolau   Foundation   and   their   management   plan   for   Hāʻiku   valley   to   turn   it   into   a   cultural  
preserve.   The   management   of   the   preserve   includes   Hāʻiku   stairs   which   seeks   to   use   the   stairs   as  
revenue   through   managed   access.   This   revenue   would   then   go   to   restoring   the   valley   allowing  
for   more   education,   agricultural,   recreational,   and   cultural   activities   into   the   valley.   This   would  
give   our   community   the   ability   to   educate   our   fellow   local   residents,   and   visitors   from   beyond  
about   the   significance   of   the   valley,   and   cultural   understandings.   The   US   coast   guard   conducted  
managed   access   to   the   stairs   for   recreation   purposes   and   the   same   could   be   done   today.   
 


What   can   be   said   for   sure   about   the   future   of   the   stairs   is   that   the   community   does   not   want   a  
for-profit   organization   determining   its   future,   thus   why   I    support   Non-profit   co-management  
done   by   the   Koʻolau   Foundation   and   the   Board   of   Water   Supply.    The   reason   I   still   include  
BWS   in   the   management   plant,   is   because   our   mountain   regions   still   serve   as   an   essential   piece  
to   our   watershed.   Thus   BWS   will   need   to   be   involved   somehow   in   the   protection   of   these  
resources.   
 


The   stairs   also   provide   us   with   easy   access   for   the   purpose   of   gathering   resources   in   the  
mountain   peaks   for   cultural   purposes.   Although   access   to   the   peaks   was   rarely   needed,   there  
were   people   who   used   the   mountain   peaks   to   travel   between   the   island.   
 


There   is   much   potential   for   the   stairs   to   be   converted   to   something   great   for   our   community,   of  
course   with   the   right   guidance   and   support.   Mahalo   for   reading   my   testimony   in   opposition   for  
the   destruction   of   the   Hāʻiku   stairs.  
 


Me   ke   aloha,  
Bronson   Azama  
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Bronson Sterling
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:45:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:44:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Bronson Sterling

Phone* (808) 369-4618

Email* Bronsterling@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brooke Hiatt
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:43:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:43:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brooke Hiatt

Phone* (480) 396-9040

Email* brookeababesqt@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony This is an unparalleled site. It should be preserved.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Brooke Holahan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:49:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:49:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Brooke Holahan

Phone* (801) 661-6622

Email* choirchick_39@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cameron Mays
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:05:51 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:05:22 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cameron Mays

Phone* (901) 568-2483

Email* Antevasinphotography@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please reconsider reliving the stairs and transfer ownership to City and
County of Honolulu, who could reopen them via a managed access plan
and allow many to experience the magnificence safely.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cameron Park
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:16:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:15:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cameron Park

Phone* (480) 606-8425

Email* Cameronpark92@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are a part of history and are known around the world. They
should not be removed, left alone as part of history, or if anything a plan to
repair and charge fees to go up it to keep such a historic and cool hike
alive. Anything but tear them down

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Candace Bottella
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:01:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:00:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Candace Bottella

Phone* (951) 255-2975

Email* savoyphoto@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Like any trail it is our duty to take the proper precautions before heading
out into the wild. We do a disservice to everyone by taking away such
beautiful places. This place has served many as a place of retreat from the
heartbreaking troubles day to day life brings. We all see it's beauty and I
think it's in our best interest to save this place. We put so much money into
things here no one has asked for but all of us are beginning, please save
the stairs. You have been put in a place to make great choices so please
make the right choice.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carissa Rosenbohm
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:29 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:58:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carissa Rosenbohm

Phone* (808) 228-4610

Email* carissa.rosenbohm@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairway is a historical landmark that should be preserved. The
stairway should be managed by the state/city or private organization so that
people are afforded this unique and amazing opportunity to hike the
incredible stairway to heaven. Hiking is not a crime. This hike is far safer
than many of the trails on this island. Please do not let conflicts over
access and ownership lead to the dismantling of this treasure.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carla Creameans
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:57:19 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:56:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carla Creameans

Phone* (808) 798-2266

Email* ccreameans@outlook.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I’m an avid hiker, moved here 3 years ago and have wanted to hike this
trail for a long time, I respect the law and have not hiked these stairs
because of the restrictions. I feel it would be a huge loss to the Hawaiin
islands, the people who live here and to visitors to remove these stairs.
Please do NOT remove the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carla Federovich
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:40:24 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:39:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carla Federovich

Phone* (808) 426-3813

Email* cfederovich@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carmen Cross
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:16:05 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:15:00 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carmen Cross

Phone* (808) 888-8888

Email* urelements@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

I used to work together with Cliff Jamail, and he frequently relied on my
advised. I agree that the BWS’s mission is to provide Oahu residents with a
safe, dependable, unpolluted, uncontaminated by chlorine and highly toxic
fluoride and affordable water supply (filtrated only by activated charcoal).
Focus on remedies, not incompetence. Haiku "Stairway to Heaven” is a
historical landmark, a National Heritage. Hikers shall have the right to climb
the illegally closed for public use Haiku Stairs. "Stairway to Heaven” is a
very unique historical landmark of value ”Crossroads to Heaven”, that
should be preserved and made available for public use without any
restrictions which belong to all residents of Hawai'i. I believe Haiku
Stairways to Heaven is a very important and unique historical landmark on
Oahu, and that the Stairs by any and all means should be preserved,
renovated for safety, and any public access issues shall be resolved in
favor to all residents of Hawai'i. Unfortunately anything on what the hands
of government employees are put on is destroyed by over regulation,
incompetence and micromanagement. The best is to keep Stairway to
Heaven out of hands of government incompetent employees especially
those hired through corrupt nepotism of the government employees. are
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Insert Written
Testimony

contrary This National Heritage historical landmark Stairway to Heaven
must remain revenue neutral. Once government put hands on it with time
with government employees intelligence limits would be destroyed. One of
the best examples of total government incompetence is Department of
Land and Natural Resources. Their managerial style is best seen in
management of Ala Wai Harbor. They are mismanaging it to the highest
possible level of incompetence. They leased the parking to out of state
agency, liquidated for no valid reason the refueling dock. The access to
ocean in violation of Federal Law is restricted.... Toilets are dirty, and plenty
more. Their employees are incompetent and do not even know what their
duties and responsibilities are. Access to Stairways to Heaven shall be free
and unrestricted for residents of Hawai'i, retired and handicapped. The best
way to raise the money is on the HONOR basis. There should be an
automatic terminal were volunteers could donate through the credit card
donations to maintain Stairways to Heaven. Those donations shall be used
only for maintenance to assure SAFETY of the trail. Stairways to Heaven
shall have installed SOLAR lighting assuring that can be accessed 24
hours The emergency 911 call stations shall be installed every 2000 feet.
On the bottom toilets shall be installed, in the middle and every 2000 feet
water fountains shall be installed. There is required at the access parking.
For the convenience of very few all people of Hawai'i shall not be
unconvinced. The issue of access to Stairways to Heaven shall be
resolved. Residents (long-suffering residents) near access to Stairways to
Heaven all knew (transparency right to know) or should know that there is a
trail, and final recommendation all their complaints should be dismissed as
nonessential, not relevant. There is an option to purchase back the
residence interfering with the access and to convert it to parking. This
would save the issue of inconvenience of complaining egoists. There is a
need to provide security to parked vehicles to prevent thefts. Best would be
to provide a 2 men police watch out hat. There is no need to provide any
manner security at Stairways to Heaven. If you hire any external third party,
that would destroy the Stairways to Heaven, and would render it
uneconomical, cost prohibitive and and would kill this beautiful landmark.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carol Bloom
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:08:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:07:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carol Bloom

Phone* (336) 337-8446

Email* 2bcbloom@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Removal of Haiku Stairs would be a travesty dishonoring past history and
future generations who must learn from the past. Presently this monument
offers us a mind and life changing experience. Perspective from the Stairs
is elevating, yes, physically, but also a moral testament to humankind and
how we exist in this world.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carol Sniegoski
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:08:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:08:16 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carol Sniegoski

Phone* (301) 641-2130

Email* calicarolann@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am writing you to urge you to please not remove the Haiku Stairs! I feel
that they are a unique and renowned attraction, that it would be valuable to
maintain & preserve for all of us to enjoy safely for years to come. Please
support them, not remove them!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carola Hoesch-vial
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:54:19 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:53:54 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carola Hoesch-vial

Phone* (808) 464-0190

Email* c.hoeschvial@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carren Han
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:19:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:18:29 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carren Han

Phone* (808) 781-2710

Email* carrengaddis@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think the stairs can be an asset to our economy if it is maintained by the
parks dept and treated like Hanauma Bay. Charge admission but DO NOT
REMOVE HAIKU STAIRS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Carrie Williams
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:41:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:40:42 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Carrie Williams

Phone* (703) 609-4650

Email* uh60cw@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am writing to respectfully submit my request to have the Haiku Stairs
saved and transferred to the City and County of Honolulu. This historic trail
should be maintained for future generations to enjoy. Preserving it will
ensure residents and tourists alike may safely enjoy its majesty long into
the future. Sincerely, Carrie Williams

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Catheriine Greenlee
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:22:23 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:21:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Catheriine Greenlee

Phone* (808) 397-3303

Email* catherine.greenlee@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please re-open the Haiku Stairs in a manner that is safe and allows access
for Oahu residents who want to hike. I have never been able to do the hike,
as it has been closed my entire adult life. I see it every day on my drive to
work and hope that one day, I'll be able to access this rare and beautiful
trail at least once. You are stewards of an important resource, please
preserve it and figure out how to allow the public to use it in a sustainable
manner.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Catherine Barbour
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:21:14 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:20:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Catherine Barbour

Phone* (808) 233-8446

Email* cbarbour@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It’s such a beautiful hike and I’d even be willing to pay a small fee, have to
obtain a permit, sign up to help maintain it, sign a waiver, whatever it takes
to keep the stairs available. As an avid hiker growing up in Hawaii, It’s
unfair that a large part of the reason it became closed was people being
disrespectful of the people who lived in the neighborhoods. I wouldn’t want
to do anything that would be similarly disrespectful but I think there is a way
to have a win win situation. Please don’t tear it down- I’d love to be able to
enjoy it when it’s legal. Mahalo.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Catherine Hirakami
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:34:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:32:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Catherine Hirakami

Phone* (808) 381-9403

Email* Catherinehirakami@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cathy Possedi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:44:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:44:31 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cathy Possedi

Phone* (808) 728-5696

Email* cathy@hawaiiantel.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am a long time resident of Kaneohe, and have always thought the
Stairway was such a unique and iconic landmark/hike on Oahu. If carefully
navigated, it a beautiful hike. Of course it would be great if the State could
make needed repairs to make it safer and if there wasn't a guard then
people wouldn't have to sneak in the dark to do the hike, which is ideal. I
support a charge to go on the hike. Mahalo

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cecilia Christenson-Wade
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:49:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:49:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cecilia Christenson-Wade

Phone* (808) 259-7338

Email* ceci@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku is a world recognized natural wonder. To destroy access is wrong.
Hawaii Board of Water Should be able to preserve and beautify the stairs.
Do not stop access, we have to take hold of our resources, manage the
stairs and teach the tourists we have a right to maintain and protect our
assets in Hawaii Nei.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Charity Palmatier
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:47:14 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:46:01 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Charity Palmatier

Phone* (808) 341-6969

Email* charitycook143@live.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational
experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an
important historic site and must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique attraction. It
would be a tragedy to remove it, but given the general stupidity inherent in the
state, I'm sure that is exactly what you will do.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Charles Flanagan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:07 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:14:34 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Charles Flanagan

Phone* (617) 329-1228

Email* c_flanagan@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are one of the most desirable hikes on the island, and
provide spectacular views of Oahu. Keeping this open adds to the
attracting and enjoyment of Hawaii. While I have never made this hike,
once it becomes legal to do so, I will.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cheria West
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:50:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:50:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cheria West

Phone* (808) 364-2147

Email* cheriawest@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

transfer the responsibility of Haiku stairs to city and county of Honolulu to
keep them open!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cherilyn Jones
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:06:38 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:05:47 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cherilyn Jones

Phone* (858) 205-7106

Email* Cherilynw8888@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

One of the most exhilarating hikes in Hawaii. It’s a treasure and should be
honored and respected as such. It allows exploration and exercise to
unparalleled views and appreciation of this beautiful land and sea. The
history and those who built and contributed to its creation should also be
honored. We as a civilization are becoming more lethargic and entrained to
electronics. We need more not less access to nature and remote beauty. I
thank you for your consideration and efforts.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cherlyn Anne Sandal
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:19:56 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:19:28 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cherlyn Anne Sandal

Phone* (415) 810-4426

Email* cherlynsandal@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs is so iconic and part of the history of Oahu and part of the
Hawaii Culture. I strongly disagree with the removal of the stairs. Please
please please do not remove it. Everyone that comes to Oahu should have
the opportunity to be able to experience this. I do believe that it should be
renovated & there should be a way up and down safely & without disturbing
the community that lives there.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cheyenne Genova
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:57:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:55:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cheyenne Genova

Phone* (202) 413-4849

Email* cheyenne.reppert@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Chris Freeman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:02:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:02:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Chris Freeman

Phone* (860) 250-0502

Email* cjfree116@comcast.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - CHRISTIAN AVERY
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:18:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:18:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name CHRISTIAN AVERY

Phone* (732) 803-2851

Email* boktius@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Christian Hicks
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:23:27 AM
Attachments: Haʻikū Stairs Letter Draft #2.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:22:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Christian Hicks

Phone* (561) 795-8492

Email* chicksinfla99@comcast.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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June 29, 2019
Page 2

Christian & Melanie Hicks

202 Berenger Walk

Royal Palm Beach, FL 33414

April 27, 2020

Members of O’ahu government:



We were planning on vacation in O’ahu next spring, one of the primary reasons for specifically choosing O’ahu over Maui or the Big Island was the Stairway to Heaven (aka the Haʻikū Stairs.  When we heard that the stairs were now off limits and potentially being destroyed by a government ruling, we needed to express our feelings to you.  Just like the Inca stairs, both which have significant historical value and are highly regarded in the hiking community.  They should NOT BE destroyed, rather they should be maintained to enhance the existing beauty.  

We believe you and your government can come up with a solution to keep and restore the steps, so that generations of Hawaiians’ and world travelers alike can enjoy the beauty of one of O’ahu’s tallest peaks in relative safety and experience its vast splendor.

We implore you to do the right thing, and make these steps accessible to all who wish to visit or live on your beautiful island.  As a visitor, we would gladly pay an entrance fee to access the steps and maintain any environmental or other rules to ensure the safety, beauty and preservation of this world treasure.  Please do not follow other regulators down the path of NOT listening to what the people really want.  Knowing that there is a safe way to reach the summit to enjoy the glorious, once in a lifetime, breathtaking views we see from other travelers through their absolutely amazing photographs is\ priceless.

Sincerely,

Christian & Melanie Hicks
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Christina Sanford
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:31:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:31:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Christina Sanford

Phone* (407) 924-2463

Email* Chrissyplacido@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I would like to submit my testimony to oppose the removal of the Haiku
Stairs. The stairs and the mountains on which they sit are an important and
beautiful landmark. They allow people from all walks of life to see the
beauty of Hawai’i from an unparalleled perspective. I believe the stairs are
the safest way for hikers to ascend the mountain ridge. The “back way” has
proven more treacherous and fatal. The stairs also provide protection from
erosion and help keep the environment intact. I believe the board would be
best suited to make the stairs a permitted hike. Fees from permits can help
alleviate any cost of maintenance. Permits will also alleviate the issue of
people sneaking to the stairs via neighborhood properties. Please consider
keeping this amazing landmark. I believe all should have an opportunity to
experience the beauty that Oahu has to offer, and all will be changed for
the better by it. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Christina Jacob
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:56:17 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:55:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Christina Jacob

Phone* (309) 212-8181

Email* Cjacob30@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs. I believe it is a staple to the hiking
community, is a true gift and should be maintained for people to
experience.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Christine Balsitis
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:10:25 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:09:01 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Christine Balsitis

Phone* (262) 725-2379

Email* Cturkey16@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Christopher Baze
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:44:21 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:43:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Christopher Baze

Phone* (808) 330-0282

Email* cbaze@hdcc.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is a piece of the history of Oahu that should be preserved and enjoyed
by residents and tourists. It can be used to generate revenue that will
benefit the city and/or state.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Christopher Egan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:11:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:10:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Christopher Egan

Phone* (808) 276-0458

Email* csegan@earthlink.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Keep the Stairs. They are an asset.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Christopher Morabito
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:35:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:35:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Christopher Morabito

Phone* (208) 570-5667

Email* belloc35@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Just like to vote my support for keeping the stairs. Thanks

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Cierra Pollock
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:59:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:58:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Cierra Pollock

Phone* (954) 695-1191

Email* Cierrapollock.jm@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please keep the haiku stairs!!!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ciprian Dumitrascu
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:13:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:12:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ciprian Dumitrascu

Phone* (905) 716-7303

Email* cip@soareproductions.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs is now a landmark of Hawaii. It’s a truly special place that
should never be removed. To be honest, it’s what made me hear of Hawaii
in the first place and what has gotten me to come back to Oahu 9 times in
the last few years. Doing the hike from the other side of the mountain to
just peak at the stairs is breathtaking, and truly don’t understand the need
to remove them. Please don’t, landmarks of this beautiful island should be
kept and protected, not removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Claire Benham
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:33:29 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:32:33 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Claire Benham

Phone* (541) 602-0163

Email* love2volley2@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony These stairs are filled with history. It would be a travesty to tear them down.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Claire Stutchbury
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:42:19 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:41:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Claire Stutchbury

Phone* (111) 111-1111

Email* stutch1@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I wish to walk the stairs one day. I would like the stairs to be repaired not
removed. My mobile phone is currently out of action.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Clayton Dailey
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:01:11 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:00:18 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Clayton Dailey

Phone* (252) 435-3143

Email* claytondailey@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs should not be removed. It is one of the best views in
Hawaii and is known across the world. I also do not think we should be
paying the guards $250,000 a year.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - clayton kong
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:35:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:34:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name clayton kong

Phone* (808) 545-2467

Email* claytonkong@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

i very strongly oppose removal of haiku stairs. haiku stairs is an historical
site because of pass use to send signals to submarines and is a world
class hike for locals and visitors. i think the mayor to turn it over to a 3rd
party is a great idea.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - clinton yap
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:31:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:30:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name clinton yap

Phone* (661) 208-9368

Email* clintonyap@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony keep the stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Colin David
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:01:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:59:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Colin David

Phone* (303) 775-8066

Email* CoDaRu@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are an incredible representation of the beauty of the islands.
People around the world adore the stairs and they make people feel
Amazed about nature and life. The stairs themselves can be a reason
people come to the islands. Don’t destroy beauty. Don’t destroy Hawaii’s
gifts.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Colleen Soares
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:04:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:03:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Colleen Soares

Phone* (808) 748-9215

Email* csoares48@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am firmly against the removal of Haiku Stairs. To my knowledge, Ha'ikū Stairs is
one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'I and an important historic site.
Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational
experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations. I have never climbed
the Stairs, but it has been on my wish list for many years. I’ve talked with a
number of out of state hikers who come to Hawaii with the intention to hike the
Stairs. I’ve also talked with a number of them who are coming down road from
hiking them and they were enthralled with the experience. Ha'ikū Stairs is a
unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it. Please preserve
it!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Colleen Soares
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:11:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Colleen Soares

Phone* (808) 748-9215

Email* csoares48@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am firmly against the removal of Haiku Stairs. I have never had the opportunity
to climb the Stairs, but it has been on my wish list for many years. I cannot climb
it, except illegally, but, as a long-time Volunteer with the Sierra Club, I have
chosen not to do. To my knowledge, Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail
hikes in Hawai'I and an important historic site. Managed Access can open up a
world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current
and future generations. I’ve talked with a number of out-of-state hikers who come
to Hawaii with the express intention to hike the Stairs. I’ve also talked with a
number of them who are coming down the road from hiking Haiku Stairs and they
were enthralled with the experience. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class
attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it. Please preserve it!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Connor Perkins
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:24:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:23:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Connor Perkins

Phone* (501) 551-4351

Email* connorperk@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs is a world renowned and a safe way to appreciate Oahu. Having
been up the back way, I can confirm it is MUCH more dangerous than the
stairs.. Removal of the safe passage of the stairs will force hikers to go the
back way and put themselves in danger. However, I understand that the
BWS has concerns of their own. In an effort to solve that, I propose that
they: 1. Charge a fee to climb the stairs, to cover the cost of security 2.
Have those climbing sign a waiver, removing liability from the BWS. This
could solve most of your concerns. I look forward to hearing your response

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Costache Madalina
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:53:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:51:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Costache Madalina

Phone* (076) 268-0972

Email* madelina_popescu@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Costache Madalina
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:06:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:05:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Costache Madalina

Phone* (076) 268-0972

Email* madelina_popescu@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Courtney Brown
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:38:07 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:36:59 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Courtney Brown

Phone* (808) 780-9000

Email* cb9000@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would be a major travesty to remove those stairs. Instead of taking the
negative approach the Board should take a positive approach to provide
access to those who want to climb the stairs. You should be promoting
healthy outdoor activity not trying to restrict it. If funding is a problem, then
lease the stairs to a private entity and/or put a collection box at the begging
of the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Courtney Harding
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:24:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:23:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Courtney Harding

Phone* (940) 390-9757

Email* courtw4282@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Courtney Stratton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:10:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Courtney Stratton

Phone* (320) 371-1928

Email* courtneystratton97@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs due to it's historical importance. I
think people should be able to climb the stairs legally but the number one
priority would be to keep them.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Creighton Sambrano
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:05:45 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:04:49 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Creighton Sambrano

Phone* (602) 757-1338

Email* cr8102000@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm against the removal of the Haiku Stairs...its a good recreational hike for
locals and tourists.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Crissy Gayagas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:58:20 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:57:19 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Crissy Gayagas

Phone* (808) 218-1408

Email* cgayagas@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose removal of the stairs and believe the public should have access to
this hiking trail. I support the Mayor's approach - transfer responsibility to
the city (parks and rec), facilitate a separate entrance away from the
residential area, limit the number of hikers, and charge hikers to use the
trail to help maintain the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Daisy Roberts
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:06:46 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:05:54 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Daisy Roberts

Phone* (229) 221-8441

Email* Daisynroberts95@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am opposing the removal of the Haiku Stairs (Stairway to Heaven)
because so much money and time was clearly put into building the Stairs.
There is no other view that will be seen in the whole world like the one we
see on the Haiku Stairs. It has provided so much enjoyment and good
exercise for so many. It is so much more safer than so many other legal
hikes around Oahu. But not only that I am against removing historical
structures, and the stairs are historical. I feel that it is highly unnecessary to
spend millions of dollars on removing this beautiful structure and
immaculate architect that was put there by humans. It is truly a lovely thing.
Do not remove.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dallin Dressman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:01:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:01:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dallin Dressman

Phone* (801) 787-0179

Email* dallinpd468@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dan Malin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:40:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:40:15 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dan Malin

Phone* (323) 376-4026

Email* dan.malin@me.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not remove this icon for Hawaii. The stairs should be transferred
to parks and recs to manage. This was recommended by mayor caldwell.
When our tourism opens up again this could be a wonderful attraction for
people who already heard about it through social media. There can be a
fee charged to help manage the stairs and do needed maintenance. The
city can work out a safe passage to the stairs to not impede on the property
owners land or purchase some land through eminent domain. There can be
shuttle busses bringing people from Waikiki and adjacent areas so we can
control the parking situations. Hawaii has so much competition with other
countries for tourism and this can be a great asset to put us ahead of the
others. Spending over a million dollars of our tax money to remove it would
be so bad for Hawaii's economy which is in a very bad place now. We need
to be smart about this for our future. Thank you! Dan

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dana Nakayama
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:34:46 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:31:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dana Nakayama

Phone* (808) 239-2668

Email* danaalan@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I feel that the Haiku Stairs is a unique asset to Oahu residents that if,
"MAINTAINED" and "USED RESPONSIBLY" there should be no issues. I
have gone up the Haiku Stairs over 20 years ago and it was one of the
most beautiful sight and experience. That being said. The enforcement of
the "EXTREME ATTENTIONS SEEKERS" who go far beyond the realm of
safety or anyone needing to be rescued by helicopter needs to take
responsibility and pay for this service. People who uses the Haiku Stairs
should be responsible for themselves and not place blame or seek
monetary lawsuits due to their own choice of hiking the Haiku Stairs. In
closing as long as everyone takes responsibility for their actions and no
frivolous or ridiculous lawsuits the Haiku Stairs should have a responsible
entity that will fully maintain the stairs while limiting the entry to allow safe
entering and exiting the stairway. Along with keeping the neighboring
residents their own privacy without having unwanted trespassers in their
property. If not, it should be taken down. Thank you
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - DANIEL Adams
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:45:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:45:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name DANIEL Adams

Phone* (808) 497-2155

Email* Jackofthedust23@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

aloha, As a individual that has and will continue to enjoy the beauty that is
our home. I feel that the hiaku stair not just show case the beauty of the
islands but have a rich history with them as well. I would be fully in support
of a similar permit system that is used for the napali coastline as a way to
reduce the number of individuals as well as help fund the conservation of
the area. I know and understand the concerns of the state and residents of
the area and feel that with permitting in place it would increase the
accountability to individuals to show respect and kokua to the area. As it
has been seen in many other areas as well as the haiku stair closure has
not stopped the passage of people to the area. The drive to see and be
part of Hawaii's beauty is much stronger then a fine or jail. Why then should
we close such a beautiful hike when it can be used to educate so many.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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Policy prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Daniel Anderson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:28:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:27:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Daniel Anderson

Phone* (808) 489-1695

Email* danderhi@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs are a public asset and would not be discarded. If the Board is
unwilling or able to manage this asset, you should turn to another entity
that is better able to manage this public asset.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Daniel Farrell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:09:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:09:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Daniel Farrell

Phone* (514) 694-1244

Email* farrelld94@live.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Daniel Martinez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:58:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:57:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Daniel Martinez

Phone* (314) 632-6690

Email* dannymartinez1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is an amazing opportunity for the state to charge and increase tourism
dollars and it was is a very safe hike compared to some of the other hikes
on Oahu so I think it makes no sense to remove. I think this should be
turned into a controlled access and a funding stream for the state, which
should consider the protection for the neighborhood and also the cost
avoidance of the removal as well as future funding for the state and all of its
residents.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Daniel Trockman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:36:29 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:35:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Daniel Trockman

Phone* (808) 988-1428

Email* hawaii50@hawaiiantel.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a unique and unparalleled resource. As an avid hiker I
am very much in favor of retaining the Haiku Stairs for public use. Access
to the stairs should be managed. I am in favor of charging a significant
entry fee which could go towards salaries, maintenance and other
necessary expenses. Donations could also be solicited. I also suggest that
users be required to sign a waiver releasing the city from liability. Thank
you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - DANIELLE K H ORNELLAS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:53:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:52:31 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name DANIELLE K H ORNELLAS

Phone* (808) 371-5299

Email* dh_ornellas@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly support the removal /shut down of Haiku stairs. I know of many
who have illegally trespassed the hike/trail and continue to do so. Their
need to hike the trail is mostly for photo opportunities and bragging rights.
Of course the view is spectacular and breathtaking, however at the
expense of injury, invading a neighborhoods privacy, parking illegally,
climbing over private property and fences, and then to leave the area in a
mess, being loud and disruptive, I think it's time to close the trail. There are
dozens of other, legal and accessible hikes that can be utilized. They all
have beautiful views and most are away from neighborhoods. I feel the
Board should transfer ownership of the property and be done. Mahalo, D

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Danielle Lanciano
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:27:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:27:18 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Danielle Lanciano

Phone* (941) 961-4921

Email* Danilanciano133@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Danielle Pollard
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:42 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:25:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Danielle Pollard

Phone* (325) 656-6565

Email* dpollard5@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are part of Oahu’s beautiful history and allow locals to
engage in safe natural viewing of the island. If you are concerned about the
public’s safety, the Haiku Stairs should not be torn down, but instead
maintained and visitors/tours regulated safely as many other hiking
destinations in Hawaii are. Bob Twogood has offered to serve in this
capacity and he has demonstrated himself to be a reputable business
owner in Kailua. This can be done in way that does not disturb the
residents, as many other trails are. Please preserve Oahu resident’s
favorite trail the Haiku Stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Danny Edens
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:46 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:12:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Danny Edens

Phone* (563) 386-0356

Email* edensd@sohc4.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Removing stairs would be a waist. There is plenty of interest of someone
taking over the stairs and doing Maintenance. Guided tours could be had
with a limit of how many people per day. Which would not affect the
neighborhood. The money making opportunity could be substantial there
could be a tax if need too. I think $100 per person could be acceptable and
much cheaper for locals.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Daphne Hemmings
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:08:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:08:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Daphne Hemmings

Phone* (808) 691-8885

Email* hemmings.daphne@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I oppose removal of the stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dara Nelson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:21:19 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:20:46 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dara Nelson

Phone* (215) 622-6720

Email* Dnelsonn117@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe and fight for the stairs NOT to be torn down!! They have such
history and add such beauty to the Island of Oahu . I had the wonderful
opportunity to hike (the legal back-way up) just in February 2020 on leap
day. I was just out in Oahu in July of 2019 and was so upset with myself I
did not get to do them. I promised myself and made it a bucket list goal that
if I ever came back I would do them. I completed the hike and the view from
the top words could just not describe. The hike taught me so much and
challenged me and made me believe in myself and give confidence to
myself on so much more I can do in life if I just go for it just like I did with
that hike. I am afraid of heights and I met wonderful people on that hike as
well and they were from all over the world. On that hike it didn’t matter your
age, your sex, your race, or where you were from and what status you held,
it brought us all together to get up to the top and back down all together . It
was one of the biggest accomplishments of my life and I got the date
tattooed on my ankle. I understand the risk the state takes and how people
do get hurt but I think the good out weighs the bad. It would be such a
shame to see the stairs come down because the rush, the view, the
experience, the feelings you get at the top anyone who is willing to hike it
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should be able to have their breath taken away and escape the real world
just for a little and appreciate who we are, where we are, and what we can
become.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Daren Roberts
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:25:34 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:25:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Daren Roberts

Phone* (303) 549-6179

Email* Daren@newagere.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please save this beautiful piece of history!
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Darlene Pires
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:30:23 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:29:42 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Darlene Pires

Phone* (808) 216-8334

Email* dpiresrra@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have lived in Kaneohe for 42 years, currently in the community where
illegal hikers look for entry points. My objection to having the stairs become
a "controlled attraction" is the introduction of tourism to our community. I
was born and raised on Kauai and have seen first hand what tourism has
done to Hanalei and Haena. I have also seen what tourism has done to
Kailua town and I don't want that to happen is Kaneohe. My suggestion
would be to move the stairs to the Kualoa Ranch. They are in a better
position to manage access and already provide other attractions to both
local and tourist.
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Darryl Campbell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:21:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:20:16 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Darryl Campbell

Phone* (615) 533-6366

Email* diver-dc@comcast.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

On our last visit, we thoroughly enjoyed our visit to this beautiful place. We
hope to be able to visit it again and those oppose the removal of this site.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Darryl Jensen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:57:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Darryl Jensen

Phone* (403) 860-6312

Email* Jensensubscribe@mac.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

My family and I flew from Canada to Oahu in 2018 for the express purpose
of hiking the iconic Haiku Stairs. There are plenty of ridge hikes in Hawaii,
but this route with its interesting military history, unique spirit, and relative
safety is truly amazing. I consider my one trip up and down Haiku Stairs in
2018 my single best day outside! I’m so glad we did it and I’d love for
others to be able to do it as well. Please don’t dismantle this inspiring bit of
nature, history, physicality, and unique experience.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dave L
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:41:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:40:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dave L

Phone* (604) 360-8038

Email* newflyer3000@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs is one of the most beautiful and arguably also one of the
safest hikes on Oahu, thousands of tourists visit Oahu annually because of
the famous views on the summit viewpoint. Not only is the hike incredibly
scenic, but its history is also incredibly fascinating, connecting so deeplt
with people from all around the world who come to see Pearl Harbour with
its rich military history and identity. Please keep the Haiku Stairs and make
it an even safer hike that will continue to be part of Oahu's legacy. The fact
is, regardless of whether Haiku Stairs continues to exist, people will keep
summiting to the top for the famous view, and the Moanalau Valley route is
much more dangerous and treacherous, especially to the amount of
inexperience hikers ascending unprepared.....thus jeopardizing public
safety even more so than actually maintaining the stairs and keeping the
trail public. Removing the Haiku Stairs is not a solution; if anything, it is just
the beginning of a new series of problems that will cost much more in
human lives and rescue missions.
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Public
Documents
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testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Yuen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:14:54 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:14:02 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Yuen

Phone* (808) 777-8630

Email* hi_kawika@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I’ve hiked the stairs over 20 years ago. It should be viewed as a local
treasure.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Bell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:00:31 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:59:25 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Bell

Phone* (801) 722-5106

Email* david@haikuexperience.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Insert Written
Testimony

I represent Haiku Experience. I have been reading the support of removal
of Haiku Stairs and most of the support for the removal of the stairs comes
from residents who live close to the stairs. I think that what people have
experienced for the last 20 years definitely has soured their feelings to the
stairs. Do they hate the stairs? No, they hate the trespassers that invade
their private space to access the stairs. Hawaii is made up of many trails.
Unfortunately, most trailheads begin at the end of a residential
neighborhood. This is not a a unique problem to the Haiku stairs. But their
are unique solutions that could bypass all neighborhoods, create security,
and create a good, if not great relationship with the neighborhoods
surrounding the Haiku Stairs. Haiku Experience has done years of research
on the stairs and has found a solution that would provide increased security
and non neighborhood access to that would eliminate current trespassers
and instead create a legal way to enjoy this wonder of the world. It would
employ locally. It would work with nonprofit companies and educational
groups. It would give back locally and turn what has been detrimental to the
community into a positive relationship that benefits those around it. I don't
think it is reasonable to relocate the stairs. This isn't an amusement park
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ride that is purely for fun and can be set up anywhere. It has history. It
would be like moving the Eiffel Tower, or the great pyramids. Their history
is just as important as the structure itself and should remain together. It
would be a travesty if residents in venice decided to fill in the canals
because tourism made Venice too crowded. It would be unconscionable if
Machu Pichu in Peru was torn down because residients of Cusco didn't like
tourists. There is no humanity in destroying a historic relic because the
world sees the value in it. There are viable solutions that will appease local
residents and preserve this treasure. I implore you to preserve. I am
available to help with these solutions. Thank you.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Bell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:30:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:29:15 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Bell

Phone* (801) 722-5106

Email* davidbell8@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Ha’iku Stairs is a valuable asset not only to O'ahu and Hawaii but to
the world. It is unique in all the world and is poised today to either become
a memory or, hopefully, to be treated as a priceless jewel that could
provide sustenance and life to those who climb it and the peoples and
culture beneath its gaze. There are many issues facing the stairs that have
been voiced. These include access, ownership, liability, maintenance,
cultural preservation, environment, and security. All are important and all
have viable solutions. The stairs could be a great source of income and
pride for the kamaaina. It could provide agricultural, environmental, and
business management jobs and internships to many. It could be a catalyst
to the preservation and conveyance of the rich history and culture of Hai`ku
Valley and the windward side of the island. It is not enough to preserve
history but it must be taught and instilled in the hearts of the people. The
Ko'olau Range is part of that history and needs to be preserved. The Ha`iku
stairs provides access to the range without creating erosion issues. It also
provides access to remove invasive species from the mountain without
introducing more. There are viable access solutions to keep vehicles and
hikers out of the neighborhoods and the private property that has had
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issues in the past. There are well thought out and planned solutions that
can create positive effects if the choice to preserve the Ha`iku Stairs is
sustained.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Herrmann
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:48:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:48:48 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Herrmann

Phone* (808) 783-4673

Email* davidherrmann@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Stairs should NOT be removed and should be allowed to be managed
by a private organization who will maintain and be liable for it. This is an
awesome historical and Hawaiian icon which should be kept and
maintained.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Matthews
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:23:05 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:22:15 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Matthews

Phone* (042) 251-1036

Email* rupotty@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hi Hawaii Board of Water Today is an auspicious day, you have the chance
to change Hawaii for the good… Please consider handing the Haiku Stairs
over to National Parks and keep this available to the people of Hawaii Kind
regards

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Shizuma
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Shizuma

Phone* (808) 259-1952

Email* kawikasmail@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am in strong support of the removal of Haiku Stairs. I believe by removing
the Haiku Stairs, the Board Of Water Supply will be carrying out their
mission of "providing safe, dependable, and affordable water supply" to the
people of Hawaii. The Haiku Stairs is located deep in Haiku valley well
within a very sensitive area of our watershed. It is near impossible to
maintain the Haiku Stairs without the use of any chemicals (pesticides,
herbicides, or cleaning chemicals). Any entity "managing" Haiku Stairs will
need to use chemicals to maintain Haiku Stairs in order to mitigate liability.
They will need to clean the stairs and rails, as well as prevent overgrowth
of nearby vegetation. Thus, I believe that only by removing Haiku Stairs will
the Board Of Water Supply be in accordance to their mission. By
transferring the property to another manager (C&C Parks and Rec, DLNR,
or other government entity), the BWS will be supporting management of the
Haiku Stairs, which will involve the use of pesticides and/or herbicides to
prevent overgrowth of vegetation near the stairs, as well as possible use of
other cleaning chemicals to maintain the stairs. Since true management of
the stairs by any entity will require actions to be taken to mitigate liabilities
(i.e. cleaning of stairs, reducing plant grown to provide views), these acts
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go against the BWS's mission of providing a safe water supply. In order to
provide a safe water supply for Hawaii, BWS needs to remove the Haiku
Stairs, and NOT transfer it to another entity to manage.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Sofio
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:49:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:49:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Sofio

Phone* (808) 384-8395

Email* dsofio@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

If the USS Arizona had sunk within the BWS's boundaries, it would have
been removed and scrapped.  Likewise the Koko Head 'stairmaster' trail, or
the fascinating Diamond Head lookout and associated WWII relics. BWS
would have closed and demolished them, because of maintenance costs,
potential for litigation, or access problems.  BWS is a fish, and the Haiku
Stairs are a bicycle.  There's no question the bicycle has value - just not to
the fish.   There's a clear, inherent, historical and attractive value to the
stairs that merits considerable expense and effort to preserve and maintain
them, based not just on their historical interest, but for their scenic and
recreational value.  If BWS cannot or will not undertake maintenance and
restoration of public access, then the solution is, clearly, to transfer the
stairs to an entity that WILL do so.  
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Waller
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:45:10 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:43:54 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Waller

Phone* (808) 836-1625

Email* dfw808@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Haiku Stairs is a national treasure and should be preserved.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - DAVID ZABEK
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:19:57 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:19:02 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name DAVID ZABEK

Phone* (860) 845-8346

Email* daz652@att.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I would like to support that the historical Haiku Stairs remain. Some how
supporters can work on fund raisers, donations, state and/or federal grants
to bring the Stairs to a safe condition for all to enjoy!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - David Zatal
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:24:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:24:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name David Zatal

Phone* (808) 386-4440

Email* zman52@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Years ago I was fortunate to be able to ascend the Haiku Stairs legally with
an environmental impact study. I was a photographer working on behalf of
a newspaper at the time. The Haiku Stairs provide a unique opportunity to
see one of the most beautiful vistas on the island. I strongly feel that this
should not be shut down. That being said I also hope (as I have for years)
that a solution be sought to provide access without negatively impacting
any of the neighborhoods or the land and the Haiku Stairs become a safe
and respectful hike and be another wonder of Oahu

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dawn Miller
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:53:13 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:52:40 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dawn Miller

Phone* (808) 429-0878

Email* dawn1097@bu.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

One of the most beautiful and important experiences I’ve had growing up in
Hawaii. I think the locals know how to take care of this place and respect it,
and getting rid of it is truly not the answer. There has to be a better solution
to make this cherished experience more safe for everyone.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dawn Moore
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:51:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:50:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dawn Moore

Phone* (808) 728-4050

Email* dawndmoore@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I want the stairs available for family and friends. Please solve neighborhood
problem by building a parking lot for people to use and charge a fee to use.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dayling Hernández
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:41:14 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:40:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dayling Hernández

Phone* (786) 449-4084

Email* dayling072@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I remember the first time I learned about the Haiku Stairs it was while
scrolling on Instagram . I came upon a picture of what looked like stairs in
the sky . I immediately did some research and found out that they were the
Haiku Stairs soon after that I looked up others experiences of actually
traveling to see the stairs in person and fell in love with the idea of one day
being able to go . Since that day I have planed my trip and prepared for the
journey the only thing stopping me from it is school . I planed on going one
I graduate as a gift to my self however if you close it down I won't be able to
fulfill my dream . I am not stating that you should not keep it up just
because of me but to consider how many other individuals would like to
experience such a life changing experience . Where else in the world are
you going to find stairs in the sky no where is the answer . There are few
places on this planet that hold such influence and meaning don't make this
one be the one that disappears .
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Deborah Kiehlmeier
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:51:25 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:50:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Deborah Kiehlmeier

Phone* (856) 745-6081

Email* Deb.kiehlmeier@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am one of many people who has experienced how wonderful it is to hike
the haiku stairs. Yes it has the potential to be dangerous but so do most
wonderful things in this world. I am a physician, a psychiatrist to be exact,
and I think the benefit of keeping the haiku stairs intact far outweighs any
risks. It is good for our mental health for these things to stay.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Deborah Pope
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:07:33 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:06:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Deborah Pope

Phone* (808) 227-1941

Email* kepola49@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly support the removal of the Ha’iku Stairs. I am a life-long resident
of Kailua and Kane’ohe. There is no justification for providing continued
access to conservation land and the watershed for Kane’ohe and He’eia,
especially given the long history of disrespectful behaviors and vandalism.
The environment, the neighborhood and the larger community suffer. We
have all lived with the situation with Ha’iku Stairs for many years and now
see it replicated in many pristine areas throughout the State, where
sensitive environments, cultural and historic sites are trampled by
unfettered access. The north shore of Kaua’i and Maunawili come to mind.
In the current environment, “managed access” is inadequate for protecting
the area associated with the Ha’iku Stairs. Whatever historical significance
the stairs has is hugely outweighed by the negative impacts they have on
the environment and community resources. I strongly urge the Board of
Water Supply to do the right thing – remove the stairs. Mahalo for your
consideration.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dennis Krill
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:26:04 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:25:39 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dennis Krill

Phone* (805) 310-4619

Email* floydbarber28@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

A military historical treasure is placed in your backyard that numerous
people are willing to face fines/jail for the opportunity to use and see your
beautiful island from a perspective seen by few others. And you want to
destroy this potential revenue to charge admission because it’s too hard to
convert government land and make a small parking area. To note, few
other trails have parking being asked. Shame on Oahu and Hawaii if you
pass on this opportunity because it’s too hard.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Denys Delgado
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:02:32 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:01:56 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Denys Delgado

Phone* (323) 614-6855

Email* Denys.delgado51@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Don’t remove Haiku Stairs, it’s such a great place for people to visit for
people of the island and people visiting the island.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Derek Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:57:19 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:57:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Derek Johnson

Phone* (207) 451-0846

Email* derekjohnson023@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Derwin Doi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:00:15 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:59:15 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Derwin Doi

Phone* (808) 256-1358

Email* Derwindoi@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Diana Pernudi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:34:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:34:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Diana Pernudi

Phone* (571) 229-2393

Email* ulliandy@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Diane Yee
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:06:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:05:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Diane Yee

Phone* (917) 855-6971

Email* Dianesyee@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I live in New York City and visited Oahu in August 2019. I stayed for a week
and really enjoyed my stay and spent lots of money. My one regret was
that I did not get a chance to climb the Stairway to Heaven, but it has been
added to my bucket list and will be the main reason why I visit Oahu again.
After climbing Kokohead, my soul and willpower had a transformation that I
now carry with me everywhere I go. I believe that Stairway to Heaven
would have an even greater soul-transforming quality and could be very
lucrative for Oahu if managed properly (charge admission, etc).
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dominique Lavin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:01:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:00:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dominique Lavin

Phone* (605) 940-6628

Email* Domlavin@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs are an important part of history. They are not only
beautiful but tell a very important story of what was. I have dreamed of
climbing them and feeling the connection to our brave soldiers and
ancestors. Even if climbing them is never an option, the history is still
important. Far to many pieces of history are being destroyed and erased
from our children's future education.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Drae Ann Cranley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:55:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:55:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Drae Ann Cranley

Phone* (808) 226-4896

Email* draeRN@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha’ikū Stairs holds a very dear place, in my heart. It is through weekly hikes, over
17 years ago, that my husband and I developed a connection through exercise and
the beauty of Kāne’ohe. I understand the concern for the safety of the hikers and
the community that resides at the foot of the hiking entrance, as well as the
maintenance of said access. Nonetheless, I truly believe that Ha’ikū Stairs is a gift
that should be cherished by many. And for this reason, beyond my fond memories
of love birthed and the enrapturing, beautiful oasis from the vantage point of this
gently pressed stairway, I implore you to not dismantle the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Drew Jernigan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:19:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:18:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Drew Jernigan

Phone* (808) 221-4224

Email* drewjernigan@earthlink.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

RE: Haiku Village resident statement: Remove the Haiku Stairs Dear Board
of Water Supply, I own the property at 46-064 Makena Place, Kaneohe, HI
96744. My home is in Haiku Village neighborhood, which is nestled in the
beautiful Haiku Valley and is directly impacted by the illegal hiking of the
Haiku Stairs. Many supporters of opening the Haiku Stairs do not reside in
Haiku Village, surrounding neighborhoods, Kane’ohe, or even on Oahu. I
trust that the opinions of a neighborhood resident, such as myself, would
be considered more significantly than that of those who are unaffected day
to day by the problems associated with the Haiku Stairs. I am writing to ask
that the BWS remove the Haiku Stairs in light of these facts: The Haiku
Stairs were never intended to be, nor are they, a recreational, educational,
historical or cultural resource meant for the public’s enjoyment. Moreover,
the Haiku Stairs is not a “hike”. It is a man-made structure that requires
maintenance, oversight and management. It bears an enormous onus of
liability. Neither the state, nor the city, nor the BWS owes anyone anything
concerning this structure that is on their land, except to be sure the use of
the structure does not infringe on the local landowners peaceful enjoyment
of their property. At this time, the mismanagement of the stairs infringes on
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Insert Written
Testimony

property enjoyment of the local residents of Haiku Village. Security,
parking, and noise are constant problems in Haiku Village and are directly
related to the Haiku Stairs owned by BWS. 2. Managed access does not
guarantee the the problem will go away. No matter how it starts, ultimately,
managed access run by a private entity will become a business. Once the
stairs are open for business there will be more and more demand for
access, which gets us right back to where we are today. More people, more
traffic, more disturbance for residents, only now it will be legal and money
will win out over environmental or residential concerns. Even if the entity
that originally manages the stairs has good intentions at heart when they
start, what’s to stop them from selling their Haiku Stairs business in ten
years to a different entity whose motives aren’t so pristine? There’s nothing
to say that the stairs will be managed or owned in perpetuity by a
responsible entity who will do right by the community. Seeing how the
BWS, an agency with perceived government backing has failed to
adequately manage the stairs, it is highly unlikely that a private entity will
be able to do any better, and will probably do much worse. 3. I would like to
see the Haiku Stairs removed and I do not support any alternate managed
access route to the stairs, either through Windward Community College,
the Hawaii State Hospital, or any street in Haiku Village neighborhood: via
Kahuhipa Road, Kuneki Street, Makena Street or Haiku Road. Each of
these access points puts undue stress on either local property owners or
back on the state. Friends of Haiku Stairs suggests using Haiku Road as
an access point and using the Omega Station parking lot for the stairs. This
actually makes the neighborhood nuisance worse for Haiku Village and the
surrounding residents as it continues to bring thousands of visitors through
a residential area. The infrastructure of our community cannot handle this
additional traffic or nuisance. 4. The Friends of Haiku Stairs says that the
Haiku Stairs has brought joy to a million people and that this is a reason to
keep it. I say that what this means is that a million people have illegally
traipsed through our neighborhood and parked on our streets, urinated on
our neighborhood lawns, left their trash in our driveways, used our hoses to
wash their dirty shoes and bodies, sped through our community, blocked
our driveways and refuse collection accesses, left beer cans, awakened us
at all hours of the night, and caused the local police and fire departments to
respond to countless disturbance and trespassing calls.The burden of
dealing with thoughtless people from around the world falls to our
neighborhood residents. This is not acceptable. We should not have to pay
the price for every one else to be able to “enjoy” this man made structure. I
respectfully ask that the BWS proceed with the removal of the Haiku Stairs.
Sincerely, Drew Jernigan
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Duncan Morgan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:09:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:08:50 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Duncan Morgan

Phone* (808) 364-9650

Email* Dmorgan14@apu.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Stairway to heaven is one of the places that allows people to connect with
the beautiful nature here and allows people to challenge themselves to
explore the outdoors. Contrary to popular belief, it is much safer than many
other hikes on the island. There is a “back way” which many people hike
due to fear of being caught, but this way is actually much more dangerous
especially when it rains (nearly every day in the Ko’olaus). Opening
stairway to heaven to the public would present some logistical challenges,
but would also promote the health and safety of those who are able to hike
it legally. There is also an opportunity for education about our Aina and the
culture of Hawai’i.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Dylan Schmeding
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:51:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:50:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Dylan Schmeding

Phone* (808) 469-7273

Email* dylschmeding@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha Board of Water Supply Directors, I oppose the removal of the Haiku
Stairs and feel that doing so would not only be detrimental to the public’s
safety but also be a missed opportunity for the City and County to capitalize
on what is an obvious interest in the hike. The main issue is that I fear with
the removal of the stairs, there would be a sharp increase of individuals
hiking the moanalua valley trial up to the summit, which in my opinion, is far
more dangerous. Hikers get lost and injured hiking the legal way frequently.
The trail does not have a clear path or hand rails like the Haiku Stairs offer.
Not only would there be a sharp increase on the more dangerous trail but
there would also be some thrill seekers that would attempt to follow the
path that the stairs once occupied. Ultimately, I feel that the removal of the
Haiku Stairs would bring far more problems than they currently do. Thank
you for your consideration.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ean Smith
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:52:24 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:51:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ean Smith

Phone* (808) 291-3568

Email* Phoummal@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Edward Conklin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:37:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Edward Conklin

Phone* (808) 923-6133

Email* ekc@forth.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are an important World War II historical site in Hawaii.
They must not be destroyed, but preserved. There is no excuse for not
developing a proper management plan and putting it into place. When that
exists, the Stairs can and should be safely and legally accessed by
interested residents and visitors.
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Acceptance
Policy
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Edward Kirschner
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:24:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:23:48 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Edward Kirschner

Phone* (212) 243-9230

Email* tkirschner@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please, please, please... do not remove the stairs. I've respected the rules
and never visited them, but to take away such an incredible landmark
would be a true loss. While no small feat, I would fully endorse
rehabilitating them and allowing controlled & measured access by the
public.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Edwen Ducusin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:02:38 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:01:22 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Edwen Ducusin

Phone* (808) 258-3214

Email* goodbye.edwen@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ela Mathi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:53:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:53:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ela Mathi

Phone* (988) 456-4012

Email* teenmoon5@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hi I am R. Mathi from India. I came to know about Haiku stairs a few years
back. Me and my brother were saving money for the past 14 months to visit
Hawaii. I dont know English well but i feel terribly sad while reading this
information on Instagram. My monthly income is 240 US dollars only. But i
am saving nearly 50 dollars every month and working another job after 6
PM from which i get around 65 dollars a month. I know i am poor and
visiting a foreign country is a way big dreams for people like. Yet me and
my brother Vignesh decided to visit Hawaii and Haiku stairs by saving up
for a period of two years. After 14 months it is heart breaking to hear such
news and i didn't know how am I going to get out of this shock. I am writing
this mail with tears. Please reconsider the demolishing plan, i am building a
dream. I cant even express exactly how I feel in a foreign language Once
again I request You to reconsider demolishing a treasure.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elena Barbour
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:53:38 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:52:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elena Barbour

Phone* (808) 389-6963

Email* Elena.bee21@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am born and raised in Kaneohe and I have had many friends who loved
the stairs! I’ve always wanted to go, but soon enough the hike was illegal
and I didn’t want to risk it. My uncle was in Friends Of Haiku and he helped
maintain the stairs often, he always stated how amazing it was to be up
there! I think that if we have the stairs added as an official hike it would not
only be a great community asset, but also bring in experienced hikers who
would never forget the amazing beauty they saw from atop the Ko’olau’s in
Hawaii. The stairs are both historic and unique, the educational
experiences alone should qualify them to be kept. If kept maintained, it can
stay one of the safest ridge hikes in Hawai’i!! Keep the stairs!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Eleshia Terry
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:08:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:07:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Eleshia Terry

Phone* (801) 809-0666

Email* eleshiasharae@icloud.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs provide such an amazing hike with a breath taking end result
of beautiful views from on top of the world. You can’t get the same
experience anywhere else.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elizabeth Krouglova
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:24:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:23:14 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elizabeth Krouglova

Phone* (647) 833-3248

Email* Elizabethkrouglova@live.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The haiku stairs shouldn’t be torn down because it’s part of Hawaiian
culture and history and shouldn’t be demolished but should be protected.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - ELIZABETH AULSEBROOK
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:49:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:48:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name ELIZABETH AULSEBROOK

Phone* (808) 384-3579

Email* eaulseb@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Insert Written
Testimony

April 26, 2020 Aloha mai kākou, KAI LOA, Inc. is a nonprofit entity that
advances the work of a Kaneʻohe Hawaiian immersion school - Ke Kula ʻo Samuel
M. Kamakau, Laboratory Public Charter School - that sits at the base of the
Stairway to Heaven. We SUPPORT the removal of the Haʻikū Stairs. The safety of
our students, staff and families are at-risk as long as the stairs continue to exist,
even under the alternatives provided in the BWS Environmental Impact Statement
for the following reasons- • Trespassers consistently come onto the school campus,
at times threatening and harassing students and staff. • Trespassers park alongside
the state access road accessible from Ha’ikū Road and Kūneki Street, regardless of
posted signs at the entry. • Trespassers have damaged the entry gate when gates are
locked after hours. • The school has experienced property damage (cutting of
fences) in order to get to the stairs. • The School has experienced repetitive
unsanitary conditions including litter, human fecal matter and other biohazards left
by trespassers. The burden continuously falls on the school to address trespassers
and the damage they cause on a regular basis. The school spends staff time and
thousands of dollars a year to address these issues, which ultimately takes away
from the educational needs of students. Secondly, it poses an unnecessary liability
for our organization and the school. This is completely unacceptable. We were
involved in the stakeholder feedback draft process of the Draft BWS Environment
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Impact Statement and again to provide comments upon the completion of the draft.
We strongly supported the BWS proposed action to completely remove the Haʻikū
Stairs then and now for the following reasons- • The absence of viable solution to
keeping and managing the stairs; while years have been devoted to this study, there
has been little progress in identifying “managed access”and land owners have not
agreed to usage of access roads (eg Haʻikū Rd, Kūneki St) • The previously
proposed alternatives do not sufficiently address the safety risks posed to our
students, families and staff. We ask you to please SUPPORT the Removal of the
Haʻikū Stairs and thank you for your consideration. Mahalo, Elizabeth Aulsebrook,
M.Ed. KAI LOA, Inc., Secretary

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elizabeth Croegaert
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:54:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:53:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elizabeth Croegaert

Phone* (808) 628-0168

Email* lizcroegaert@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is a feature that attracts amazing and adventurous people from all
over the world. The amount of money that was put forth to make these safe
should be considered as well.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elizabeth Ryan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:56:48 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:56:15 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elizabeth Ryan

Phone* (443) 987-7173

Email* emryan7@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elizabeth Sepp
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:02:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:02:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elizabeth Sepp

Phone* (808) 382-9877

Email* easepp@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
tragedy to remove it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elizabeth Willis
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:25:16 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:24:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elizabeth Willis

Phone* (908) 399-9515

Email* Lizziewillis@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Strongly oppose the removal of these iconic stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elle Sides
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:15:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:14:22 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elle Sides

Phone* (561) 391-1100

Email* Thecountrysinger25@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ellen Bresnahan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:17:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:17:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ellen Bresnahan

Phone* (808) 343-8745

Email* Ellenbres@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Thanks for all the work you have done on this. It seems clear that since
there is a way to keep the stairs, we should keep the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elli Williams
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:13:42 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elli Williams

Phone* (042) 803-0868

Email* eloisegj@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not remove the stairs. I’m from Australia and have been
fortunate enough to have been up there and it’s one of the best memories I
have. It would be a shame to see this piece of Hawaii’s history go.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ellie Fiander-Young
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:23:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:22:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ellie Fiander-Young

Phone* (447) 305-9562

Email* efay1@rvc.ac.uk

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Elliott Basler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:58:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:56:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Elliott Basler

Phone* (913) 909-6968

Email* Elliott.basler@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ellyse Mazzi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:46:51 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:46:35 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ellyse Mazzi

Phone* (808) 343-3194

Email* Ellysemazzi@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha, I support keeping the Haiku stairs intact and reopening them to the
public. I also support a 3rd party managing the operation in a way that
provides relief for the surrounding neighborhood. Thank you for the
opportunity to testify. Sincerely, Ellyse Mazzi

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emily Baccante
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:10:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:10:29 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emily Baccante

Phone* (910) 612-1619

Email* Emilymbaccante@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is a major tourist hike. If it were to be transferred over to the Parks
department we could reopen them and bring in even more to our tourist
based economy.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emily Barber
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:05:43 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:04:59 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emily Barber

Phone* (817) 657-9802

Email* Eabarber@swbell.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think the Haiku Stairs are an amazing land mark and hike on our island.
We should find a way to monetize from it to restore its safety, to keep
landowners happy, and to keep it available to the public.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emily Drower
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:11:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:10:45 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emily Drower

Phone* (716) 462-7960

Email* Drowere@canisius.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please keep the Haiku stairs!! They are an important piece of Oahu History

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emily Gomes
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emily Gomes

Phone* (808) 255-2687

Email* emily.gomes808@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are such a unique part of what the Koolau Mountain offers
those who love the outdoors. They are particularly special to those of us
who grew up with it in our backyard. I understand that maintaining and
protecting the stairs does not fit into the BWS core objective in providing
Hawaii with clean water. Transferring the ownership and responsibility to
the City and County of Honolulu would be a perfect way to relieve the BWS
of the responsibility while protecting an incredible site. By voting to transfer
the Stairs, rather than remove then, the BWS can enable the City and
County to transform the stairs into a site accessible for the community to
enjoy. They are cherished in Hawaii, and renowned world-wide. Please
protect the stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emily McKenna
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:55:31 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:54:35 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emily McKenna

Phone* (808) 728-7861

Email* em2020@bu.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

BWS should sell the lands to a private entity to maintain the stairs and
regulate access, possibly even charging a small fee for entry. A pathway to
legal hiking of this trail should be created for all Hawaii residents to enjoy.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emily Stilwell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:35:25 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:33:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emily Stilwell

Phone* (770) 584-6563

Email* emilystilwell1231@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I spent four months on Oahu exploring the various trails and waterfalls and
I didn’t miss one. The view from the haiku stairs is the singular, best view of
the island. I didn’t find the stairs to be treacherous but if they prove to be
perhaps consider restoring them rather than tearing them down. When I
climbed the stairs there was a group that came up the backside through
rain and mud which is far more dangerous. If the stairs are removed people
will hike there all the same it simply would further endanger them. As in all
things in regards to the land of Hawaii, I believe the decision should be
made by the natives and locals. As one of the most beautiful features of the
island and something that is known worldwide - I would advocate for its
restoration.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emily Tchir
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:45:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:45:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emily Tchir

Phone* (201) 336-4340

Email* ect303@nyu.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a popular tourist location that prompts many to take
on the challenge and to post about it on social media. This location has
already a following, and by closing and removing them, will not keep people
away. This instead will increase costs. The stairs should be properly
managed and invested into, like Diamondhead Trail (a small daily or annual
fee). By removing them, a part of Oahu’s history would be removed, it
would like closing Kokohead or Diamondhead.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emma Fox
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:27:42 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:27:00 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emma Fox

Phone* (540) 336-0883

Email* emmaluellen@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Emmit Atkins
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:56:27 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:56:21 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Emmit Atkins

Phone* (804) 309-8812

Email* Emmit.atkins@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I oppose the removal of the Haiku stairs and their history!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Enrica Kahele
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:37:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:36:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Enrica Kahele

Phone* (808) 364-2438

Email* Ekahele@man.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha! I am against the removal of the stairs. It would be ideal if another
agency of the government could manage the stairs like DLNR. The stairs
present a unique opportunity to see the beauty of our aina. Please do no
remove. Mahalo!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Eric Reitinger
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:42:25 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:41:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Eric Reitinger

Phone* (609) 206-2973

Email* er4599@gmai.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a historically significant piece of Hawaii history. 2 folks
scaled the ridge to provide the radio antenna so we were able to talk to our
forces all the way to Japan. As a true testament to their heroic efforts, we
were able to communicate with our troops while also be able to witness
some of the amazing views O'ahu has to offer. I remember going up the
first time back in 2010 and was taken back at how beautiful the windward
side of the island looked as the fog cleared. I understand how unsafe it
could be at times to climb and how slippery, but regulating this like some of
the other trails could prove a useful way to keep it sustainable as well as
give folks a chance to appreciate the work done by those two individuals
who scaled the ridge as well as the views it provided are a vital part of
recent Hawaiian history. I would love to see this trail maintained and be
available for those to enjoy.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Erin Bullard
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:58:39 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:58:22 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Erin Bullard

Phone* (808) 291-0010

Email* Ebullard@scu.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I grew up idolizing the pictures of Haiku stairs, and once my twin brother
and I turned 12....he and my older brother were allowed to go on the hike,
but not myself, because I'm a girl. I spent my life being competitive due to
the nature my household created (hinted above). Close to my 18th
birthday, I did the hike with my friends (all local, all experienced hikers). It
was the best experience of my life. I understand the necessity to make this
hike safe, as it IS dangerous when inexperienced hikers or unfocused
individuals attempt it, however, for locals like me and my friends, this hike
is a place to see thebeauty of O'ahu. The whole beauty. Literally a whole
360° of the most beautiful place on earth--at sunrise. No one should be
denied that.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Erin Paulsen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:05:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:04:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Erin Paulsen

Phone* (707) 758-8660

Email* erinyogapaulsrn@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony This is not right. Leave the beautiful stairs!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Erinn Burgess
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:26:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:26:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Erinn Burgess

Phone* (000) 000-0000

Email* erinnbur@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I hope you keep the stairs — they are such a unique piece of the island and
such a special experience.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ethan Brown
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:51:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:50:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ethan Brown

Phone* (808) 261-7643

Email* ethangilesbrown@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please save, repair, and re-open the Haʻikū Stairs as described in the managed
access (conveyance alternative). Removing the historic Haʻikū Stairs would result
in the irrevocable loss of one of the most unique and awe-inspiring trails in the
world. Managed access with a fee-based permit system would not only allow for
the enjoyment of the trail, but also could generate revenue for the BWS beyond
operating costs, as well as addressing the concerns of the neighbors. Please save
and reopone the stairs!!!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Eury Marte
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:16:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:15:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Eury Marte

Phone* (808) 222-9056

Email* Eury.marte@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are a historical landmark, above all else. They are also a place
that, if maintained and regulated, can offer locals and visitors alike, a
beautiful way to stay active while also seeing some of the most beautiful
views on the island. I lived in Hawaii for 5 years and visited the Haiku
summit from the legal way, which involved a longer and potentially more
dangerous than the stairs. Even with the restrictions placed on the stairs, I
observed many people summiting from both directions (stairs and via the
Moanaloa trail to the summit). I feel it would be in the interest of the State
of Hawaii to look at options for public funding support through
crowdsourcing to rehab and maintain the Haiku stairs. Aloha and thank you
for your time and consideration.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Evan Ventura
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:22:38 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:22:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Evan Ventura

Phone* (808) 636-6008

Email* evanjventura@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am writing in opposition of the removal of the Haiku Stairs on the grounds
that a fair, reasonable compromise can be made by the hard work of
compassionate, enthusiastic individuals in our community that not only wish
to see this historic structure preserved but realize the urgency in restoring
peace and order in the surrounding neighborhood that has been otherwise
begrudged by a lack of parking and overall disorder. The stairs are an
iconic Oahu landmark and draw visitors from all over the world, some with
the express purpose of ascending them for arguably one of the best views
on the island. This is perhaps the safest means of reaching this point on
the mountain with the correct skill set or supervision. Well regulated, even
expert guided, use of the stairs that is booked in advanced, capped daily,
and taxed could be a tremendous boon to the local economy. It is already
not uncommon for tourists to pay unofficial guides on social media
hundreds of dollars for private tours. I would venture to say there is enough
revenue opportunity to establish a proper parking and/or shuttle facility that
will eliminate neighborhood parking as well as resources to maintain the
safety of the stairs and prevent liter and vandalism at the observatories.
This, in addition, to sparring taxpayer dollars that have already been spent
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restoring the stairs previously and the many more dollars that will be
needed to destroy them. With careful consideration, a win-win scenario for
all affected parties should be possible to achieve.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Evan Woodruff
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:13:14 PM
Attachments: Testimony for the Haiku Stairs.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:12:32 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Evan Woodruff

Phone* (808) 372-2118

Email* evanwoodruff@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha and good morning, in regards to the future of the Haiku Stairs, I
would submit the following testimony to the Board of Water Supply. History:
The Stairs have been a tribute and testimony to the resourcefulness,
ingenuity, and precision of the Hawaiian Engineers, Construction Workers
who worked tirelessly to create it during WWII. It has stood the test of time
and has been symbol of hope, endurance, and what our people can do if
we work together for almost a century. It overlooks one of the most
majestic and inspiring views in this or any other land. Recommendations:
To keep the Stairs as is or better, with the following improvements to the
current situation. 1. Designated Parking Area – the concerns of the area
residents are noted and valid. There is no question that they are correct
about the incidents that have occurred over the years in this area. To
resolve this recommend the following: a. The State or City and County of
Honolulu can, and should, designate a parking area away from the
residential area, that would allow access to the approved trail entrance and
minimize impact on the residents. b. Charge a parking fee for the area
usage. 2. Safety of the Trail/Limitation of Liability – the BWS, and the
Honolulu City & County’s concern for the safety of the hikers is laudable
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Testimony for the Haiku Stairs



Aloha and good morning, in regards to the future of the Haiku Stairs, I would submit the following testimony to the Board of Water Supply. 



 History:  The Stairs have been a tribute and testimony to the resourcefulness, ingenuity, and precision of the Hawaiian Engineers, Construction Workers who worked tirelessly to create it during WWII. It has stood the test of time and has been symbol of hope, endurance, and what our people can do if we work together for almost a century. It overlooks one of the most majestic and inspiring views in this or any other land. 

Recommendations: To keep the Stairs as is or better, with the following improvements to the current situation. 

1. Designated Parking Area – the concerns of the area residents are noted and valid. There is no question that they are correct about the incidents that have occurred over the years in this area. To resolve this recommend the following:

a. The State or City and County of Honolulu can, and should, designate a parking area away from the residential area, that would allow access to the approved trail entrance and minimize impact on the residents. 

b. Charge a parking fee for the area usage. 

2. Safety of the Trail/Limitation of Liability – the BWS, and the Honolulu City & County’s concern for the safety of the hikers is laudable and justified.  Suggest the following to remediate these concerns:

a. Similar to Peacock Flats, require an online form with certification of health and waiver for all legal hikers. 

b. Impose a fine for all those who attempt to do trail without proof of waiver. 

c. Have an unmanned aid station near the top and/or at the bottom of the stairs. 

d. Solar powered phone lines, similar to H3, at designated spots on the trail. 

I submit this testimony for your consideration. 



and justified. Suggest the following to remediate these concerns: a. Similar
to Peacock Flats, require an online form with certification of health and
waiver for all legal hikers. b. Impose a fine for all those who attempt to do
trail without proof of waiver. c. Have an unmanned aid station near the top
and/or at the bottom of the stairs. d. Solar powered phone lines, similar to
H3, at designated spots on the trail. I submit this testimony for your
consideration.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Everett Jellinek
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:03:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:01:34 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Everett Jellinek

Phone* (808) 384-3550

Email* jellinek@usc.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This hike is an incredible experience. This trail should be legal, regulated,
and maintained. use it as a source of revenue, charge whatever it costs to
maintain, but don't take it out.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Fa"amao Capri
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:02:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:00:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Fa'amao Capri

Phone* (808) 277-8073

Email* ftanielu@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please save and preserve the Haiku Stairs! This is an amazing landmark
and should be preserved - this would be a terrible loss to remove the stairs.
Please Save!
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verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Fa"amao Capri
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:02:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:00:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Fa'amao Capri

Phone* (808) 277-8073

Email* ftanielu@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please save and preserve the Haiku Stairs! This is an amazing landmark
and should be preserved - this would be a terrible loss to remove the stairs.
Please Save!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Felicia Tatulli
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:20:09 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:19:07 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Felicia Tatulli

Phone* (401) 595-5041

Email* Feliciaa1019@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Stairway to Heaven is an iconic part of the Hawaiian land. It is safe. It is a
part of the history of Hawaii and tearing it down is just erasing history.
Photos of the stairs brings people young and old joy and amazement. It is a
wonder of the world.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Felipe Messias
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:57:39 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:56:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Felipe Messias

Phone* (801) 859-2412

Email* Braziback@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs is the the number one hike in the world that I would love to
take my wife to. It is an amazing representation on Hawaii’s history, beauty,
and wonder. I took my wife back to Hawaii with me on our honeymoon, but
we were very disappointed to not be able to hike the Haiku Stairs. Please
preserve the Haiku Stairs so that future generations may have the
opportunity to partake of this incredible wonder of Oahu.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Flinn Curren
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:51:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:50:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Flinn Curren

Phone* (808) 753-5766

Email* currenspam@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have been waiting for over 17 years to hike the Haiku Stairs, but have
refrained from doing so until restrictions were lifted. I find it alarming that
after considerable public monies have been spent repairing and renovating
the Stairs and the significant public support for opening them that the Board
of Water Supply (BWS) is moving to destroy this resource. I suspect that
construction of the Stairs preceded the births of most of the neighborhood
residents who object to re-opening this facility. I’ve always thought that the
BWS was acting for the benefit of all Oahu residents but it appears that the
BWS has been persuaded by a small special interest group. I hope the
BWS conveys the Stairs to the City and County of Honolulu a reaffirms that
it operates for the benefit of all of Oahu, not just a select few. I wonder if
the BWS has already decided how it will vote and that all of our public input
is just another part of the checklist on a pre-determined path. If so, I say to
the BWS “Shame on you!”
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Frances and David Kitabayashi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:25:17 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:24:27 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Frances and David Kitabayashi

Phone* (808) 235-5022

Email* fkitabayashi@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

My husband David and I have been residents of Haiku Village for about 44
years and we strongly agree to have the Stairway to Heaven removed. It
has caused so many controversies that it is time to have it taken down and
removed for good. These hikers do not have any respect or consideration
for the residents living here in Haiku Village. Our bedroom is situated right
next to the street and these hikers come so very early in the morning and
make so much noise with their cars and with their conversation with each
other as they embark to go on their hiking journey. They also leave all kind
of rubbish on the street and on the sidewalk and we as residents have to
clean up after them. I have even had to confront a couple as they tried to
climb over my neighbors fence trying to look for a faster way to get to the
roadway. I told them that this was not right to trespass on someone's
property. One of them even climbed over that same neighbors fence and
bent the aluminum pole. My property is located right next to the forest
reserve and the hikers have tried to get to the stairways by going to the
forest and that made my dog bark and make a lot of noise at so early in the
morning. I had even one of the hikers move my trash can so he could park
right in front of my house thus putting the trash can back the wrong way.
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Could you imagine if the trash can was picked up the wrong way. There
would be trash all over the road. I was told by some of the neighbors that if
you confront the hikers, there are some that can be very rude and would
mouth off to them. I am very concerned because I have young
grandchildren and have been afraid to let them play in the front yard. Also,
the speeding of cars makes it even more worrisome for all of the residents
here. I would hate to think of anyone being hurt or killed which will be too
late for any family. Not to mention the theft and bodily harm that could arise
with all the hikers coming through. That is the reasons that we both would
like to have the Stairway to Heaven dismantled, broken down , taken
whatever it takes to get rid of it. I would like to have Haiku Village be kept
as the safe, peaceful and quiet place as it was and hope that it will always
be that way. My husband and I would like to thank you for listening to our
testimony.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Frank Cabacungan III
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:18:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:16:48 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Frank Cabacungan III

Phone* (808) 542-1717

Email* frankfish01@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I would like the stairs to remain present, upheld, and made legal for access.
It is not a dangerous hike, and should be made sanctioned. I have
discontinued access since regulating, but would like to hike it again in the
future.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Frank Capri
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:04:33 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:03:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Frank Capri

Phone* (931) 241-1744

Email* nikonfrank@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

OH NO! Please don't remove the stairs! This incredible landmark should be
preserved, improved, safety improvements and made into an accessible,
chargeable landmark that should be enjoyed for generations to come!
Please don't remove the stairs!
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Frank Earhart
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:14:27 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:14:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Frank Earhart

Phone* (843) 693-1809

Email* frank.earhart1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I lived in Hawaii for 5 years in the early 2000's when the stairs were not managed
by anyone and going up them was not an issue. I have been up the stairs several
times and it was a fantastic experience that I think should be available to anyone
who is willing to tackle them. It is a beautiful ridge trail and ranks up in the top of
ridge trails hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe,
educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future
generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and must be preserved since
it has been around for many generations and keeping it open will allow many more
generations to enjoy it. With the new stairs in place it is also much safer and could
allow for enjoyment by a variety of locals and visitors. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique,
world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it. The stairs were a
highlight of the various trails that we hiked on Oahu. I have done over 100
different hikes and all the ridge hikes in Hawaii and I believe this one should
remain open for future generations to experience. Thank you for your consideration
on this very important matter.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gabriel Delgado
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:18:06 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:16:47 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gabriel Delgado

Phone* (323) 445-2495

Email* gabrieldelgado1106@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Had a plan trip to visit and would still want it to be open when I go visit.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gabrielle Bielicki
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:41:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:40:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gabrielle Bielicki

Phone* (617) 774-9146

Email* Gbielicki21@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe these stairs should stay. Every person should have the
opportunity to go and see the island from this amazing view, and you are
doing a disservice to your community by removing them. You are alienating
tourism that might stem from them, as well as joy it can bring your personal
community. Why limit outdoor activities? Especially at a time like this?
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gabrielle Sales
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:33:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:33:10 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gabrielle Sales

Phone* (732) 948-5558

Email* Gabbysales1395@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hi! I don’t think the stairs should be removed. It is a vital part of the
outdoors community to create a fundamental hiking experience for those
who cherish making memories as well as a great form for exercise. I hadn’t
hiked it yet but I know it is a good hiking workout and the views are
something that people should be rewarded to witness. Especially since
during these COVID times, we realized just how important experiencing
life’s treasures and keeping close to making new memories with loved ones
and being out there is a necessity. We learn life is short and that the stairs
have helped people experience it. It’s on my bucket list as well as hundreds
of others. Please don’t remove the stairs. I do think there are better ways
on how to make this hike better accessible and safe. The stairs should be
constructed to become safer for people to hike. It is one heck of a beautiful
trail and since Hawaii strives from tourism, this hike will help continue
tourism. I do believe in this instance that paid permits should be given out
to support this part of tourism and to lessen the load of those who are trying
to access it. Thank you so much for reading this if you do!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Galen Williams II
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:05:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:05:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Galen Williams II

Phone* (832) 527-5563

Email* galen.williams17@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
tragedy to remove it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gary Bloom
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:46:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:46:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gary Bloom

Phone* (808) 989-5677

Email* sthihv@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Transfer responsibility for the stairs to another entity who can ensure it
once again becomes an asset to Hawaii's residents and tourists alike, as
well as alleviate the problems illegal access is causing for the local
community at the base of the stairs. Please don't throw away nearly 80
years of history and punish past and future generations for the bad
behavior and selfish actions of a tiny percentage of people. Allow the
creativity and energy of good people to turn the stairs into the precious
jewel of Hawaii recreation and cultural nexus it can become, while
simultaneously restoring the deserved peace and tranquility to the
residents of the valley below.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gary Kikuchi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:41:43 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:40:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gary Kikuchi

Phone* (808) 225-0045

Email* kikuchigary@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Safe environmental practices are being ignored by the presence of the
stairs. From what I have read and seen, the current existence of the stairs
no longer have a purpose that benefits the people of Oahu. Who can
guarantee that its maintenance, repair, improvement or expansion will not
harm the environment and subsequently the social and cultural
characteristics of the neighborhood. Tear it down. Declare the location an
environmental protected zone. Trespassers should be arrested.
Trespassers who manage to get in and require rescue should be required
to pay for the rescue services.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gay Shinbara
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:19:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:18:22 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gay Shinbara

Phone* (808) 927-7492

Email* David_shinbara@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly support the removal of the stairs. We would not want additional
traffic through our Castle Hills neighborhood. Thank you for your
consideration.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gayle Barber
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:35:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:35:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gayle Barber

Phone* (256) 345-8181

Email* gayle_barber@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - George Dawson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:13:40 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:12:37 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name George Dawson

Phone* (514) 912-0035

Email* Georgedawson92@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Best place in Hawaii. Changed my life !!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - George Tsuchida
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:11:54 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:11:24 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name George Tsuchida

Phone* (808) 626-8707

Email* tsuchidag001@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha! I'm George Tsuchida from Mililani Mauka. I worked for the Board of
Water Supply as a summer student aide to Mr. Wallace, Hydraulic
Engineer (maybe Chief Engineer I'm not sure) during my summer break in
1963 soon after graduating from Leilehua High School. I read the article in
today's The Honolulu Star-Advertiser, "Decision to be made on fate of
'Stairway to Heaven'" and totally agree with Mayor Kirk Caldwell's April 14
statement where he "reiterated his proposal to have the city Department of
Parks and Recreation take the reins of the stairs and then lease them to a
third-party vendor who would make repairs and improvements, and then
charge the public, or at least nonkamaaiana to visit. I believe Haiku stairs is
an important and unique asset on Oahu, and that the stairs should be
preserved as long as they can be renovated for safety, and that public
access issues are addressed and resolved," Caldewell said. I believe Haiku
Stairs is definitely one of Hawaii's treasures that should be continued as
evidenced by the people who continue to illegally trespass and use the
stairs even with a private security guard at the entrance. I believe my
children, grandchildren and myself would definitely use the stairs when it is
opened to the public again. I only have a short time of my life remaining as
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l'm in my 70s and don't have much time to legally enjoy hiking Haiku Stairs
at least once before I die. Please, please let our kamaiiana at least enjoy
one last oppotunity to enjoy Haiku Stairs once again. Mahalo nui loa!
George Tsuchida Mililani
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gerhard Hamm
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:28:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:28:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gerhard Hamm

Phone* (808) 943-2675

Email* gch.hawaii@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Get rid of it--for good. Way too much humbug and trouble and expense.
Get rid of it

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gilbert Ramos
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:30:43 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:29:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gilbert Ramos

Phone* (808) 428-6855

Email* Ramosgc97@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Keep the stairs open. They are an important part of cultural and social
history. Removing them will not solve the issue of trespassing. Instead, it
will increase cost in the form of emergency rescue and possibly loss of life.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Glenn McHugh
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:43:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:43:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Glenn McHugh

Phone* (808) 263-3548

Email* glenn@kep.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the historic landmark known as Haiku Stairs or
Stairway to Heaven. Legal access should be provided to keep visitors to
the stairs away from the residential communities near the stairs. Please
consider other options that can keep the stairs in place and provide safe
and legal access to the stairs without disrupting the community below.
Thank you.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Glenn Moir
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:18:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:18:27 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Glenn Moir

Phone* (808) 389-9685

Email* smoky_stover@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I favor retention of the Haiku Stairs, with access by permit, much like it was
in the past when regulated by the US Coast Guard. Many years ago a
group of friends and I made the climb under those conditions and will never
forget the experience - the beauty of the island, and the panorama of Oahu
from the summit of the trail are unsurpassed and access should be
preserved. Whoever does manage the Stairs must do so with strict rules
and enforcement. Again I oppose removal of the Haiku Stairs. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gordon Chen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:06:08 AM
Attachments: Haʻikū Stairs Testimony.pdf

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:05:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gordon Chen

Phone* (808) 990-9932

Email* gordochen@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Board of Water Supply should surrender or forfeit the land/parcel in which
Haʻikū stairs is situated on to return it either back to the City and County of
Honolulu or the State of Hawaiʻi especially since the Board of Water Supply’s
intention is to relieve itself from said land/parcel anyways, with or without Haʻikū
stairs. Additionally, the Board of Water Supply lacks discipline in managing land
to which it has no business whatsoever anyways. Excuses related to the land
containing any watersheds are false because the Board of Water Supply admitted at
the Kāneʻohe Neighborhood Board watersheds run underground in addition to the
unsuitability of the terrain of the land/parcel Haʻikū stairs is situated. The Board of
Water Supply shirks duties all the same. Emotional statements relating to residents
whining not apply. The direct problem is Board of Water Supply’s ownership NOT
the existence of Haʻikū stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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The Haʻikū Stairs is a relic and Wonder of all time to Oʻahu and the State of Hawaiʻi.  It being 


known as the "Stairway to Heaven" shows how cherished it is.  (So cherished that buyers, 


including Kualoa Ranch desires to purchase the structure.)  Please save it for generations to 


come. 


 


As for what the Board of Water Supply can do including to support its mission?  Transfer 


the Haʻikū Stairs including by prompting the City and County of Honolulu City Council to 


transfer the Haʻikū Stairs to the City Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) as it was 


rightfully originally planned in 2005.  We the people on Oʻahu, Kamaʻāina on Hawaiʻi, and 


Keiki o ka ʻĀina including with Friends of Haʻikū Stairs as well as various stewards of the 


ʻāina will deal with the City Council accordingly as appropriate to facilitate this. 


 


While it is understandable that maintenance and operations of the Haʻikū Stairs may not support 


the Board of Water Supply's stated mission, however, it is currently Board of Water Supply's 


ASSIGNED DUTY until the City Council properly conducts the transfer.  Again, we will 


facilitate this by appropriate actions with the City Council.  Besides "safe, dependable and 


affordable water" does not relatively exist in the area/parcels belonging to or adjacent to 


the Haʻikū Stairs anyways, nor does there exist any reliable watershed, let alone potable water 


natural or otherwise, and conducting treatment including reverse osmosis is not practical.  For 


operational costs, The Board of Water Supply can meantime solicit to renegotiate or hire new 


security at less mitigating costs.  Just ask. 


 


Additionally tearing down the stairs will cause pieces of the Koʻolau Volcano to fall off in a 


landslide, obliterating any and all watersheds - that is detrimental to the mission of the Board of 


Water Supply. 


 


Instead of removing the Haʻikū Stairs which is a HISTORICAL structure, the Board of Water 


Supply needs to focus on its bread and butter of better maintaining its failing water mains that 


are breaking every week.  These breaks ARE what is ACTUALLY severely undermining the 


Board of Water Supply's "mission." 
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Grace Jankowski
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:18:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:18:31 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Grace Jankowski

Phone* (309) 922-1447

Email* gracejankowski17@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Save the stairs!! The haiku stairs are such a beautiful part of our history. I
personally saw the stairs last year after hiking up the back way, but the
views were worth it! Many adventure enthusiasts including myself would
pay to climb the stairs... this could be a way to turn a profit for the local
community and pour back into maintaining the stairs, building a parking lot,
and giving back to the residents in the haiku neighborhood. Please don’t
tear down part of our history that is also the hike of a lifetime!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Grace Poel
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:12:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:11:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Grace Poel

Phone* (636) 578-7943

Email* graciejanee@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe that the Stairway to Heaven is an important piece of history that
Oahu has to offer. Not only is it one of the most incredible hikes on Oahu
but one of the best hikes in the world due to it's history and beauty. I
believe that by tearing down the stairs there will be many that would be
saddened and heart broken. It's a piece of Oahu but more importantly it's a
piece of many many people throughout time. It would be a mistake to take
down something that means so much to so many.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Grant Tokumi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:51:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:51:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Grant Tokumi

Phone* (702) 354-4720

Email* Grant@tokumi.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gregory Donohoe
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:05:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:03:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gregory Donohoe

Phone* (856) 904-9660

Email* Gdonohoe@mail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The haiku stairs is such a motivational and meaningful site. If this is torn
down, it cannot be recreated with the same story. There are other solutions
for the problems that people are claiming other then destroying the work of
art. This is something that was created before most of us were even on this
earth and can stay for generations beyond. The haiku stairs to Hawaii is
like Machu Picchu to Peru. Before considering destruction of such a historic
site, we should consider other alternative. I am happy to bring other
solutions to the conversation but please oppose this removal.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gregory Gorski
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:46:40 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:45:41 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gregory Gorski

Phone* (203) 240-7157

Email* ggorski@comcast.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gregory Yong
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:32:32 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:31:23 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gregory Yong

Phone* (808) 381-4929

Email* gyong@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have always wanted to climb the haiku stairs, but I wanted to do it legally.
Please do not remove them and find a way to make it accessible to the law
abiding public
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gretchen Champion
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:02:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:00:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gretchen Champion

Phone* (512) 689-8326

Email* wecngec@sbcglobal.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are historical. They are an important remembrance of soldiers
keeping watch over our great nation. Taking the stairs away erases an
important part of our history. Be proud and find a way to showcase the
stairs. Find a way to educate all visitors to the region about the importance
of the stairs. Keep them, do not remove them. Take steps to improve them
and create a safe space for people to experience them.
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Policy
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gurdal Arslan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:15:33 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:15:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gurdal Arslan

Phone* (808) 454-3985

Email* gurdal.arslan@protonmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please open Haiku Stairs to public and charge some reasonable fee for
operating and maintaining it. Enforce strict rules to prevent negative impact
on neighbors and the environment (for example, no littering whatsoever).
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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Policy
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Gustavo Costa Rodrigues
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:10:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Gustavo Costa Rodrigues

Phone* (808) 635-1598

Email* gustavounb@yahoo.com.br

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
tragedy to remove it.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Haley Magee
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:49:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:48:43 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Haley Magee

Phone* (601) 613-8153

Email* haleybutler17@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The main reason I came to Oahu in 2018 was to climb the stairs. It was a
life changing experience and would be an absolute travesty to tear them
down. The end result would be a lot more injuries and deaths taking the
legal route.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hannah Neal
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:48:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:48:10 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hannah Neal

Phone* (423) 763-3406

Email* Hmneal523@icloud.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Keep the stairs it’s apart of history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Harry Bittenbender
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:15:21 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:15:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Harry Bittenbender

Phone* (808) 375-6043

Email* Hcbittenbender@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha Chairman and Board Members, I strongly support opening the stairs
to the public. This should be a fee to enter. I have waited over 33 years for
a legal opportunity to climb these stairs. If needs be a fee charged for off
site parking and shuttle. Residents and visitors alike will use this
opportunity to see the beautiful Koolau and pay for its up keep. Thank for
this opportunity to express my opinion.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Harry McKenzie
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:42:16 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:41:24 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Harry McKenzie

Phone* (410) 888-7798

Email* Harrymackenzie@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

If they are unsafe, they should be removed since people don't understand
"No Trespassing" signs. Otherwise repair them and charge an entrance fee
to pay for maintenance.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hasan Al Sharif
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:53:01 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:52:25 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hasan Al Sharif

Phone* (973) 366-9252

Email* Hasan.alsharif@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony One of the beautiful wonders of Hawaii!! Stupid to remove it

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hasan Al Sharif
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:52:59 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:52:26 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hasan Al Sharif

Phone* (973) 366-9252

Email* Hasan.alsharif@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony One of the beautiful wonders of Hawaii!! Stupid to remove it

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hasan Al Sharif
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:52:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:52:25 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hasan Al Sharif

Phone* (973) 366-9252

Email* Hasan.alsharif@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony One of the beautiful wonders of Hawaii!! Stupid to remove it

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hasan Al Sharif
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:53:02 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:52:24 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hasan Al Sharif

Phone* (973) 366-9252

Email* Hasan.alsharif@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony One of the beautiful wonders of Hawaii!! Stupid to remove it

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Heather Boren
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:14:16 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:13:55 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Heather Boren

Phone* (253) 678-1640

Email* Borendesign@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Oahu is a special place for me. As a past Oahu resident, the stairs also
hold a spa oak place in my heart. I know they have been a blessing to both
residents and visitors a like. I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs and
believe it is a waste of tax payers Money, especially in light of the
pandemic and the effects it will have on the future economy. Now is not the
time!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Heather Breedlove
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:52:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:51:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Heather Breedlove

Phone* (256) 603-0177

Email* hkbreedlove@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Heather Hawkes
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:24:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:23:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Heather Hawkes

Phone* (732) 320-7252

Email* Hrosehawkes@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Removing the Haiku stairs would be removing a piece of Hawaii’s history.
There Are people who travel from all over the world just to see this
incredible symbol of determination and perseverance. It would be an
incredible disservice and act of immense disrespect for the men and
women who laid down their lives or lost loved ones to the building of those
stairs at its origin. The Haiku stairs mean so much to so many people all
around the world who have been fortunate enough to discover their true
magic. An alternative solution to demolishing the stairs would be to transfer
its management To some sort of private entity that can manage access to
and maintain the safety of the stairs. This would, in turn, also open up new
job opportunities for local Hawaiians as well as have the potential to
generate a profit if the private entity were to charge hikers a fee for access
to the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Heidi Bornhorst
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:13:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:12:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Heidi Bornhorst

Phone* (808) 739-5594

Email* heidibornhorst@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please dont tear down the stairs. it is a Safe hike. a great way to
experience native plants that grow on wet pali. Please figure out how to
manage it wisely for the community. Properly, managed it could generate
funds, Controlled Ecotourism for our post Quarantine future. Mahalo We
got to hike it legally back in the day with groups from Ho`omaluhia and
Sierra Club High School hikers. they were experiences that We still cherish.
Please dont destroy this unique historical hiking and Nature trail. Mahalo,
Heidi Leianuenue Bornhorst

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Heidi Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:13:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:13:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Heidi Johnson

Phone* (801) 319-9151

Email* Nyheidi@gnail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have climbed the Haiku stairs over ten years agoand feel it is a unique heritage
experience that should be preserved and moderated. Instead of being illegal, why
not charge an admittance fee that would pay for the upkeep of the stairs and still
give people the experience like none other. As per the findings of the BWS's DEIS:
“The Haʻikū Stairs was built in the 1940s, is defined as a historic property per §6E-
2, HRS, and retains its historic integrity.” (Vol 2, p. 701). Why would you destroy
a historic structure, especially if you could repair it for less? The Haʻikū Stairs
represent one of the safest hiking trails in Hawaii. There having been no
documented serious injuries or deaths resulting from accidents on the Stairs
Reopening the Stairs under managed access would provide unique, internationally
recognized, educational, cultural, and recreational opportunities and save one of
the world’s top 10 best hikes on the National Geographic Endangered Trails list.
The Kāneʻohe Neighborhood Board resolved in May 17, 2017 to support
reopening the stairs under a controlled and managed access plan that respects the
privacy rights of residents of the Haʻikū Village neighborhood We have read the
DEIS report and we agree that managed access (conveyance alternative) is by far
the best alternative with a total score of 7 good as compared to removal with a
score of only 4. FHS has a managed access plan in place that is in alignment with
the recommended Po okela Street access route and can be adjusted to meet all the
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ʻ
listed concerns. FHS has years of experience leading people on legal maintenance
climbs on the stairs, carrying out repairs to individual modules, controlling
invasive species, and mitigating run-off concerns.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hela Oliger
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:47:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:45:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hela Oliger

Phone* (816) 398-2856

Email* helakawas@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

An iconic landmark of Oahu & challenging hike for locals. I oppose the
removal of the Haiku stairs and propose repairing and charging a park
entrance fee like some of our other state parks such as Diamond Head and
the Haleakala Summit (Maui). Paying an admission fee may also change
liability of injury or death to the patron rather than the burden falling on the
state.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Henry Krol
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:44:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:44:14 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Henry Krol

Phone* (708) 408-0321

Email* Henrywills21@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Holly Trawick
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:08:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:08:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Holly Trawick

Phone* (770) 654-9084

Email* hollynht@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Holly Wiggins
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:10:42 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:10:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Holly Wiggins

Phone* (660) 232-2295

Email* hrwiggins22@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hugh Hazenfield
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:34:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:34:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hugh Hazenfield

Phone* (808) 542-0896

Email* hawaiibiker@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I view the Stairs as a drain on the resources of the BWS. When I pay my
monthly water bill, I want to pay for our water use and not security for a
tourist attraction or recreation for residents. Furthermore, no matter who
"owns" the Stairs, I see them as a liability with a lawsuit waiting to happen
and as a terrible imposition on the residents in the area.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hunter Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:36:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:34:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hunter Johnson

Phone* (719) 323-7769

Email* johnsonhunterk@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Hyrum Barlow
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:54:25 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:54:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Hyrum Barlow

Phone* (435) 668-7994

Email* hyrumbarlow.hb@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please keep this beautiful hike so many people need to experience it that
haven’t I would love to go back some day at least add a fee to it for the
upkeep I would rather have to pay a little and have it stay then have it gone
forever!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ian Quino Fernandez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:39:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:38:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ian Quino Fernandez

Phone* (808) 333-8195

Email* Ianquinofernandez@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Sure is a beautiful scenery and lots of history. I think it should be
moderated. Consider limited slot per day hike with waiver. Like what they
do to visit kalaupaupa in molokai and their beautiful waterfalls there.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ian Zwink
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:27:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:27:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ian Zwink

Phone* (907) 631-2923

Email* ianczwink@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs should not be removed because they are a historic
landmark that must be preserved. The stairs are unique to the island, and
nothing like it is replicated in the whole world. Going in and destroying the
stairs would not only harm the environment, but it would harm the
environment for no reason. The stairs should either be left alone or
restored; what the stairs provide cannot be replaced. Once it's gone, it's
gone forever, and that part of history should not be destroyed. Mahalo, Ian
Zwink

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ingrid Kuebler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:39:19 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:38:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ingrid Kuebler

Phone* (808) 122-1343

Email* Kuebs@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of
Directors regarding Haiku Stairs. My testimony is below or attached.I live
overseas but Hawai’i is my island second home I am strongly opposed to
removal of the haiku stairs. How on earth can this even be considered it is
a part of Oahu’s history and such a beautiful experience for those who
have had an opportunity to experience it. I understand that it has caused
concern due to it being run down and people using it illegally but it should
like anything be at people’s own risk Like any mountain hike activity. It
could be managed with a bit of Money to repair and make safe some parts
and perhaps even charge a little to cover maintenance Like the diamond
head lookout .. if a guard is stationed anyway they could collect a a signed
waiver. Check for noise early mornings etc People have to take
responsibility for their own actions. Please save them it is truly a beautiful
experience I can see though I hve never done it I would dearly love to one
day and also making it safe willl stop daredevils being reckless Protect
unique things don’t destroy I myself would be happy to pay a fee to support
the guard and ensure behaviours numbers acceptable Thankyou Ingrid
kuebler Sent from my iPhone
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Irene Fadul
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:08:56 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:07:37 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Irene Fadul

Phone* (304) 551-4543

Email* Irenefadul@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Isaac Dougherty
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:38:36 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:37:44 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Isaac Dougherty

Phone* (785) 577-2949

Email* Isaacdougherty7@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly oppose the tearing down of the haiku stairs. For years these have
been the one connection for many to Hawaii’s past. Being able to see the
untouched portions of this beautiful state is amazing and the removal of
that is greatly disheartening.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Isaac Schmidt
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:24:33 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:24:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Isaac Schmidt

Phone* (712) 310-7727

Email* isaacoschmidt@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I traveled to Oahu in 2018 and was blown away by the beauty of the island.
I wanted desperately to take it in from the stairs but being closed off to the
public it was not possible. I would very much like to travel back to Oahu
someday soon and climb the steps to get a truly unique view of the island.
Please consider keeping the stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Isabella Polimeni
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:24:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:23:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Isabella Polimeni

Phone* (760) 625-6697

Email* Bella.polimeni6@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony It’s the public right and choice to take the risks of hiking stairway.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Isatu Ferguson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:44:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:43:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Isatu Ferguson

Phone* (808) 892-0105

Email* isatustar@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please I am OPPOSING permanent closure of the stairs so other locals like
myself can have access and enjoy them. Mahalo for your consideration

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ivy Kelling
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:32:07 AM
Attachments: KAMAKAU Haiku Stairs Testimony.pdf

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:30:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ivy Kelling

Phone* (808) 235-9175

Email* meahilahila@kamakau.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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April 26, 2020 
 
Aloha mai kākou,  
 
Ke Kula ʻo Samuel M. Kamakau, Laboratory Public Charter School is a PreK-12 Hawaiian 
Medium school that sits at the base of the Stairway to Heaven.  We SUPPORT THE REMOVAL 
of the Haʻikū Stairs.  
 
The safety of our students, staff and families are at-risk as long as the stairs continue to exist, even 
under the alternatives provided in the BWS Environmental Impact Statement for the following 
reasons- 


• Trespassers consistently come onto the school campus, at times threatening and harassing 
students and staff. 


• Trespassers park alongside the state access road accessible from Ha’ikū Road and Kūneki 
Street, regardless of posted signs at the entry. 


• Trespassers have damaged the entry gate when gates are locked after hours. 
• The school has experienced property damage (cutting of fences) in order to get to the 


stairs. 
• The School has experienced repetitive unsanitary conditions including litter, human fecal 


matter and other biohazards left by trespassers. 
 
The burden continuously falls on the school to address trespassers and the damage they cause on a 
regular basis. The school spends staff time and thousands of dollars a year to address these issues, 
which ultimately takes away from the educational needs of students. Secondly, it poses an 
unnecessary liability for our organization and the school. This is completely unacceptable. 
 
We were involved in the stakeholder feedback draft process of the Draft BWS Environment 
Impact Statement and again to provide comments upon the completion of the draft. We strongly 
supported the BWS proposed action to completely remove the Haʻikū Stairs then and now for the 
following reasons-  


• The absence of viable solution to keeping and managing the stairs; while years have been 
devoted to this study, there has been little progress in identifying “managed access”and 
land owners have not agreed to usage of access roads (eg Haʻikū Rd, Kūneki St) 


• The previously proposed alternatives do not sufficiently address the safety risks posed to 
our students, families and staff 


 
We ask you to please SUPPORT the Removal of the Haʻikū Stairs and thank you for your 
consideration. 
 
Mahalo, 
 


 
Ivy K. Kelling, Ed.D. 
Kahu, Director 


 Ke Kula ‘o Samuel M. Kamakau 
 Laboratory Public Charter School 


 
 46-500 Kūneki St. Kāneʻohe, Hawaiʻi 96744 *Kelepona: 808.235.9175 *Kelepaʻi: 808.235.9173 
 E mālama ‘ia ana ka mauli ola o kākou mai kēlā hanauna a i kēia hanauna. 
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - JACK ENDO
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:32:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:31:42 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name JACK ENDO

Phone* (808) 488-8966

Email* jendo@endoandco.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

to much of a burden for those living in the area of the stairs. Past mitigation
efforts to limit vandalism have failed

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jack White
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:32:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:31:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jack White

Phone* (774) 487-1855

Email* jwhite054@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

keep the stairs! heaven on earth and a truly unique landmark that draws
worldwide attention.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jack White
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:30:16 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:29:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jack White

Phone* (774) 487-1855

Email* jwhite054@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

keep the stairs! heaven on earth and a truly unique landmark that draws
worldwide attention.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jack White
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:32:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:31:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jack White

Phone* (774) 487-1855

Email* jwhite054@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

keep the stairs! heaven on earth and a truly unique landmark that draws
worldwide attention.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jacqueline Rush Lee
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:51:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:49:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jacqueline Rush Lee

Phone* (808) 228-8906

Email* Phoenix9@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

My first thought was to oppose access to Haiku stairs. However, since it
costs less to have security mind it as opposed to demolishing it why not
keep it open and charge a fee/donation per hiker to support the upkeep of
the stairs and the surrounding environment? Treat it as a rarified trail and
provide a system in which users are responsible for packing out their
garbage or receiving a fine.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jade Freitas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:19:09 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:17:48 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jade Freitas

Phone* (808) 235-0943

Email* tanis3rd@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please consider removal and the offer from Kualoa Ranch . There is no
controlled solution to the Haiku Stairs. It would also be a distraction to
drivers on the drivers on H3. Hikers will still be going through
neighborhoods and finding a way up.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jade Newton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:11:32 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:11:03 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jade Newton

Phone* (808) 425-8682

Email* Jadenewton27@outlook.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs should be removed. They are dangerous and provide no
cultural value.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jaimie Chhu
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:58:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:57:26 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jaimie Chhu

Phone* (808) 548-9139

Email* jaimie.chhu@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs is a historical structure and apart of Hawaii's history and
culture. It's present reminds us that Hawaii was a strategic military outpost
during WWII and reminds us of the sacrifices that our elders made so that
we can live in peace and freedom today. To remove the stairs would be a
travesty to the preservation of the history of Hawaii. And removing this
piece of history for the sake of some complaining neighborhood residents
would a insult to our grandparents. Haiku stairs not only holds a historical
value, but traversing the stairs to reach the summit instills a sense of
wonderment at the beauty in nature of Hawaii. I connects you to the aina
and you gain a sense of appreciate for our small piece of land in the middle
of the ocean. Also, Haiku stairs provides a healthy activity for the local
community to engage in.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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Policy prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jaimie Cholish
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:28:11 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:27:13 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jaimie Cholish

Phone* (908) 892-4607

Email* jcholish@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This site is a landmark of worldwide appreciation. People fly from around
the world to see the amazing view. With the proper care, this site can easily
be maintained and turned into a safe experience for local residents and
tourists alike. Tourists should be charged, locals should be freely admitted
with proof of residence. The natural beauty of this site is not something we
should let go to waste. It is an excellent exercise opportunity, and a
potential learning experience. Don’t let the selfish folks that live nearby
convince the board that this place is not very important to Hawaii locals and
visitors. Keep Haiku alive, help it thrive!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jake Deed
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:03:37 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:02:34 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jake Deed

Phone* (042) 194-4092

Email* jake.m.deed@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are iconic and a beautiful hike. I'm sure many people would be
happy if the stairs were repaired and fee's were charged to people wanting
to hike them and limit access to limited numbers or outsource to other
limited number of guides so not needing to self manage. I would have even
paid $200-300 for 2 to climb the stairs without the worry of fines and
prosecution and having to travel back from Australia just for a court date.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - James Blevins
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:02:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:01:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name James Blevins

Phone* (423) 833-6282

Email* mmjab33@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony It would be a shame to tear down the stairs and history along with them.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - James Chow
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:03:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:02:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name James Chow

Phone* (239) 810-8358

Email* badpony351@comcast.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

For the State of Hawaii, managed access can be a revenue generator, rather than a
liability. Removing or relocating the stairs creates more exposure for the State. If
the stairs are moved or destroyed, people will still climb Puʻukeahiakahoe via a
hazardous route (Moanalua Valley Trail). There have been countless rescues of
inexperienced hikers on Moanalua Valley Trail and the surrounding ridges of the
KST.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - James Lynch
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:10:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name James Lynch

Phone* (808) 781-7225

Email* jamesklynch@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Insert Written
Testimony

Dear Board of Water Supply, I strongly oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs
because they are a cultural asset to the community. Like any asset, they require
responsible stewardship and a commitment from both the local citizens and
community leaders to ensure that it will be valued as a public resource. The
passionate support demonstrated for their preservation is more than enough
evidence of this heritage position and it would be a travesty to remove them. In
addition, the Friends of Haiku Stairs have provided care and maintenance over the
many years that the trail has been controversial. I encourage you to adopt their
framework for the management of the stairs. Many of the concerns that others have
expressed are addressed in their plan. It is hardly possible to express the profound
feelings I have from my experience hiking the stairs during a (BWS-sanctioned)
volunteer workday to help with maintenance. Hiking the Haiku trail is one of the
greatest memories of my lifetime. In Hawaii, a land like no other in the world, this
specific location has no parallel. If you have hiked the trail, then you will know:
you can never forget the dewy anticipation of the unknown lying ahead... at first
rocks and grass and dirt.. then dark treads emerge, giving order to a wild hillside.
Muddy boots searching for a narrow reveal... each footfall rising upwards.. slowly
ascending through mist.. the climb never ending, yet the body, tireless... God
herself is pulling you skyward. There is a pause in gravity. Clouds cling to your
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shoulders, beckoning to peace in the heavens. Sheer slopes sweep in vast arcs left
and right... the only movement the quiet traffic of native birds, and the measured,
earnest breath of your hiking companions.  My only hope is that others will have
the opportunity to experience this beautiful journey. Please, with your help, make
this possible. For your consideration : - Statistically, the Ha'ikū Stairs is a  safe
hike - Managed Access enables the possibility for a safe, educational and
recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations. - Ha'ikū
Stairs is an important historic site and its heritage should be preserved. Please do
the right thing and preserve access to this vital resource for our community!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.

www.boardofwatersupply.com/haikustairs
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - James Palicte
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:20:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:19:48 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name James Palicte

Phone* (808) 352-7231

Email* dewd019@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha, I am writing to submit testimony in opposition to the removal of
Haiku Stairs. Since hearing about the hike back when I was a young adult, I
had always wanted a chance to climb the Haiku Stairs for myself. I had
seen pictures of the incredible views online, heard stories from others who
had hiked it in the past, all of which served to feed my desire to hike this
trail for myself one day. Sadly, that never came to pass, and because of
recent developments concerning the stairway, it seems I nor my children
will ever have the chance to hike this unique and beautiful trail. There is no
other trail on Oahu, to my knowledge, that has a clear and safe path
complete with ACTUAL stairs. That alone makes this hike ideal for those
wishing to get a view of the Ko’olau’s. It is my hope and belief that a
resolution can be met to create a plan which preserves this historic trail and
respects the land and the people living around it, for generations to come.
Should further testimony or input be required to create such a plan, I would
be more than willing to contribute. Mahalo.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - James Pritchett
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:24:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:23:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name James Pritchett

Phone* (202) 526-5855

Email* pjaizzz@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please save these magical steps! The history of the steps alone should be
reason enough to retain them. The opportunity to see the grand view from
the summit sblild not be detterd. I think with proper supervision and care,
the steps will ne beneficial to tourists, hikers and natives. Do not destroy
history here. Sabe the "stairway to heaben". Respectfully submitted, James
Pritchett Washington DC....perpetual Hawaii tourist

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - James Wiggins
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:54:34 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:53:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name James Wiggins

Phone* (229) 224-0120

Email* mwiggins9958@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs is unquestionably one of the most breath taking and awe
inspiring hikes in the world. Destroying them to satisfy a disgruntled
neighbors would devastate a world wide population of outdoor enthusiasts
and erase one of oahu’s coolest features. I am in favor of any path forward
that involves keeping the stairs accessible to the community. I believe with
planning and careful consideration an equitable solution to monetize,
manage, and utilize this amazing resource can be found and could greatly
bolster the tourist economy on which hawai’i depends. Many hikes around
oahu are suffering greatly and are eroded because they are not designed
to withstand heavy traffic. The Haiku stairs retains its natural beauty
despite the popularity because the structure of the stairs keeps people on
them and preserves the surrounding environment. I think this is a fantastic
opportunity for hawaii to preserve and use for gain an existing attraction.
With proper management, the ROI of repairing and properly managing the
stairs is a no brainer.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jameson King
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:06:27 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:05:24 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jameson King

Phone* (801) 369-0254

Email* jamesonjking@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Although I have never climbed these stairs, I truly desire to one day and
that is exactly why I hope they remain. I have had friends who have
climbed them and told me of the amazing experience. I hope you'll keep
them!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jami Culbertson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:31:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:30:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jami Culbertson

Phone* (571) 217-7383

Email* Jbcatc99@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not remove this part of Hawaii’s history! This is a hike that
showcases awesome views! I wanted to do it last year when I was out, but
couldn’t because I tore my PCL earlier in the year. I am coming out this
year to do the hike. I have been training for it and have lost 70 lbs in the
process! All because of wanting to do THIS hike in Hawaii! This is more
money for Hawaii’s commerce just because of this hike! Again, please do
not remove the Haiku stairs!!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jamie Cowling
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:07:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:06:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jamie Cowling

Phone* (732) 664-6220

Email* jcowling20@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jandie Sabo
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:19:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:19:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jandie Sabo

Phone* (808) 306-1596

Email* jandie.sabo@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jane Emmett
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:47:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:45:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jane Emmett

Phone* (043) 921-5071

Email* jageca@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is a life changing & amazing tourist opportunity & the stairs should not
be removed. The stairs hold significant historical artifact & should be
preserved.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Janessa Crimi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:02:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:00:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Janessa Crimi

Phone* (416) 270-7487

Email* Janessa-@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Removing the stairs will be a huge mistake. It will result in decreased
tourism and increased deaths via. Alternative routes. Please don’t take
them down

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Janet Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:19:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:18:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Janet Johnson

Phone* (608) 516-7983

Email* jjohnson@wwhf.org

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

My heart aches when I think of the Haiku Stair being removed. I have
waiting to be able to hike the stairs because of their history. What occurred
there is very important to preserve. Please do not have the stairs
destroyed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jazmin Stanley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:03:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:01:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jazmin Stanley

Phone* (805) 844-3147

Email* jazyrosalinda@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

-haiku stairs are one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i -Managed
access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational
experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations -it is an
important historical site to be enjoyed by current and future generations

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jazmine Doi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:58:09 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:58:02 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jazmine Doi

Phone* (808) 358-7580

Email* Doijazmine420@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jazmine Doi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:59:28 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:58:15 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jazmine Doi

Phone* (808) 358-7580

Email* Doijazmine420@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeff Reid
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:44:22 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:43:56 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeff Reid

Phone* (808) 354-2494

Email* jeffreyreid88@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Stairway is a special piece of Oahu, and I am strongly in favor of
finding a way to make it available/accessible to the public.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeff Swearengin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:49:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:49:08 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeff Swearengin

Phone* (419) 204-4301

Email* jswear9@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeffery Apana
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:24:29 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:23:44 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeffery Apana

Phone* (808) 223-2118

Email* jeff_apana@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Leave it open so Strawberry can be happy! Fakas!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeffrey Cruise
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:30:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:30:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeffrey Cruise

Phone* (808) 782-9929

Email* jeffrey.cruise@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm writing to ask you to restore and re-open the Haiku stairs. I have never
had the chance to hike the stairs - they have been closed since I have lived
here - but I hope to one day be able to access this important cultural
resource. Thank you for your consideration.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeffrey Westfall
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:43:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:42:15 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeffrey Westfall

Phone* (479) 806-7587

Email* jeffwestfall3@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

My wife and I love Hawai’i. The nature is unprecedented compared to the
rest of the world. These stairs provide a great vantage point to take in the
beauty of the island. To remove them would be a great injustice to
everyone. People have the right to see the beauty of Hawaii, and should
make the choice for themselves on whether or not to climb the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jen Azcueta
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:42:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:42:14 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jen Azcueta

Phone* (760) 805-6869

Email* Jen.azcueta@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jenna Bruzzese
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:32:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:30:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jenna Bruzzese

Phone* (315) 404-4378

Email* Jna1048@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jenna Lemieux
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:46:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:44:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jenna Lemieux

Phone* (978) 895-3835

Email* jennalemieux1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jennifer Popp
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:44:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:43:59 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jennifer Popp

Phone* (808) 265-5887

Email* hawaiijen148@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

DO NOT TEAR IT DOWN!! It is an incredible hike and deserves to be
preserved

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jennifer Geis
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:28:31 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:27:42 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jennifer Geis

Phone* (808) 226-0646

Email* jgeis26@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs is a valuable resource for our state. It is a jaw-dropping
amazing experience that any one lucky enough to experience it would
remember forever. Our state is known for its natural resources, but many of
our trails currently show signs of overuse. This indicates we need more
trails, not less. Please figure out a way to keep this amazing place open for
all to enjoy.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jennifer Lee
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:52:22 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:51:22 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jennifer Lee

Phone* (610) 800-6592

Email* jenniferlee319@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please keep the Haiku Stairs! It's part of the island's identity! My husband
and I knew we had to hike the Stairway to Heaven when we visited Oahu in
2018 for our honeymoon - it was at the top of our list! It was an awe-
inspiring and magical experience every step of the way up. We felt so
connected to the island, and we will never forget the peace and serenity we
felt being up 2,200 feet above sea level. Not for a second did we feel like
we were in danger. We luckily had a guide who helped us get up to the top
safely. Why not let the Haiku Stairs help the city generate revenue? Make it
legal for people to climb and charge an entrance fee, guide fee, etc. It will
for sure attract more tourists to the island. If you are worried about the
environmental impact, create guidelines/parameters around what people
can bring up to the mountain - have trash cans at the bottom and top of the
stairs, and in between at the overlook areas. I'm no expert, I'm just
speaking as a tourist who fell in love with Hawaii. I will be devastated, along
with thousands of others if the stairs are removed. I hope the government
can come up with a positive solution, so that people can experience the
magic of Oahu in the years to come. Thank you for reading my testimony
and God bless!
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jennifer Ridsdale
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:21:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:20:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jennifer Ridsdale

Phone* (519) 951-6367

Email* jennifer.ridsdale@rogers.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The haiku stairs have stood the test of time and are historically part of
Hawaii’s history. They might be in disrepair, but with a dedicated task force
to oversee a refurbishment is possible. I think either government (National
Park level) could be explored, or state park over taking of haiku stairs and
make it into a profitable sightseeing destination. With safety standard, the
haiku stairs could be safe fur all to use, with paid fee, or even with addition
of safety features to the stairs - clamping climbers to overhead cables that
staff ensure are attached and reattached at certain check points - I’m not a
professional in this area, but I’m sure you can get the idea. If governmental
level is not interested, could it be opened up the private sectors? Money is
to be made here, with planning it could boost the areas income 20 fold!! I
desperately want to legally climb the haiku stairs, it is safe, and with proper
oversight - even taken over by such nonprofits as ‘Friends of haiku stairs’ -
should be explored thoroughly, before the stairs are arbitrarily removed,
gone forever.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jennifer Sielski
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:35:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:34:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jennifer Sielski

Phone* (732) 674-6846

Email* Sielskij@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jennifer Welch
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:17:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:16:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jennifer Welch

Phone* (727) 644-8172

Email* Jmwelch17@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Keep the stairs. It is a slap in the face to tax payers when the city spent
millions to repair this one of a kind stair way hike. Friends of haiku stairs
have developed a plan where everyone wins. Please let us keep this gem.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeremy Minor
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:25:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:24:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeremy Minor

Phone* (307) 413-0255

Email* Windriverhiker@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Greetings Honolulu Board of Water Supply I am writing from Jackson,
Wyoming which much like your island is a paradise full of natural beauty.
Last year my family and I visited Oahu for the first time and it immediately
became one of those places on this planet that I desire to return to as often
as possible. In addition to travel my passions include speaking out for
things I love, making sauerkraut and hiking in beautiful places. Here in
Jackson we are able to hike to the tops of amazing mountains and admire
fantastic views in all directions. Today you are set to once again debate the
removal of the iconic Haiku Stairs and I wish to register my opposition to
this project. It is my dream to stand atop of these iconic stairs and take in
the sweeping views of your island and the surrounding azure waters. Here
in NW Wyoming we are lucky to have amazing access to so many hiking
gems, some of which has been done in partnership with private
landowners. It is my belief that the stairs can remain for all to view and
admire by educating hikers of the appropriate routes to use and of the
responsibility that each user has to their own saftey and that of others.
Please leave the Haiku Stairs as they are so myself and many others can
honor their history, admire the ingenuity of those who erected them and
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stand at the top and watch the first light of day bathe your amazing island in
its beauty. Thank you for your time in reading my comment. I hope you and
your famlies are happy and healthy during this crazy time in history. My
wife and I will be over there as soon as conditions permit.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - JEREMY PUNSIRIRUK
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:23:12 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:22:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name JEREMY PUNSIRIRUK

Phone* (224) 688-5067

Email* PUNSIRIRUK@YAHOO.COM

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the stairs, it's a great piece of history and the story
behind it is incredible. Plus, it's a great object to look at when passing it on
H3. I feel it is a bad idea to disturb the life around the stairs and let it be
with nature.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeri Elmore
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:44:29 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:43:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeri Elmore

Phone* (660) 247-2093

Email* Jeri.t.elmore15@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have not personally been able to witness firsthand the Haiku Stairs, but it
has been on my list for years. Seeing other people’s experiences and
testimony of what the stairs had done for them physically and spiritually is
what has drawn me to the stairs. I think removing the stairs would be a
serious disservice to the public who wishes to safely access this land. I
hope the BWS seriously reconsiders the removal of the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jerome Danan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:55:26 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:54:32 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jerome Danan

Phone* (808) 824-2309

Email* jeromedanan@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jeromy Schevola
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:59:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:58:50 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jeromy Schevola

Phone* (869) 990-1394

Email* firefighter05@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jessica Godoy
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:43:29 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:43:16 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jessica Godoy

Phone* (562) 469-8926

Email* Jess.godoy13@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs have become a landmark of Oahu. It is a beautiful landmark
and should not be destroyed but repaired.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jessica Henao
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:34:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:33:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jessica Henao

Phone* (808) 339-6732

Email* Jhenaolga@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I do not support the removal as a native from Hawaii. The Haiku Stairs is a
part of Hawaii’s historical patrimony and must not be removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jessica Luzier
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:40:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:39:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jessica Luzier

Phone* (808) 369-6065

Email* jessica.luzier@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am one of the many people who have always wanted to climb the stairs,
but have held off for fear of a fine. I’m a teacher and we all know we don’t
have enough for fines for hiking. I have wish so much to one day have the
chance to see the view from there. I truly hope you don’t choose to tear it
down. Many of us would pay permits to climb. Please don’t take it away
from those of us who have been waiting with hope we can one day climb it
legally.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jessica Yates
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:44:49 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:43:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jessica Yates

Phone* (910) 728-6565

Email* jessyates1011@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are such an iconic attraction of Hawaii and Oahu. I feel so
honored that I was able to see them while living there and I really hope that
there can be a solution to maintain such a historical site. The mountains
won’t look the same without them and this could be a great opportunity to
work something out to where people can pay to use them which would help
in the maintenance and upkeep. Please consider not taking away this
amazing piece of history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jesther Marlang
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:08:38 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:07:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jesther Marlang

Phone* (808) 214-4048

Email* Jmarlang@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of Haiku stairs. It should be open for others to hike.
Whether people pay to hike or not, it should be saved. Signs mentioning to
hike at your own risk should be implemented.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jilbert Salamanca
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:47:17 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:46:12 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jilbert Salamanca

Phone* (206) 905-4512

Email* jilbert@mail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

i am a ride-share driver who has picked up & dropped off countless number
of hikers that has made or attempted the trek on the haiku stairs. and to
hear the testimonies from these hikers reaching the top of the “stairway to
heaven” is an experience that is priceless. i think the people in the world
should be given an opportunity to experience this but only if the
government controls the number of permitting climbers. just like the Tibetan
government allows permitted climbers to scale Mount Everest.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jill Laudone
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:42:50 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:41:43 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jill Laudone

Phone* (401) 787-7633

Email* Jmlaudone@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jimmie Profeta
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:04:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:03:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jimmie Profeta

Phone* (510) 672-1000

Email* jprofetajr@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs. It is probably the greatest attraction in
Oahu and a magnificent hike. To many, it is part of a bucket list. Please
keep it open to the public, removal would be devastating to many who has
not experience this magical hike. We all need a taste of heaven.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Joann Van vliet
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:25:35 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:24:29 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Joann Van vliet

Phone* (970) 980-3193

Email* Van8871@netzero.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Historical value to keep stairs ...make available to hiking

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Joanne Amberg
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:52:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:51:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Joanne Amberg

Phone* (808) 255-9683

Email* joanne.amberg@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs is a jewel and should not be removed. It is possible to manage
this unique area to the benefit of the people of Hawai'i. The community
nearby should be included in management issues. It is reasonable to
charge for access to tourists, and support sustainable use. A reservation
system can be implemented. Please do not remove this jewel, and take
away access to this incredible area.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jocelyn Lorenzo
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:42:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:41:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jocelyn Lorenzo

Phone* (808) 779-0296

Email* Lmtjoce@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Johann Freeberg
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:35:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:33:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Johann Freeberg

Phone* (808) 454-7990

Email* johannfreeberg@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is a historic and unique site to be preserved. It offers breathtaking
perspective of the Ko’olau ridges in a way no other hike can. It is
unfortunate everyone can agree that BWS is currently responsible for
maintaining the stairs on top of their water related affairs. Please vote to
transfer ownership to the city so the hike may be preserved and managed
by the proper organization.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Johanna Wren
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:23:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:22:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Johanna Wren

Phone* (808) 384-3791

Email* johanna_wren@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - John Adam
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:44:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:44:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name John Adam

Phone* (734) 480-9593

Email* Johnny@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - John Hand
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:30:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:30:16 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name John Hand

Phone* (808) 343-6864

Email* jhand524@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

We should turn the Haiku Stairs into the State Park so we can cherish this
historical site.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - John Rogers
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:52:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:52:21 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name John Rogers

Phone* (808) 330-4540

Email* jhr@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs. I have been a resident of Oahu for
more than 30 years and have never climbed the stairs because it has been
legal to do so. When the City spent money some time ago to rehabilitate
the stairs, I thought my chance was coming soon but still I wait. Please turn
over the land and responsibility to the City’s Parks and Recreation
Department as they are the right organization to administrate the
recreational and economic opportunity. Please do not remove the stairs it
would be such a waste. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - John Sabas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:02:28 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:01:44 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name John Sabas

Phone* (808) 753-5205

Email* Jsabas@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - John Scott
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:11:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:11:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name John Scott

Phone* (609) 317-3319

Email* columnhog@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* I just wish to comment

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm a resident Honolulu. I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs. The
Haiku Stairs are one of Oahu's treasures and if reopened would be a huge
tourist attraction. Instead of closure, the Stairs should be refurbished and
turned into a State, County or local park. An admission fee could be
charged if deemed necessary to cover maintenance and park employee
salaries, etc.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - John Smiley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:14:12 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:13:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name John Smiley

Phone* (808) 545-4422

Email* smilezj@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Over the years I have hiked the Haiku stairs many times with friends/family,
and as an avid hiker, is one of the most unique, beautiful experiences
anywhere in the world. That alone should be reason to repair, restore,
preserve one of the most breathtaking views of Oahu...please keep this
alive for our future.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jon Latané
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:18:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:17:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jon Latané

Phone* (252) 623-9306

Email* jonlatane@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I was lucky enough to go up the back/legal way and go down the stairs with
a group of friends in February of this year. These stairs and the adjoining
trail were absolutely the most wonderful perspective of Hawaii's history I
got to see in my stay on Oahu. The combination of nature and human
history makes this a hike unlike any other, and it deserves to be preserved.
Please keep the stairs! I'm sure you can monetize them if maintenance
costs are the concern. The thought of removing this connection to Hawaii's
and the world's past is horrible.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jon Reynolds
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:34:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:33:15 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jon Reynolds

Phone* (940) 381-2666

Email* Fotoviper@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a significant historical asset to the State of Hawaii.
They are climbed by many, and represent a resource that is unlike any
other in the State and is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i.
Managed access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and
recreational experience to be enjoyed by all. The Stairs are an important
historic site. Preservation is paramount. Removal of the stairs would be a
tragedy for present and future generations. There is nothing in the United
States like the Haiku Stairs. Save them!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jonas Vibell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:11:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jonas Vibell

Phone* (808) 234-5678

Email* signup@vibell.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku stairs is unique to Hawaii and a state treasure. Let's make Hawaii
better by keeping and improving it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jonathan Dassonville
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:46:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:45:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jonathan Dassonville

Phone* (424) 385-3236

Email* johnbynight@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku stairs is a jewel in the heart of the isle of Oahu. An experience that will
change my life forever. A legend told by locals, a surreal voyage to the peak and a
mystical journey in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. 4 000 steps to the unknown,
through misty weather, mud, rain or a bright blue sky what really matter is the
experience of each steps to the top. One step at the time, where each movement
remain us to be be present, to pay attention where we take step but also to finally
be able to observe the beauty of the isle with new eyes. The Haiku stairs are a
spiritual elevation for everyone. It has the power to embrace emotions coming
from your heart to observe life from another perspective. Going at the top of the
mountain Puʻukeahiakahoe is a life time experience because it simply allows to
free a new energy. I am so grateful for what the experience of the Haiku stairs
brought me, and truly hope that they won't be removed. I am supporting a new
structure around that natural monument in order to respect peace and tranquility in
the surrounding neighborhood, emphasize an adequate and fair regulation of the
stairs for travelers and visitors and limit the erosion of the mountain because every
steps are made on steel.
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Public
Documents
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jonathan Ericson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:40:29 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:39:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jonathan Ericson

Phone* (727) 424-5373

Email* Johnne727@live.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stair case is such an iconic display of the beauty Hawaii has to offer.
People travel from all over the world with their stop at Haiku Stairs being
the center piece of their trip. I hope to be able to walk it one day.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jonathan Lane
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:11:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:11:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jonathan Lane

Phone* (520) 444-2293

Email* jwlane1987@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jonathan Moroney
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:16:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:15:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jonathan Moroney

Phone* (808) 377-0405

Email* jmoroney@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I understand that there are a number of issues surrounding the Haiku Stairs
and I don't think everyone will be happy with any decision, but removal of
the Haiku Stairs is in my view the worst possible option. It removes an icon
from the island and will only create calls for a new set of stairs to be
created.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jonathan Salvador
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:45:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:45:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jonathan Salvador

Phone* (415) 235-1037

Email* Jonathan_j_Salvador@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hi, My name is Jonathan,I currently reside in San Francisco Califirnia but
was born and raised in Honolulu till I moved in 1999. I go back often to visit
family and friends and to see the natural beauty of the islands and what it
has to offer compared to here where I reside. It’s not the same I can tell
you that,all u see is sand and grass and dirt for views near the beach and
the busyness of the city. I was brought up by nature visiting many beautiful
locations in Hawaii (esp. HAIKU STAIRS) growing up and there is nothing
like it! As an outdoorsman I feel if u take away what was then you take
away the history of when was because it will cease to exist for future
generations. I know it will be costly and the situation regarding the HAIKU
STAIRS will be difficult but we the people of near or far will do our best to
preserve and prolong the enjoyment and natural beauty of the historic site.
Ask yourself, HAVE U PERSONALLY VISITED/BEEN TO THE STAIRS?
Do you know what we are fighting for? Well I HAVE! Much ALOHA to
everyone and god bless!
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jordan Chouljian
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:06:31 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:06:17 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jordan Chouljian

Phone* (808) 294-8262

Email* jchouljian@speakeasy.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is the most incredible hike I have ever done. It has been a highlight for
my family and I.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jordan Edwards
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:00:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:59:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jordan Edwards

Phone* (515) 890-7080

Email* Joeddie@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hey guys, I just want to say the Haiku Stairs are a fantastic experience for
anyone who is willing/able. Taking this away, especially in a time like this,
would be drastic. I’m sure many others would highly enjoy the chance and
opportunity to have this life changing experience once all of this Covid stuff
blows over!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Jordan O
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:49:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:49:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Jordan O

Phone* (808) 779-3990

Email* Jordanoshi@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* I just wish to comment

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha mai kakou, As a member of the community, raised on the Windward
side, I generally OPPOSE the removal of the Haiku Stairs. However, action
must be taken to MAINTAIN the property and LIMIT all visitors to the
attraction. Otherwise, removal or partial removal to prevent unmanaged or
unauthorized access or use of the attraction must be done to discontinue
prolonged debate over the issue. I do believe that either a government
agency (e.g., Department of Parks and Recreation) or a third-party should
seek to fund maintenance of the attraction in a self-sustaining manner (e.g.,
Hanauma Bay or Waimea falls). Although it has been many years since I
have hiked the stairs myself, I understand that the usage of the attraction
has since been used by many, especially visitors and transplants. The area
has been and continued to fall into disrepair with excess litter and damage
to surrounding trails and private property. In addition, the likely increase in
unauthorized or unmanaged access will result in unnecessary harm and
death to hikers, which is absolutely unacceptable. The Haiku Stairs are a
remarkable and beautiful attraction when properly maintained and
managed, and has the potential to be a valuable asset to our home and
community. I hope and pray that proper and responsible action will be
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taken to handle the issue responsibly. Mahalo nui loa.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Joseph Amory
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:35:43 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:34:50 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Joseph Amory

Phone* (540) 239-8184

Email* joseph.amory@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Joseph DeGregorio
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:56:19 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:55:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Joseph DeGregorio

Phone* (603) 864-9212

Email* joe.degregorio11@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs represent more than just what they are. It’s a journey. An
adventure. A transcending. This item is so important to the local culture and
values. It is an item that has brought happiness and love to so many. A
chance to explore nature and oneself. An opportunity to get away from the
day to day life. Is the purpose of removing them mandatory? Do the stairs
NEED to be removed? If not, then why is this being considered? Because
people have money and want to get rid of them? That doesn’t justify
destroying such a beautiful thing that brings joy to the life of so many.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - JP W
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:35:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:33:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name JP W

Phone* (808) 225-6917

Email* jpw@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are important to me, they are a connection to an important
time in Hawaii's history and its role in the second world war, as well as a
connection to the ancient Koolau range itself. It would be a travesty to
remove the stairs. It's the only one of its kind in Hawaii and already attracts
people to climb it because it is a unique experience. Removing it will be
another step towards mediocrity, where edges are tempered and
idiosyncratic remnants of the past are destroyed in favor of tract housing
and fast food chains. We lose a lot more than some stairs if they are
removed, we lose a piece of history and we lose the potential to turn it into
something amazing to be enjoyed by everyone.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Juan Gabriel Colome
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:39:50 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:38:48 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Juan Gabriel Colome

Phone* (305) 546-8028

Email* juangcolomeotr@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs is one of a kind landmark that shouldn't be taken down. I
was able to form a deep relationship with other individuals at the top of this
peak. The Haiku stairs left all of us captivated by Hawaii's beauty. Please
do not tear it down, instead make it better and new!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Julie Larson Hicks
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:01:12 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:00:43 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Julie Larson Hicks

Phone* (808) 341-9871

Email* TownNCountryGirl@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

For starters, the stairs have historical value and should be protected as a
historical landmark. The stairs were built before most homeowners nearby
owned their homes and they bought knowing the stairs were there. The
citizens of Hawaii should have access to the stairs and not have access
refused based on parking issues that can be mitigated. Funding for the
stairs can also find a way to exist so the removal is not necessary.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - June Akers
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:10:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:09:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name June Akers

Phone* (808) 255-3336

Email* June.akers@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I very strongly oppose the removal of Ha'ikū Stairs, and encourage you to vote to
transfer the Stairs to the City and County of Honolulu and reopen them under
managed access. The stairs are a world class unique resource that should not be
destroyed. They offer a special experience with less negative impact to the
environment and less danger to the hiker than a regular trail. It would be a travesty
to destroy the stairs. Let the city or a private or civic group manage the stairs and
access.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Justyna Ochocinska
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:03:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:03:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Justyna Ochocinska

Phone* (203) 376-2457

Email* justynaocho@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

April 27, 2020 To Whom It May Concern: Please note that Oahu is the
greatest place on Earth! After visiting 50 Counties, 30 Island and have lived
in 3 Continents I can honestly say, that climbing the Haiku Stairs still to this
day, is my greatest memory of ALL adventures. Just an unforgettable
experience. Climbing Haiku Stair is an attraction I would love to introduce
to my kids to in just few short years. - the experience of climbing the stairs
equals to the satisfaction of completing NYC marathon - hiking the Haiku
Stairs over exceed local attractions such as: *skydiving (air pollution)
*Waimea Bay snorkeling (disruption of marine life) *Free hikes around the
Island (lack of benefit to the Island), etc - Opening the Haiku Stairs will be a
Financial Benefit est Half a Billion $ annual revenue (avg 3 million tourist at
$150 per entree) - climbing the stairs SAFE - views from the hike are
breath-taking, once in the life time experience - Job/ Volunteer Work for
Local residents Please be brave and make the right decision, the Haiku
Stairs MUST stay!!!! In light of COVID-19 we ALL realize that only
authentic, unique and inordinately things and places are special and are
worth to fight for, the Haiku Stairs are worth the fight. Thank you for Your
consideration of my testimony and request to keep the Haiku Stairs. Best
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Regards, Justyna Ochocinska

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - K W
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:31:21 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:30:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name K W

Phone* (808) 829-2173

Email* daiseefoo@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Would like to see it be transferred over to C&C Parks & Rec dept.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kaitlin Dunley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:36:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:35:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kaitlin Dunley

Phone* (802) 430-9557

Email* Kdunleyg319@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

There must be another way. There is no reason to remove such a
significant piece of architecture.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kaitlyn Zabler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:25:49 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:24:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kaitlyn Zabler

Phone* (170) 489-7798

Email* Kzabler98@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kaori Akiyama
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:21:52 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:21:11 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kaori Akiyama

Phone* (808) 275-6724

Email* kaoriaki@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please don't tear down the Haiku Stairs! I would like to hike it in the future.
It should be kept for future generations to appreciate the beauty of Hawaii.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kara DeNicola
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:46:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:45:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kara DeNicola

Phone* (315) 269-7132

Email* Kdenipepsi@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe that this is sentimental to a lot of people and I believe there should
be other options than to remove the Haiku stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Karen Harris
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:58:14 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:57:39 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Karen Harris

Phone* (808) 277-3819

Email* Turtleonthesea@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Removal of the stairs would be an irreversible error. Charging a small fee
for individuals or groups to assist with maintenance costs, utilizing
volunteers (individuals & groups) for trash collection, inspection, education,
clearimg overgrowth, and other such services, as well as appealing to the
Hawaii Visitors Bureau for funds for signage and education of visitors would
go a long way in keeping the stairs open, accessible, and affordable.
Further, consider that ppl will likely try to do the climb without the stairs.
The expense in habitat, life, rescues, and lawsuits can be avoided if the
stairs are kept and maintained. The last time i did the stairs was in 1986,
when the trail was still legal. It's beautiful. I'd like to see it reopened and
kept beautiful, please. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Karen Noel
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:46:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:45:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Karen Noel

Phone* (989) 687-2631

Email* Raradiate1@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I feel these stairs are part of the history of Oahu and should remain.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Karen Robinson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:13:54 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:13:47 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Karen Robinson

Phone* (585) 645-2164

Email* Countermyworld@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It’s part of the islands history. Locals are proud of the stairs and what they
represent. The stairs are sought out while driving by, not only by locals but
by tourist too.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kari-Ann Koki
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:33 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:28:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kari-Ann Koki

Phone* (808) 366-7136

Email* Karikoki@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs are a big part of my life. I remember as a child seeing the
stairs and driving past them every week, wondering where they led to.
When i finally had a chance to hike the stairs, I was overwhelmed. To know
what it feels like to be in the clouds...truly in heaven. We need to save the
stairs as hiking is a large part of everyday life for many of us in Hawaii.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Karl Waasdorp
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:43:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:43:26 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Karl Waasdorp

Phone* (770) 815-4415

Email* kwaasdorp7@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Let this be a vote requesting HBWS hire 3rd party to refurbish and manage
the Stairway, offering both Tourist AND Kamaaina rates. Rate(s) include a
portion to be donated to support local Watershed Conservation. Tourists
have to pay additionally for a guide (trained for the purpose), which
increases local employment. Think of the fundraising potential! The infinite
ways this could give back to the community while generating revenue for
HBWS. New Zealand has many similar ecotourism opportunities that feed
back into their economy. (Ex. https://www.wildwire.co.nz/about/)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kassandra Herzog
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:20:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:19:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kassandra Herzog

Phone* (647) 201-6638

Email* kassandraherzog@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Every single person I’ve known to visit Hawaii, their #1 bucket list item they
have is to experience the stairs and it’s breathtaking view. It’s hard to
imagine, but I truly believe this will have an impact of tourism in Oahu, as
most people between 18-25 that visit the island have Haiku Stairs in mind.
Of course due to the trespassing and safety laws most people don’t
actually go up the stairs, but just the fact that they’re there is what got them
to the island in the first place. It’s what got me to Hawaii and what gets me
to keep coming back. Please don’t remove them.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kassidy Kawa
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:13:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:12:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kassidy Kawa

Phone* (908) 783-1971

Email* Kassidykawa@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I strongly oppose the removal of the Haiku stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kathryn Pulaski
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:03:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:02:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kathryn Pulaski

Phone* (850) 607-3423

Email* Pulaskikatie@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kathy Rollman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:28:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:27:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kathy Rollman

Phone* (801) 569-2442

Email* kathyrollman@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please don't take them down! It has always been on our family's bucket list
to do that, but we stayed away because it was illegal. You could turn these
stairs into a very significant tourist feature that would bring in a lot of money
to your economy. We would definitely pay for the experience.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kau’i Baumhofer
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:13:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:13:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kau’i Baumhofer

Phone* (808) 779-7409

Email* kaui.baumhofer@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am an avid hiker and support the removal of the Haiku Stairs. The stairs
encourage illegal activity (trespassing), individuals who may not be
physically or technically prepared to face conditions at the summit ridge line
to embark on the hike, and the overuse of this trail has caused deep
scarring and erosion. Please remove the stairs in order to protect people
and to allow the mountain to heal.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kelli Bullock Hergert
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:52:24 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:51:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kelli Bullock Hergert

Phone* (808) 387-5224

Email* kellibullock808@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
tragedy to remove it. Especially now in today's changing world, we need places a
beauty and recreation that can be managed respectfully and carefully and enjoyed
for years to come by our current and future generations

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kenn Hollingshead
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:39:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:37:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kenn Hollingshead

Phone* (780) 965-1588

Email* kennholl@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have hiked many trails around the world. The Haiku Stairs has become
infamous and a real treasure for those who choose adventure. It would be
a real shame to remove the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kenneth Kempf
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:23:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:22:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kenneth Kempf

Phone* (619) 665-0993

Email* Kjkempf@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I do not wish to have the stairs removed. They are a part of Oahu and a
part of our history. I prefer these stairs remain and be made safe so that
people can use them. I do think the use of them needs to be regulated and
that some fee can be applied for their use. This fee can then be applied to
up keep and maintenance of the stairs. Maybe follow the same system the
Cables at Halfdome in Yosemite National Park employs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kepa Lyman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:13:44 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:13:15 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kepa Lyman

Phone* (808) 637-4901

Email* klyman@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are one of the most unique and exceptional hiking trails in
the world. Besides being an unqiue historic site, the stairs also allow one to
experience an otherwise inaccessible portion of native Hawaiian forest and
Koolau cliff environment in a safe manner. The city and it's partners,
Friends of Haiku Stairs, have committed to support the Stairs and regulate
access. Please transfer BWS control of the Stairs to the City so that we can
continue to enjoy this fantastic resource and unique experience.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kevin Kacatin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:28:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:28:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kevin Kacatin

Phone* (808) 343-0661

Email* ukazzh@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The recent state and county actions in response to Covid-19 have shown
just how critical tourism is to Hawaii’s economy and exposed how
vulnerable a quarter of a million Hawaii residents are when tourism is
halted or non-existent. To ensure its place in the world as a tourism
destination and to compete with other desirable locations for visitors, the
Haiku Stairway (Stairway to Heaven) is a unique attraction to the State of
Hawaii and has earned itself its own social media presence providing
unmatched views and an experience for its visitors. It is in the best interest
of Hawaii to keep this attraction available for locals and tourists alike. Kevin
Kacatin Pearl City, HI

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kevin Krueger
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:20:01 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:19:32 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kevin Krueger

Phone* (908) 357-4766

Email* kevinkoogs@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kevin Krueger
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:46 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:14:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kevin Krueger

Phone* (908) 357-4766

Email* kevinkoogs@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kevin Vinci
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:39:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:39:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kevin Vinci

Phone* (330) 904-1829

Email* Kevinvincimusic@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is not only an amazing piece of world history because of WW2, it is
also a huge tourist attraction if made legally accessible. I traveled to Oahu
years back and took the 'legal' way up the back to the top of stairs. The
expierence and community surrounding the stairs is awesome and truly
was a highlight of my trip. Although a legal way exists, the best part truly is
being at the top structure and seeing the stairs descend all the way down.
Future generations will aknowledge what a mistake it was if they are torn
down. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kevin White
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:12:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:12:16 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kevin White

Phone* (803) 361-8501

Email* whitekl4@mailbox.sc.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the haiku stairs because it is one of the most
unique hikes in the world. Additionally it is cheaper to repair and reopen the
stairs, per the EIS, than to remove them. Beyond the cultural loss of the
stairs that removal would cause there would be potentially dramatic
environmental impacts as required heavy machinery was brought in along
the trail damaging native vegetation and providing additional opportunities
for invasive species to continue colonizing our ecosystem.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kilioe Fern
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:46:16 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:45:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kilioe Fern

Phone* (808) 295-5840

Email* Kilifern@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please consider re-opening the Haiku Stairs. Born and raised on the
windward side, the Haiku Stairs have always been part of my life. As a kid
my siblings and I loved to look for them as we drove past and see if we
could find anyone climbing, then as a teen when I was finally able to climb
them myself and feel the elation of rising up into the sky. I was
disappointed to return home from college and not be able to climb them
anymore. I believe that people would pay for a permit to hike the stairs.
These fees would cover any management costs and possibly could even
bring in revenue for the BWS. The number of hikers could be limited by
permits as not to upset the neighborhood or over run the trail. The cost to
remove the stairs must be staggering. I believe there are alternatives to
removing the stairs, ones that might even make money for BWS. Please
consider them! Mahalo.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kristine Chin Loy
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:03:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:01:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kristine Chin Loy

Phone* (954) 562-1347

Email* Krisichin@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the stairs. This is a placed filled with so much
beauty and wonder, it draws in people from all over the world. It is so much
more that a hike, it is a place where many lives have been changed for the
better including my own. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Krysta Waters
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:06:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:06:34 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Krysta Waters

Phone* (360) 518-9583

Email* krystawaters@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are such a unique part of Oahu and it’s history. Hiking up
them is also one of the most amazing and unique experiences you can
have in your life. Why tear down and take away part of the island’s history
as well as something that means so much to an immense number of
people that they consider so special. Because they are. The Haiku Stairs
*are* special. There’s literally nothing else in the world like them. I also
think of all the work people did to even create them in the first place. Why
tear down what they worked so hard to build? All because of a handful or
so of residents in that neighborhood?? Throw it all away just for a small
amount of people when the stairs mean so much to thousands and
thousands of people? There are many logical solutions that have been put
out there to fix the issue of hikers in the neighborhoods. Bottom line, there
are *many* ways to make this work both for residents in those
neighborhoods *and* for the people who hold the stairs so dear. And there
have been plenty of logical solutions in ways to fund the maintenance of
the stairs and even handing ownership over to another organization. I beg
you to do the right thing and find a solution that works for everyone. The
Haiku Stairs *are* a worldwide icon of Oahu and Hawaii. It would be a
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travesty to tear something like that down. You don’t tear down a world icon
for the pleasing of a few. Please find a way to make it work. Don’t remove
the Haiku Stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Krystsina Kezikava
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:06:09 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:05:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Krystsina Kezikava

Phone* (916) 719-9814

Email* Kristina17k@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please do not remove Haiku Stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kurt Vereecke
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:54:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:53:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kurt Vereecke

Phone* (808) 384-3508

Email* kurtisp@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are one of the wonders of the Island. Tearing them down
would be both a shame and a waste. I would far rather see money spent to
repair/upgrade the steps then permanently remove them. this is an area
that COULD be a great source of income for our islands, while providing an
amazing experience/activity to both locals and visitors.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kyla Godfrey
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:58:28 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:57:21 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kyla Godfrey

Phone* (520) 559-6023

Email* Kylamgodfrey@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I would love the opportunity to hike the stairs LEGALLY. It's a goal and
dream of mine. I would also take full responsibility of my actions and even
be willing to aquire a permit to hike the stairs waiving the states liability!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kyle Hlebak
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:18:12 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:17:31 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kyle Hlebak

Phone* (440) 488-1875

Email* Khlebak24@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have visited Hawaii once in my life, and only due to a temporary glitch on
Delta airlines website allowing us to purchase tickets for $80 rather than
$800. During this trip I contracted a severe stomach virus that left me bed
ridden for almost a week. I came down with this virus the night before my
friends and I were supposed to visit the Haiku Stairs. They had to leave me
behind and described it as one of the most rewarding, breathtaking, and
memorable events of their lives and I missed out. Removal of the Haiku
Stairs will make so many others miss out on a truly wonderful experience.
Rather than spend the money to demolish and remove them, why not
spend it on a safe restoration of the stairs and reopen them? Charge
admission to pay for yearly maintenance and upkeep and allow people to
experience their magic for generations to come.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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Policy prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kyle Miller
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:38:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:37:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kyle Miller

Phone* (315) 727-6246

Email* ksmiller89@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It is a spectacular and unique hike - It would be a shame to remove
something that brings such a feeling of accomplishment and wonder to
locals and tourists alike. Please keep this experience available for the next
generation

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Kyle Walker
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:40:16 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:39:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Kyle Walker

Phone* (815) 999-2760

Email* walker8k@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

In terms of life, at the end of it- it is just a big collection of moments. The
stairs, are a moment that is forever with me. It provides strength when I am
feeling weak. It provides a smile when I am feeling down. It reminds me of
the beauty in simple, and that we actually need very little. I know clean
water is a focus point, but know there can be an alternative. Taking down
the stairs would be a monstrous and most likely dangerous job. I propose
leaving the stairs, and putting the focus on encouraged donation for anyone
who decides to take the trek. Make it an online fund, easily accessible and
direct to support. In the theme of permaculture, ir is always best to harness
the energy. Clearly there is so much energy around these stairs, and if it
were to be harnessed, we can win and expand LIFE across the board.
Thank you for your time, and taking time for this decision. Kyle Walker
Stairs reminded of heaven in earth February 2017
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Larry Lee
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:26:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:25:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Larry Lee

Phone* (808) 263-4690

Email* larrycylee@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am an advid hiker who supprts removal of the stairs. The stairs are more
trouble than it is worth. I don't believe a group of volunteers can adequate
manage and maintain the stairs. Too many out shape people climb it just
because social media makes it seem cool to climb. Being cool is no reason
to keep the stairs. Locals can find other better hikes and others ways to
exercise as they have before Mayor Harris when off half cocked to waste
taxpayers money on his "legacy" program of parks and recreation projects.
The result is too many taxpayer expense rescues. It's been too many years
and there is still no adequate parking and access solution. The problems
will not end unless the stairs are removed. Once it's gone, people will
eventually forget about it like everything else.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Larry Oswald
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:21:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:20:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Larry Oswald

Phone* (808) 722-7407

Email* Larryoswald001@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The beautiful views afforded by the Haiku Stairs are world renowned and
magnificent. It would be a crime to destroy the stairs. Be smart and allow a
private venture to charge admission fees and manage the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Laura Ivanova
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:57:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:56:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Laura Ivanova

Phone* (612) 205-9319

Email* aloha@lauraivanova.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please considering preserving this beautiful Oahu icon!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - laura lamb
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:29:07 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:28:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name laura lamb

Phone* (808) 398-9921

Email* mamakalama@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

aloha, this year i have two types of contact with people climbing the stairs.
1st is 2019 summer august through march 2020 picking up my
granddaughter after school which is located up the dhhl road. twenty feet
from the entrance to the school is the entrance to the haiku stairs . there
are signs clearly marking the entrance saying Kapu. several times a week
there were 3-15 hikers coming down the steep dirt trail . 95% wouldnt
speak or make eye contact. the 2nd way i had contact with people was as
an uber driver. most of drop offs would give a street close by and ask me to
stop away from the police. i advised them that the safest way to do the
stairs is virtually on youtube. there is one video that is on there that they
could climb stairs at home watching the video of the guy with the go pro
camera on his head for 6 hours. if they could watch the whole video
climbing along they would know how much conditioning was needed. then i
asked if they had an insurance policy usually because of high risk
conditions that day of raining and slippery conditions, damage to land and
also to pay the cost of the helocopter , driver, and risk for them to be
rescued and or funeral costs if like others they fall . i found no regard for
thee enviroment or the cost to me as a tax payer for emergency services.
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Insert Written
Testimony

plus bws expenses. i also experienced picking up 4 people, none of whom
knew each other when they dropped off. i picked up two of them at 9pm
and took them back to waikiki after providing water and trash bags so they
could remove the mud or dirt from the mountain. none of them had made it
to the stairs. they all got lost in the bamboo , all thought they would never
find their way out and possibly might have died. instead they found each
other 2 from towns in romania 2 from different towns in czeck republic and
then found their way out. it was an all day ordeal. they were the most open
to my respect for local culture, for mother earth, and for my tax liability. they
were still thinking of trying again to do the stairs. i also advised them that
the stairs were manmade stairway to heaven and that the legend about the
god made stairway to heaven is located less than 5 miles from there but
there was more to worry about violating the kapu then trying to find
someone to tell them the legend of the stairway to heaven . i did advise that
similar areas on earth exist and info is on you tube on national geographic
series called "one strange rock" with Will smith interviewing the astronauts
who lived on the international space station. the clues are on season one
the show named Aliens. the place is well know to locals that have seen
aliens on oahu. thank you for your time. i am unable to drive uber since
january when i was exposed to influenza type 4. and have not driven since
due to being high risk myself health wise and also needing to babysit and
homeschool my grandkids with parents that are risking exposure . my
daughter in law works in the pediatric icu at kap. please take down the
stairs thank you Laura Lamb

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - LAURA MORGAN
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:05:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:05:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name LAURA MORGAN

Phone* (808) 247-6226

Email* morganshophi@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of Haiku stairs. I think we should all be able to enjoy
the Haiku stairs. If the stairs are open legal access can be provided so that
will keep people away from the residential communities below the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - laura owens
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:47:33 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:46:44 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name laura owens

Phone* (808) 388-5373

Email* trampinggirl@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Do not remove the stairs! It would be very short-sighted and there are other
options to explore. Yes, definitely let someone else handle it and take out
of hands of Board of Water. Give other options a chance to prove
themselves, do not take the easy way out through destruction. thank you!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lauren Akana
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:58:44 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:58:08 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lauren Akana

Phone* (808) 753-8811

Email* lauren.akana808@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lauren Goudy
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:26:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:25:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lauren Goudy

Phone* (330) 201-0322

Email* lauren77222@aim.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony The stairs are a historic landmark. They should be restored, not destroyed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lauren Koch
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:45:46 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:45:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lauren Koch

Phone* (440) 539-8442

Email* vineyardlkoch@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs need to be saved! I have lived in Hawaii for 6 years now
but have had family here my whole life. When I was little I always heard
about the “Stairway to Heaven” as one of the most magical hikes you could
do on this island. The experiences that I always heard people talk about
were ones that I so wanted for myself. Because of the build up of hearing
about them and how epic they were, I didn’t know if I would then feel
disappointed when I did the hike as an adult. I was blown away even
further! The Haiku Stairs have a mystery about them that other hikes don’t
have. How and why they were made is an awesome history to discover and
I always think about the people who came before me when I am on them.
They really are in amazing shape for how old they are, and I think they are
worth protecting. The views, and the beauty of the island that you can
witness from them is majestic and creates an awe of beauty and an
appreciation for what we have here in Hawaii. I believe with all my heart
that they are worth fighting to keep and maintain for further generations to
be able to enjoy and experience some of the magic of Hawaii. Thank you
so much for your time.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lauren Lakhram
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:43:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:43:42 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lauren Lakhram

Phone* (952) 564-8137

Email* Laurenlakhram@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Save the stairs!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lauren Oshima
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:05:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:04:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lauren Oshima

Phone* (808) 239-9086

Email* lauren.oshima@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Leila Tamayori
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:43:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:42:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Leila Tamayori

Phone* (808) 384-0103

Email* leila.tamayori@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am a resident in the neighborhood where the proposed access way to the
Haiku stairs will be located, and there are many concerns and no
assurances in terms of the safety and well being of my community. Having
the access way so close to my community will cause an increase in
outsiders congregating in our area and taking up valuable street parking
that residents use. As seen in other communities where access has been
used for the Haiku stairs, hikers have shown a lack of respect for people
living in the area and for the environment. They have caused an increase in
noise (putting up trees along the pathway will not prevent this if they are
parking/walking through the neighborhood) and are known to leave behind
trash or even use hoses belonging to residents to rinse off after the hike. I
live in a quiet and safe community and the increase in foot traffic around
our homes is both unwanted and unsettling. For these reasons, I am in
support of the removal of the Haiku Stairs.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Leilani Guerrero
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:54:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:53:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Leilani Guerrero

Phone* (808) 778-0427

Email* Amuse02@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would be a shame to remove the stairs. They are historical. Managed
access is the ideal solution. The mainland states are littered with state and
city parks and hikes yet we have so many problems with hikes in Hawaii
because no one is managing them. Big solution: someone needs to step up
and manage the hikes! Let people get outdoors, be active, and enjoy the
beautiful islands. It can be educational as well. Don’t cut off one more price
of our precious islands to the community.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lenka Vrbova
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:07:42 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:07:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lenka Vrbova

Phone* (123) 662-4410

Email* lenka6389@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Leo Clifton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:54:20 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs testimony.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:53:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Leo Clifton

Phone* (206) 792-6572

Email* leo.clifton1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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Leo Clifton

leo.clifton1@gmail.com

206-792-6572





April 27, 2020





Honolulu Board of Water Supply

630 South Beretania Street

Honolulu, HI 96843





Good evening Chairman Andaya and members of the Board, 





	I am testifying today in support of the Board of Water Supply’s (“Board”) proposed action to remove the Ha‘ikū Stairs (“Stairs”). The continued costs that come with keeping the Stairs far outweigh any benefits to the community. It is difficult to imagine that the Stairs alone attract enough visitors to Hawaiʻi in order to justify the cost of maintaining them. Even if it could be shown that the Stairs attract a significant number of visitors, the rights of those living in the affected residential areas should far exceed the rights of trespassers from outside of Hawaiʻi.



	The continued costs of security and rescue involved with the Stairs, in addition to the property damage and theft suffered by residents, are not costs that the taxpayers and residents should continue to pay. There are suggestions for keeping the Stairs and pursuing ways to generate revenue. While I believe it is possible for this to happen, given the amount of time that has passed with this option existing, it is hard to believe it will happen any time soon. As such, the residents and taxpayers will continue to incur the costs for trespassers and the security and rescue costs associated.



	There are those that wish to keep, repair, and maintain the Stairs due to their stated historic significance to Hawaiʻi. While the Stairs may have significance to people for various reasons, I must argue that the presence of a United States Navy installation is not of significance to the historic and traditional values of Hawaiʻi. For over 30 years there have been individuals and groups that wished for the Stairs to be repaired and maintained as a continued attraction, and for over 30 years these same people have not made the progress necessary for the Stairs to become such an attraction.



	The current condition of the Stairs is poor at best. Even if the Stairs were to become an attraction, the risks involved would likely require replacement of many, if not all, of the steps. If the funding and action has been insufficient for the Stairs to be transferred and maintained, it is hard to see how the additional problem of removal and replacement will be achieved. 



	For the reasons above, I support the Board’s proposed action to remove the Stairs. 



Thank you,

Leo Clifton
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Leona Alexander
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44:50 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:43:48 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Leona Alexander

Phone* (808) 499-5299

Email* lkalex50@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Beautiful hiking area. Only needs to be kept up for safety purposes.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lester Iwamasa
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:53:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:53:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lester Iwamasa

Phone* (808) 622-2503

Email* iwamasa@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm stunned that this continues to be a topic of discussion. The stairs are a
unique and amazing asset to our community that provides the means for
residents and visitors alike to enjoy another aspect of the beauty of Hawaii.
At my age I will probably never take the opportunity to hike the stairs, but it
pleases me to know that such an attraction exists. Significant taxpayer
dollars were spent in years past to repair damaged and unsafe segments of
the stairs, yet we now want to talk about spending big money to tear it all
down? I don't see the logic in that kind of thinking. I understand that there is
some impact to the immediate community, and that additional investments
might be necessary to enhance security and access controls, perhaps to
include parking to relieve congestion. These seem like a small price to pay
to sustain a valuable resource like the stairs. The access control process
should include some sort of registration and permitting, with an appropriate
fee to support the use and maintenance of the stairs. How can a
community that it so dependent on the visitor industry even contemplate
getting rid of this asset, especially when we already have it. I think the
Board of Water Supply has a unique perspective that positions them well to
maintain and operate the stairs, but if they don't want it I'd like to think that

mailto:contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com
mailto:contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
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the Parks department could handle it, or transfer it to a community based
organization in perpetuity, as long as they are able to meet obligations for
maintenance and secure operations. Come on people, we can do this!
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lester Iwamasa
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:56:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:55:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lester Iwamasa

Phone* (808) 622-2503

Email* iwamasa@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm stunned that this continues to be a topic of discussion. The stairs are a
unique and amazing asset to our community that provides the means for
residents and visitors alike to enjoy another aspect of the beauty of Hawaii.
At my age I will probably never take the opportunity to hike the stairs, but it
pleases me to know that such an attraction exists. Significant taxpayer
dollars were spent in years past to repair damaged and unsafe segments of
the stairs, yet we now want to talk about spending big money to tear it all
down? I don't see the logic in that kind of thinking. I understand that there is
some impact to the immediate community, and that additional investments
might be necessary to enhance security and access controls, perhaps to
include parking to relieve congestion. These seem like a small price to pay
to sustain a valuable resource like the stairs. The access control process
should include some sort of registration and permitting, with an appropriate
fee to support the use and maintenance of the stairs. How can a
community that it so dependent on the visitor industry even contemplate
getting rid of this asset, especially when we already have it. I think the
Board of Water Supply has a unique perspective that positions them well to
maintain and operate the stairs, but if they don't want it I'd like to think that
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mailto:contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


the Parks department could handle it, or transfer it to a community based
organization in perpetuity, as long as they are able to meet obligations for
maintenance and secure operations. Come on people, we can do this!
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lillian Romano
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:30:49 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:29:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lillian Romano

Phone* (808) 391-8138

Email* romanor002@hawaaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - lily simons
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:50:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:49:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name lily simons

Phone* (801) 336-8859

Email* lilysimons00@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Linda Wong
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:54:04 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:53:44 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Linda Wong

Phone* (808) 391-1169

Email* linda.wong@k12.hi.us

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

If the stairs are maintained, it is one of the safest hikes to one of the most
breathtaking views I've ever experienced. Personally, I have problems with
my knees and so climbing up is fine, but I am unable to hike down. Haiku
Stairs is the only hike I can fully enjoy as I am able to use the handrails to
hike down. It is the best hike for people with slight physical handicaps. The
biggest problem is the neighbors who complain about noise, parking,
people using their water and stomping on their yards. We could -easily
monitor entry if people signed up on-line for hiking times and if the
neighbors don't want anyone parking there, we could park elsewhere and
have a shuttle ride to the hike entrance. It's just such a beautiful hike and
because of the stairs, hikers place such a light footprint on the native plants
and species in the area. You don't damage nature at all as you do in all
other hikes on Oahu where people speed up erosion and damage the
native plants and species where they tread. Please open Haiku Stairs. I've
been wanting to take my daughter on this hike for years and soon she'll be
graduating. Mahalo for listening.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lindsay Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:38:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:37:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lindsay Johnson

Phone* (808) 348-5892

Email* Lindsfarrall@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are more than just a hike for those adventurous enough to
take it on. It is history and a part of our island’s beautiful past. It is a visual
representation and reminder of what we have gone through as Ohana of
this island. It is a unique and one in a million type of hike that can never be
replaced if torn down - please save our stairs and don’t tear them down!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lindsey Eliason
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:59:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:58:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lindsey Eliason

Phone* (218) 640-0965

Email* Lindsey.eliason00@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lisa Gilmore
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:55:29 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:54:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lisa Gilmore

Phone* (775) 247-4123

Email* lisabgilmore@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It's a bucket list item to walk up the stairs. Since they're already in place,
there's little impact on the environment & therefore a great tourist attraction.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lisa Grandinetti
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:41:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:41:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lisa Grandinetti

Phone* (808) 223-4292

Email* Lisanakagrand@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lisa Stremel
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:25:16 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:24:42 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lisa Stremel

Phone* (630) 294-2597

Email* lstremel@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is known to be one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i; managed
access can only improve this status. Furthermore, Ha'ikū Stairs is an important
historic site that must be preserved. We have the ability to offer a world-renowned,
safe, and educational experience. It would be a tragedy to remove it and rob current
an future generation from enjoying all that it has to offer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lonnie Hammack
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:57:23 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:56:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lonnie Hammack

Phone* (808) 291-4327

Email* HammackL@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose removal of the Haiku Stairs. It is a historical landmark, known
around the world. BWS has wasted millions "guarding" the stairs when they
could have been making money off of them. They're no more dangerous
than Diamond Head or most of the state managed hiking trails, if they are
kept in good repair. If money is an issue, then charge a fee that will cover
the cost of operations and maintenance. But, first you must address the
parking issue and do so in a way that Haiku Valley residents won't be
impacted (other than a fit more traffic in and out). I'm an outdoorsman and
man-made structures don't excite me a lot, but there are plenty of Hawaii
residents and visitors that love the stairs. I've never been up the stairs, but
would do so if they were legal. I've been to the top many times from other
legal routes, but your average person isn't going to do a 10-mile, 5-8 hour
hike to see the top. And besides that is more dangerous anyway than
stairs. I think a lot of people are endangered by the current situation. The
Big Island boy, Moke, who died in February 2015, would probably be alive
if the stairs had been open. Also, he would be alive if the Moanalua Middle
Ridge (MMR) had been marked. Instead he took the marked state trail,
Kulana'ahane, and fell to his death off of the Moanalua Saddle. The Hawaii
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Hiking Group marked the MMR a couple years ago, but DLNR took the sign
down, which has resulted in more rescues off of the Moanalua Saddle. The
east side of the Moanalua Saddle is extremely dangerous. I've done the
entire Ko'olau Summit Trial and the east side of the Moanalua Saddle is the
second most dangerous section of the entire range (Kalihi Saddle is first). It
doesn't make sense to not mark the MMR and instead inadvertently lead
unknowing hikers to the most dangerous route to the Haiku Stairs. Who will
be the next Moke? It's coming if some common sense isn't applied to this
situation. Whether you keep the stairs or tear them down, hikers will go to
the top of Pu'u Keahi A Kahoe, so at least put up at sign at MMR or one at
Kulana'ahane clearly explaining that is not a safe route to the stairs. You
can prevent the next Moke.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lora Burbage
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:36:34 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:35:26 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lora Burbage

Phone* (808) 772-0787

Email* llburbage@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This has been a recreational hike that has not proven to be more
dangerous than any other. Due to the railings, it is even safer. With the
cultural exposure to those who want to do the stairs, we will be informing
the hikers (who come from all over the world) about Hawaii's unique
environment and history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lori Hasegawa
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:46:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:46:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lori Hasegawa

Phone* (808) 342-4603

Email* gawa23@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have always wanted to hike the stairs, but being that it is illegal and
dangerous due to it not being maintained I have not. My son recently made
the rank of Eagle Scout and I have been involved in Scouts for many years
and we have not been able to do this incredible hike with the boys. I am
currently Scoutmaster for the Troop and would love to be able to do this
hike with my Troop and family. I do not think the management and
maintenance of the stairs should fall on BWS. I do think that a non-profit or
similar should be created to manage and improve the stairs in a way that is
safe and has minimal impact on the surrounding community. I believe that if
the stairs could be maintained with a few safety improvements it could be
an amazing opportunity for our residents and visitors alike to enjoy.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lorrie Santos
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:15 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs Star Advertiser Editorial.pdf

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:58:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lorrie Santos

Phone* (808) 258-5811

Email* anelalani@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - lOYCE mORRIS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:38:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:38:15 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name lOYCE mORRIS

Phone* (808) 382-6266

Email* LCMORRISJR@AOL.COM

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would be a shame for the BWS to dismantle the Haiku stairs when the
City and County of Honolulu has offered to take possession and
responsibility for the stairs. I urge you to accept the offer of Mayor Caldwell
and transfer responsibility for the stairs to the city. This would be the choice
that would cause BWS the least expense. And it also would preserve a
wonderful and unique feature of Kaneohe that I and my fellow Kaneohe
residents cherish. Thank you for your time.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lucas Taber
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:23:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:22:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lucas Taber

Phone* (760) 447-7435

Email* TABER520@YAHOO.COM

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a piece of history. They should be protected, not
removed. The stairs offer a truly unique and world class views. It would be
a tragedy to remove them.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Luke Gordon
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:40:39 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:39:48 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Luke Gordon

Phone* (435) 757-0489

Email* luke@cotygro.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I’ve always wanted to hike this beautiful trail but have known it’s been
illegal for many years and so I haven’t. I hope they will open it back up so
that we can see and share the beauty with others!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Luke Untermann
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:12:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Luke Untermann

Phone* (808) 561-7715

Email* luke@bananbowls.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think we should keep Haiku stairs. It is a landmark of east honolulu and
it'd be a shame if something so significant was removed. I understand the
fears and liabilities involved from the state by keeping it up but I think these
can be mitigated and lessened with the proper maintenance of the stairs.
Please do not remove
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lynn Carey
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:25:12 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:24:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lynn Carey

Phone* (808) 349-8053

Email* Hi2LC@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Watershed areas and remote places of beauty in our state should be left
alone, free of man made structures and people. Please remove the stairs.
Mahalo.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Lynn Pease
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:29:23 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Lynn Pease

Phone* (808) 200-2511

Email* capolynn@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not remove Haiku Stairs! These stairs have historical value and
if handle properly, could generate revenue for Honolulu county. Removing
them would be a huge mistake. Mahalo.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Macey Downs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:42:14 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:41:10 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Macey Downs

Phone* (207) 499-9900

Email* Platypus4life@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is such a unique hiking spot unlike anywhere else in the world. Please
preserve this beautiful landmark trail.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Madi Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:06:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:05:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Madi Johnson

Phone* (208) 576-0491

Email* madilynnsigner@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have always wanted to hike the Haiku stairs, but I have not been yet but I plan to
in the near future. It would sadden me to have that dream taken away from me. Not
to mention here are a few other great points in keeping the stairs accessible: -
Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. -Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational, and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. -Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. -Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
tragedy to remove it.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Madi Tostrud
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:41:04 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:39:59 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Madi Tostrud

Phone* (808) 772-8672

Email* madimoo808@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I support the public having access to Haiku Stairs and appreciate the
mayors approach to move responsibility of the stairs to the City Parks and
Rec. We should, though, facilitate the entrance away from neighborhoods
or limit the number of hikers.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Madison Wipfler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:20:00 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:19:44 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Madison Wipfler

Phone* (573) 864-0002

Email* Mlwipfler@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mahealani Cypher
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:54:06 AM
Attachments: Koolau Foundation testimon - BWS - April 2020.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:53:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mahealani Cypher

Phone* (808) 226-4195

Email* malamapono744@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Insert Written
Testimony
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  Ko`olau Foundation

   P. O. Box 4749

   Kane`ohe, HI 96744





April 27, 2020





To:	Chair & Members, Honolulu Board of Water Supply



From:	Mahealani Cypher, Ko`olau Foundation



Re:	Support for Transfer of Haiku Stairs to City & County of Honolulu



	Note: Historic Preservation Covenant Between BWS & U.S.



Aloha, Chair Andaya and Members of the Board:



The Ko`olau Foundation strongly supports and urges you to support transfer of your property containing the Haiku Stairs to the City & County of Honolulu.



Although I serve on the board of directors for the Ko`olau Foundation, I offer some insights on my personal background regarding the Haiku Stairs and the Board of Water Supply:



From 1981 until 2003, I was employed at BWS in your Community Relations Office, heading the office from 1990 until I left to become Honolulu City Clerk. I was later appointed as a member of the BWS from 2009 until 2013, where I served as vice chair for several years. During my time as an employee and later as a Board member, I developed a great appreciation for the work done by the Board of Water Supply. 



Throughout these years, from the early 1980s until now, I have also served as a board member for the Ko`olau Foundation and, for much of the 1990s until now, I have been working on cultural education programs for historic sites within Haiku Valley. Preservation of historic sites and our island heritage has been a lifelong interest for me, and I have worked hard to advocate for the preservation of historic and cultural resources.



The Ko`olau Foundation’s primary mission is to advocate for and support preservation of historic sites and cultural properties throughout the Hawaiian islands.



Haiku Valley, in the ahupua`a of He`eia, contains a number of these heritage sites. Among the more well-known historic properties in the valley is the U.S. Coast Guard OMEGA Station, of which the Haiku Stairs is a part. Developed in the early 1940s as an integral communications facility to protect the islands, all of its components would qualify for listing on the National and State Registers of Historic Places. 



As a Native Hawaiian organization, the Ko`olau Foundation believes that the Haiku Stairs is important to O`ahu island’s history and heritage. It is for this reason, primarily, that the Board of 
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Honolulu Board of Water Supply

Haiku Stairs



Water Supply must vote to support preservation of the Haiku Stairs through transfer of the property to the City & County of Honolulu. 



Historic Preservation Covenant



When the BWS received the lands on which Haiku Stairs is located back from the federal government some years ago, the transfer at that time was conditioned upon a “Historic Preservation Covenant” – this requires BWS to ensure that all historic properties on these lands would be preserved.



We do not see how you fulfill that covenant by removing the Stairs.



While we appreciate that BWS does not consider managing the Stairs as part of your core mission, we believe you have failed to preserve the historic property that has been under your control since 1998. Having a guard stationed at the foot of the Haiku Stairs does not appear to satisfy the Historic Preservation Covenant which your department agreed to upon receiving this property back from the federal government after the OMEGA Station was decommission over 20 years ago.



Our Recommendations



The Ko`olau Foundation believes that preserving this historic property known as the Haiku Stairs would be an important element of honoring and recognizing the historical value of this WWII remnant of history. There were also Native Hawaiians working on construction of the Stairs, and in our own history, there is great value to preserve this facility.



We recommend that – if you retain the Stairs or if you transfer it to C&C – the structure be restored and reopened with managed access as a “cultural experience” rather than a hiking trail.



There is a great deal of Hawaiian history as well as modern WWII history connected with the Stairs and Haiku Valley, and we see this as an excellent opportunity to conduct cultural and environmental education programs with the Haiku Stairs as the venue. 



We would discourage the licensing of the Haiku Stairs operation to a for-profit or commercial organization, because that would very likely contradict the purpose of “managed access”.



As the Hawaiian organization that has worked the longest to preserve sites within Haiku Valley, including the Haiku Stairs, we believe any decision on the future of this historic structure should include the Ko`olau Foundation in its decision-making process.



Mahalo for this opportunity to offer our mana`o.



· Mahealani Cypher, Ko`olau Foundation

· malamapono744@aol.com
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Makenna Willyard
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:56:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:55:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Makenna Willyard

Phone* (330) 442-6313

Email* Makenna.willyard@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mandy Brown
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:19:22 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:18:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mandy Brown

Phone* (770) 401-7178

Email* Brown-mandy@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marc Fong
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:51:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:50:15 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marc Fong

Phone* (415) 244-7366

Email* chinamanschance@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and must be preserved for future
generations. Please consider renovation and making it a safe and legal recreation
area that can not only be piece of history, but also generate revenue + jobs for
those involved in its maintenance and stewardship.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marcelo Ayres
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:10:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:10:29 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marcelo Ayres

Phone* (808) 351-6456

Email* ayresmarcelo@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marco Lozito
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:12:50 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:12:18 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marco Lozito

Phone* (320) 837-3347

Email* marco.lozito1985@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

One of the best place in the world. Please open public access and share
this wonderful trail with the world.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marcy Fleming
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:30:42 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:29:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marcy Fleming

Phone* (808) 285-6272

Email* marcyfleming@earthlink.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have lived on the Windward side almost all of my life and have seen it
grown and change - some changes to the better, some to the worse. I have
legally climbed the stairs on several occasions and am deeply saddened to
see that a wonderful resource like the Haiku Stairs has fallen into disrepair
again. Please retain the stairs and work with the Friends of Haiku Stairs to
come up with a suitable solution to allow limited and appropriate access to
this hike,

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Maria Ospina
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:01:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:01:10 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Maria Ospina

Phone* (808) 439-9406

Email* caropita@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Why removing a place for everyone to enjoy? you can even ge some
revenue from it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marianne Whiting
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:29:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:29:01 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marianne Whiting

Phone* (808) 263-6489

Email* 747mkw@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

For 21 years I lived directly below the Pill Box Trail (1111 Ko’oho’o Place)
in Lanikai. I know what it is like to have many hikers in your ‘backyard’. Yet,
I also know, these trails can be properly managed. Haiku Stairs its such an
asset. It should be preserved and managed asset for future generations.
Reasons why the Stairs should be saved 1. Unique, one of a kind asset.
None other like it in the world. 2. Historical World War II structure with
many educational opportunities. 3. Learning tool and asset for teachers,
history buffs, scientists, botanists, and many others. 4. Historical tangible
gem demonstrating the ingenuity of our military to develop and use cutting
edge WWII radio communication technology. 5. Stunning example of the
incredible determination and true grit of our young military men to create
and complete one of the most complicated jobs in the Pacific during the
War. 6. Haiku Stairs is one of the safest hikes in Hawaii given two heights
of railings on each side of the ’trail’, one for each hand. 7. Hiking demand
remains high among the locals and tourists. Hikers are willing to pay in
order to maintain this unique experience. 8. Thousands of volunteer hours
have been expended over the years to maintain the Stairs, clear invasive
weeds, and tirelessly work with groups to develop a workable plan for its
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Insert Written
Testimony

future use. Clearly there is local commitment. 9. US Coast Guards
demonstrated good access management. It can be duplicated and thus
reduce the number of complaints from local residents. 10. Hawaii has
successfully managed high demand tourist destinations, ex. Diamond Head
Crater, Haleakala, Hanauma Bay. Similar protocol could be implemented
for the Stairs. 11. In 2005 taxpayers paid $875,000 to improve the
Staircase, including safety, when ownership was taken from the Coast
Guard. I resent the idea that more money would be spent to remove this
unique asset. Having been involved with the Stairs since the days of Coast
Guard management and now as a lifetime member of Friends of the Haiku
Stairs, it seems clear that the main challenge of the Stairs is a direct result
of lack of management and oversight. Today’s Honolulu Star Advertiser
referenced the 14 third party concession proposals received by the city
earlier this year. Many others are willing to be responsible stewards. There
is no disagreement regarding its historical, cultural, environmental,
scientific, community, and visitor industry value. Please, listen to the pleas
and transfer the management to the city Parks and Recreation who will
then lease it to a third party entity who is interested and willing to steward
this gem to its rightful status as World Wonder. As I've grown older, I've
become more grateful to those who had the foresight to save unique places
and structures. I'm grateful to those who did the right thing to preserve
special assets for future generations to enjoy. Hopefully, the Board of
Water Supply will choose to do similarly today.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marie Manning
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:21:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:20:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marie Manning

Phone* (808) 492-6235

Email* irongirl46@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

As a LifeTime Member of the Friends of Haiku Stairs, I implore you to
SAVE THE STAIRS. Truly the finest hike on Oahu by far. It saddens me
that the BWS has not allowed us to do our job with quarterly maintenance
as we did for so many years in the past. No wonder the stairs have gone
into disrepair. We worked hard to keep them maintained until we were no
longer allowed access. Very disheartening. We are all willing and able to
provide the much needed volunteer time to once again bring them up to
standard. We are here to help with thousands of hours of volunteer effort. I
used to work for the Commanding Officer of Marine Corps Base Hawaii and
we had dedicated Marines who would provide much needed Community
Service manpower and equipment to help maintain the stairs as well. May I
remind you, the stairs have railings on both sides, making it one of the
safest hikes as well. Have you ever climbed Half Dome in Yosemite? I
have. That is a MUCH more dangerous hike with no railings or stairs and
yet that hike is managed, limited and permitted. These stairs are a treasure
and it makes no sense to tear them down. We at Friends of Haiku Stairs
rally on these major points: 1. As was so noted in your DEIS: "The Haiku
Stairs were built in the 1940s, is defined as a historic property per S6E-2,
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Insert Written
Testimony

HRS, and retains its historic integrity" (Vol 2, p. 701). Why would you
destroy a historic structure, especially if you could repair it for less? 2. The
Haiku Stairs represent one of the safest hiking trails in Hawaii. There have
been no documented serious injuries or deaths resulting from accidents on
the stairs. 3. Reopening the stairs under managed access would provide
unique, internationally recognized, educational, cultural, and recreational
opportunities and save on the world's top 10 best hikes on the National
Geographic Endangered Trails list. 4. The Kaneohe Neighborhood Board
resolved on May 17, 2017 to support reopening the stairs under a
controlled and managed access plan and respects the privacy rights of
residents of the Haiku Village neighborhood. 5. We have read the DEIS
report and we agree that managed access (conveyance alternative) is by
far the best alternative with a toal score of 7 good as compared with the
removal with a score of only 4. 6. Friends of Haiku Stairs (FHS) has a
managed access plan in place that is in alignment with the recommended
Pookela St access route and can be adjusted to meet all the listed
concerns. 7. FHS has years of experience leading people on legal
maintenance climbs on the stairs carrying our repairs to individual modules,
controlling invasive species, and mitigating run-off concerns. We are ready
and willing to help maintain, monitor, lead hikes, and do whatever is
necessary to save this treasure. We are aware that the City received 14
proposals to manage and operate stairs. Surely something can be worked
out and FHS would be willing to help whoever is chosen. Please Save the
Stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marie Robertson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:48:52 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:48:07 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marie Robertson

Phone* (808) 754-2178

Email* mfassiorobert@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marinda Okelberry
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:25:33 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:24:18 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marinda Okelberry

Phone* (808) 989-9300

Email* Marinda.o@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Let's find a reasonable compromise that is fair and equal for all.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mariya Gold
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:26:57 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:26:39 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mariya Gold

Phone* (808) 220-9297

Email* mariyakai@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I do not support the removal of these stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mark Evans
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:02:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:01:01 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mark Evans

Phone* (123) 123-1233

Email* Nasie21@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony It’s great for tourism and is one of the worlds top destinations

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marlene Osuna
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:56:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:55:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marlene Osuna

Phone* (808) 855-8514

Email* Marleneosuna@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is part of our history we need to preserve it for the kids or kids this is
part of our land please find an alternative but do not remove the stairway to
heaven

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marta Korchemniy
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:53:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:52:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marta Korchemniy

Phone* (206) 306-4093

Email* Marta.gorbachevska@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of Haiku stairs. It adds a lot of character to the island
of Oahu. It should stay!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Martin Metzger
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:50:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:49:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Martin Metzger

Phone* (484) 252-6419

Email* martin.metzger12.02@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please do not take them down. They are apart of history!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Martyna Lewandowska
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:41:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:40:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Martyna Lewandowska

Phone* (312) 838-7100

Email* martynalewandowska96@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marva Chun
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:39:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:38:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marva Chun

Phone* (808) 535-7180

Email* marvachun96734@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
tragedy to remove it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mary Jakso
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:57:38 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:56:42 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mary Jakso

Phone* (904) 814-9599

Email* maryalice13@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I oppose removal of the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mary Loflin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:48:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:48:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mary Loflin

Phone* (440) 935-5146

Email* Bamboo.loflin@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Keep the staircase! The staircase is no where near as dangerous, lengthy,
and rigorous as the back way to the top. Not to mention this is a HUGE
piece of history. The stairs bring so much awe to the island.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Marylynn Blanco
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:53:43 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:52:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Marylynn Blanco

Phone* (808) 628-8998

Email* marylynnblanco@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs is a part of Hawaii and the people loves the beauty at the end
of it. Please keep it so our children, and our children's children can also
enjoy the beauty of Hawaii. Born and raised resident of Hawaii. Thank You
for your time and consideration.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Matheny Anthony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:49:09 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:48:23 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Matheny Anthony

Phone* (808) 203-3373

Email* Tonybill86@live.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Matt Burton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:19:22 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:18:31 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Matt Burton

Phone* (630) 847-2679

Email* Buttonrules@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

A beautiful landmark that should be saved!! I believe you should make it
safe and have tours to explain the details of why the stairs and the meaning
behind them. Charge people to come climb the stairs and limit the people
climbing each day.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Matthew Carr
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:58:29 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:57:53 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Matthew Carr

Phone* (530) 420-7109

Email* coyoteontheriver@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I was born and raised in Kaheohe in 1980 and strongly oppose the removal
of the Haiku Stairs, both as an environmental attorney and a someone who
enjoys hiking on O'ahu. The Stairs represent a fantastic, unique
recreational amenity -- the fact that tens of thousands of people have risked
trespassing over the years is a profound testament to the demand for the
Stairs. While it is regrettable one neighborhood is impacted by parking,
etc., this is the same as neighborhoods that are near other trail-heads and
beach access points. I would hope that the impacts to the Haiku
neighborhood can be lessened, but PLEASE do not destroy this unique,
amazing recreational resource on account of a few impacted folks. I
imagine that members of the local neighborhood will come out and testify
vigorously for removing the Stairs, but I urge the Board to do the right thing
and preserve the asset for the nearly million people on the island who
might someday wish to explore it. Shall we close beach access points too,
because they engender noise, traffic, etc.? People would not have to come
at 3am and wake up residents if access during the day were provided. The
impacts to the Board's budget in hiring security are real, but are in many
respects a self-imposed cost. Expensive security is purchased to keep

mailto:contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com
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people out, but if people are welcomed to this fantastic resource, there is
no need for expensive security. Much was made in the EIS of a swing that
was illegally installed. That is bad, but one yahoo's actions should not be a
primary basis for taking away a community asset. The City wants to save
the Stairs, and as the island grows, we need more recreation, not less. The
EIS wholly discounts the impacts to recreation. Please keep this piece of
our heritage and important part of our recreational assets in Hawaii. Please
work with the City to come up with a way to preserve the City's investment
and an amazing recreational asset. Respectfully, Matthew Carr Attorney

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Matthew Feeley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:43:12 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:42:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Matthew Feeley

Phone* (808) 777-8455

Email* Feeleyomaha@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Save the stairs. Sell them to private organization if needed. The public
needs this hike!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Matthew Harris
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:22:10 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:21:34 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Matthew Harris

Phone* (808) 223-4472

Email* drparrothead@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose removal of the Stairs. This is one of the most unique hikes in the
world, and there is high demand for access. I fully support managed access
to Haiku Stairs, including limited number of hikers per day and admission
charges. The stairs would easily be self supporting or even profitable if
properly managed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Matthew Nader
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:55:07 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:54:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Matthew Nader

Phone* (781) 566-0351

Email* Nade1029@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Matthew Pinzon
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:06:29 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:05:48 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Matthew Pinzon

Phone* (808) 275-6834

Email* Mattpinzon84@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The beauty of Hawaii is like no other. Being a resident of Hawaii I have a
love for hiking and viewed unbelievable views from around the island of
Oahu. In sharing this hike with others that I’ve met on the trail, I’ve learned
different that we all shared the love of hiking together, it opened boundaries
to newcomers. Although some of the hikers were not from here we shared
a bond similar to surfing, it was a simple love for hiking, sharing a hard
climb to the top. Please don’t take this hike away, it will be taking away
from the diversity we can share with others. I think if we respect the land
and the people around the entrance of haiku we can very much keep this
hike alive. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mehgan Steven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:12:52 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:11:45 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mehgan Steven

Phone* (801) 669-1574

Email* moonfitnesscoach@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I love the Hawaiian islands it is apart my heritage and my parents lived in
Oahu and Maui. The stairway to heaven was a beautiful way to take in the
whole beauty of the island of Oahu. It should be preserved and updated for
all future hikers who respect and appreciate the land of Hawaii. As a avid
hiker and backpackers it is truly a wonder to behold,

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Meilan Sim
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:41:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:41:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Meilan Sim

Phone* (808) 391-2699

Email* meilansim1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs hike is a part of my childhood. I remember the first time I
was taken on the hike I was so little I was strapped into a baby carrier pack
on my dad's back. It's been years since I climbed the stairs but I can still
remember specific images ingrained in my memory like the scrawny 'Ohi'a
Lehua tree that grows on the right side of the stairs half way up and the
sight at the top where you can look down through the parted clouds and
feel pride for the place where you grew up. It was there on the top of the
Haiku stairs among the native plants and ferns that I decided I wanted to be
a part of the environmental protection of Hawaii. I am now writing to you
from Montana State University where I am a senior studying Conservation
Biology. I write this testimony in hopes that one day I can again stand at the
top of the Ko'olau in that very spot and look down at the 'aina that I have
committed my life and my love to. This is my cry, my Ku Kia'i Mauna.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Melanie Tovar
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:40:51 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:40:28 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Melanie Tovar

Phone* (808) 391-4443

Email* Tovar_03@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please don’t take this beautiful hike down!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Melanie Hicks
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:32:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:31:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Melanie Hicks

Phone* (561) 254-8321

Email* merbeninfla@comcast.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Christian & Melanie Hicks 202 Berenger Walk Royal Palm Beach, FL 33414 April
27, 2020 Members of O’ahu government: We were planning on vacation in O’ahu
next spring, one of the primary reasons for specifically choosing O’ahu over Maui
or the Big Island was the Stairway to Heaven (aka the Haʻikū Stairs. When we
heard that the stairs were now off limits and potentially being destroyed by a
government ruling, we needed to express our feelings to you. Just like the Inca
stairs, both which have significant historical value and are highly regarded in the
hiking community. They should NOT BE destroyed, rather they should be
maintained to enhance the existing beauty. We believe you and your government
can come up with a solution to keep and restore the steps, so that generations of
Hawaiians’ and world travelers alike can enjoy the beauty of one of O’ahu’s tallest
peaks in relative safety and experience its vast splendor. We implore you to do the
right thing, and make these steps accessible to all who wish to visit or live on your
beautiful island. As a visitor, we would gladly pay an entrance fee to access the
steps and maintain any environmental or other rules to ensure the safety, beauty
and preservation of this world treasure. Please do not follow other regulators down
the path of NOT listening to what the people really want. Knowing that there is a
safe way to reach the summit to enjoy the glorious, once in a lifetime, breathtaking
views we see from other travelers through their absolutely amazing photographs is
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priceless. Sincerely, Christian & Melanie Hicks
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Melinda Bennet
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:36:42 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:36:23 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Melinda Bennet

Phone* (603) 494-2896

Email* Mndaigle88@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think the stairs should be preserved as it is a unique piece of history.
These stairs have brought not just myself but many people to this island to
experience being so close to these stairs. Although we can’t hike them
getting up to the top we can be near them and experience how beautiful
they are amongst the landscape. It’s a beautiful and unique experience
special to this island. Due to the influx of people regarding this it will also
help your economy grow.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Melinda Lapointe
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:28:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:28:10 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Melinda Lapointe

Phone* (845) 793-3274

Email* Fireangel0516@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Instead of removing an imoirtant part of history, why not renew it? There
are endless possibilities of turning into a functioning part of the surrounding
area and give it new purpose. History should be cherished not forgotten
and removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Melissa Roof
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:15:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:13:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Melissa Roof

Phone* (315) 525-8753

Email* Melissa.rood@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Merredith Lloyd
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:57:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:57:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Merredith Lloyd

Phone* (617) 785-8005

Email* Merrijane@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Merredith Lloyd
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:01:11 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:00:21 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Merredith Lloyd

Phone* (617) 785-8005

Email* Merrijane@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I previously sent something supporting removal. I meant to say I support
the stairs and oppose removal. Thanks.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Micah Hicks
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:43:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:43:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Micah Hicks

Phone* (808) 200-8983

Email* micahmh@live.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* I just wish to comment

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

While the Haiku Stairs are unquestionably a wonderful hike, and one I've taken on
more than one early morning, it would only be right for the BWS to act with a bias
towards its own mission and the desire of local residents. Too many residential
areas are too often overrun by tourists and others chasing a thrill that seems to be
far too often predicated on social media likes. This disrupts the character of small
communities and has no bearing on BWS' duty to hana e mālama our water
resources. While every attempt should be made to preserve the stairs as a valuable
local resource, it is not at all clear that a sensible plan has been put forward that
would align with the mission of BWS or the needs of the neighborhood.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Michael Wall
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:31:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:30:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Michael Wall

Phone* (808) 396-1034

Email* smiles4u@drwall.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Born 1955 & Raised on Oahu. When I found out about Haiku Stairs as an
adult returning from college it was already closed to the public. In waiting
for it to open to experience it in my lifetime I have now aged to the point
that I will probably never again be fit enough to enjoy the scenic beauty of
my back yard. It would be a travesty if that experience is to be again denied
to my children and future generations of people renewing their love for their
surroundings and the mother earth.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - michael flumian
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:40:15 AM
Attachments: BWS testimony Haiku Stairs Removal.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:38:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name michael flumian

Phone* (808) 321-6625

Email* michaelflumian@outlook.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony resubmitting testimony as an attachment; easier to read

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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BWS testimony EIS Haiku Stairs



It seems that it is in the best interests of all involved to transfer the stairs to the city for these reasons:



Board of Water Supply -no more liability.

· will not incur $1M to remove plus tbd$ for disposal plus ongoing security for two years, 

· no more potential lawsuits, 

· get back to concentrating on supplying water and not waste resources on this non-core issue



Neighborhood residents -Managed access is the best and quickest way to be protected.

· Managed access could be up and running in 12-18 months. With managed access there will be security guards on the stairs and monitoring cameras which will eliminate trespassing

· Hourly 7:00 am to 3:00pm vans will move hikers to and from stairs

· Funding source for restitution

· Provide input into how the managed access will work 

· Leave the stairs with BWS and it will be at least 2023 before they are removed



City of Honolulu

· decreased use of first responders because guards and docents will be first aid trained; evacuation plans will be in place; no more injuries from trying to access the stairs

· hikers will be screened and sign liability waivers

· If managed access fails the stairs can still be removed



Kamaʻāina

· World cultural and historic site preserved 

· Education and service opportunities

· Discounts and scholarships for use of stairs

· Employment opportunities as docents and guards



DHHL

· Funding source to restore and maintain lands
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - MICHAEL GOODISH
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:01:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:50 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name MICHAEL GOODISH

Phone* (808) 741-8355

Email* mgoodish@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Stairs have been a historical presence for the people of Hawaii and the
world in experiencing the breathtaking beauty of the Windward coastline
and mountains. Please preserve this means of continued management and
maintenance of this stairway to heaven.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Michael Harlos
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:41:55 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:40:50 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Michael Harlos

Phone* (306) 530-7793

Email* m.harlos@wheatlanddevelopments.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Michael Thomas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:00:52 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Michael Thomas

Phone* (808) 352-3368

Email* chonkey808@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not spend the money to remove the stairs. This is such an iconic
landmark and could be a world-class destination for able-bodied locals and
tourists. There are organizations that would happily oversee the
maintenance and upkeep of the stairs. If needed to keep the stairs, I am
sure that everyone would be happy to pay an entrance fee or make an
advance reservation to be able to climb the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mika Schriner
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:38:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:37:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mika Schriner

Phone* (757) 220-0217

Email* Sunrae4444@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please leave them alone. Pick your battles. Stop trying to take everything
away. Listen to the people.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mikayla Chouljian
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:06:29 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:06:07 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mikayla Chouljian

Phone* (808) 271-6975

Email* mjc246@case.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs. I believe it can be an educational
area for all generations.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mindy Loseke (Harley)
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:53:09 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:52:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mindy Loseke (Harley)

Phone* (402) 953-7611

Email* Mindy@rocksolidnutrition.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are a valuable tool and landmark for the people. These stairs
allow us to deeply reflect and cherish Mother Nature, and ourselves
through the almost pilgrimage journey to the top. These stairs should stay
open and have access made available to continue to safely make the
summit. The experience I’ve personally had with these stairs has been life
altering and a huge part of my life’s journey, everyone should have the
opportunity to be impacted so positively by the Haiku Stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Miriam Wollman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:23:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:23:01 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Miriam Wollman

Phone* (860) 324-8454

Email* miriam.wollman@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am a resident of Honolulu who regularly goes hiking. I have never been
on Haiku stairs, although I have been at the top. I have been eagerly
awaiting the time that I will be able to hike the stairs legally. It would be an
asset to the community to have the hike available. When we have guests
from the mainland, they always ask about the stairs. I'm sure that repairing
the stairs and making them accessible for all, would make them a major
draw for both locals and tourists.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mitchell DeGeus
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:13:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:12:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mitchell DeGeus

Phone* (808) 285-7110

Email* Twopartquestion@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Removing the Haiku stairs is a step in the wrong direction for our
communities mindset on environment and conservation. Our state should
be a model for managed and maintained access to our most precious
recourse, our environment. Residents deserve access to these unique and
precious areas to allow us to connect ourselves and our future generations
to the importance of protecting the beauty of the island. Visitors also
deserve a chance to see this trail. For many this trail is the highlight of their
trip, leaving them whelmed by the beauty of the natural wonders this island
has to offer. Others argue “there are plenty of other hikes”, but that would
be equivalent to dredging the reef at Pipeline and saying “there’s plenty of
other surf spots”. This hike is the only one of its kind on the island, arguably
the world. Haiku stairs needs a creative and modern new management.
BWS should not be tasked with this. As a possible alternative I’ve seen the
Department of Conversation in New Zealand do phenomenal work
maintaining their trail systems. Money is always at the heart of every
political decision but if we could invest in an agency dedicated to
maintaining our trails, it could pay for itself by promoting local sustainability
and supporting tourism for our visitors that crave Hawaii’s natural beauty.
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Please make the right choice, not the easy one.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Molly Harings
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:36:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:36:14 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Molly Harings

Phone* (808) 228-5292

Email* mollyharings@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs. These stairs are a piece of history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Monalisa Cabahug
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:21:48 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:20:59 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Monalisa Cabahug

Phone* (808) 469-5192

Email* Dreamingofoahu@live.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I feel O’ahu will benefit from having Haiku Stairs available for public use-
can charge a fee. such as, Diamond head hike.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Monica Paiano
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:21:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:20:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Monica Paiano

Phone* (808) 692-6948

Email* mopaiano83@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe the stairs should be maintained. For those whomping to really
connect with nature and take proper care, they should have the right to be
able to go there.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Monica Ragauskas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:20:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:19:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Monica Ragauskas

Phone* (347) 827-6359

Email* Monikara2394@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are a landmark that is well known throughout the world -
people recognize it when they see a picture of it, it brings people to Hawaii
to have this amazing unique experience that is unlike any other hiking trail.
To regulate it, it could be a paid trail with a permit required, limited amount
of permits per day, and involve signing a waiver so there is no liability to the
state.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Monique Slipher
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:10:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:09:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Monique Slipher

Phone* (509) 332-7604

Email* mslipher@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I used to live in the Haiku area. The historic value of the old stairs, plus
their scenic & recreational value should absolutely be preserved for current
and future generations - please vote to transfer their management to the
City & County of Honolulu. Mahalo.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Morgan Bonnet
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:20:14 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:19:40 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Morgan Bonnet

Phone* (415) 846-2560

Email* mbonnet.ifa@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please Save Haiku Stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Morgan Koble
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:01:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:59:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Morgan Koble

Phone* (302) 233-4867

Email* tree_hugger28@comcast.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please consider some sort of permit system to allow hikers to pay for
maintenance

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Moritz Dittmann
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:36:25 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:35:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Moritz Dittmann

Phone* (808) 859-2506

Email* md@d3p.de

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs. It‘s well known among locals
and tourists. Removing it would obly cost lots if money, while the state and
the bord of water supply could generate money from repairing and opening
it up to the public. It is a beautiful hike and many people, including myself
would be devastated to see it being removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Mya Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:42:22 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:41:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Mya Johnson

Phone* (480) 289-0805

Email* Myamjohnson99@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I, Mya Johnson, oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nai’a Aplaca
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:36:31 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:36:02 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nai’a Aplaca

Phone* (808) 728-0391

Email* Supernovaonpointe@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Naomi Mochizuki
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:45:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:45:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Naomi Mochizuki

Phone* (808) 203-3241

Email* omi339@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am opposed to the removal of Haiku Stairs. I believe they are a beautiful
part of Hawaii's modern history and landscape which should be preserved
for our residents. I live in the neighborhood which I believe will be affected
by one of the proposals to have a contractor guide the hikes. One of the
concerns I've heard about this proposal is that there would be un-guided
hikers taking over our street parking and leaving their trash in our
neighborhood. I think it would help to mitigate this issue if the contractor is
responsible for the security of the hiking trail and for providing adequate
designated parking for those on their guided hikes.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Narek Mavisakalyan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:20:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:19:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Narek Mavisakalyan

Phone* (416) 451-0214

Email* narmav@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the Haiku stairs. They are part of the Hawaiian
culture and the Hawaiian history and should not be torn down, rather they
should be protected!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Natalie Cleeve
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:14:21 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:13:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Natalie Cleeve

Phone* (262) 203-0140

Email* nkozy08@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is a safe and beautiful way to experience Hawaii and nature. People
will still find a way to get up there, but will do so unsafe my and risk injury.
Please keep the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Natalie Remigio
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:04:51 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:03:55 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Natalie Remigio

Phone* (808) 686-9793

Email* jil109@uahoo.co

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Sav history!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nathaniel Rhoades
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:33:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:32:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nathaniel Rhoades

Phone* (209) 543-2164

Email* rhoades.nathaniel@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs is a way to show the beauty of the island. By removing the
stairs, you are taking away educating moments in people’s lives. I oppose
the removal of the Haiku stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - negus manna
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:33:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:33:47 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name negus manna

Phone* (808) 367-6319

Email* negus.m.manna@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I very strongly oppose the removal of Ha'ikū Stairs, and encourage them to vote to
transfer the Stairs to the City and County of Honolulu and reopen them under
managed access. Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and
recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nicco Garcia
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:08:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:07:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nicco Garcia

Phone* (703) 909-6575

Email* Soccernic@verizon.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe the stairs should stay there. The amazing views, and the
attachment it has to the community and state of hawaii.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nicholas Barrientos
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:55:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:55:10 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nicholas Barrientos

Phone* (484) 553-3556

Email* Nbarri89@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Save the stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nick Tiger Quay
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:04:24 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:03:36 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nick Tiger Quay

Phone* (786) 797-3162

Email* nickquay@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Thank you for your time and listening to my testimony. I believe there are
ways to maintain the stairs and it's most amazing path without causing
such an impact to the city or community. If there was a way to charge a fair
entrance fee, that could offset or cover maintenance costs. Educational
trips could be taken on the trail as well. Even there's a registration process.
I understand that takes away from the thrill aspect however I also
understand this can solve some of the concerns of the your board as well.
Find a way to preserve this amazing location and it's history. It's known
around the world as the most beautiful hike in the world, the true Stairway
to Heaven. Do you really want to be the group responsible for its removal?
Or would you rather be the group responsible for it's preservation and
transformation into a historic destination of Oahu? We all pray you choose
the later. You are the heros of the Haiku Stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nick Valencia
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:42:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:41:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nick Valencia

Phone* (860) 368-7259

Email* Nvale1290@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I like reading and I like climb stairs!!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nicole Amato
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:09:24 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:08:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nicole Amato

Phone* (240) 298-1477

Email* nicoleamato23@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This has been on my bucket list for years. I currently am living in New
Zealand and have always wanted to go to Hawaii, especially after flying
through the Honolulu airport on my way here. With the coronavirus things
occurring, travel and tourism are taking a massive hit and I think removing
any attraction such as this that allows people to appreciate nature will be
super important after all this blows over.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nicole Robinson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:00:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:25 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nicole Robinson

Phone* (808) 261-1003

Email* nrobinson@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly oppose the removal of the Ha`ikū Stairs. I instead strongly support
transferring management of the Ha`ikū Stairs from BWS to the C&C Honolulu
Dept. of Parks and Recreation to reopen under managed access. The BWS should
focus on providing safe access to drinking water for the people of Hawai`i. It is not
necessary to demolish the Ha`ikū Stairs to achieve this mission, only to transfer
management from the BWS to an appropriate department.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nicole Smith
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:36:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:36:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nicole Smith

Phone* (808) 348-2729

Email* smithnicole65@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

As a resident of O’ahu, I believe we should NOT remove the Haiku Stairs.
How can we encourage our keiki to remain caretakers if this beautiful island
if they are not allowed to see the best of it? Let us remain committed to
keeping open a beautiful piece of O’ahu nature.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nina Brooks
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:52:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:51:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nina Brooks

Phone* (808) 853-9358

Email* ninanicolebrooks@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Nina Yoon
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:09:09 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:08:38 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Nina Yoon

Phone* (775) 232-5713

Email* ninarostrup@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Why not keep the stairs and create a way for the community and visitors to enjoy
while also providing some income to the state via trail fee or something similar? It
would be a shame to remove this legendary site. Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest
ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe,
educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future
generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and must be preserved.
Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Noa Kahele
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:49:46 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:48:49 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Noa Kahele

Phone* (808) 625-1847

Email* Noeau56@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Olivia Newell
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:00:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:00:10 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Olivia Newell

Phone* (385) 224-5048

Email* oliviaenewell2@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Olya Jumakuliyeva
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:45:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:44:50 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Olya Jumakuliyeva

Phone* (507) 514-5015

Email* o.jumakuliyeva@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose to the removal of the haiku stairs as they are a historical piece of
Hawaii islands.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ondrej Sikora
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:21:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:20:26 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ondrej Sikora

Phone* (603) 968-3313

Email* sikora.ondrej6@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: Adriene Unpingco
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Oppose
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:02:16 PM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs Testimony.docx

Adriene Unpingco
J.D. Candidate, 2021
William S. Richardson School of Law
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa

mailto:adrieneu@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

April 27, 2020



Board of Water Supply

630 S. Beretania St.

Honolulu, HI 98843



Re: Opposition Against and Comments on the Removal of Haʻikū Stairs





Dear Chariman Andaya and members of the Board:



My name is Adriene Unpingco, a current second-year law student at the University of Hawaiʻi William S. Richardson School of Law.  As an Environmental Law student, I strongly believe that opportunities for cultural and environmental education should be preserved. 



After reviewing the Final Environmental Impact Statement (“FEIS”), I believe that conveying the Haʻikū Stairs structure and the underlying land to a qualified government entity a third-party entity (“Conveyance Alternative”) is the most effective action that the BWS can take to preserve such opportunities for the community while achieving its core mission of providing a safe, affordable, and dependable water supply for Oʻahu residents.



It is my understanding that the primary objective of the BWS is to eliminate the risk of liability associated with Haʻikū Stairs and, ideally, re-allocate the resources currently used for safety and security measures. As discussed in the FEIS, however, complete removal of the stairs will only reduce associated liability—not eliminate it—and the BWS will continue to own the underlying land that does not serve its core mission. On the other hand, the Conveyance Alternative will both eliminate BWS liability risk and end BWS ownership of the underlying land. The Conveyance Alternative will do so while also ensuring public safety, easing the burden on the surrounding community, and importantly, providing cultural and environmental education opportunities for present and future generations.



Although the Conveyance Alternative involves a lengthy process and numerous bureaucratic hurdles, there are already several entities that are willing to take on the challenge (e.g. Friends of Haʻikū Stairs).



I urge you to consider preserving the stairs and pursuing the Conveyance Alternative. Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this matter of great importance.







Sincerely,



Adriene Unpingco



From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Oyuky Pineda
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:07:43 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:07:24 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Oyuky Pineda

Phone* (323) 718-5783

Email* Oyuky.pineda081@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Removal of Haiku stairs will bring sadness to us. KEEP THEM!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - P Morinaga
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:41:54 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:41:03 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name P Morinaga

Phone* (808) 239-5925

Email* pmorinaga16@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Remove the stairs. Most of the testimony sent in last 2 days from people
who oppose removal of the stairs are NOT Hawaii Zip CODES HOw Will
Mayor Caldwell s talk of a private public partnership work??? Who will pay
for the tremendous costs to fix and maintain, and Liability

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paige Southwick
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:53:14 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:52:30 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paige Southwick

Phone* (571) 277-4427

Email* Psout001@odu.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Pam Matsumoto
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:46:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:45:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Pam Matsumoto

Phone* (808) 235-3679

Email* pamats@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* I just wish to comment

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to opening the Haiku Stairs. As a resident of
Castle Hills, the Board of Water Supply’s proposal to open access to the
stairs through Castle Hills will bring unwanted traffic, both by vehicles and
people, into our private community which will potentially jeopardize the
safety of our neighborhood. We have many children who, as of now, are
able to safely walk themselves to neighborhood friends homes to play, ride
their bikes or walk their pets. For the most part Castle Hills is a safe
neighborhood. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE don’t jeopardize our safety by
allowing unnecessary people into our community.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Pamela Scott
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:22:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:21:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Pamela Scott

Phone* (808) 741-4493

Email* phails808@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would be shameful to tear down the stairs after the City and County spent
tax dollars to repair it. Many people would like to experience hiking the
stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Pandita Whitworth
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:31:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:30:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Pandita Whitworth

Phone* (808) 223-7577

Email* pandimaria@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm an avid hiker and this is one of the most beautiful hikes with the most
thrilling views and it would be wonderful to allow the public to safely enjoy
this hike in some manner.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - patrick shinsato
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:34:12 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:33:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name patrick shinsato

Phone* (808) 622-5056

Email* tacticaledgeserv@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Dear Mr. Ernest Y.W, Lau, P.E., or To Whom It May Concern, This email is
being submitted to you in regard to the testimony and a proposal to the
Haiku Stairs. I am prepared in my proposal to privately manage the access
to the stairs through the collection of entrance fees and give access only
through professionally trained guided tours, take the liability off your Office,
provide needed security. Upon the collection of fees, it will be utilized
towards the conveyance/any needed neighborhood improvements,
maintenance and up keep of the stairs as needed and income to the
State/County after an agreement can be settled on. The fees would further
go to the business expenses of conducting, managing the tours and
operational costs. After all of the above is covered, hopefully there will be a
small profit at the end for all of my efforts. For further information, please
continue to read the body of the letter. Thank you. I am sorry for this very
unprofessional letter and means that it is delivered, as I was/am in the
process of submitting a formal written proposal to your Office expressing
interest in the disposition of the Haiku Stairs. However, due the Covid 19
pandemic, all research, drafting of formal letters and proposals were sort of
put on hold. In my proposal, I was addressing your concerns; the general
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Insert Written
Testimony

liability of the stairs, the security measures that I would be possibly
implementing to address the trespassers, and managing the entrance to
the stairs through the collection of private entrance fees by way of
conducting tours, which would address all the safety concerns, as I don't
see how access could be granted any other way without the conducting of
highly trained tour guides to minimize the dangers of the hike thereby
jeopardizing the safety of the hikers/public. My managed access plan
addresses not only all of the above, but I am prepared to manage/collect
the entrance fees, (which still needs to be determined?) Which would go
towards the operation costs, the maintenance and up keep of the stairs.
The collected fees would also, go towards the conveyance/any
improvements to the surrounding area's neighborhood. Proceeds would
also, be issued to the State and City as agreed after negotiating an
income/revenue. Upon conducting my research on the history of the stairs
and based on the illegal public hikers traffic flow and the totality of the stairs
and the positiveness that it brings and stands for , I am hopeful with all of
the above costs and expenses, that I will still make a little profit? The
managing of the stairs in a correct way, has a lot too offer, from tourism,
local jobs, educational benefits for our Schools or Universities to cultural
interests? In regard to Mr. John Morgan of Kualoa Ranch with intent to
purchase the stairs materials, remove it and then place it on top of his
mountain ridges surrounding his Ranch, it is a nice idea, as it removes the
liability from your Office and you do sort of break even for the materials.
However, the further revenue to the State and City are lost, as so the
neighborhood area's improvements or conveyance. The placement of the
stairs on his property is not the same as where it is at now. The majestic
beauty of the Haiku mountains and area cannot be matched. Also, the
history of the stairs would not be the same, not too mention that it is a feat
of engineering in itself where it is at the present time and spot. By
managing the access to the stairs correctly and safely, it has unsurpassed
potential with regard to not only tourism, but educational value and to
generate a profit for everyone willing to negotiate what needs to be done to
get the job done. Thank you for your time and hopefully consideration to my
proposal. Sincerely, Patrick Shinsato (808) 622-5056 email;
Tacticaledgeserv@aol.com 1625 Walea Street Wahiawa, HI. 96786

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paul Belanger
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:01:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:00:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paul Belanger

Phone* (808) 230-4144

Email* belangerp001@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs should be considered a historic landmark. They served an
important service to support navigation pre GPS days and much effort has
been exerted by support groups to maintain the stairs for many years. A
viable plan to maintain the stairs and oversee access should be developed.
I strongly oppose removal of the Haiku Stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paul Briggs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:24:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:23:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paul Briggs

Phone* (808) 236-9218

Email* pbriggs@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

While I in general oppose the removal of the stairs, if the stairs are to be
transferred over to the city then the city needs to have the appropriate
infrastructure to handle the stairs. If the city is unable to provide the
infrastructure, then the only satisfactory solution is to have the stairs
transferred over to Kualoa Ranch. Given the cities infrastructure at the
KoKo head stairs,I am not too confident that the city will provide the
appropriate infrastructure for the haiku stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paul Mossman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:58:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:58:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paul Mossman

Phone* (808) 262-2198

Email* tigertear77@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

There is no doubt that without the stairway another piece of the struggle
placed on "The Greatest Generation" will be lost. The replaced stairway
and its controversy is just a small part of the underdeveloped nature of
Oahu. The entire site of the Omega Station is essentially abandoned.
Though there is use taking place why is this not a public park? Why, after
decades, is it an eyesore when it could be open space with valley hiking
trails and a regulated fee based access to the stairway??? Though this is
not the mission of the BWS it is in all our interest that the residence of
Oahu not be hemmed in. There is vast open space on Oahu that is
inaccessible for no good reason and if the BWS can help alleviate this
situation, even peripherally, it would be legacy building for generations to
come.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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Policy prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paul Petrone
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:24:42 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:23:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paul Petrone

Phone* (609) 276-6089

Email* Paul.Petrone@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are known as one of the best hikes in the world. Many
hikes in Hawaii are extremely dangerous. The stairs are much safer than
most hikes, they prevent erosion and they attract people from around the
world to hike them and come spend their money in Hawaii. I think Hawaii
should make them by permit only and use them to generate revenue.
People already pay hundreds of dollars to hike them. Keep the legendary
stairs open and work them to the state’s advantage. The stairs only add to
the allure of Hawaii. They should be in tourism adds, not removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paul Switzer
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:01:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:01:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paul Switzer

Phone* (415) 448-6604

Email* switzer@stanford.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

We live off upper Haiku Road and strongly OPPOSE REMOVAL of this
significant recreational resource and cultural legacy from our community.
Hiking on the stairs could be managed by a reservation system and
designated parking areas. There could be more than one access point.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paulina San Miguel
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:25:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paulina San Miguel

Phone* (940) 230-7807

Email* smbpaulina@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not tear down the stairs. They offer one of the most beautiful and
iconic views of Oahu. They should be maintained and managed by a
capable third party who can charge hikers to use the stairs. Even if the
entrance fee was high, many people would still pay it. To minimize impact
on the local neighborhood, a bus could transport hikers from a meeting
location elsewhere on the island. This would allow us to keep a cherished
landmark, generate revenue, maintain the stairs, and lessen the risk to
local property owners.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paulina Zumbo
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:51:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:51:01 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paulina Zumbo

Phone* (925) 318-0109

Email* paulina.zumbo@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would cost the state more money to completely tear it down that
revamping completely and charging an entrance fee for hikers. It’s a
profitable move. There’s so many ways to be proactive instead of
destructive. Why tear down such a historical/majestic sight? I would be
incredibly disappointed to see it torn down over politics. You’re forgetting
what you’re state is all about.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Paulo Alexandre
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:25:27 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:24:38 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Paulo Alexandre

Phone* (716) 984-0643

Email* mrpaulo77@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Despite the controversy surrounding the stairs, it is surprisingly safe. Literal
stairs with hand rails for the entire ascent. The view from the top is hard to
compare to anything else I've seen. Being able to access via a fee and
permit allows people to experience a world class hike while helping fund it
and other hikes in the state.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Peter Miller
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:30:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:29:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Peter Miller

Phone* (808) 551-4728

Email* peteusn@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Lots of great hiking trails on Oahu but none with the cost in taxpayer
dollars, lives, or huhu that this trail has brought. You can't make everybody
happy and this is way past the time to find another private partner for a
C&C/State function. Just close it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Peter Thourson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:55:16 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:54:18 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Peter Thourson

Phone* (808) 590-7779

Email* thourson@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I would support making the hike available for a fee.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Peter Walther
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:24:24 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:23:22 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Peter Walther

Phone* (407) 310-9578

Email* pbw8@georgetown.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony An iconic site that must remain intact for future generations to experience.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Philip Johnson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:03:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:02:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Philip Johnson

Phone* (808) 387-6663

Email* johnson@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am a long-time resident who was here when the stairs were originally
refurbished 20 (30?) years ago. I believe they represent a unique
opportunity to engage with the natural beauty of Hawaii in a non-destructive
manner. I understand it has been a challenging process to figure out how to
provide appropriate access, but I request the board of water supply to
continue this important work and not give up.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Phoebe Gonzales
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:55:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:55:25 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Phoebe Gonzales

Phone* (808) 432-5704

Email* phoebelesliegonzales@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs. They are part of our islands' history. I
prefer these stairs remain and be made safer. I do think that use of the
Haiku stairs needs to be regulated and maybe even add fees when
requesting the stairs to be used. These fees maybe use in restoration and
maintenance of the Haiku stairs. Mahalo

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Pili Valderrama
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:01:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:00:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Pili Valderrama

Phone* (808) 892-7941

Email* mapivaca@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs and support Mayor Kirk
Caldwell to have the city and department of parks and recreation take the
reins of the stairs and then lease them to a third-party vendor who would
make repairs and improvements and then charge nonkamaina to visit.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Pranay Vissa
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:05:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:05:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Pranay Vissa

Phone* (217) 419-4188

Email* vissa.pranay@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Puanani Frobel
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:47:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:46:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Puanani Frobel

Phone* (808) 554-4812

Email* puafrobel@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs are an asset to the community. Properly managed, the Stairs
could be self sufficient, and safe. This is a premier hiking opportunity,

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Quintin Bray
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:43:20 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:42:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Quintin Bray

Phone* (808) 954-1004

Email* qbray78@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe the Haiku Stairs should be transferred to the City and County
parks department and a managed access program should be installed

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - R Malkin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:57:44 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:56:49 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name R Malkin

Phone* (412) 245-8249

Email* rgmalkin@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rachael Steinbach
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:42:09 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:41:18 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rachael Steinbach

Phone* (254) 495-9639

Email* steinbach.rach@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be sad to lose it before I
got to experience it for myself. It’s worth solely to come to Hawaii for.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rachel Anker
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:24:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:23:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rachel Anker

Phone* (920) 857-5515

Email* Rachelanker23@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Why would they ever tear down such a great part of history? Make it safer,
have tour guides, or whatever you need to preserve such a beautiful place.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rachel Bohrman
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:23:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:22:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rachel Bohrman

Phone* (262) 442-5742

Email* Rachelbohrman93a@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony They are a historical landmark, do not tear down please.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rachel Elder
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:40:43 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:40:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rachel Elder

Phone* (801) 709-8326

Email* Rachelelder7@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please do not get rid of a part of irreplaceable history!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - ray cochrane
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:38:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:37:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name ray cochrane

Phone* (808) 754-1507

Email* cochrane.ray@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Long history here on the islands. If you think its not environmentally safe,
you shouldnt have put it up in the first place. Now people have it and dont
want to give it up.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rebecca Jennings
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:17:52 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:16:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rebecca Jennings

Phone* (808) 597-0737

Email* rjennings71305@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I very strongly oppose the removal of Ha'ikū Stairs, and encourage you to vote to
transfer the Stairs to the City and County of Honolulu and reopen them under
managed access. There are so many reasons why, but here are a few: Ha'ikū Stairs
is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i; Managed Access can open up a
world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current
and future generations; Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and should be
preserved; Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. All in all, it would be a
tragedy to remove Ha'ikū Stairs. Thank you.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rebecca Roach
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:06:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:04:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rebecca Roach

Phone* (917) 664-6654

Email* Becca.roach@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are absolutely revered and treasured by so many, it would be
tragic to destroy them. I believe hiking up the stairs is the safest way of
reaching the summit. The 10 mile “legal” way has already caused many
rescues, resulting in unnecessary spending of resources. Were the stairs to
be maintained, and remain legal, then perhaps they could begin to
generate money for the state by charging hikers a fee to purchase a pass
to access them. Additionally with the system of enforcing pass purchasing,
a limit of passes to be purchased can be imposed to prevent excess
erosion and wear and tear on the stairs.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rebecca Thomas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:04:22 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:03:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rebecca Thomas

Phone* (808) 227-6750

Email* mountaingirl423@outlook.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I grew up in kaneohe. Haiku stairs are a landmark and should be treated
that way.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rebekah Laurion
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:36:46 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:35:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rebekah Laurion

Phone* (808) 372-3564

Email* rebekahlaurion@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Ha'ikū Stairs (Stairway to Heaven) is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in
Hawai'i - other ridge hikes like Olomana (Three Peaks) clearly have worse safety
records and remain open to the public. The Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class
attraction and managed access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and
recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations. Using a
model like the one currently used in Sydney, Australia for the Sydney Harbour
Bridge Climb could be extremely effective in creating a new revenue stream for
the City and County, ensuring hiker safety while reducing C&C liability, and
limiting neighborhood disturbances. The Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site
and must be preserved - it would be a tragedy to remove it.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Reg Volk
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:08:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:06:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Reg Volk

Phone* (250) 765-5222

Email* regvolk@shaw.ca

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Tis a Hawaian landmark.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Renee Conner
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:44:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:44:33 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Renee Conner

Phone* (808) 348-6452

Email* Reneeconner@me.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
tragedy to remove it.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Reuben Peck
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:19:23 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:18:29 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Reuben Peck

Phone* (616) 214-1721

Email* reuben@reubenpeck.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs is a historical monument that represents a huge cultural
masterpiece against the Honolulu mountains. The removal of these stairs
removes of a landscape, a piece of Hawaii that tens of thousand have
come to know and love over the years. It should absolutely be saved, and
should not, by any reasoning, be removed!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rev. Leland Bond-Upson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:52:22 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:51:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rev. Leland Bond-Upson

Phone* (415) 297-8206

Email* minister@uuce.org

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have climbed the Stairs, and as a senior citizen, it was a proud
accomplishment. The climb is a spiritual practice, one which should not be
denied (forever!) to our people because the utility rightfully views it as not
part of its mission. But we have the easy and splendidly sensible solution of
removing the Stairs from the utility’s responsibility and giving it to the Parks,
where it belongs. To tear down the Stairs when there exists a willing and
eminently capable recipient would be spiteful. I urge that the handover be
accomplished at this meeting today (4/27/20) and make everyone happy.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rhonda Burke
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:17:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:17:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rhonda Burke

Phone* (808) 234-6933

Email* martinezrhonda@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* I just wish to comment

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hire 3rd party to refurbish and manage the Stairway offering both tourist
and kamaaina rates. With a portion to support conservation efforts.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Richard Burke
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:09:55 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:09:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Richard Burke

Phone* (808) 781-6917

Email* rrrickb@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is a world class hike and in an economy dependent on tourism it
makes little sense to remove It. Its eco-tourism draw can’t be over stated.
Properly managed it It can be maintained, remain safe and accessible and
just adds to reasons to visit Oahu. I believe this hike could be a determining
factor in choosing this location over others when deciding where to
vacation. Each person that climbs the stair will bring stories of the
experience and pictures from summit back with them enticing others to
follow. National Geographic rates it as one of the top ten hikes in the world
on its endangered trails list and the rest of the world knows this. It’s also a
significant part of Hawaii’s history and deserves preserving for this reason
alone. Not to mention the awe inspiring views and sense of
accomplishment one feels from making to the summit.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Richard Gilmore
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:48:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:48:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Richard Gilmore

Phone* (775) 473-0409

Email* richardgilmore@charter.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

We love Hawaii and would enjoy climbing the stairs often if they were
opened to the public. I think it would become a major tourist attraction.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Richard Knocton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:35:59 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:35:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Richard Knocton

Phone* (305) 606-9966

Email* richardknocton@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please keep it open. Keep it as a tourist attraction and charge people with
a guide to take tourists up there. It’s world famous.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Richard Page
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:32:52 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:32:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Richard Page

Phone* (808) 255-2211

Email* rpage@ecchawaii.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs can be rebuilt , maintained, and managed by a dedicated non-
govt group. Access land would need too be provided . this will remove the
residential problem and could be leased for $1.00 a yr. This piece of Hawaii
should always be present.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Richard Philpott
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:57:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:56:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Richard Philpott

Phone* (808) 383-3287

Email* Rphilpott4620@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is an irreplaceable resource and access to Hawaii’s spectacular
scenery. Just manage the parking and we can all enjoy it. There are so
many alternatives - off site parking, shuttles, etc. Richard Philpott

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rick Barboza
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:35:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:35:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rick Barboza

Phone* (808) 295-7777

Email* rick.ck.barboza@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the stairs at this time. Instead, the stairs should be used as
the access to restore the native habitat that has been severely impacted since the
stairs have been rebuilt. I was contracted to do the biological assessment for the
BWS feasibility study and compared my results from this to what I observed along
the stairway 10 years prior (the last time I hiked it for a volunteer weed pulling
day) and the difference is shocking. The diversity of native plants have been
replaced with highly invasive species from the bottom of the stairs to well beyond
the top of the stairs to the Koʻolau summit. Low elevation invasive weeds that
would typically have a hard time establishing themselves at higher elevations are
now found in large quantities at the summit. These plants not only compromise the
health and capacity of the Heʻeia watershed but also threatens the future of the 7-10
endangered plant species found within that range and the numerous other native
plant and animal species there. I would hope that the City would allow a private
party to lease the land for a minimum of 10 years and allow them to operate hiking
tours with the intent to use the proceeds to do the restoration and educate the public
as well. The lease agreement should include these details with the ultimate goal of
removing the stairs once the area has been restored and the lease agreement has
expired. Iʻd be more than happy to help answer any additional questions should you
have any. Mahalo for your time on this important matter.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rid Hollands
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:08:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:08:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rid Hollands

Phone* (808) 561-6742

Email* Rid27@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Riku Olszewski
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:02:18 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:01:28 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Riku Olszewski

Phone* (708) 972-5646

Email* Rikuolszewki@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It’s one of the most famous sites in Hawaii and it’s should be restored to its
full glory. The view and the satisfaction of being above clouds is absolutely
amazing and creating a safer route to experience that would be amazing.
Maybe you could charge people to hike haiku and have a lottery system
would help the state.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Riley Miller
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:56:26 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:55:42 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Riley Miller

Phone* (620) 704-5656

Email* riley@rockinrm.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The removals of the stairs will just make the trek a lot more treacherous
than what it already is besides it is part of the island history it would be like
taking aloha out of the Hawaiian language! People will still go there one
way or another so wouldn’t be saver on everyone just fix the stairs And
charge for the trail usage you would make money they could go back into
the infrastructure of the island and its culture!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Robert Hay
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:12:23 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Robert Hay

Phone* (360) 271-9310

Email* Badddawgbob@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a valuable historical resource for Hawaii and for the
US Military heritage from WW2 and beyond.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Robert Cutts Jr
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:45:56 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:45:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Robert Cutts Jr

Phone* (808) 497-9991

Email* 808surferbob@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are a huge asset we would suffer a great loss if they are
removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Robert Robles
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:46:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:46:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Robert Robles

Phone* (808) 691-7412

Email* robertrichrobles@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Robert Woolley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:15:52 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:14:58 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Robert Woolley

Phone* (626) 377-2414

Email* usctubas@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please consider doing everything possible to keep these magnificent stairs
and the opportunity for others to enjoy them. Our family has a rich history in
Hawaii going back generations and the stairs are part of that history. While
we are now on the mainland, it would be a shame for our children...and
others...to not be able to enjoy what in fact is a historic landmark. I agree
with the plan to transfer ownership and have them reopened in a safe,
limited way that can benefit others to enjoy them in a safe, responsible
manner.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Robin Maiava
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:07:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:06:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Robin Maiava

Phone* (808) 358-2002

Email* rmaiava@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a
supply is a critical milestone on our journey to Save the Stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Robyne Oostveen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:35:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:35:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Robyne Oostveen

Phone* (801) 946-6088

Email* Robyne_o@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please don’t take down these stairs. Let the people explore the beauty of
your state and bring tourism to your economy. Stop taking away all our
rights!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rose Aldi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:15:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:14:25 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rose Aldi

Phone* (315) 292-3349

Email* rose092373@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rosealiza Wan Zaid
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:34:52 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:33:25 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rosealiza Wan Zaid

Phone* (617) 653-8311

Email* Rwanzaid@icloud.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

As a historical staple of the island, it must be protected and preserved for
all future generations, not dismantled and destroyed. Please save our
Stairway to Heaven.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Roy Brennen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Roy Brennen

Phone* (808) 391-4282

Email* watsanson@me.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I fully concur that the operation and maintenance of the Haiku Stairs should
not be an issue that is the responsibility of the BWS. But the Stairs are a
unique and important part of the trail system of the city and state of Hawaii
and should be preserved. Having them removed or closed would be a great
and unique loss.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Rueben Ramirez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:06:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:06:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Rueben Ramirez

Phone* (808) 364-0561

Email* Rueben8908@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It is understood that not all parties use these stairs in a respectful or
responsible manor, however, we as a group of people should understand
that this small group individuals should not have the ability to destroy all
peoples opportunity to love an experience one of Oahu's greatest sights.
We do not restrict island drivers from using their cars or roadways due to
other drivers negligence. Why should all parties be punish for this small
groups disrespect for the 'Aina. Truly what is needed is a leader. A leader
who will step up to maintain this land. If the state is not willing to open and
maintain this land. Surly others will be happy to step up. It should also be
noted that there are ways around the stairs that would put the general
public at more of a risk to themselves. By discontinueing service of the
haiku stair. You have sentenced inexperienced hikers/climbers to a sure
death. Or even risk more publicity of hikers lost in the woods.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Russell Ito
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:24:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:22:54 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Russell Ito

Phone* (808) 295-6503

Email* surfpalace1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

To Board Members, I appreciate the opportunity for me to express my
opinions on this important issue. I grew going to Kapunahala Elementary
looking up at the majestic mountain and seeing it as something special ,
almost sacred to me. With that said, I support the removal of the Haiku
stairs for the following reasons. First, the environmental cost is high. How
much and who is it going to pay for the cost of installing and maintaining
waste facilities along the trail. Or do we just allow human waste from hikers
to accumulate? Second, no one wants to pay for the liability of the stairs
and I do not feel the govt should be responsible for this cost. Third, opening
up the stairs puts emergency responders at unnecessary risk as HFD's
helicopter has already made many rescues of illegal hikers. Fourth,
maintaining the stairs would be expensive and dangerous. Finally, access
to the stairway has been and will be intrusive on the nearby neighborhood.
The stairs have used by those that have no regard for the law knowing that
the activity was illegal instead of waiting for a final decision on this
important issue. Thank you for your time and consideration. Aloha, Russell
Ito
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ryan Fithian
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:31:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:30:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ryan Fithian

Phone* (925) 222-7248

Email* Ryguy0328@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs. The Haiku Stairs is well known
world wide. Many people travel from all over the world just to experience
the “stairway to heaven.” The amazing views and a safe way to utilize the
stairs up the mountain make it ideal for people of all ages if restored. The
option of making it into a monument or park with the option of charging
entry fees would allow the state collect funds for preserving and
maintaining the stairs to make it safe for everyone. The tourists that travel
all over the world to hike the stairs spend their money at shops and local
stores the stimulate the economy. Please consider my testimony and
preserve Haiku Stairs. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ryan Chun
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:48:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:48:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ryan Chun

Phone* (808) 226-2279

Email* ryanws@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Stairway to Heaven is a unique gem in Oahu and one that has been
cherished for many decades. We have already invested $1 million to make
safe and structurally sound. All that is required is a reasonable Master
Access Plan which is more than doable.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ryan Clark
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:15:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:15:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ryan Clark

Phone* (715) 379-9328

Email* rclark265@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it.
It is also an important historical site that needs to be preserved.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ryan Giampietro
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:59:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:58:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ryan Giampietro

Phone* (732) 245-8368

Email* Xdestinyx187@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ryan May
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:45:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:45:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ryan May

Phone* (207) 318-5107

Email* ryan.s.may@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose removal of the Haiku Stairs. "Stairway to Heaven" offers a unique
and breathtaking view of the Ko'olau mountains and Windward Oahu,
inspiring Aloha in the hearts and minds of anyone who visits. It would be a
shame to remove them, to say nothing of the expense it would take to do
so. Managed access would allow us to share the beauty of our island, while
addressing the community's valid concerns about impacts to the residential
area. This should be a realistic plan, as the hike is one of the safest ridge
hikes on the island. If we can spend public funds on rescuing people by
helicopter from legal trails like Diamond Head and Manoa Falls, safety
"concerns" should not be a valid roadblock here. Managed access would
also open the door to feature educational information for visitors. Haiku
Stairs are a unique, world-class, historic attraction that deserve protection.
Removing them would be nothing short of a cultural tragedy. I hope the
spirit of Aloha will guide our community in this decision. Sincerely, Ryan
May Oahu Resident
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ryan Routh
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:38:11 AM
Attachments: Mayor Caldwell- Haiku stairs plead.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:37:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ryan Routh

Phone* (808) 379-9411

Email* ryanrouth@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am totally befuddled! Any country or state would pay billions to have a
tourist attraction as amazing and simple and easy as the staircase. This
situation proves again how absurd Hawaii has become; the telescope,
Sherwood, windmills, a playground, and the list goes on and on, asking
where are our bold leaders that know how to solve problems. I am so
disappointed. And the solution to this problem is the simplest of all. By
simply installing abundant signage in the Haiku neighborhood explaining of
no public access there but that the designated access point is at state land
around 45-815 Pookela street where there is ample parking and no private
residences to bother then everyone can be happy. Regardless of whatever
solution is, you should please give the staircase to Honolulu Parks and Rec
and let them arrive at a solution. To remove an asset that is worth billions
of dollars and you know in this complex society to ever have anything like
this built again would never happen. Please do our grandchildren and
great-grandchildren a favor and do the right thing and save this landmark. I
hope in your heart of hearts you can see it tremendous value not only for
our own personal enjoyment, but the fact that our entire economy depends
on tourism and wondrous attractions such as this. Has this unusual time of
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March 6, 2020

Dear Mayor Caldwell,

I am impressed by your persistence. I am not sure why anyone would want that job, with so many whiners and complainers, it is unreal.  If they won the lottery they would bitch.  Thank you for squashing all protestors; wind, Sherwood, Ala Moana playground, Alawi walls, rail, hell I cannot even remember them all; keep charging forward; and I love the rental ban; we need cheap housing and designated parcels of land for homeless tent cities with daily drug test.   When governor demolish all the telescopes and close UH college and everything tied to telescopes.  

-I do wish you would do one more thing before you go-------PLEASE TAKE OVER THE HAIKU STAIRS FROM BWS.  Please once and for all end this madness.  Life is not this hard.  Simple put signs at the entrance to both neighborhood entrances that says NO HIKING ACCESS HERE- ACCESS IS TO THE RIGHT OF 45-815 POOKELA STEET.  Then put up a huge sign there that denotes that as the access point and mark a patch along the stream; and put large signs all over the haiku neighborhood and barbed wire to keep people out and direct them to pookela street point and send the guard away.  All of this could be done in one day with your power.  The land on Pookela street is state land so you may need to tell them.  



When they say that government is complaint-driven they are correct.  We now live in a world dominated by bitching and whining dominates as we do not dare treat on any civil rights, but is anyone ever going to stand up for the little guy that is simply trying to get something done.  The individual that has an idea, that is chasing a dream and simply wants to accomplish something with life.  Should every motivated soul be left with doing everything illegal and under the radar to succeed.  What kind of world is that?  Does anyone ever stand up anymore for that person that actually has the motivation to do something and help them achieve that.  I know and meet so many people that do little to nothing, whose goals have either passed or never had a desire at all, so when I see an energetic motivated person with hopes and wishes I damn sure want to support that and try and get any obstacles out of the way.  But our society has become the opposite; putting up unsurmountable obstacles as if it were some joke; where the ones in authority are laughing around the corner gleeful that they stopped progress; as the whole of humanity shuffles away with head hung low defeated.  

 Having started on the east coast and a simple life, moving westward it seems I have reached the epicenter of bureaucratic red tape.    Perhaps my motivation and energy would be better served in a third world country where hopes and dreams and appreciation for those ideals are still alive.  I was told on day one that getting a permit was impossible, but being a perpetual optimist had thought that if I made the project as simple as possible and with plenty of patience and diligence that surely it would eventually happen, but I was grossly wrong.  YOU HAVE WON and I have lost…..congratulations.  

Thanks for your time.  



Ryan Routh

808-379-9411

campboxengineering@gmail.com





 











   







corona virus not taught us something; that we must work together and find
common ground and be kind and nice and create worthwhile solutions that
benefit us all. Please let us have the wisdom to do what is right and good
for everyone. Thanks so much for your time. I am willing to help in any way
that I can. Please let me know. Ryan Routh
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ryan Thrun
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:37:08 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:36:02 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ryan Thrun

Phone* (727) 735-7734

Email* rwthrun@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

BWS, As a new resident of Hawai’i, licensed professional engineer for the
government (Civil Engineering), and outdoor enthusiast, I urge you to NOT
dismantle the Ha’iku Stairs, and to turn the ownership of the structure and
land under it to the City of Honolulu or other state entity. I agree 100% that
the maintenance and management of this structure should not be a
responsibility of the BWS, but should be preserved for historical purposes
and future recreational use under a managed access program. This
structural feature is one of the very few locations in HI, if not the U.S.,
where hikers can enjoy the most breathtaking views of tropical mountain
ranges, valleys, and ocean views, and experience the majestic topography
of a ridgeline climb up dormant remnants of a shield volcano. The Ko’olau
Range is a National Landmark, and what better way to showcase its
significance and awe-inspiring scenery than to have an access path
available to residents and visitors traveling from across the world. The
safety and maintenance responsibilities of these stairs should not be
expected of the BWS, but by an entity within the city/county that is
equipped and resourced to manage it. Other alternatives are transferring it
to the State of HI Department of Land & Natural Resources Division of

mailto:contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com
mailto:contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


Insert Written
Testimony

Forestry & Wildlife to be incorporated into the Na Ala Hele Hawai’i Trail &
Access System, and/or allowing a non-profit organization to responsibly
manage it. These entities could implement online risk information and
waivers, control the numbers of hikers per day, and implement access fees
that can help improve the safety/liability and resources available to
maintain it. When the stairs are properly maintained and in good structural
repair (which they predominantly still are thanks to the 2003 renovations),
they pose less risk than other hiking paths in HI (steep ridge trails with no
steps or handrails) and other parts of the US (Grand Canyon, AZ; Half
Dome, CA; Mt. Rainer, WA; etc.). Additionally, other entities would be able
to manage and provide improved access to the stairs and reduce
occurrences of trespassing on nearby private residences. By demolishing
the Ha’iku stairs, this one-of-a-kind structure built with tax-payer dollars, will
not be around for future generations to enjoy and experience the natural
beauty of HI only accessible by it. Please do what is right for the community
of citizens and visitors in HI, and not what is only in the best interest of the
BWS. By not listening to the public, and simply tearing it down without
regard to how to preserve it or at least allow for the development of a
responsible management plan, would be very irresponsible of the BWS.
Don’t make an irreversible decision, even if it is the easiest one to make.
Save the Ha’iku Stairs for others to enjoy and look for alternative ways to
keep this unique structure a part of Hawai’ian history, and an access path
into some of the most beautiful views of the natural resources Hawai’i has
to offer. With respect and understanding, Ryan
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sabrina Gasper
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:17:52 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:16:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sabrina Gasper

Phone* (678) 772-0421

Email* Sabrina.gasper@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs should remain intact and not be removed. Removing it
would cost too much money and construction noise for the neighbors. Why
tear down these beautiful steps?
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Saira Malik
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:37:26 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:36:27 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Saira Malik

Phone* (209) 683-6286

Email* Smalik615@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The haiku stairs provides incentive and added revenue to the state of
Hawaii. Tourists from all over are inclined to travel and spend on Hawaii -
especially those embarking on the exquisite and unique views/journey one
embarks on the haiku stairs. Removal takes away revenue from the state
as a whole - especially since Hawaii is tourist driven. Secondly, the Haiku
stairs is a safe alternative to the opposing trail which is actually eroded!
Removal of the steel stairs presents additional harm and danger to tourists
and citizens of Hawaii to take the alternative route. Third, The haiku stairs
should be considered a historical site such that these stairs and the top
towers were used in wartime- therefore removal of the stairs is actually
violating preservation of historical landmarks by federal law!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Salamasina Strokin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:39:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:39:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Salamasina Strokin

Phone* (760) 447-1449

Email* salamasina@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Save the Stairs!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - SalamasinaLeilani Strokin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:07:34 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:07:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name SalamasinaLeilani Strokin

Phone* (760) 447-1449

Email* salamasina@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Amazing Landmark! Please do not remove the stairs - this is an amazing
piece of history. The stairs should be improved, made safe and open to
qualified walkers and this would be incredible! Please don't remove the
stairs!!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sally Mist
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:55:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:54:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sally Mist

Phone* (808) 988-4567

Email* sallymist@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Transfer ownership to the state
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sam Talasazan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:49:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:48:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sam Talasazan

Phone* (310) 920-1830

Email* Samtalasazan@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Samantha Terry
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:37:15 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Samantha Terry

Phone* (808) 223-7314

Email* samantha.marianetti@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Samuel Retika
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:49:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:48:27 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Samuel Retika

Phone* (312) 730-7862

Email* boardofwatersupply@ninjaudon.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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Public
Documents
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sande Willgoose
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:30:45 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:29:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sande Willgoose

Phone* (603) 428-4387

Email* sheltmires@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Support legal public access to the haiku stairs
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Acceptance
Policy
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sandy Sreka
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:37:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:35:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sandy Sreka

Phone* (808) 254-4538

Email* sreka_sandy@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please save the stairs! It enables relatively safe traversal of some of the
most wondrous and breathtaking outdoor scenery representative of Hawaii.
Who has not looked upon the Ko'olau's luscious green knife edge ridges
and admired their grand beauty? And which of the more adventurous
among us have not wondered what it would be like to stand upon such a
ridge? Ghe Haiku Stairs provide a means to do so with reasonable safety.
And the experience is everything one imagined. Fresh air splashing your
face, kudu green vegetation waving all around you, and clouds forming
around you when you reach the top. There are sheer drops on either side,
but with the sure stairs and railing, you are free to enjoy the splender.
Please transfer them to the city so they may be preserved as the precious
resource they are.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sarah Anderson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:39:45 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:38:46 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sarah Anderson

Phone* (720) 229-9846

Email* Katastroph3e@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Instead of removing the stairs and wasting tax payer dollars, instead sell
permits to climb the stairs, limiting the amount of people going through the
neighborhoods and use that money to fix and maintain the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sarah McGrew
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:31:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:31:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sarah McGrew

Phone* (808) 230-5734

Email* mcgrews13@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not take down the stairs! Spend the money supporting people
effected by corona virus!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Scott Hovey Jr.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:10:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Scott Hovey Jr.

Phone* (808) 358-8729

Email* scott.hovey.jr@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs. The Stairs are the easiest and safest
way to access the Ko`olau Summit. The Stairs inspired me to get healthy
and active. I credit Haiku Stairs with saving my life.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Scott Pliszka
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:33:47 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:32:55 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Scott Pliszka

Phone* (808) 497-2872

Email* scottpliszka@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

To Whom It May Concern, The Haiku Stairs/Stairway to Heaven is known
worldwide as one of the most extreme/beautiful hikes you can enjoy. It
would be an absolute shame to tear down this thing of beauty with so much
history. People want to hike this trail for the extreme challenge and the
extreme views. For those of us who hike, we KNOW we can find an
acceptable resolution that would not have adverse effects on the
community. I can almost guarantee that people would pay to go on this hike
too. We are a community built on tourism and I've personally had many
tourists asks me about hiking this wonderful hike and I'm always sad to tell
them it's not supposed to be possible. It would be a devastating tragedy to
remove the stairs. I've hiked them only once almost 20 years ago and
would love to hike it again someday and to have our keiki hike this as well.
The Haiku stairs are an important part of hiking history in Hawaii, please
don't delete that history from us all.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Scott Sullivan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:43 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:26:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Scott Sullivan

Phone* (808) 294-8409

Email* donascot67@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have been a Kaneohe resident since 1976, and live within walking
distance of Haiku Stairs. I believe the stairs are a valuable resource,
enjoyed by residents and visitors alike. They are a unique hike, and from
the top offer unparalleled views of Kaneohe Bay and the windward side. I
firmly believe that an acceptable means for retaining the stairs can be
developed, and strongly encourage that the government and public work
together to maintain the stairs and access to them.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Scott Wilson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:46:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:45:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Scott Wilson

Phone* (801) 702-7325

Email* Scottywilson2@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Everyone wants to enjoy this. Do not remove. It's a spectacular spectacle in
Hawaii

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sean Carroll
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:11:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:10:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sean Carroll

Phone* (720) 235-7901

Email* Beta0103@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sean Wilson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:52:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:51:29 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sean Wilson

Phone* (508) 298-9582

Email* Sean.wilson5@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Climbing these stairs has conquered many fears for many people. They’ve
inspire people. These stairs have brought strangers together. These stairs
have done nothing but help people. They do not need to be removed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Selina Caballero
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:54:17 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:53:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Selina Caballero

Phone* (908) 884-3369

Email* Selinacaballero@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ever since I was a little girl I’ve been an avid hiker. A back injury while
working 4 years ago put my dreams on hold but I still walk little trails with
lots of medication. I’m hoping to have my surgery in the next few years and
all I would want is the opportunity to climb the haiku stairs.... I want my
children to have the opportunity to see O’ahu from the clouds. These stairs
aren’t hurting anyone and the magic they provide should be more than
enough reason to keep them up. A walk to the heavens, a kiss to the
clouds and now when everything is so uncertain you want to limit our
access to beauty? I know that people will still climb the mountains (me
included), it’ll just be less safe.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Severine Busquet
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:31:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:30:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Severine Busquet

Phone* (808) 203-9696

Email* severine.busquet@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Hi, I support to upgrade and maintain the beautiful Haiku stairs making this
hike legal. I would also recommend to add signs to make sure that hikers
don't make this hike another trash areas. Thanks for your attention. Aloha
Severine Busquet Hawaii Kai

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Shawn Knaus
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:40:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:39:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Shawn Knaus

Phone* (541) 520-8309

Email* Shawn.knaus@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

With basic upkeep and proper security measures the Haiku Stairs could
once again become a natural treasure for Oahu. I'm sure a nominal entry
fee could be added in order to remove some of the financial burden --
lovers of hiking and nature would pay! Please consider turning over such a
project over to County control and Save The Stairs! Mahalo for your time,
SGT. Shawn L Knaus, US Army

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sheila Martinez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:54:05 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:53:21 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sheila Martinez

Phone* (915) 217-6765

Email* Smw1086@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I, Sheila Martinez, have chosen to oppose the removal of the stairs. In
order to preserve this amazing beautiful hike. I feel it would benefit hawaii if
the stairs were repaired and there is an assigned parking lot made so that
the public doesn’t disturb the residents and walk onto residents property.
There should even be a fee per person to be able to hike the stairs. People
from all over the world come to Oahu to hike these stairs and it would be
devastating if they were destroyed. These stairs offer views of the island
that no one is able to experience.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Shelbie Longberry
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:03:34 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:02:52 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Shelbie Longberry

Phone* (863) 801-8582

Email* Sslongberry@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Stairway to Heaven has been a staple to Hawaii. It's a challenge to
overcome but once you reach the top, the reward is so beautiful. Please
don't tear down the stairs. Theres so many people that haven't gotten the
chance to experience it and it would be a shame to remove it.
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Acceptance
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Shellaine Ford
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:31:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:31:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Shellaine Ford

Phone* (808) 436-9884

Email* shellaineford@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am opposed to removing the Haiku Stairs and would like to encourage you to
vote to transfer the Stairs to the City and County of Honolulu and reopen them
under managed access. For the following reasons- 1) Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the
safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. 2) Managed Access can open up a world-class,
safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future
generations. 3) Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and must be preserved. 4)
Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it.
Thank you
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sheri Wong
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:07:58 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:06:48 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sheri Wong

Phone* (808) 542-3486

Email* Sheriwong2009@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

As a resident of castle hills, I strongly support the removal of the haiku
stairs
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sherry Broder
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:19:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:19:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sherry Broder

Phone* (808) 944-1139

Email* sherrybroder@sherrybroder.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

There should be more outdoor activities and the stairs should be repaired.
The stairs offer a good workout in nature.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Shion Pritchard
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:21:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:21:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Shion Pritchard

Phone* (808) 285-2143

Email* shion.pritchard@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha, Thank you for the opportunity to testify against the removal of Haiku
Stairs. I oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs, and wish/emplore the Board of
Water Supply to consider a "middle ground," between those in the
community who oppose it, and those who wish the stairs be removed. The
Stairs bring a number of residents and visitors to a fantastic view and
experience, that many wish to do on Oahu. It is an opportunity for those
living here, and those visiting, to enjoy and appreciate the beauty of the
Koolau mountains and windward side of Oahu. I believe the restoration,
maintenance, and proper regulation of the stairs may bring a solution that is
both economical and benefits both the hiker and Haiku residential
community. Perhaps the Haiku Stairs can become a State owned and
operated hike, costing a parking/hiking fee for those wishing to hike, then
the fee being used to maintain and regulate the Stairs, and keeps
communities around hiking entrances/trails undisturbed. Please consider a
decision which does not leave the Stairs in its current state, but a decision
which benefits residents, visitors, and the renewal of the Haiku Stairs -- an
amazing, historic site. Mahalo, Shion
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Shoko Cochrane
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:00:29 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:59:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Shoko Cochrane

Phone* (808) 429-5400

Email* Shokoc@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony People should know their own risk as well as other hikes
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Si Wang
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:25:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Si Wang

Phone* (808) 256-4706

Email* smeewong@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

They should not be closed, hikers will come anyway to see the remains of
the stairs, the views, and the antenna facility at the top. Many Board of
Water Supply properties are used for hiking -- I wonder why are the Haiku
stairs a liability over others? Removing the stairs sets a precedent that the
Board of Water Supply, a utility, is liable for monitoring the security and
condition of hiking trails and closing them accordingly. These trails (dozens
of them) are used by people from all over the world. People will not stop
using them. Most of the hiking trails on water supply property do not have
stairs -- the assumption that removing the stairs will remove hikers is
incorrect. These trails should be maintained by DLNR to be used for hiking
at the individuals' own risk. This is good for our economy and risk
management for trails that are hiked anyway. It is not fair for water
consumers that these stairs be removed -- they are famous worldwide and
will certainly continue to be used as a hike without the physical stairs. They
will continue to need security without a plan for access. Human behavior is
generally hard to change -- will removing the stairs change the problematic
behavior? In my opinion, absolutely not. If we remove the stairs, we are just
be left with the same problem minus the actual stairs.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sidney Madison
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:12:03 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:11:34 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sidney Madison

Phone* (253) 882-9744

Email* sidneymadison18@icloud.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Skylar Stewart
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:07:46 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:07:04 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Skylar Stewart

Phone* (614) 561-4477

Email* skylar.bradley20@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony These stairs are a prominent part of Oahu and should never be removed.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Skyler Adzuara
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:44:46 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:44:00 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Skyler Adzuara

Phone* (808) 206-1791

Email* S.adzuara@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sommer Harrison
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:01:44 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:00:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sommer Harrison

Phone* (808) 381-0467

Email* hawaiiansom@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The community and hikers can all benefit from allowing the stairs to remain.
If you’ve ever hiked the stairs you leave with a true appreciation for so
much to include the island and it’s true beauty and also leave with more
respect for the island. Please keep the stairs open for generations to
experience and learn to appreciate as I have. Set a decent schedule for
hikers and one that the neighborhood will appreciate with knowing when
traffic will quite. Charge hikers to help pay for renovations to stairs. Trust
me we don’t mind paying. It’s a spectacular experience.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sona shah
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:15:52 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:15:05 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sona shah

Phone* (702) 332-7206

Email* Burrto@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would be a shame to remove something that can be enjoyed boy so
many people.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sophia Kim
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:42:57 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:42:28 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sophia Kim

Phone* (808) 389-0916

Email* sophiakim16@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a beautiful and historic feature of Oahu. It would be a
shame to remove them and the beauty that they offer. I oppose the
removal, and support maintenance on the stairs in order to keep them safe
and a part of our island.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Spencer Mawhar
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:00:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Spencer Mawhar

Phone* (808) 595-5353

Email* spencer.mawhar@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think if done responsibly, the Haiku Stairs is one of the most spectacular
and unique experiences in the world. Of course, the number of people
accessing the stairs at any one time must be tightly controlled, perhaps
through on online sign-up similar to reserving campsites. Also, ensuring
that a certain amount of limited access is reserved for local residents is
essential to ensuring it is truly a public resource. Not only do the Haiku
stairs offer a spectacular experience of one of the most beautiful places on
this planet, but also a window into 'Oahu's history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Spencer Steves
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:47 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:11:59 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Spencer Steves

Phone* (801) 819-5567

Email* spncrstvns@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The City & County of Honolulu and the Board of Water Supply has one of
the most unique 'hiking' experiences in the United States, and possibly
even in the world, in that of the Haiku Stairs. I also understand that it has
some unique operational challenges with maintenance and parking. I would
oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs for the sake of the lost experience
and opportunity for the City & County of Honolulu and the Board of Water
Supply to capitalize on the demand for this type of experience. Tourists
would happily pay to fund the parking lot, perpetual maintenance, and the
installation of additional safety measures. My wife hiked the stairs while
being pregnant and felt very safe. She was prepared for the experience
with proper shoes, gloves, etc. It was one of the best hiking experiences we
have ever had and would definitely do it again and pay a fee if opened up
to the public again. Thank you!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Stephanie Buxton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:02:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:02:23 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Stephanie Buxton

Phone* (757) 439-2220

Email* stephaniebxtn@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a national treasure. With some basic repairs and
maintenance - which could be easily funded by charging the thousands of
locals and tourists who would visit each year a reasonable entrance or park
fee - the stairs could be preserved and safely enjoyed by all for many,
many years to come. To remove and destroy such an incredible landmark
would be a tragedy! SAVE the stairs!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Stephanie Muckey
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:03:32 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:02:58 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Stephanie Muckey

Phone* (808) 629-9791

Email* stephanie.e.muckey@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are an iconic hike on Oahu. Many of us wish to hike them
safely and legally and would be happy to pay for their upkeep. We would
love the Haiku Stairs to open to the public so that we can continue to
explore our island and enjoy the views after a challenging climb.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Stephanie Ratliff
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:38:51 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:38:46 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Stephanie Ratliff

Phone* (803) 479-8587

Email* Ratncha@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs is a part of Hawaiian history that should be saved. It would
be a pity for it to be destroyed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Stephanie Roche
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:58:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:57:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Stephanie Roche

Phone* (707) 815-4261

Email* stephaniechristine707@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

To remove the Haiku stairs would be to remove a piece of history and
excitement. There is nothing like the "stairway to heaven" hike and
although dangerous, only the people who know they can accomplish the
hike partake and it would be sad to see something that hikers work hard to
gear up towards, taken away. This stairway leads to one of the most
beautiful views on Oahu and should be open to all. Thank you.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Stephen Escher
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:58:00 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:57:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Stephen Escher

Phone* (808) 946-6793

Email* sjescher@hawaiiantel.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am in favor of keeping the Hailu Stairs open to the public. It gives great
views of the island and it is a part of our military history.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Stephen Henderson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:37:16 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:36:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Stephen Henderson

Phone* (719) 373-1296

Email* stephen.jh13@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are a piece of history and are an awesome piece of human
achievement amongst the gorgeous natural surroundings. Keep them!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Steve Clark
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:25:41 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Steve Clark

Phone* (208) 521-9445

Email* admin@clark-imaging.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

My wife and I visited the lovely island of Oahu last autumn. In preparing for
the visit, we came across the stairs online and were immediately taken not
only with their beauty and mystique but also in the history of the stair. We
also naturally learned about the controversy surrounding the stair. We
strive to be good neighbors, so once we learned of the closure we elected
to not attempt a climb, having no interest in disrespecting the rules or
further endangering the obviously tenuous future of the stair. As a 'few-
times-in-a-lifetime' visitor, I strongly oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs.
They are such a treasure, historically and otherwise. The presence of the
stair, especially if properly maintained and managed, and funded by permit
access (which we would gladly pay hundreds of dollars for), decreases
erosion and increases safety. This, coupled with education on good
stewardship for the stair, and other management goals such as decoupling
access to the stair from private neighborhoods, etc. thoughtfully proposed
by Friends of Haiku Stairs, can ease the [real and justified] anger/worry by
local residents, temper the bad behavior encouraged by straight-out
prohibition, and preserve what is a real historical gem and utter privilege to
be able to experience, both as a local, and as a respectful visitor to these
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amazing islands. Watching with fondness, Steve Clark

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Steve Colon
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:14:53 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:14:19 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Steve Colon

Phone* (808) 265-4253

Email* scolon@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I strongly support the continued existence of the Haiku Stairs. I implore the
Board of Water Supply (BWS) to work with the city and county of Honolulu
to transfer responsibility to the Department of Parks and Recreation. I can
understand why this has been such a headache for BWS, but the answer
here is not to spend rate payer dollars to do an extremely expensive
removal of the stairs. Nor is it to use rate payer dollars to continue paying
for security. Instead this precious asset should be managed by the city and
county. I strongly oppose the removal of the stairs. This is a unique, world
class attraction. Properly managed, it can open up a world - class, safe,
educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by local residents
and visitors. It would be a tragedy to remove this and deny this experience
to future residents and visitors. Thank you for considering my testimony.
Kind regards Steve Colon
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Steve Garrett
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:10:26 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:08:59 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Steve Garrett

Phone* (808) 221-2629

Email* kaspercoastie@me.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs are an iconic piece of Hawaii. Lets manage it properly and
use it to draw more visitors in!!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Steve Lin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:04:42 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:04:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Steve Lin

Phone* (808) 457-5167

Email* Lins_pdx@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would be shameful and disrespectful to remove this historical landmark
for future generations, just because WBS' lack of will to manage it properly.
If appropriate parking and legal access are provided elsewhere, people
have no reasons to access it 'illegally' as described in other testimonials.
Please do not confuse symptoms as root cause. Stairs are blameless. A
person has a headache, a doctor with common sense would not suggest
just cut it off to cure the headache, would it? This historical heritage
belongs to all Hawaii people, not just a few neighborhood residents making
noises! That's mob mentality! As a community, better solution can be
reached if everyone to work together to preserve the stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Steven Shenton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:02:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:01:55 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Steven Shenton

Phone* (808) 797-1700

Email* alohahiking@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha Hiking strongly opposes the removal of Haiku Stairs. There are
certain accomplishes we can strive for in life that give meaning and
satisfaction to our time on earth. Our focus here is the life altering feeling of
satisfaction that can be earned by overcoming fear, doubt, and exhaustion
to conquer a challenge. Those of us who have summited the stairs have
been gifted this unfading memory. Providing citizens the ability to seek
happiness and satisfaction of this magnitude should be at the core of a
governments mission. I fear that the hurt and backlash created by ripping
out the heart of the hiking community is being grossly underestimated by
some. The removal will create a void that cannot be replaced I have a
proposal that acknowledges the concerns of every concerned party. In my
proposal all parties win. The city gets tax and commissions from the stairs,
the community will no longer be troubled by trespassers, BWS will have no
liability, many good paying jobs will be created, and most importantly we
will be able to safely share this visceral and intense feeling of
accomplishment with thousands of residents and visitors. Please do not
remove or relocate these stairs.
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Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Steven Wall
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:36:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:35:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Steven Wall

Phone* (808) 396-1034

Email* stwall09@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think the Haiku Stairs are a treasure of the islands, and have contributed
positively to the beautiful legacy of Hawaii. The photographs and stories
told from the fabled "Stairway to Heaven" paint the beauty of this island
more than any other single hike, helicopter ride, or experience. The view is
legendary and unrivaled. To remove the stairs would be to remove a piece
of history, and remove access to one of the most amazing places on planet
earth. More importantly, the cost of removal far outpaces the gains that
may be served by opening the trail. There is simply no other hike like this
one, and we stand to lose more by removing the stairs than we can gain by
keeping it. People who haven't even visited the islands know about this
hike, and dream about it. It would be a shame to kill those dreams for the
generations to come.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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Policy prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sudipto Roy
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:53:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:52:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sudipto Roy

Phone* (425) 818-4175

Email* sudipta_rch@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose removal of the Ha'ikū Stairs because it is a very unique historic site that
must be preserved and "Managed Access" can open up a world-class, safe,
educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future
generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Ha'ikū
Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it. Please
let the City of Honolulu take over and manage the site.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Summerisa Stevens
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:41:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:41:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Summerisa Stevens

Phone* (801) 787-0899

Email* summerisabell@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

My hike of the Haiku Stairs was one of my favorite experiences while
visiting Hawaii. I learned so much about the history of the island, and it was
an experience that I will talk about for the rest of my life. My hike through
the clouds with a view of the island that is unparalleled except by
helicopter. Please do not remove the Haiku Stairs. They are an important
part of history and the best way to enjoy the island.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Sunny Unga
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:56:28 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:55:18 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Sunny Unga

Phone* (808) 282-2340

Email* Sunnyrkim@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs. I believe that the hike can be safely
managed with the implementation of the proposal from friends of Haiku
stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Susan Berthold
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:26:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:25:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Susan Berthold

Phone* (808) 561-0662

Email* susanmun@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Susan Sheetz
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:21:12 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:20:17 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Susan Sheetz

Phone* (303) 888-8630

Email* susanhayes33@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please do not take the stairs down. This is an amazing stairway to the most
beautiful place on earth!!! PLEASE keep!! Thank you!!!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - susan urquhart
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:03 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:14:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name susan urquhart

Phone* (707) 478-9091

Email* sue@lulubugjewelry.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku stairs are a part of history and not only should NOT be removed,
but should be open to the public. My father was stationed at Haiku just after
WW2 and climbed the stairs several times a week to maintain the radio
equipment at the top so I heard about the stairs when I was growing up.
They are a part of history, please do not remove them!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Susie Chen
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:27:07 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:26:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Susie Chen

Phone* (305) 781-1962

Email* Susieannechen@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Suzanne Foster
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:47:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:46:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Suzanne Foster

Phone* (775) 742-1201

Email* suzanneshelli@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

We love Hawaii and would enjoy climbing the stairs often if they were
opened to the public. I think it would become a major tourist attraction.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Taryn Loo
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:10:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:09:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Taryn Loo

Phone* (808) 282-5263

Email* tarynhatsuko@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I love the haiku stairs and would hate to see it shut down but I support the
removal. The reason why I am supporting the removal is that it has been
the topic of much debate. There is no public access available which makes
it a nightmare for small communities. There is no way the small
neighborhoods can support the traffic that the stairs would bring as well as
maybe the possibility of increased illegal activity. It is also financial liability
to the state growing up in Kaneohe a number of times I see helicopters and
fire engines doing search and rescues for people climbing the hike. These
are the reAsons I feel that the stairs should be removed. Mahalo for your
time.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

mailto:contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com
mailto:contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Taryn Loo
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:10:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:09:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Taryn Loo

Phone* (808) 282-5263

Email* tarynhatsuko@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I love the haiku stairs and would hate to see it shut down but I support the
removal. The reason why I am supporting the removal is that it has been
the topic of much debate. There is no public access available which makes
it a nightmare for small communities. There is no way the small
neighborhoods can support the traffic that the stairs would bring as well as
maybe the possibility of increased illegal activity. It is also financial liability
to the state growing up in Kaneohe a number of times I see helicopters and
fire engines doing search and rescues for people climbing the hike. These
are the reAsons I feel that the stairs should be removed. Mahalo for your
time.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Taylor Angel
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:11:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:10:31 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Taylor Angel

Phone* (415) 966-9079

Email* Tayangel789@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Monuments like this are very important in today’s society

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Terence Travis
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:06:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:06:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Terence Travis

Phone* (808) 685-4460

Email* terrytravis@hawaiiantel.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I wholeheartedly support the plan proposed by Mayor Caldwell in which he
wanted the city Parks and Recreation take over the stairs and preserve
them. I also think that the State of Hawaii could also assume the same
responsibility. These stairs are a unique asset of Hawaii and must be
preserved. Also, the residents of the area adjent to the stairs' access point
must be protected from indiscriminate parking and being overrun by hikers
going to the stairs. This oversight is best done either by the state or by city
government.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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Documents
Policy

testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Terence Mott
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:32:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:31:26 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Terence Mott

Phone* (808) 223-3933

Email* terence.mott@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm submitting testimony to oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs. I
believe the Haiku Stairs are one of the historic landmarks of Hawaii that
should be preserved. Those who hike the Stairs are reminded of Hawaii's
important place in the Pacific and are able to experience a part of world
history. It is, when maintained, one of the safer mountain ridge hikes in
Hawaii, as the stairs/ladders have railings, unlike so many other hikes,
especially any of the other hikes that might rival the amazing views.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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Policy verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Terina Faagau
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:06:20 AM
Attachments: Faagau_BWS Haiku Stairs Testimony.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:04:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Terina Faagau

Phone* (808) 783-8056

Email* terinaf@hawaii.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please see attached testimony.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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To:  	Honolulu Board of Water Supply, Board of Directors

630 S. Beretania St.

Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96843

From:  Terina Faagau, O‘ahu resident

	terinaf@hawaii.edu, (808)783-8056

Date:	April 27, 2020

Re:      Disposition of Ha‘ikū Stairs





Aloha kākou,



I am testifying today in support of the Final Environmental Impact Statement’s recommendation to remove the Ha‘ikū Stairs.



Although the stairs may be considered a unique asset to O‘ahu, that cannot justify the Board of Water Supply’s – or the City and County’s – continued management of these stairs. These stairs, not created with the intention for public use, pose problems of management, maintenance, and liability for the Board of Water Supply and the City and County of Honolulu. The local community has voiced a number of concerns regarding the management of the stairs, including: hikers trespassing through private property and disrupting the neighborhood, costs to maintain security, the need for continued maintenance to ensure safety for hikers, the burden on first responders, liability to the City and County, social media’s popularization of this site, greater traffic in the surrounding neighborhood, the stairs’ inability to support heavy foot traffic, and pollution by tourists and others who are increasingly drawn to the stairs. While it may draw some tourism to Hawai‘i, the Ha‘ikū Stairs’ burden on nearby residents, the City & County, as well as Honolulu taxpayers outweighs the potential benefits to Hawai‘i’s tourism industry. 



The Board of Water Supply, charged with managing O‘ahu’s municipal water sources and distribution system, is not the proper entity that should be responsible for managing these stairs. The Board’s resources and efforts would be put to better use if the agency did not have the burden of managing and maintaining the Ha‘ikū Stairs. This issue – paired with other concerns relating to safety, costs to the City and County of Honolulu, and long-term maintenance – warrant the removal of the stairs entirely. 



If feasible, I am also in support of a third-party’s purchase of the removed stairs. Kualoa Ranch has proposed to purchase the stairs and recreate a hike on its own property which it will manage and maintain.



Finally, for those who wish to experience the scenic view for themselves, there is a legal, alternate route to the top of the trail through Moanalua Valley. While this route may not be as convienent, it still provides reasonable access for experienced hikers.



Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to testify on this important issue. 



Sincerely,





Terina Faagau
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Terry Shimabukuro
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:12:12 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:11:32 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Terry Shimabukuro

Phone* (808) 672-8377

Email* gobows58@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe that the Haiku Stairs are a unique and valuable resource that
should be preserved. Please convey the parcel to a public or private entity
so that the public can safely use this island treasure.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tessa Robinso
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:59:27 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 2:58:40 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tessa Robinso

Phone* (585) 721-0193

Email* Tess.rob318@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please don’t tear the stairs down, they are very big part of the Hawaiian
culture. People come from all over the world just to see those stairs and It’s
a very big part in my life.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Thad Spreg
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:38:39 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:38:17 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Thad Spreg

Phone* (808) 382-4864

Email* Boardofwatersupply@thad.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I support the saving and opening of Haiku Stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Thea Palley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:24:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:23:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Thea Palley

Phone* (808) 594-7459

Email* thea.palley@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku stairs is one of the safest ridgeline hikes on Oahu and is a historical
site that shod be preserved.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Thomas Bojorquez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:39 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:28:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Thomas Bojorquez

Phone* (323) 376-1161

Email* Mahalothomas@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please save the haiku stairs. Make it accessible for local hikers. It's a
beautiful source of exercise and adventure.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Thomas Loudat
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:59:08 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Thomas Loudat

Phone* (808) 235-0578

Email* tomloud@earthlink.net

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Organization

Insert Written
Testimony

I have lived in Kaneohe 35 years and the more recreational options we
have the better. The stairs are are a vital recreational resource world
renown, why would one even recommend there destruction not only for the
likes of me but any visitor coming to the State. If our most fearless leaders
cannot workout a reasonable management arrangement what good are
they? Get rid of them and put in replacements that can. As for the
population most affected by the stairs being managed as a recreational
resource, join the crowd of population being impacted by non-immediately
local populations. We tolerate the inconvenience for a greater common
good such as freedom of movement and access to desired destinations.
Same here.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Thomas Murphy
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:38:09 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:37:37 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Thomas Murphy

Phone* (808) 347-5311

Email* kuponokai@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Removing the haiku stairs is just crazy and ill-conceived. This is a world-
class destination deserving of care and attention. People will come from
around the world and pay to hike these stairs. Allowing them to do so will
only enhance the reputation of the City and county of Honolulu.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Thomas Treadway
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:04:49 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:04:34 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Thomas Treadway

Phone* (925) 449-5253

Email* treadway1@mac.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Open the historic stairs, the Haiku Stairs is the safest way to hike the ridge
trails in Hawaii.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tierra Boose
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:33:47 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:33:23 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tierra Boose

Phone* (618) 509-1314

Email* tierraboo23@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have never had the chance to partake in the beauty of the Haiku Stairs
because I live thousands of miles away. I live vicariously through those who
post videos and pictures of the views of gorgeous Hawaii. I understand the
danger and propose a GoFundMe to raise money to fix the stairs. Close it
for a year to fix it and charge a fee for upkeep and security. Close off the
"legal" way for good to keep others safe. Stay unique, Hawaii!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tiffany Halemano
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:15:32 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:14:07 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tiffany Halemano

Phone* (808) 384-6140

Email* Thalemano@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tim Honderick
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:00:27 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:00:11 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tim Honderick

Phone* (808) 392-6558

Email* DOOD@HAWAII.RR.COM

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are my son and I's favorite hike. They should be cherished as an
engineering feat and a true wonder of Hawaii. Please do not remove Haiku
stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tim McAuliffe
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:03:17 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:02:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tim McAuliffe

Phone* (087) 926-6868

Email* Timmc316@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Timothy Bergin
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:01:33 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:00:11 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Timothy Bergin

Phone* (240) 485-4808

Email* Torbergin@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Timothy Nolley
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:30:43 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:29:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Timothy Nolley

Phone* (408) 644-4076

Email* nolley767@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I'm an avid hiker and have always wanted to hike the Ha-iku stairs. I have
not broken the law and hiked the stairs illegally, indeed the only people
able to include the stairs in their life experience are by definition law
breakers. It's onerous for the government to actually encourage law
breaking but that is exactly what is happening with the stairs. If the upkeep
of the stairs is taken care of through private means what on earth does the
Hawaii government care if they stay open?

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Timothy Schuler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:45:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:44:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Timothy Schuler

Phone* (773) 951-7930

Email* timothyaschuler@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

As a resident of the City and County of Honolulu and a magazine journalist
whose interests include outdoor recreation, landscape preservation, and
environmental conservation, I strongly oppose the removal of Haiku Stairs
(aka Stairway to Heaven) on the grounds that this extraordinary work of
design and planning deserves to be retained as part of the historic fabric of
the island of Oahu. Others will argue that the stairs are a world-class
attraction that can, under proper management, pay for its own maintenance
through paid permits or other forms of restricted access and offer visitors
and residents a one-of-a-kind experience. This is true. But it is also true
that to remove the stairs is to lose a piece of Hawaii's history and therefore
opportunities to understand the myriad forces that have shaped the islands.
Remnants such as the Haiku Stairs offer not only thrills (which with the
proper leadership can be made safely accessible) but clues into the past.
Think of Diamond Head and the lookout that draws hundreds of thousands
of visitors each year. Hikers may come for the views, but along the way,
they are confronted with Hawaii's history. The same is true of Koko Head or
the Lanikai Pillbox trail. These experiences subtly prompt visitors to ask
questions about why Hawaii has been developed in the way that it has.
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Stairway to Heaven offers similar educational lessons. Each of the
aforementioned trails has been overrun by tourists in recent years, and the
potential impact to residents living near access points to Haiku Stairs is a
valid concern. But through planning and design, we can limit those impacts.
We can create an experience that works for everyone. The current
situation, involving security and unsafe use of the trail, is not one we should
continue. But to remove the stairs, with the energy, time, and resources
(not to mention embodied carbon) that such a project would require, would
be a mistake. Dismantling the stairs would rob the island not only of a
singular outdoor experience but of a piece of its own history. I oppose
removal. Thank you for your time and consideration. Aloha ~

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Timothy Stebbins
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:27:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:27:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Timothy Stebbins

Phone* (971) 219-9828

Email* tmshnl67@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tina Patelis
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:54:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:53:00 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tina Patelis

Phone* (732) 688-1960

Email* Skababy22@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Please keep the stairs! The hiking trail is so much more dangerous!

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - TISAMARIE CANLAS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:58:26 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:58:13 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name TISAMARIE CANLAS

Phone* (808) 225-7835

Email* mgamom526@aol.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony Pls stop holding it hostage and release it back to the people.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Titi Ha"o
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:46:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:46:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Titi Ha'o

Phone* (808) 554-1035

Email* vimahi@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha, My name is Titi and I respectfully oppose the removal of the Haiku
stairs. Please consider in keeping it open and improving its accesses for
the public especially for the kamaaina's. I haven't been there to avoid
breaking the law in hopes one day it will be safe and legally open for
educational and recreational purposes. Mahalo, Titi

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tom Hamilton
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:17:10 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 6:16:34 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tom Hamilton

Phone* (202) 555-0165

Email* Tomhamilton@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs are unique in the world are unique in and one of the best ridge
hikes in the world and MUST be preserved.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tom Lepage
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:07:35 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:07:03 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tom Lepage

Phone* (207) 689-4099

Email* Tomjohnlepage@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony I oppose the removal of this beautiful place.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tom Weber
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:53:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:52:12 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tom Weber

Phone* (808) 537-6119

Email* tom.weber@hawadvocate.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

With so many hiking trails being closed by private landowners and the
popularity of hiking exploding, it is very important to maintain as many
hiking opportunities as possible. The Haiku Stairs are not just an excellent
hiking opportunity, but a world-class attraction. I have personally been to
the top of the Haiku Stairs (from leeward trails) around 10 times and have
also been to the top of nearly every hiking trail on Oahu along the Koolau
and Waianae Ranges. Most of the hiking trails in the Na Ala Hele system
are well maintained, but very crowded. The Haiku Stairs offer a very safe
and excellent exercise option, far exceeding the experience of the Koko
Head Steps. And, the view from the top of the Haiku Stairs is exceptional
and arguably the absolute best on Oahu. The Stairs are unique,
spectacular, safe, and a treasure. It would be a disgrace to destroy the
historic and simply awesome "Stairway to Heaven".
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tori Tamayo
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:24:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:22:46 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tori Tamayo

Phone* (808) 756-3715

Email* 3ttmayo@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku stairs is by far the most beautiful part of O’ahu and removing it due to
the actions of some, hurts everyone who respected the surrounding
neighborhoods. If you’ve ever hiked it, you know the spiritual weight it
holds. It truly is the stairway to Heaven. Creating an access to the hike will
solve the issue of people in the area being disturbed; they’re being
disturbed because people have to find a way to the stairs. Obviously, the
hike is for experienced hikers and regulation would be necessary. Perhaps
signs removing the liability from the State to anyone who risks hiking in
addition to creating access to the hike. Haiku stairs is so much more than a
hike to so many people. It makes O’ahu. It’s a view and journey beyond
compare.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tracey Monteith
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:59:29 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:59:01 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tracey Monteith

Phone* (778) 214-7366

Email* traceylmonteith@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I believe the stairs should remain and maybe be updated for visitors, I have
seen many pictures of people doing the hike and upon visiting and seeing
the landscape I so wanted to be able to say I did this hike but I chose not
too as it is illegal and the legal way is much more dangerous. Please don’t
take this majestic view away more people will be seriously injured
attempting to hike with no stairs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tracy Woodrow
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:31:27 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 4:30:21 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tracy Woodrow

Phone* (808) 383-4544

Email* tracywoodrow@mac.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs should be open by permit only similar to some camp sites. Limit
the number of permits and make reservations well in advance, and require
a fair but hefty fee. Encourage removal of opala and responsible use.
Please don't tear down the stairs, which could never be re-built.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tracy Thomas
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:00:19 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:59:50 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tracy Thomas

Phone* (808) 551-1385

Email* tracybthomas@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I support reopening the Haiku Stairs under managed access. It is a
physical, cultural and historical treasure that is marveled at by people all
over the world. It would be a travesty to discard such an amazing structure.
Also, my understanding is that removal would not be cost effective.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tracy Wall
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:16:51 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:16:23 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tracy Wall

Phone* (808) 428-6732

Email* tracywall@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The Haiku Stairs are a historical space for the state of Hawaii. Its reputation
reaches far beyond the state itself--worldwide, people know the "Stairway
to Heaven," and its on countless bucket-lists to see it. Removing this icon
will kill a cultural artery for the state and future generations. Please save
the Haiku stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Troy Harper
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:21:10 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 3:20:31 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Troy Harper

Phone* (843) 729-0527

Email* idutri2@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I feel that there is surely a way of making the Haiku stairs safe and
accessible to all that are willing to accept responsibility for the risk of hiking
this trail. Please continue to consider and explore options to open the Haiku
stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Troy Hayes
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:11:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:10:36 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Troy Hayes

Phone* (732) 456-3033

Email* Troyhayes777@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Ty Torco
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:49:02 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:48:16 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Ty Torco

Phone* (808) 554-2003

Email* tkaipot1@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I was born and raised in Keapuka Kaneohe on Luluku Road. Before
Ho'omaluhia Park and the H3 were built. I OPPOSE the removal of Haiku
Stairs, as it is an important historic site and must be preserved. More
importantly Managed Access should be one of the top priorities. Do NOT
commercialize the stairs as the State has done with Diamond Head or
Hanauma Bay on Oahu. It should be an educational experience. Some
type of entry payment (per person) should be charged, with those proceeds
being applied to maintenance, staff and security. Non Profit Organizations
could adopt sections of the stairs to maintain and develop. Individuals not
complying with the rules should be fined an hefty amount (as deterrent).
Local residents (Proper HI DL or State ID) should have a kamaaina rate.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tyler Merritt
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:31:11 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 5:30:09 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tyler Merritt

Phone* (508) 369-5528

Email* tsmerritt228@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are a more than just a sight to see. They serve as a way for
people to escape any troubles they have in life and just feel so free. The
journey up allows one to behold the beauty of the Earth and bask in the
tranquility surrounding them. If these stairs are removed, a piece of
Paradise from this planet will disappear.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tyne Burke
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:07:05 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:05:11 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tyne Burke

Phone* (808) 829-7299

Email* Tyneblue@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Aloha. I have not climbed the Haiku Stairs, but I have been following the
discussions and the impacts - good and bad. From an economical stand,
Hawaii has a potential to make the stairs a money raiser and an unique
attraction so I don't understand why we would elect to tear then down vice
repair them, impose a fee to climb them with an insurance and liability
waiver, possible train/recruit guides, provide benefits to the community
members impacted by the hikers, and offer merchandise (I survived the
Haiku Stairs etc). Yes stairs are manmade and not designed to be a tourist
attraction, but they are - just like the pill boxes - so lets embrace the stairs
and make the hike an epic experience.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Tyson Edwards
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:38:37 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:38:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Tyson Edwards

Phone* (808) 349-3031

Email* Tyson35_edwards@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Haiku Stairs are legendary and should be saved. Safety can be managed if
trails are better maintained. Preserving this island is our job, we must
embrace the work.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Vakare Jotautaite
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:36:36 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:36:14 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Vakare Jotautaite

Phone* (329) 616-0000

Email* vakare@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Valecia Green
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:40:01 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:39:24 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Valecia Green

Phone* (801) 855-5495

Email* mattgreenmd@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

We have always wanted to do this. We would love the opportunity. It has
actually been a significant factor in planning a trip to Hawaii. It is a unique
opportunity to see the island without getting on a helicopter.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Vanessa Nuñez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:26:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:25:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Vanessa Nuñez

Phone* (562) 373-8164

Email* Vrodriguez1024@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I have personally never hiked up the haiku stairs but it is a goal of mine to
do so. The stairs are part of history and they should be preserved at all
cost. If we consider trails like half dome, it has its risks but it hasn’t been
removed because it’s historical and with proper maintenance and
regulations, the stairs can also be saved. This place connects many to
each other and to Oahu in a way like no other. Please save the stairs.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Veronica Gentry
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:04:25 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 1:03:40 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Veronica Gentry

Phone* (325) 864-6139

Email* paige-1314@hotmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

These stairs are something that I really wish to hike in the future. And a big
part of what will draw me to Hawaii since I love to hike. Please leave them
in place.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Veronica Miller
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:04:41 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:04:06 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Veronica Miller

Phone* (480) 201-8133

Email* Vbergez@asu.edu

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of one of the safest ridge line hike on Hawaii that if
maintained, gives world class views and a beautiful as well as historic
perspective of this island.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Veronica Brown
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:51:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:49:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Veronica Brown

Phone* (801) 686-4144

Email* veronica.vas123@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Please keep the stairs. The stairs are added to every hikers bucket list. To remove a
dream hike and experience like the Haiku Stairs, you are letting millions down
everywhere. Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed
Access can open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to
be enjoyed by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic
site and must be preserved. Ha'ikū Stairs is a unique, world-class attraction. It
would be a tragedy to remove it.
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Vickie Caraway
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:58 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:14:45 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Vickie Caraway

Phone* (808) 395-8730

Email* vlcaraway@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

As a botanist for the state of Hawai’i, I was privileged to hike the stairs
twice, approximately 15 years ago. The area is one of the few remaining
‘native’ areas on the island of Oahu accessible to people that will have little
or no impact to the native plants and animals. The popularity of illegal
access of the stairs indicates the interest of locals as well as tourists.
Removal of the stairs would negatively impact the native plants and
animals that currently exist there by creating areas that allow for invasions
of alien species and by increasing erosion of the habitat. I urge you to
support the proposals of the Friends of Haiku Stairs and would happily
volunteer to support their efforts to keep the stairs open. Feel free to
contact me at anytime.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - VICTORIA ANDERSON
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37:50 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:36:51 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name VICTORIA ANDERSON

Phone* (808) 734-5518

Email* WIKDIDI@GMAIL.COM

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail hikes in Hawai'i. Managed Access can
open up a world-class, safe, educational and recreational experience to be enjoyed
by current and future generations. Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and
must be preserved. It would be a tragedy to remove Ha'ikū Stairs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.

Public
Documents
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
testimony are public documents. Therefore, any testimony that is submitted
verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Victoria Butler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:42:04 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:41:56 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Victoria Butler

Phone* (571) 723-6671

Email* vjbutler11@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs. As a hiker, I understand the
consequences of any hike and I assume all responsibility of anything that
the hikes entail. I know the risks associated with the hikes I go on and with
that, I practice extra caution. I’m originally from the mainland and I have
family and friends all over the country, the stairs are always on their list of
things to do when they visit Oahu. I feel very fortunate to be a resident here
in Hawaii, which gives me the ability to hike and see beautiful landscapes
that people on the mainland only wish to see. I don’t feel that the Haiku
Stairs should be removed because they are so unique to the islands. All
hikers should go into the hike assuming all liabilities and risks associated
with it. I feel strongly about this especially since the stairs were built before
the houses were ever built in the neighborhood. If we do win and the stairs
stay, I know I’m not the only one who is going to say this, but I wouldn’t
mind signing a waiver or paying a fee to the state to be able to hike the
stairs and the state shouldn’t be liable for any deaths or injuries from the
hike.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Victoria T
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:29:57 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:29:26 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Victoria T

Phone* (515) 494-4978

Email* vsatrost@yahoo.con

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I recently visited Hawaii and the Haiku stairs was the highlight of my trip! It
is extremely breathtaking and totally worth the challenge. Please please
don’t take this away!
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
prior to the agendas being posted.
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Vincent Guarnieri
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:54:18 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 7:53:53 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Vincent Guarnieri

Phone* (848) 448-6396

Email* VGUARNIERI78@GMAIL.COM

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I visited Oahu for the first time early 2019. I knew that I needed to summit
the Hiku stairs. Once I got to the island it was made clear that it was illegal
and I decided that it wasn’t worth my freedom or never being able to visit
Hawaii again so I decided not to climb the stairs. I figured there had to be
another way. And I was right. There is a back way up the mountain.
Determined to reach the top I found the way, which was breathtaking and
heart wrenching at times. I believe that the journey was a walk with God,
heart warming, breathtaking, and a walk to remember. After 4/5 hours I
reached the top. Muddied and exhausted I made it. It was worth the trip.
The view from the top is one that I’ll always cherish and remember. The
heart wrecking part was nearly falling off the ridge twice on the way down.
All in all I would do it again and again. Anyone who asked about the trip I
told them of the awe and beauty of the people and the island. But, I am
insistent that if you only had one day on the island they had to make it to
the top of the Haiku stairs. Then they would be fulfilled. If they stood on the
island for weeks or months and didn’t do the hike they’d be incomplete. The
hike with God. The Stairway to Heaven is irreplaceable and if there is a
safer way shouldn’t we use that? Please keep the stairs! Open the hike to
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the public! Ensure Safety and share the majesty of the stairs and mountain
with all!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Virginia Carey
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:11:06 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:10:40 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Virginia Carey

Phone* (808) 235-4070

Email* ginger.carey@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I respectfully ask the board members of the Board of Water Supply (BWS) to vote
to transfer BWS responsibility for the Haʻikū Stairs to the City and County of
Honolulu, Department of Parks and Recreation. I would like to see the re-opening
of Haʻikū Stairs with access to the stairs that is managed. Managed access is a win-
win solution. I have lived in Haʻikū Village, the community close to the base of the
stairs, since 1979. I hiked the stairs over 30 years ago when they were open to the
public. Hiking Haʻikū Stairs is a memorable experience about which I still enjoy
telling friends. I like to explain the history and the beautiful views of our island at
the top as well as tell about the exhilarating feeling of accomplishment after
completing the hike. Thank you for considering my testimony.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Vivian Vasquez
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:10:48 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:09:57 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Vivian Vasquez

Phone* (713) 429-3500

Email* Vivianv610@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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Acceptance
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Walter Ikehara
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:16:10 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:15:44 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Walter Ikehara

Phone* (808) 523-3804

Email* wike2004@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I think BWS should remove the Haiku Stairs. The existence of the stairs
draws selfish people who don't care who they affect when they illegally
access the stairs, put our first responders at risk, and trespass in the
neighborhood. Maintaining the stairs impacts me, as a taxpayer and
ratepayer. People are injured or killed because the stairs are not safe. I
think the BWS and other agencies have tried long enough to find a third-
party who can organize and can afford the maintenance, liability, and
access to the stairs. Nobody has taken it up because they can't afford it or
operate it safely. The Friends of Haiku Stairs have been in existence for
decades and hasn't made any progress on solving the problem. Mayor
Caldwell is barking up the wrong tree. The City doesn't have the money or
resources to take care of it either, and I bet if you ask the Parks division
privately, they would tell you they want nothing to do with it. The stairs are
a liability, an eyesore, and a trouble spot. Get rid of it, and those people will
stop coming. If they want to climb up to the ridge, they can come up the
other side at their own risk, without impacting the Windward neighborhood.
It'll still be a problem for first responders, but stupidity has no cure. Sorry.
Just get rid of it.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Wayne Pan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:54 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:14:58 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Wayne Pan

Phone* (650) 922-8131

Email* wtp94015@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am writing to oppose removal of Ha'ikū Stairs. I believe that Ha'ikū Stairs are a
historic landmark and deserves to be restored and preserved so that future
generations can learn and observe the beauty that is the essence of the Hawaiian
islands. I would like to point out that - Ha'ikū Stairs is one of the safest ridge trail
hikes in Hawai'i. - Managed Access can open up a world-class, safe, educational
and recreational experience to be enjoyed by current and future generations. -
Ha'ikū Stairs is an important historic site and must be preserved. - Ha'ikū Stairs is
a unique, world-class attraction. It would be a tragedy to remove it. There is an
enormous support to preserve there is an enormous support to preserve Ha'ikū
Stairs and transfer it to the City and County of Honolulu so it can be reopened
under managed access. I know that you will make the right decision. Thank you for
listening to my testimony. Mahalo, Wayne Pan
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Wendy Hayden
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:38:38 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 9:38:19 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Wendy Hayden

Phone* (808) 285-4109

Email* Wdmango808@gmail.Com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I am opposed to removing the stairs. Hawaii has been my home for 36
years. I enjoy hiking and water sports. Please allow the public to enjoy the
beauty of hiking our island. We can find a way to have an access point.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Wendy Lee
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:31:53 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:31:20 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Wendy Lee

Phone* (808) 551-5016

Email* wendylnlee@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Wesley Dukes
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:22:20 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:21:20 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Wesley Dukes

Phone* (808) 227-9878

Email* wesdukes@rocketmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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Acceptance
Policy

I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that written testimonies are not accepted
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Public
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I UNDERSTAND and ACCEPT that all public hearing transcripts and
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verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Wesley Larson
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:38:40 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:37:39 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Wesley Larson

Phone* (808) 282-1489

Email* Larsonwes@msn.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Support Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The stairs are dangerous and in need of repair. They are a financial burden
to the BWS. That means the general public and that is me remove them
now! Thank you Wesley Larson, Kailua, HI
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Weston Ostler
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:30 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:28:37 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Weston Ostler

Phone* (801) 310-7135

Email* broderick99@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

Ever since seeing pictures of the Haiku Stairs many years ago, I have had
a dream to climb them and see the views they provide. I've been to the
island once before, and I was very tempted to try getting there the illegal
way, but decided against doing that. I want more than anything to climb
these stairs, and to do it legally, so I am asking you not to remove these
stairs. Please hand responsibility for them over to the city. I can't imagine
anything more special than making a trip back to the island with my kids to
experience this hike. Thank you for your consideration.
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verbally or in writing, electronically or in person, for use in the hearing
process is public information.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - William and Amber Aduja
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:57:15 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:56:28 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name William and Amber Aduja

Phone* (808) 258-8889

Email* legislativepriorities@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written

Our names are William and Amber Aduja, we are the adult children of Melodie
Aduja. We are third generation residents of Ha`ikū and He`eia. Our grandparents
raised their family in Ha`ikū Plantations. They watched the development of Ha`ikū
Road and the Kane`ohe area for over 50 years when the Omega Station was in
operation in the 1960s until it was decommissioned in 1997. We attended St. Ann’s
Church and Schools, and we continue to reside in this ahupua`a. We write in
opposition to the removal of the Ha`ikū Stairs and in support of the Managed Use
Plan advocated by the Friends of Ha`ikū Stairs. We are in favor a managed access
arrangement to best accommodate hikers, visitors and sightseers,
environmentalists, cultural practitioners, and area residents. Through managed
access, residential complaints of non-resident parking, trash, noise, and trespassing
can be eliminated. Through this managed plan, the following safeguards will be in
place: (1) limits on the total number climbers allowed per day; (2) safety program
and education in coordination with the HFD; (3) scheduled reservations; (4) tiered
rate structure for kama`āina, military, and educational, scientific, and cultural
groups, (5) right of way through government agency lands; (6) liability insurance
and release forms; and (7) security, including a shuttle van to and from the Base of
the Stairs and at least two staff members assigned to oversee, monitor the hikers in
number and speed, and offer education. Given these safeguards, the use and
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Testimony maintenance of the Hai`kū Stairs can and should be perpetuated for all to enjoy.
What struck us the most about maintaining the use and enjoyment of the Hai`kū
Stairs is the cultural aspect. According to the Ko`olau Foundation, climbing the
Hai`kū Stairs can be a cultural and educational experience in additional to a
recreational experience. Hawaiian cultural values will be incorporated, such as
respecting the mountain and `āina being paramount; offering a pule or Hawaiian
blessing before the climb; providing education on the history of native Hawaiians
in Hai`kū Valley, which may include the late Kahuna Sam Lono; providing
education on native Hawaiian plants and workings on native plan preservation and
restoration; and providing research projects on the Hai`kū Stairs and Hai`kū Valley
for and by students from Kamehameha Schools, Windward Community College
and other educational and scientific institutions. The Hai`kū Stairs is a valuable
educational, cultural, and recreational resource which should not be destroyed
depriving students, cultural practitioners, hikers, and visitors of the pleasure of
learning and experiencing this unique structure and the benefits it provides overall.
It is our testimony to object to the removal of the Hai`kū Stairs and instead
advocate for the development of the Managed Use Plan provided by the Friends of
Hai`kū Stairs. Thank you very much, /s/William Aduja /s/ Amber Aduja
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - William Keoni Fox
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:53:31 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 10:52:44 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name William Keoni Fox

Phone* (808) 351-6279

Email* foxw001@hawaii.rr.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

This is an incredible asset for the Windward Oahu community. With proper
planning and management, we can provide for continued use and public
enjoyment without impacting the surrounding neighbors or compromising
safety.
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - WILLIAM MYERS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:52:24 AM
Attachments: 2020 Haiku Stairs.docx

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:51:35 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name WILLIAM MYERS

Phone* (808) 294-2670

Email* navigator.bill@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

I favor keeping the “Haiku Stairs” as some sort of park. Everyone agrees
that the demand is HUGE. An example of how to proceed is “Hanauma
Bay”. Let’s get on with it!
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2020 Haiku Stairs



I favor keeping the “Haiku Stairs” as some sort of park.

Everyone agrees, that the demand is HUGE.

An example of how to proceed is “Hanauma Bay”.

Let’s get on with it!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - William Unruh
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:07:39 PM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 12:07:05 PM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name William Unruh

Phone* (808) 780-8284

Email* oceankillbill@yahoo.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

The issue of the Haiku stairs has been ongoing for years. Now, an
organization has developed a plan to manage and operate the stairs. Yet, it
is being decided to remove the stairs. The decision to remove the stairs is
now baseless as you have an organization that has stepped forward. While
I have never hiked the stairs myself and know others that have. I have seen
many videos and photos from that have. I wish to some day hike the stairs
legally. National Geographic has listed the Haiku stairs as one of the top 10
hikes in the United States yet this group meeting today wants to demolish
that. I strongly oppose any decision to demolish such an incredible feature
that can be enjoyed by so many. Thank you for your time!
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Younghee Overly
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:47:21 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 11:46:30 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Younghee Overly

Phone* (808) 445-9773

Email* yoverly@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony
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From: contactus=notify2.boardofwatersupply.com@mg.boardofwatersupply.com on behalf of contactus@notify2.boardofwatersupply.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Zach Gobi
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:57:13 AM

  
  

HAIKU STAIRS TESTIMONY

Date 4/27/2020 8:57:04 AM

Meeting Date Monday, April 27, 2020

CONTACT INFORMATION

Full Name Zach Gobi

Phone* (508) 885-6676

Email* Gobes17@gmail.com

Agenda Item* Haiku Stairs Testimony

Your Position
on Matter* Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs

Representing* Self

Insert Written
Testimony

It would be a shame to see such a wonderful thing ripped down instead of
repaired and re purposed.
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From: Te’sha Martines-Melim
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:51:57 AM

Aloha,

I am writing to you in support of keeping the Haiku Stairs open after making safe renovations
to it. Haiku stairs is important to our community connecting us to nature on a while other
cultural level as a native Hawaiian. If I can make a proposal to help renovate the stairs by
offering my services of making the steps out of plastics I would be more than happy help in
that case if it means to keep the stairs open for the community to enjoy once it’s safe again.
Please keep the stairs open for this is the only place in the world where we can experience
aloha in nature. 

Mahalo,
Te’sha Makamae Kaikamahine Martines-Melim
Makamae’s Plastics
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From: G & S
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:51:28 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs. 

My testimony is below or attached.
 
Aloha,
 
I live in Canada and would plan a trip to Oahu just to do the Haiku Stairs!
You have a gem there!!!!
Save it, charge a small fee $10 range to cover costs, plus a waiver. Also limit the hikers/day for safety as well as
congestion and you’ll have created a NEW tourist attraction for tourists and locals to enjoy. I’ve been to Oahu
around 20 times, but haven’t been back in a while, but this would definitely bring me back. So my $10 hike up the
stairs morphs into a hotel stay, car rental, food etc.,......I think you get the picture.....the State has created another
revenue stream that brings in money from multiple areas because of the stairs being open.
 
Mahalo,
 
Gerry Peake
Canada
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From: Jacob Smith
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:28:19 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku
Stairs.
 
My testimony is below or attached.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 
I think that the Haiku Stairs should stay open or at least be required to purchase a permit for the
hike. People have come from around the world to climb the stairs and to ignore that is pretty foolish
since Hawaii depends greatly on tourism. Now with the Covid-19 business shutting down all of our
tourism spots I think it would be more beneficial to charge money for permits, that way it is a win-
win for everyone. The stairs are truly awe inspiring too and I think closing them down would be a
real shame, hopefully more people see it my way and vote to keep them.
 
 
Mahalo-
 
Jacob Smith
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From: Drew Spirlock
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:30:27 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

{one of the few months I had lived there}
Mahalo

Sent from my iPhone
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From: rubyrose.foryou@yahoo.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:56:52 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Hello
I have been up the “legal” way to get to the top of the stairs, I can tell you first hand that way is so dangerous
compared to the stair way! I was so afraid of going back the legal way, I went down the stairs, because a ticket or
getting arrested just seemed like a better option. I hope to see the stairs opened up legally.

Aloha.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kris Lyn
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:43:23 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs.pdf

April 24, 2020

Board of Water Supply
630 South Beretania Street
Honolulu HI 96843

Dear Honorable Deciders,

I understand the decision on the Haiku Stairs will be tough, and I trust it will be handled by all
persons involved with compassion.  Before deciding on the Haiku Stairs, it seems measured to
consider outside perspective. 
  
I believe a win-win situation for a great number of people would be an effective way to
manage existing concerns that currently exist.  A potential situation involving both
opportunities for community growth and keeping the stairs open involve privatizing
maintenance costs and access some way; consider some items and the feasibility by seeing if
there’s a way for the market to address the needs of all.  Would any of the following be
possible as avenues in giving people opportunities and the hike to remain open:  

A) Permit participating residentials/privatized entity/shareholders to legally self-regulate the
use a fee schedule and metrics for stair maintenance and for their involvement/time,
contracted or otherwise
B) Allow for the public to opt in to donate money to a fund/ county/division meant for parks
recreation and trail management and maintenance type duties on ballots or forms pertaining
to public fund allocation selections or word of mouth during transactions
C) Promote or increase awareness of public of any parks recreation and trail management and
maintenance type programs, event hosting/planning, events, funds 
D) Consider volunteering groups support networking or project hosting, given the number of
people who care about the stairs
E) Consider phased hike closures during times of prolonged wet/muddy conditions (could be
monitored and tracked by the involved) to serve as a safety buffer and reduce all-year traffic
degradation and provide option for absences as needed for the involved

The hike is a gratifying experience, and with management and access to support and
resources, could continue to enchant and enrich the lives of generations to come.  Thank you
for your time and sincere consideration of all possibilities.

Sincerely,

K
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Board of Water Supply 


630 South Beretania Street 


Honolulu HI 96843 


 


Dear Honorable Deciders, 


 


I understand the decision on the Haiku Stairs will be tough, and I trust it will be handled by all 


persons involved with compassion.  Before deciding on the Haiku Stairs, it seems measured to 


consider outside perspective.  


   


I believe a win-win situation for a great number of people would be an effective way to manage 


existing concerns that currently exist.  A potential situation involving both opportunities for 


community growth and keeping the stairs open involve privatizing maintenance costs and 


access some way; consider some items and the feasibility by seeing if there’s a way for the 
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The hike is a gratifying experience, and with management and access to support and resources, 
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Sincerely, 


 


K 







From: Hong, Julie [USA]
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:53:42 PM

Aloha Sir/Ma’am,
 
This testimony is in support of transferring control of the Haiku Stairs property to the City of
Honolulu.  I support transferring control of the property to the city, so that the stairs could
reopen under the management of that agency.
 
There are several ways to provide funding to repair the Haiku Stairs and protect their historic
and cultural value to Hawaii.    
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of these comments.
 
Sincerely,
Julie Hong
Kaneohe Resident
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Jaycee Gossett
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:04:35 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Aloha, my name is Jaycee Gossett and I have lived on this beautiful island for almost two and a half years. In my
time of being here I have completed more than 50 hikes in one year. The Haiku stairs are on my list. I know
confidently that I  won’t be back on the island after I have to move back home. I see this as an opportunity. If we
can require a permit to hike the stairs with a fee and require public parking away from the neighborhood I believe it
would do nothing but good. It seems illogical to take such a beautiful and extravagant place from hikers who respect
the trail and just want to take part of a once in a life time hike and view. Before I moved to Oahu I knew of the
stairs. Every time I drive past them I marvel at the beauty and tell myself I will climb them one day. So I ask you to
just take a step back and use this as an opportunity to let hikers and residents enjoy this beautiful place. I have been
on many trails all over oahu and I have not seen one as breathtaking as the haiku stairs. I do hope that you will
consider. Thank you for taking your time.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Barbara Pope
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:16 AM

I support the removal of the Ha’iku Stairs and oppose providing recreational access to
conservation land and the watershed.

The remaining pristine areas throughout the State are sensitive environments with Hawaiian
cultural and historic sites and need better management and careful protection. Current so -
called managed access is not working.   Other critical sites are also unprotected and nearly
ravaged both on windward Oahu and throughout the State and need to be shut down to the
public.  Maunawili is another windward Oahu example.  In the current environment,
“managed access” is inadequate for protecting these sensitive areas.

Whatever historical significance the stairs has is hugely outweighed by the negative impacts
they have on the environment, community, and natural resources. 

I strongly urge the Board of Water Supply to remove the stairs and focus throughout the State
on protecting the environment and natural resources, and historic sites that are associated with
Hawaiian cultural history and contemporary Hawaiian cultural practices. I would like to see
BOWS taking a leading role in this together with DLNR and the City and County.

Mahalo for your good work in protecting our water resources and our forests.
 
Barbara Pope 

mailto:maunawili@me.com
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From: Drew Spirlock
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:28:25 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Going to one of these meetings while I had lived in Hawaii for a few months was a complete game changer in how
the inner workings of my mind understood life. Please continue to share the wealth that is your aina. Many many
thanks for the consideration

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:notherjuanbitesthedust@gmail.com
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From: Kevin Burgess
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:51:39 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. My testimony is below or attached. 

The Haiku stairs are an iconic image of Hawaii. They speak to the history of the islands and
the contribution to the world war era history where the people of this great nation came
together to support one another and the world in the fight against Nazis)fascists and others
who sought to make slaves of us all. If anything, these stairs should be repaired and
celebrated  as part of Hawaii's importance in the preservation of freedom for the entire world. 

I am an active duty military member and before I was ever stationed in Hawaii, I knew about
the "Stairway to heaven" and what it represented. I did climb the stairs and it was an
otherworldly experience, one I will cherish for my entire lifetime. Please, I'm not asking you
to open the stairs, but I am asking, for all those generations to come, let them remain and let
the story be retold forever. These stairs represent the struggle for freedom against repression
and violence that all people face throughout history, even to this day. Let others experience
what I did, a spiritual connection to the Earth and the people that steward the freedoms that
should accompany being a part of it. I will never forget my experience. I hope others get that
same chance. 

Thank you for listening.

mailto:kburgess1037@gmail.com
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From: tatianajlane@gmail.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:42:28 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

To Whom It May Concern:

The Haiku Stairs are a historic site on the island of Oahu.  It would be a terrible shame to lose such a monumental
part of this land’s history.  There are so many places and monuments that are being destroyed and history being
rewritten.  These stairs must remain and the lore continue as a part of the amazing glory of beautiful Oahu.

Secondly, spending funds on such a thing as this in a time when there is such unrest is fiscally irresponsible.  No one
has bothered to keep the stairs in good repair because of the time, personnel and money that it would take to do so. 
So why and how on earth would now be a good time to throw good money after bad to pay to remove them?  This is
another example of how government chooses to irrationally adopt projects in the most inappropriate time and
manor. 

Keep the stairs. 

Respectfully,

Tatiana Lane

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:tatianajlane@gmail.com
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From: Paul Jolley
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:27:00 AM

BWS,

The Haiku Stairs is an important and treasured landmark and should not be removed but should be maintained for
the community and future generations to safely enjoy.

I am in favor of allowing a third party company to maintain the daily maintenance and operations of the Haiku Stairs
for the enjoyment of the community and the public. There should be a bidding process that would allow all
interested parties to take part of.

Sincerely,
Paul Jolley
Hauula Resident
808-492-6163

mailto:paul.e.jolley@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Andrew Kim
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:09:34 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Why is this issue so complicated?
* transfer control of the stairs from BOWS to the City.
* handle visitors via permit and fees. This will control access and raise revenue for maintenance and security.
* mandate liability waivers for all users.

I am against removal of the stairs. Make use of it as an asset.

Andrew Kim
Ph: 808-388-0215

mailto:andrewkim67@hotmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: robert myint
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:55:13 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

I’ve had the very distinct honor to have experienced this beautiful hike in the past. I feel the opportunity to hike the
Haiku Staircase should be available for future generations to experience as well.

I also feel that a properly managed and fee based usage of the area would work well.

Thanks for your consideration.

Aloha

Robert Myint

Sent from my iPad

mailto:rmyint808@gmail.com
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From: tsuchidag001@hawaii.rr.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:58:29 AM
Importance: High

Aloha!

I'm George Tsuchida from Mililani Mauka.  I worked for the Board of Water Supply as a
summer student aide to Mr. Wallace, Hydraulic Engineer (maybe Chief Engineer I'm not sure)
during my summer break in 1963 soon after graduating from Leilehua High School.

I read the article in today's The Honolulu Star-Advertiser, "Decision to be made on fate of
'Stairway to Heaven'" and totally agree with Mayor Kirk Caldwell's April 14 statement where
he "reiterated his proposal to have the city Department of Parks and Recreation take the reins
of the stairs and then lease them to a third-party vendor who would make repairs and
improvements, and then charge the public, or at least nonkamaaiana to visit.  I believe Haiku
stairs is an important and unique asset on Oahu, and that the stairs should be preserved as long
as they can be renovated for safety, and that public access issues are addressed and resolved,"
Caldewell said.

I believe Haiku Stairs is definitely one of Hawaii's treasures that should be continued as
evidenced by the people who continue to illegally trespass and use the stairs even with a
private security guard at the entrance.

I believe my children, grandchildren and myself would definitely use the stairs when it is
opened to the public again.  I only have a short time of my life remaining as l'm in my 70s and
don't have much time to legally enjoy hiking Haiku Stairs at least once before I die.

Please, please let our kamaiiana at least enjoy one last oppotunity to enjoy Haiku Stairs once
again.

Mahalo nui loa!

George Tsuchida
Mililani 

mailto:tsuchidag001@hawaii.rr.com
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From: Anthony Grise
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:47:26 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. My testimony is below or attached.

Aloha,

I’m writing to support the managed opening of Ha’iku stairs you the public, and strongly urge
you against the removal of the stairs. To lose an iconic, incredible and popular landmark
because of the inability to manage land egress would be a horrible shame. 

Mahalo for your time,
Anthony Grise 
-- 
Anthony Grise
+1 808 379 7099

mailto:apgrise@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Erin Fitzpatrick
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:26:20 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below.

Please reconsider tearing the stairs out. These mean so much to locals and visitors alike. The stairs are one of the
most iconic hikes this island has to offer.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:erinf09@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Shelly Andrews
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:41:59 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

I moved to Oahu from Kauai in the mid 90s as a college student at UH Manoa for a year or two I rarely was able to
leave the UH Manoa Bubble (this is what I call the little area around UH where I could easily ride my bike around
Campus, Kaimuki, Manoa Town, Ala Moana and Waikiki). Being originally from Kauai if I was lucky enough
sometimes an Oahu friend would be able to show me how to ride the bus or even drive me somewhere out of this
bubble one of these Magical Places was to the Haiku Stairs or Stairway to Heaven. When I first hiked the stairs it
was falling apart in several places then improvements were made; then it seemed it was illegal to access the trail but
I was still hearing of many that knew how to access the trail anyway.  It always made me sad to see that there was
controversy over people hiking the stairs because as a Kauai Native I have found The Koolau Mountain Range to be
one of the most beautiful things about Oahu. After I graduated from UH I decided to move to Kaneohe partly due to
the beauty of the area and also because the Windward Side of Oahu has always reminded me of where I grew up in
Kapaa on Kauai. For the stairs to be off limits for so many years has been such a loss to local people and visitors
alike while I have not been able to access the stairs since they were closed I have heard ( guarded by a police officer
during the day) I know of many people that hike the stairs daily or have instructed others of how to access the stairs
and avoid the guards. Some friends of mine actually ended up at the State Hospital by accident and needed to be
escorted off the property.  Now as a Kaneohe resident and home owner I can see why residents who live the the
neighborhood surrounding the stairs would like to remove the stairs or make them illegal to access. As a former
Kauai Resident I believe actions as taken by Kauai at the Haena State Park to access the Kalalau Trail and Haena
Beach have created a way for residents, visitors and locals to share the area. Steps that were taken to minimize the
amount of visitors to Haena that could be utilized with the Haiku Stairs would be having a designated parking lot,
charging fees and the ability to make reservations to park and possibly a van service to transport people to the trail
from Windward Mall. At this time fixing the trail could be provided though donations and community organizations.
The saddest thing to me would be to spend money to remove the stairs and to continue to deny access to the area.
Due to the beauty of this area people will continue to try to access it and with the  wrong information could get hurt
trying to access the trail or avoid being detected by guards. For the safety of hikers who want to access the trail and
to honor the residents who live in the community a middle ground must be reached or this issue will continue for
another 30 years.
My hope is that The Haiku Stairs
 are preserved and that one day everyone can share in the beauty of the Koolau Mountains in a safe and equitable
way. Hiking the Stairway to Heaven inspired me to stay on Oahu and to build a live here, by preserving the Stairs
they can continue to inspire visitors and local people in ways we can only imagine.

Shelly Andrews
Kaneohe, HI 96744

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:shellykimberlyandrews@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Bill Primo Pimental
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:15:11 PM

One of my closest of friends sent the note below speaking for the keeping of the stairway to heaven. 
I echo her sentiments and ask that the stairway be maintained for use by the public.  I am a 79 year
old Hawaiian lifetime resident of the Windward side, grew up in Kailua and have been a resident of
Kaneohe since 1964.
 
Thank you
William E. Pimental
Kaneohe
 
I am an 84 year-old part-Hawaiian lifetime resident of Kailua.  Haiku Stairs have always been (albeit
small) part of my life.  First as a youngster in awe of the idea that those stairs were the “stairway to
heaven”.  Then as a teen-ager / young adult marveling at the fact that someone had actually built
those stairs and understanding why. Finally, in my 50’s, actually climbing “the Haiku stairs”! The thrill
of accomplishment was nothing compared to the awesome view of our island home.  It would be a
travesty to dismantle the stairs.  But, not only because of the view.  Taken in a greater context,
because of the significance during WWII.  Yes, there will be cost for continuing maintenance; but this
cost is nothing relative to the over-arching cost to our history if this monument is destroyed.  And,
the stairs are just that - a monument. It would be like destroying the USS Arizona.  The stairs may not
be as well-recognized as the USS Arizona;  but they are, indeed a monument. At the time, built out of
necessity; but in time, to become recognized as a tribute to our efforts to fend off enemy attacks.
 They are far more than offering a spectacular view; they are a part of Hawaii’s proud history.   

 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Jo Jeffries
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:03:33 PM

In lieu of in-person testimony, this email will my testimony in favor of continuing with the Haiku Stairs.  It is an
awesome adventure and well worth the climb.  I would suggest making it safer and maybe having those who want to
climb, schedule a time so that too many people arenʻt climbing at the same time.  Just as in the case of the Diamond
Head stairs, for a long time there was no charge and no there is.  Maybe, there could be a fee which would be used
to maintain the stairs. 

Mahalo for considering my testimony in favor of keeping the Haiku Stairway to Heaven.
Jo Ann Jeffries

mailto:jojeffries77@gmail.com
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From: Jansen, Paula
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:26:59 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Please do not close the stairway to heaven hiking trail. This is such a beautiful part of the island and a very special
place for the people of Hawaii. It is a great way to exercise and taking the wonderful nature around us.

If needed, please develop a permitting system to control and help cover the expenses.

Please don’t take this away from Hawaii.

Respectfully, Paula Jansen

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Paula.Jansen@hawaiianair.com
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From: Joanne Ing
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:58:05 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

My family and I have lived on Kuneki Street since 1990, 3 years after the stairs were officially closed. Our street is
an access point for the Haiku Stars. We have an unobstructed view of the stairs and surrounding ridges from our
backyard, and have watched many hikers over the years make their way up and down this beautiful mountain. We
have also watched hikers being rescued, signaled by the hovering helicopters, and have been worried for the hikers
that were caught in bad weather, which can happen very quickly in this valley. We’ve witnessed the cat-and-mouse
scenarios of hikers versus patrolling police cars along our street, and the mud-covered hikers sitting on our curbs,
waiting for ride-share drivers, then trying to talk them into letting them into their vehicles.

I have never done this hike, but I have friends and family who have. I’ve seen the online videos, and can understand
the draw that this place has, with its breathtaking vistas and unparalleled views. And I can understand how kamaaina
and tourists would want to see this, and would risk the fines to go on this once-in-a-lifetime adventure.

I also understand how my neighbors that are directly impacted down the street feel, because I would definitely not
want to deal with the early morning disturbances, and the actions of some of the less considerate hikers. No one
should be trespassed upon and/or be harassed on their own property.

Having said all this, my opinion is as follows:

I believe that the most obvious plan would be to transfer the Haiku Stairs to an entity that will restore and manage
the stairs and provide a safe entry point away from residences. All the negatives that I listed above would be
resolved. There will be no more illegal activity, no more dangerous access during bad weather, and no more early
morning trespassing. There may still have to be occasional rescues, which happen during any unforeseen accidents,
but the dangers would be lessened with managed planning for such events. I believe if this hike could be made into a
managed attraction, with parking and facilities, and without any adverse effects to the surrounding community, then
there is no reason that this beautiful and unique hiking venue should be destroyed.

Thank you,
Joanne Ing

mailto:jci@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Amber Alderson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:37:36 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Hello There,

The removal of Haiku Stairs should not be something up for consideration. This is one of the Island’s precious gems
that has breathtaking views, and is a rare experience when hiked with care. To add further guidelines, yes. To update
or put in place more efficient regulations, yes. To remove, no. Taking away one of the island’s  amazing trademarks
is taking away home that much more. Please reconsider.

Thank you for your time!

Mahalo Nui Loa,
Amber Alderson

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:aldersona4@icloud.com
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From: Kauka Kaiapuni
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: JOHNLONG96744@GMAIL.COM
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:00:46 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.
I SUPPORT THE REMOVAL OF HAIKU STAIRS.

mailto:kaukakaiapuni@icloud.com
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From: Cassandra Goff
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:13:28 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. 

My testimony is below or attached.

Something that was never meant to become a tradition has... A spiritual journey from bottom
to top and back down again. Whether one hikes the legal back way or trespasses onto the stairs
themselves which are dangerous~ many will, just to be a part of the stairs story and to enjoy
the Heavenly views. My Ohana were on the island when Pearl was bombed... they survived...
my Grandfather’s are military... One Navy...  I speak as one with native love for our beautiful
islands and a sometime haole! I spend time scolding STH trespassers (those planning and
those that have already climbed). With minimal or no security at the fence (people could be
stopped but they aren’t)...We know most set out around 3 a.m. when it’s the most dangerous
(they can’t see and the stairs are slippery).  As one who has worked SAR, it’s more dangerous
not to make them safe and legal, unless you are willing to dedicate the necessary wall/fencing
as well as the complete removal of the stairs and security to stop people! I am part of a world
wide hiking community of which Haʻikū always seems to be on the bucket list of many!
If done right this could be a money maker for Oahu! With waivers required of all
climbers to own responsibility for SAR costs if needed... charge permit fees, you could
even work off a lottery system for residents and non residents (being more
expensive). Why not help the neighborhood out and charge parking fees that go
back to the locals who have to tolerate the tourists... 

I can go on...but know this: if you pull the stairs and permanently close the hike (you
will still have the same idiots trying to hike it for free, putting themselves and SAR
teams in danger because at some point those lawbreakers  (most likely a tourist with
no hiking or climbing skills) are going to need rescued! 

In closing, this is already a tourist attraction. Why not build on its heritage and initial
purpose... Make it a landmark protected by some historical reference and charge
permit fees/sign waivers (minimum numbers) or host lotteries while opening up a few
additional jobs for the island! You’ll make islanders Happy, Tourists will feel honored
to be a part of our tradition and eventually money will be made and our Search And
Rescue Teams will be more prepared as well as keeping injury to a minimum.  

I’ve hiked many beautiful places in my lifetime. Believe it or not, at age 48 I’ve never
hiked Haʻikū, not because I physically can’t but because I respect the law, the
landowner and the communities  and their burden from the disrespect of those who
do trespass destroying lawns, driveways while littering etc.

Please consider my suggestions and vote YES to the repair and making this a legal
hike on Oahu. It would be a Blessing to the Islands and the World if you would

mailto:inoutonup@icloud.com
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reopen Haʻikū Safely! But if you choose No, please know you will have to rip out the
entire stairs and build a fence around it with 24/7/365 security with the intent to fine
and prosecute to the fullest extent of the law~ because you will have locals and
tourists still climbing and destroying the communities properties from trying to sneak
in. 

Sincerely, 
Cassie Goff LE
#VyingVild

Sent from my iPhone



From: Danielle Pollard
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:44:24 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Please do not tear do the stairs! They should be able to be enjoyed by all in a safe manner. Haiku is arguably Oahu’s
most rewarding trail and should be maintained and open for the natural enjoyment by locals.

Honolulu resident - Dani

mailto:dpollard5@gmail.com
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From: Stephen Trimble
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:53:42 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs Testimony - Stephen Trimble.doc

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Regards,

Stephen Trimble

mailto:trimble9@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

Stephen Trimble

2976 Oahu Avenue, Honolulu, Hawaii


Trimble9@hawaii.edu


April 27, 2020


Board of Water Supply


630 S. Beretania St.


Honolulu, HI  96843


To whom it may concern,


I am testifying today in opposition to the Board of Water Supply’s (BWS) preferred action to remove the entirety of the Haiku Stairs.  Pursuant to the BWS’ preferred action all Haiku Stair segments from the base of the valley, along the ridgeline, and at the top of the ridge and beyond to the Moanalua Saddle Stairs would be physically removed. The goal of BWS is to eliminate non-mission critical liability to BWS and adjoining ridgeline landowners.  I instead support the Haiku Stairs Partial Removal Alternative.  This alternative would remove the first 1,000 feet of the stairs from the base of the Haiku valley to the first platform.


Being an avid hiker in Hawaii since the early 2000’s I have witnessed the exponential growth of Hawaii’s hiking community over the last twenty years, which, in large part, has shown a strong correlation with the growth in social media over that same period.  I have witnessed many trails on Oahu, and on other islands become overcrowded, and their conditions have become eroded, unstable, and in many cases more dangerous due to this increase in foot traffic.  The relative ease of access to the breathtaking views of many of these trails, and therefore the ease of capturing content to upload them to social media platforms has attracted many of the new and inexperienced hikers.

The access to the Haiku Stairs via the Moanalua Saddle, the Koolau Summit Trail, and any other route that is not the stair sections in the Haiku Valley, is much longer, and more difficult, which deter the majority of inexperienced and illegal access to the Haiku Stairs.  By only removing the access from the Haiku Valley, the BWS would achieve its goal of limiting its liability of the Haiku Stairs, and do so with a cost saving strategy that does not completely destroy an Oahu landmark.  This would also leave open the opportunity of the BWS to generate funds by transferring the property at a later date.

Again, I oppose the BWS’ preferred action of removing the entirety of the Haiku Stairs, and instead support the Haiku Stairs Partial Removal Alternative of removing the first 1,000 feet of the stairs from the base of the Haiku Valley to the first platform.  Thank you very much for allowing me to testify on this proposed action.

Sincerely,


Stephen Trimble



From: Kimo Albarado
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:35:39 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. My testimony is below or attached.

Mahalos
Kimo

mailto:kimo365mail@gmail.com
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From: sandra nicholl
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:28:05 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.  

I am against keeping the Haiku Stairs.

 I live on the Windward side below the Koolau Mountains.   The location of the stairwell impacts residents living at
the bottom.   Tax paying residents should be able to peacefully enjoy their homes without the stress, noise, and
impolite hiker abuses.    Visitors should be directed to more managed, safe, and secure venues, i.g. Ho’omaluhia,
public beach parks, etc.   The Haiku Stairwell invites unwanted liability issues and additional burden on First
Responders on the Windward side.  There are other hiking trails along the Koolau Mountains which offer
comparable majestic view planes.

Please remove the Haiku Stairs.  As a customer of the Board Of Water Supply, I object to the additional expenses
now incurred for the upkeep and maintenance of the Haiku Stairs. 

Sandra Nicholl
slhnicholl@yahoo.com

mailto:slhnicholl@gmail.com
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From: Kauka Kaiapuni
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:00:02 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.
My testimony is below or attached.
I SUPPORT THE REMOVAL OF HAIKU STAIRS.
My name iS KAMEʻE NAKAMURA.
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From: amalani@hawaii.rr.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:07:26 AM

I live on the perimeter of Hokulele Subdivion and I believe Haiku Stairs
should be removed.  

Because there is no legal way to access the stairs, we are constantly
dealing with hikers trespassing through our property going up and down
the stairs.  We have put up no trespassing and private property signs to
no avail.  The signs are ignored.  They come up our driveway and jump
over our wall to exit to the street. 

If the stairs were conveyed to another entity what assurances do we
have that things will change?  Will parking be provided to preclude
flooding the neighborhood with cars.  If there will be a fee for parking,
will hikers park in the neighborhood rather than pay the fee?  Or if there
is a fee for entrance, will hikers just continue to trespass as an
alternative?

What hours will the stairs be opened?  Will cars and Ubers be driving
through the neighborhood at 3:00 in the morning so hikers can go up to
“see the sunrise”?

The stairs put our rescue workers in danger when they need to take a
helicopter up to rescue some hiker stuck or hurt on the stairs.  (And I
have seen many rescues).

Tour helicopters constantly fly over our neighborhood taking tourists to
see the stairs.  It seems to be getting worse with all the social media
attention the stairs have been getting.   

I think the best solution would be to let Kualoa Ranch take the stairs
and rebuild it on their property.  They are set up for tourists with
parking and conveniences for them.

Respectfully,

Anita Tai See

45-533 Puoni Place

mailto:amalani@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


Kaneohe, HI 96744



From: Marian Fong
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:51:38 AM

Hello,
My name is Marian Fong and I just submitted my testimony a little while ago.  May I ask that you
take out my phone number if this will be a public document? 
 
Thank you.
 
 
I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku
Stairs.
 
My testimony is below or attached.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:mj80896813@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%3FLinkId%3D550986&data=02%7C01%7Chaikustairstestimony%40hbws.org%7C8a5968d0dc8f49b6185e08d7eaf52822%7C0f6808af3d10449da8aef6f721e7c885%7C0%7C0%7C637236210973744958&sdata=UMOzhDs3%2B5jxrjXeLeGJAzohXQkA9qAQ3WNarHbrhaI%3D&reserved=0


From: Boomer the neurotic dog and all his crazy friends
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:38 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. My testimony is below or attached. 
I climbed the stairs when I was 15.  It literally was one of the most memorable things I have
ever done.  I was so excited to share the experience with my children and it saddens me that
they may never get to feel the awe and wonder that can only come from something so
exceptional and rare.  I would be willing to pay a fee to have to hike them to help maintain
them.  Please, I ask you to consider doing whatever needs to be done to save this treasure that
is unique to our land.  I have been to the Grand canyon, I have  been to the smokey mountains,
Yellowstone, My st. Hellens and I have hiked in other beautiful places in our country.  When I
think that this is man made and what it took to construct it at the time it was built, I think, how
sad it would be to have to take it all down.  Mahalo for your time, Aimee Ball

mailto:aimeeball72@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Tom Pavlis
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:14:38 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.
I support the plan for the city to take control of the Ha’iku stairs and bid it out to third party.

It would be a crime to tear down the staircase. I never climbed these stairs but would be willing to pay a fee to climb
them.
Aloha,
Tom Pavlis
46-324 Auna Street
Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744
Tcpavlus@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:tcpavlis@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Melissa Lawrence
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:33:54 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

 I oppose the removal of the Haiku stairs. It is historic and an amazing outdoor resource that could be rejuvenated
and managed responsibly by another party.
Sincerely
Melissa Lawrence

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mlawrence808@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Auggie Smith
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:47:53 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. 

My testimony is below or attached.

Aloha, 
My name is Auggie Smith, I live on Oahu. I believe taking down the Haiku stairs is a terrible
idea because you will waste so much time and money trying to bring it down. You could
potentially waste a million dollars in  helicopter fuel alone. If the members of B&W have
never been up the stairs then they really don’t know what they’re trying to take down. The
stairway to heaven is by far one of the most spiritually enlightening hikes on the planet. It
attracts super humans. It doesn’t attract incapable people. It shows people the most sacred
views of the island. You have to work hard for that view. I feel the island needs to be seen
from that view to be appreciated to its fullest extent. So please on the behalf of adventure,
aloha, & saving money. Please don’t take the stairs down. So many people actually love them.
I have to aggressively disagree with this article:

  “The BWS’s mission is to provide Oahu residents with a safe, dependable,
and affordable water supply. Managing Haiku Stairs draws BWS staff,
financial, and other resources away from our core mission to efficiently and
effectively meet the water demand of our customers.”

I disagree with this mission statement because I’ve never seen a BWS employee anywhere
near those stairs. Except a security guard and he sits in his car,  the BWS is making up an issue
and it’s completely unnecessary. I say this because the haiku stairs will never affect the actual
water supply for the people of Oahu. So please don’t take the stairs down. You would be
making a big mistake for yourself as the BWS, save your time and money. Please allow Gods
children to see his kingdom. Mahalo for reading my email. 

Aloha! , from Auggie Smith.

mailto:auggiesmith100@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Sergio Florian
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:01:49 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

     The stairs have been there a very long time. Although they were refurbished not long ago, I would venture to say
they can be considered a historical landmark. It’s also one of the most popular destinations for hikers who live on
Oahu as well as those traveling to the state. It’s popular for very good reasons.
      Unfortunately, just like many other popular hikes on this island, there is no infrastructure in place to
accommodate the masses of people coming to the stairs. So therefore the burden is placed on the community.
Increased traffic and people in otherwise quiet neighborhoods. This is becoming a problem island wide.
I propose the board of water supply use up some of its land to build proper parking areas, bathrooms, and establish a
park at the trail head to the stairs. The community would be impacted minimally. Furthermore, a private company
can be contracted to run tours of the stairs. Revenue from this can be used to maintain the trails and build more
facilities to accommodate hikers and not disturb the communities islandwide. This would allow us to control the
number of hikers as well. ( Australia did this with the Sydney harbor bridge. You can go on it but only with a private
tour. They use a harness system and even breathalyze for alcohol before going over the bridge).
The Haiku stairs are a treasured historical landmark. They can also be a built in revenue maker if operated properly
and the land around it is used for something. As of right now everything is just abandoned and folks come and go as
they please. There is a lot of unused land that could be slightly developed to accommodate. Please don’t take down
the stairs.

Regards

Dr. Sergio Florian
Kaaawa, Hawaii

mailto:sergioflorian@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Kauka Kaiapuni
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: kalahiki_long@yahoo.com
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:35 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.
I SUPPORT THE REMOVAL OF HAIKU STAIRS.
My name is Kalahari Long. I was born and raised at
the very top of the Hōkūlele Subdivision. I have seen
and heard first hand accounts of illegal trespassing hikers
when the Stairs was CLOSED. It will get worst if it is OPENED.

mailto:kaukakaiapuni@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:kalahiki_long@yahoo.com


From: Daniel Ostler
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:31:27 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

I am not a native Hawaiian, however in my interactions with Hawaii and the native Hawaiians I know that I have the
aloha spirit! In addition, I have spent hundreds of hours doing research on the Environmental Impact Study and what
the consequences would be of tearing down the stairs. I’ve spoken first hand with individuals that are experts in their
field of invasive plant species in hawaii, and specifically on Oahu.

Tearing down the stairs does not solve any problem, in fact tearing the stairs down only makes the situation worse.
In order to restore the natural habitat of what the Aina used to be will require time and if not done will only make
things worse in the Haiku Valley and eventually affect the rest o the island.

I know that many people are concerned about individuals climbing the stairs and going through neighborhoods.
1--People will still continue to climb the front side or backside whether there are stairs or not.
2- Almost Every hike in Hawaii is accessed through a neighborhood/park/ or other area that is similar to that.

I am happy to send in a more in-depth testimonial with all of my findings, but will let this suffice as a simply and
powerful testimonial to keep the stairs and to find an alternative option.

Daniel Ostler
801-669-6039

mailto:dkostler@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: tara penton
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:47:21 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

To whom it may concern:
The Haiku Stairs are a historical and cultural landmark, and it would be a devastating loss to the community if they
were removed. Please respect the significance of this site and do not move forward with the plans for removal.

Thank you.

mailto:tarapenton@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Steve
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:27 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

I love this amazing hike and encourage it to be open to all to experience.
Steven Malecki

mailto:hellostevem@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Arthur Eberhardt
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: Arthur Eberhardt
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:47:16 AM

The Haiku Stairs should be destroyed to prevent further costs to both the BWS and the City
and County of Honolulu.

Why shift Repair/ Maintenance and Liability costs to the City and County of Honolulu
who can not manage existing parks and facilities?
The Haiku neighbors will experience trespassing, vandalism and property damage
similar to Property owners have experienced in Maunawili.
EMS and the Fire Department will by responding to increase in emergency calls (similar
to Maunawili).

By removal of the stairs it would eliminate all future liability and costs.

Art Eberhardt 

mailto:eugene6608@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:eugene6608@gmail.com


From: Robin Metcalf
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:24:25 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Aloha Board,
Haiku Stairs is a unique, beautiful, historic landmark on Windward Oahu. It would be such a shame to remove them
when a balanced solution can be reached. Hikers would readily pay an entrance and parking fee. The numbers of
hikers can be regulated to accommodate disruptions to the neighborhood. It just seems like a win-win solution.
Please do not destroy this one of a kind hike and landmark. It’s worth saving!
Mahalo,
Robin Metcalf
Kailua, Hawaii
Sent from my iPad

mailto:robin945@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Iza Clark
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:43:57 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Please keep the Haiku Stairs! It is a highly unique state treasure that should be preserved and not destroyed! I have
not experienced the stairs personally, but it is a beautiful monument that I deeply appreciate. I believe it should be
preserved and that there are feasible ways to maintain it.

Iza Clark

mailto:izaamargo@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Gerald Melanson - 9PRE
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:40:06 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku
Stairs.
 
My testimony is below or attached.

To Whom It May Concern:

I oppose removal of the stairs. I have been blessed to have traversed the stairs over the many years
since the early 1980s. It is a special place going up and down the stairs, and of course at the top. I am
hoping there is a way where the stairs can be retained and maintained for future generations to
experience. I understand the liability and maintenance concerns, but know through community and
organizational support, that this matter can be addressed to the satisfaction of all concerned. I ask
that you keep open to this avenue, and earnestly work towards that. Possibly release easement for
the stairs to the State or City, or organization, willing to maintain the stairs and liability accordingly.
Your consideration is appreciated.

Mahalo Nui Loa, 

-- 
Gerald "Joe" Melanson
Federal Realty Specialist, FAC-C/COR/PM
(415)238-0890 cell

mailto:gerald.melanson@gsa.gov
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Gloria-Leilani Palma
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:13:56 AM
Attachments: Board of Water Supply testimony.docx

Aloha,

Testimony attached for today's BWS meeting.  Mahalo for the opportunity to testify!

Mahalo,
Gloria Palma

-- 
Gloria-Leilani Palma | she/her/hers
Student Bar Association President, '20-'21
J.D. Candidate, Class of 2021
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa | William S. Richardson School of Law
808-352-1268 | gpalma@hawaii.edu

mailto:gpalma@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:gpalma@hawaii.edu

GLORIA LEILANI PALMA

2027 Hillcrest St., Honolulu, HI 96817
gpalma@hawaii.edu





April 26, 2020



Board of Directors

City & County of Honolulu Board of Water Supply

630 South Beretania Street 

Honolulu, HI 96843 


To the Board of Directors of the Board of Water Supply,



I am testifying today in support of the Board of Water Supply’s (“BWS”) decision to remove the Haiku stairs.  Although the Haikū stairs provide access to stunning views on O‘ahu’s Windward side, they are too much of a danger for the community and first responders that must answer those who are stranded at the top for help.  The stairs also pose trespassing issues for residents near the trail entrance.  Considering all of the options presented in testimony and the Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”), complete removal of the stairs seems like the most beneficial option.



The EIS provides an insightful look into the issues that will continue should the stairs stay on the Ko‘olau mountain range.  Beneficial impacts highlighted by the EIS include a positive impact to flora and fauna resulting from slowing the damage caused by invasive species in the vicinity of the stair corridor and erosion relief that is caused by the continuous flow of hikers visiting the stairway.  For residents and customers of BWS, there are both short and long term beneficial to removing the stairs that include monetary resource conservation that will help BWS customers, and the reduction of illegal access in Kanē‘ohe communities.  The positive impacts, both short and long term, outweigh the adverse impacts that removal of the stairs may pose.



The Board must take into consideration the liability concerns that would remain if no action is taken to remove the Haikū stairs.  Therefore, it’s important that the Board continue with their plan to take down the stairs.  I know the removal would be very disappointing to those who hike the stairs, or have hiked the stairs in the past, and it would be helpful to consider post-removal options to implement a similar hiking trail on the Windward side.  Personally, while I want to see the stairs removed, I would hope that the state and local communities would work together to provide an alternative option for the mountain trail, and locals and tourists will be able to enjoy the beautiful views in a safe and legal way. 



Mahalo for the opportunity to testify.



				Sincerely,



Gloria-Leilani Palma



From: Carol L Bell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:05 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors

My testimony is below or attached.
Please keep these amazing stairs.
I have friends and family that have hiked them and we plan a trip just to be able to hike them. They are a treasure.
Thank you,
Carol Lemke

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:carolbbell@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Karen Oliveira
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:15:57 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Please don’t shut down the haiku stairs. It’s part of the history in Hawaii. Can’t you find a way to charge a little
something for those going up there which could cover safety issues and parking? Thank you for not shutting down
another beautiful part of Hawaii.

Karen OliveiraSpofford
Sent from Karen's iPhone

mailto:koliveir2005@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ed Mersino
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:14:07 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of
Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

I Strongly urge the Board to vote to transfer the Haiku Stairs to the
City Department of Parks.  The Stairs are important historically and are
an amazing asset that should not be destroyed.

Living in an area near the trail head of a heavily hiked trail I
understand the problems the neighborhood has with trespassers and
inconsiderate hikers.  However having hike the Stairs many years ago
when the Coast Guard managed the area, I also know there are ways to
access the Stairs without impacting the neighborhood.

If a responsible entity manages the Stairs all of the neighborhood's
objects could be addressed in a satisfactory way.

The City and County of Honolulu spent hundreds of thousands of dollars
to repair the Stairs.  Why throw that investment away?

Thank you for your important work.

Sincerely,

Edwin Mersino

mailto:mersino@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: GB
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:11:44 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.
I have lived in Kaneohe or kahaluu for the last 36 years. I have enjoyed watching peoplr, including my family
members traverse those stairs with no difficulties and no problems for years. I would like to see the stairs be opened
to visitors and kamaaina alike. A plan to manage the number of people traversing it daily would add some control to
managing numbers of people climbing the stairs. As well as having the traveler pay for any rescue that resulted from
their climb.

Gary Burbage
45-538b paleka road
Kaneohe
808-343-9266

mailto:nuctrngspec@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Doug Walker
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:08:20 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. 

My testimony is below or attached. 

The stairs, like many issues, have become a pawn in a multi-disciplined world of unneeded
politics and unwanted communications. The bottom line here is the fact that the stairs are a
state asset that promotes adventure, history, exercise and potential revenue. The thought that
the stairs should be removed is irresponsible and shortsighted. A a solution should have been
adopted and implemented years ago. Simply put, the stairs stay. Run with it. Make it work. 

Thanks, Doug Walker,
Kalapana, HI. 
(808.965.0893).

If you need management leadership, let me know, I'll volunteer to manage them. And I'll make
money for the state.

mailto:kaularock2004@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ann McBirnie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:06:18 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below:

I am an 84 year-old part-Hawaiian lifetime resident of Kailua.  Haiku Stairs have always been (albeit small) part of
my life.  First as a youngster in awe of the idea that those stairs were the “stairway to heaven”.  Then as a teen-ager /
young adult marveling at the fact that someone had actually built those stairs and understanding why. Finally, in my
50’s, actually climbing “the Haiku stairs”! The thrill of accomplishment was nothing compared to the awesome
view of our island home.  It would be a travesty to dismantle the stairs.  But, not only because of the view.  Taken in
a greater context, because of the significance during WWII.  Yes, there will be cost for continuing maintenance; but
this cost is nothing relative to the over-arching cost to our history if this monument is destroyed.  And, the stairs are
just that - a monument. It would be like destroying the USS Arizona.  The stairs may not be as well-recognized as
the USS Arizona;  but they are, indeed a monument. At the time, built out of necessity; but in time, to become
recognized as a tribute to our efforts to fend off enemy attacks.  They are far more than offering a spectacular view;
they are a part of Hawaii’s proud history.  

Sincerely,
Ann McBirnie

mailto:amcbirnie@hawaiiantel.net
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: S. PORTER
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:07:37 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. My testimony is be

BWS,
 Stephen Porter, former resident. My father and uncle were both stationed at the HAIKU
BASE doing communication and navigation. I worry with Hawaii's record of budget
irresponsibility, of maintaining anything on the island. Since there has been wide spread
vandalism of the OMEGA/LORAN site, the prudent decision should be remove the stairs. My
groupe repeated approach Lingle/Abercrombie and Ege, with a plan to take over and also
alleviate any traffic to the area, all of them answer with how much money can we make, so my
honest and professional opinion is take it down. It was a giant waste of tax payer dollars to
install the curren delaptated stairway, and it's going to rob the tax payers more to remove. I
believe the term fiscal irresponsible is the new term. But in reality, I represent a group of
veterans and active duty that had a plan to open the entire property as a cold war museum, a
camp site, rec-facility, and have a gondola to the first platform, we registered as a non-profit,
but non-veteran self serving types wanted money for themselves to help...please, remove the
stairs, no more liability, no more fines, no more harassment of the residents, no more
Kamehama estate asking how much they can skim from the project. If hikers want to enjoy the
view, they should access either tripler, or Kalihi.
Thank you and stay safe

mailto:grandizer52@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Sharron McMorrow
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:05:16 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

I hiked Haiku Stairs about 35 years ago with my family including a 12 year old son and 7 year old daughter.  At that
time it was legal with parking and sign at the Coast Guard Station in the valley.  It was a great hike and we did not
encounter any one else on the trail.
Now that it has become so popular and no longer operated by the Coast Guard it seems that parking in the adjoining
neighborhood is the biggest problem facing the “Stairway".  Who owns the land once occupied by the Coast Guard? 
If the “Stairway” could use some of that land for parking then there would not be a problem in the neighborhood.  I
don’t know what's going on on that land but if it were available that would surely solve the biggest hurdle to having
the “Stairway “ open.
Respectfully yours,
Sharron McMorrow
Kaneohe

mailto:scmcmorrow@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Alex Mench
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:07:20 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. 

My testimony is below. 

As a kid the stairs was one of our favorite hikes growing up. It allowed families to come
together and do challenging hikes and see majestic views of Kaneohe bay. I understand the
concerns of the neighborhood, above privacy, unfortunately the islands are too small and the
wonders too vast not to share such places with the entire community. I don’t believe removing
the stairs will actually discourage hiking on that trail. Instead of hiking up a set of stairs,
people will carve their own path up the mountain. The removal of the stairs, won’t eliminate
the liability or burden of a security guard on the BWS. I believe the money would be better
spent repairing the existing staircase and creating a better parking arrangement with that
neighborhood. I would support parking or trail access fees with the aim of opening the hike to
residents again!  

Alex Mench
808-726-1545
alexbmench@gmail.com

mailto:alexbmench@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:alexbmench@gmail.com


From: Jeni Kendrick
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:00:50 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs Testimony.docx

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

mailto:pearlgirl1@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

April 27, 2020



To Whom It May Concern:



I am a resident of Utah who visits the state of Hawaii regularly.  It has been my desire to climb the Haiku stairs for many years however I have not out of respect for the current laws and for the neighborhood.  I would gladly obtain a permit and pay a fee to access these historic trail/stairs.  It is an important piece of Hawaiian and WWII history.   Please consider giving the county of Honolulu jurisdiction over the stairs so they can manage this beautiful asset for many to enjoy.



Thank you,



Jenifer Kendrick



From: June Anne
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:03:36 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs. 

My testimony is below or attached.
These stairs are not only in beautiful land and offer peace to all that hike there but also a part of Americans history 
of fighting for freedom that we won. I would be willing to participate in finding funding to help maintain the stairs 
and wells as creating a how to operate. Please save the stairs. 

June Garbayo 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

mailto:junegarbayo@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
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From: Vickie Chance
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:08:32 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

I believe the stairs should be saved. They are apart if our history.

Thanks,

Vickie Chance.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:vickiechance@students.sowela.edu
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From: Mark Baker
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:55:50 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

The stairs are landmark locally, nationally, and I suspect worldwide. It would be a travesty to
remove them.

If the problem is related to parking in the neighborhood there are much better solutions. I
expect there are tour vendors who are willing to coordinate pickup and drop-off of clients. 
Permits could be issued like they are for camping in a state park.

Thank you, if you would like further clarification please let me know.

Mark Baker, MD

34 Puukani Pl., Kailua. 96734

808 – 754 – 4456

 

mailto:markbaker@compuserve.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Juan Jimenez
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:54:02 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.
I have been on the stairway hike several times as probably most of your own children have! This is a historic site
and to think that you want to tear it down for your own selfish release of liability is absurd! We the people demand
you as our public servants to listen to our voice and let us be free and just! If someone dies off the stairways then
they knew the consequences of their own risk in climbing the stairway! This is not your responsibility! If someone
drowns in the ocean are you going to close the ocean to us? Please listen to our calling or you will be voted out by
the people from your office!

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:albertjimenez808@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Chris
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:35:10 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

The “stairway to heaven” is an iconic Hawaiian historical landmark. The State could set up a limited use program
that could turn a profit. Keep it open and share it with the people. It is a once in a lifetime event.

Chris Cerwonka
540 840 8402

mailto:cjcerwonka@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jeff Pompadur
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:49:12 AM

HaikuStairsTestimonyhbws.org
 
ACCESS ROAD - Please consider the possible use of the former H-3 construction road that
terminated near the current Likelike to H-3 on ramp.
 
Please make the Stairway available to the public.
 
Aloha,
 

Debra and Jeff Pompadur 
47-388 Kamehameha Hwy

Kaneohe, Hawai`i 96744-4736 USA
Phone:         808-239-6599
Jeff Cell:     808-306-3537
E-mail:        DandJpompadur@gmail.com

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:DandJpompadur@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
tel:808-239-6599
tel:808-306-3537
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From: John Alford
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:56:00 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Aloha,

Make no mistake about it, the Haiku Stairs is a world class hiking experience.

We are interested in seeing the Haiku Stairs being saved and open to the public and even open
to obtaining a permit for commercial eco-tourism as a fee based use. As a commercial hiking
company, we would be willing to incorporate safety harnesses and helmets to our guided tours
as an add next level safety precautions and eliminate potential fall hazards in the steep
sections. As a kama’aina owned eco-tour company here on O’ahu for the past 21 years, we
have proudly worked with several private land owners to share authorized guided access to
remote areas of the island.  Since 1999, we have worked with Kualoa Ranch, Paradise Park,
Kamehameha Schools, Koolau Golf Course and carry commercial permits from Hawaii
Division of Forestry and Wildlife.

I strongly believe we (Hawaii) should look at models used in other areas of the world that
offer even more extreme hiking in much more extreme conditions such as Via Ferrata being
used in the US, Canada and Europe. We can continue to improve the hiking experience and
possibly provide even more services listed below.

There are so many ideas that would improve and preserve the historical areas along this epic
hike. 
First, just repair/replace the bent hand rails near the lower section of the stairs.
Future investments could include:
The CCL structure and cable house structure on the ridge could become temporary warming
shelters to get in out of the wind/rain. The larger shelter could even be converted to provide
overnight accommodations.
The historical Transmitter Building located on the valley floor could become a restaurant for
indoor/outdoor/rooftop dining.

We have something very special here and by all means, we should protect it at all cost and if
we included the later, the business model could pay dividends long into the future.

 

Mahalo for hearing our voices.

 
 
John Alford
President

mailto:john@bikehawaii.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


808-734-4214
PO Box 240170, Honolulu, HI. 96824
https://BikeHawaii.com
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From: Voorhees, Kenneth J CIV USN COMPACFLT PEARL HI (USA)
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:32:12 PM

To whom it may concern:
 
 
I would like to express my support for the City of Honolulu's purchase of the Haiku
Stairs for the purposes of maintaining a supervised recreational "trail".
 
In my view, access to the stairs would be by reservation and guided by a paid or
volunteer person, who is trained (including safety/EMT-type training) and capable of
guiding small groups up and back down the stairs.
 
Hawaii residents would be offered a kama'aina discount (or not charged at all), while
tourists and out-of-state visitors would pay regular rates (kind of like is done with
public golf courses).  Such "climbing fees" would cover maintenance and  liability
insurance.
 
Please feel free to contact me if you feel it would be beneficial.
 
Respectfully,
 
Ken
808-354-2619
 
 
 

mailto:kenneth.voorhees@navy.mil
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Dawn Yoshimura
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:23:04 AM

Aloha e
I am writing in SUPPORT OF REMOVING the stairs. I am a lifelong resident of Kane'ohe
and have myself gone up when a teen with my church youth group many years ago so I
understand the allure and excitement with the idea of climbing this trail but I hope today, you
will take the decision to remove the stairs permanently.

My reason is that there are TOO MANY respectless and careless lolo who go up there. They
disrespect property by trespassing, nature by going off trail, and our first responders by having
to go rescue lolo who get into trouble up there. 

It happens TOO OFTEN and I get PTS when helicopters fly overhead, because I wonder if I
will see on the evening news of a rescue, or when a search and rescue is under way, like for
that Big Island guy that was never found--it was WEEKS of drones, dogs, helicopters and
seeing people on the stairs and neigboring ridges looking for him---it now causes me anguish
not joy when I look at that stairs everytime I drive on H3 and if I happen to spot hikers I can't
stop worrying about them until I get home and see there is NO news. Please make back into a
monument of beauty and remove the stairs!

I support the proposal by Kualoa Ranch to create an attraction that would give visitors and
hikers the opportunity to climb safely to a peak and vantage point to see our beautiful Ko'olau
and moana surrounding us. At least they can make people sign safety waivers, listen to safety
advice and bring in some needed income to local business. 

AGAIN< PLEASE CLOSE THE STAIRS,
mahalo
Dawn Yoshimura
46-151 Alaloa Street
Kaneohe HI 96744

mailto:dawnyoshimurastudio@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Barroga, Rogelio B JR CIV USN (USA)
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: Robles, Victor M Jr CIV USN COMPACFLT PEARL HI (US)
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:54:53 AM

Honolulu Board of Water Supply members,
 
We ask that you kindly consider our comments and reevaluate your decision to permanently
close down Haiku Stairs. With tourism being our largest economic source in Hawaii, it is
important that we begin to implement an influx of attractions to lure visitors in hopes of
rebuilding our economy after this pandemic. The Haiku Stairs would be an attractive draw for
eco-tourism and can easily provide a boost to our economy. The attraction also offers a variety
of educational purposes to our community. Haiku Stairs offers spectacular views giving
observers an opportunity to have a unique vantage point to view the geology, and plant life of
the Windward Oahu. Haiku Stairs symbolizes the true natural beauty of our Aina and it would
be a shame to not have the chance to share such a marvel to our future generations.
 
Very Respectfully, 

Rogelio (RJ) Barroga Jr
Human Resources Assistant
DCHR Staff
USPACFLT HQs, Pearl Harbor, HI
Voice:  (808) 471-0459
Fax:  (808) 474-9662
 
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUO) PRIVACY SENSITIVE:  This e-mail, including any
enclosed documents and/or attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain confidential, priviledged information, and other official information contained
under the Privacy Act of 1974.
 

mailto:rogelio.barroga@navy.mil
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:victor.robles@navy.mil


From: Janine Sherry-Honderick
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:56:43 PM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding 
Haiku Stairs. 

My testimony is below or attached.

To whom it may concern,

PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE HAIKU STAIRS!

The stairs are my son and I’s favorite adventure.  We do not go through the neighborhood and do not disrupt 
anyone at 4am.  We respectfully climb the stairs and always bring trash down.  

The stairs should be cherished for an engineering feet and a wonder of Hawaii.

Thank you so much for your consideration,

Tim and Nate Honderick

mailto:dood@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Suzi Griffith
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:54:35 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

Please make the Haiku Stairs a part of the Parks Department so they can be maintained by the Parks Department.
This is an important area for hikers to enjoy and should be maintained for safety and the ability for all to enjoy.
Especially in our changing times, we need to be able to explore outdoor areas for exercise and emotional health.

Susan Griffith
500 Lunalilo Home Rd 13f
Honolulu HI 96825

mailto:suzigriffith@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jana Leuschen
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:31:38 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs. My testimony is below or attached. 
The stairs are of huge historical significance and should not be removed. Further, they bring in
tourists and much needed dollars. The economy is in the toilet right now. The stairs should be
promoted to bring in more dollars, once tourism can be safely promoted,  at a time when $ are
much needed. 

mailto:jleuschen12@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Donna Punzal
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:43:59 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

I was born & raised here & am an avid hiker, here in Hawaii, Japan & California. 
I love my island home.  It angers then saddens me how un-Pono hikers can be.  Every trail, state & private, even
mountain trails, hikers leave trash or pick then trash flowers, ti , maile, etc.
The internet shows the beauty of the trails & even how to get around guards (ie Haiku Stairs).

To say that this trail can be managed is a farce. People, being people, there will always be scofflaws.  The attitude of
people has changed, & sadly, not for the better.  Just for bragging rights, to say they did it or to get the Instagram
shot, but do they really appreciate the land?
Do they respect the land?
Can they be responsible for the land?
Can they love the land & be/act Pono?

Mahalo,
Donna Punzal

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:dpunzal@live.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Kristi Layman
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:57:40 AM
Attachments: Haiku.docx

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding Haiku
Stairs. 

My testimony is below or

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:laurenkristi@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

Aloha!







I am in full support of the conveyance of Haiku Stairs. I believe that demolishing the Haiku stairs, a historical landmark and an engineering feat, should be considered only as a final solution if conveyance to another regulating agency or company fails to regulate it within a set of pre-determined standards. I also very much believe if there’s a will then a way can be found that minimizes impacts to the flora, fauna, and surrounding communities.  



Over the years, tourism to the islands has increased phenomenally due to the pre-covid economy and also the rise in social media platforms that have displayed the beauty of Hawaii, a beauty that otherwise would remain unknown unless you visited the islands or watched it via one of our Oahu based tv productions. This has been great for the economy here but has also left the islands struggling to accommodate this influx of people and also maintain our natural lands. I think there’s a tremendous opportunity here to capitalize on this sought-after hike and use this money to maintain hikes, and parks throughout the state. Many state-sanctioned hikes do not have restroom facilities and this revenue could go to providing such facilities and maintaining them better because lets face it, most beach parks (if any) do not have hand soap, adequate toilet paper, or fantastic plumbing.  As much as visitors come for the culture and the world-renowned beaches, a larger and larger percentage of them are coming to find adventure off the beaten path and one of those ”paths” is Haiku stairs. I make a habit of asking visitors what’s on their Hawaii “to do” list and Haiku Stairs is always in the top five “attractions.”  The estimated BWS EIS visitors to Haiku stairs was about 80 people per day but I do think the actual number is much higher. The amount of people that would hike that trail each day if there were no possible repercussions is considerably higher than the actual amount though, because many are deterred by either having to hike via Moanalua middle ridge, which requires more prowess in hiking, or by the impending fine that goes along with being caught trespassing. 



Given the amount of people that would climb the Haiku stairs if it were legally accessible, it would have to be carefully regulated. For that, I recommend looking into the way Havasupai Falls is regulated.  It is a permitted hike through tribal (and spiritual) lands that is accessible year round and permits are purchased through an online system that limits the amount of permits that be issued at any given time.  The Hapasupai website is very transparent about the rules, regulations, and hike specifics so that potential hikers know exactly what to expect  and agree to prior to purchasing permits . The permits are also very expensive (approx $400 per person), which not only supports this business helps but also probably deter those who are not “in it for the right reasons” per se. Kama-aina of course would be able to purchase reduced price access permits but would have to provide a proof of residence to gain this price. As someone that has only hiked these stairs once, and enjoyed it greatly I might add, I would be willing to pay to hike this particular trail as often as I could afford to do so. 



Haiku stairs is of importance to our hiking tourism industry, the way Hanauma Bay is for those seeking adventures with marine life and I believe if we destroy it before we attempt to regulate it, then we will be doing an injustice.  Is was once open those those wishing to hike it and I think it can be again with proper planning.



As with all other state sanctioned hikes, there is a way to do this respectfully and successfully and I hope we explore this option more and try working together before deciding to tear down the stairs.





Thank you for allowing this testimony,



Kristi Layman













From: Zak Silker
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:04:11 AM

I Oppose removal of the stairs.

The stairs are iconic and should be made public. If the stairs were open to the public, hikers would not trespass. If
the stairs are removed, hikers will continue to attempt to hike the trail left behind.

mailto:zaksilk@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Chris Lee
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: Lee Chris
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:29 AM

Representative Chris Lee
Chairman, House Judiciary Committee
replee@capitol.hawaii.gov

Aloha, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on this important matter. I am writing in
strong opposition to the proposed removal of the Haiku Stairs (stairs) for these four reasons.

First, I have long represented communities on the windward side of the island and over many
years have had several discussions with the BWS about transferring control and jurisdiction of
the stairs to other entities who can provide for the safe operation, maintenance and proper
access to the facility that addresses the ingress and egress issues raised by some of the
immediately adjacent neighbors. While I appreciate that BWS was publicly open to the
discussion at the time, at least in these interactions behind the scenes in which I was involved,
no sincere effort was ever made by the BWS to actually followup or pursue any of the options
that we brought before it as we endeavored to establish real alternatives.

Second, millions of dollars have been spent establishing and maintaining the stairs as a
resource for all taxpayers. Should the BWS decide to remove the stairs, it should not only
absorb the cost of removal which should not be passed on to ratepayers since alternative
options continue to exist, but it should also repay the full investment made into the stairs by
the City and County and others in recent decades. This is public funding spent for a public
resource which the BWS seeks now to eliminate. Therefore, that full value should be returned
to taxpayers for use improving other parks or recreational facilities.

Third, The precedent set by choosing to finance the removal of the stairs rather than pursuing
an alternative, the expenditure it creates, and particularly the loss of value for the investment
made by the City and County and others over the years in this resource calls into question
what sort of financial partner the BWS may be to other entities. The stairs can be an easy
revenue generator if managed properly as has been demonstrated at numerous sites of interest
and value elsewhere. The BWS also regularly leverages state resources such as loans,
revolving, funds, and others in regular operation. How this can continue without greater
scrutiny or regular audit, after the BWS chooses to spend millions unnecessarily at a great loss
to taxpayers and ratepayers, when alternatives for cheaper management and revenue
generation have existed and continue to exist, is questionable.

Finally, in recent years I have worked with and alongside the Board of Water Supply (BWS)
addressing the Red Hill fuel leak issue. I have passed legislation to ensure the BWS a formal
seat at the table in negotiations, discussions, and pushed as hard as I could to adopt the
recommendations of the BWS for a secondary containment system to protect BWS customers
on the island of Oahu. While cheap fixes to the Red Hill storage tanks may save some money
now, it will cost significantly more in the long run to cut corners and take the easy way out,
instead of double lining appropriately. The long term cost when a new leak occurs will be

mailto:contact@chrisleehawaii.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
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borne not only by the BWS but also likely by federal, state, and county governments. It would
be a loss to taxpayers all around. 

Should the BWS choose to move forward with removal of the stairs, it will be seeking a
similar short-term solution resulting in a long term loss in resources and value to federal, state,
and county taxpayers, and will undermine the entire premise we built our case upon to push
the Navy and Department of Health to avoid cutting corners and instead seek real fixes at Red
Hill. When the BWS similarly chooses to cut corners in its own projects to the detriment of
taxpayers, all credibility is lost.

Alternatives to removal exist that address the issues of liability, access, and others which have
been raised. For all these reasons, I stand strongly opposed to the removal of the stairs at this
time. Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this matter.



From: Justin K
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Ha"iku Stairs Testimony/Vote
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:22:09 AM

Please acknowledge his email to serve as testimony regarding the fate of the Ha'iku Stairs.

It is my opinion that Option 2, conveyance of the Ha'iku Stairs to a public or private entity (as
provided in the Final Environmental Impact Statement) is the appropriate course of action.

Aloha,
Justin Killingsworth
808-342-0343

mailto:justink1984@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Karen Galut
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs Testimony--Support Removal
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:37 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors regarding
Haiku Stairs.

My testimony is below or attached.

 

I support removal of Haiku Stairs. 

 

HPD presence and a guard at Haiku Stairs has not deterred illegal hikers and neither will
managed access.  Liability (aka getting sued) from a hiker(s) trespassing on my property is my
main concern.  I installed a 4’ chain link fence, posted “no trespassing” and “beware of dog”
signs and hikers have still climbed over my fence to cut through my property.  

The 2 most recent incidences happened at night:

1)      My neighbor’s security camera has a video of hikers hunkering down below my living
room window sill (while I was talking to my girlfriend in my living room) attempting
to get back to the street.  

2)      While talking to my neighbor, 3 men came from the back area of my house and
startled us while we were standing in my driveway.  They admitted they had scaled my
locked fence because it was “shorter” than the BWS roadway gate fence. 

These were not tourists, these were local people that have no respect for private property. 
What makes anyone think that managed access will deter hikers?

Other concerns include:

1)      Lives of HPD/HFD personnel that need to rescue hikers even in inclement weather.

2)      Blocking of my driveway by HFD, HPD, and other rescue vehicles because I live
close to the BWS roadway.

3)      Cars blocking my driveway and on a rare occasion, my garbage can.  I fear retaliation
so I don’t call HPD to have cars towed.

4)      Trash, including:  cans, water bottles, slippers, 2 pairs of hiking shoes, human
excrement covered by tissue, walking sticks, etc.

5)      Dogs barking all hours of the night, especially early in the morning.

6)      Overzealous neighbors for/against the Haiku Stairs pitted against each other because
they don’t call HPD when they see hikers or “allow” hikers access through their

mailto:kgalut@hawaii.rr.com
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property.

7)      Exchanges of neighbors/hikers yelling/swearing at each other.

The bottom line is:  What guarantees do homeowners have that they won’t get sued by a hiker
(trespassing through their property to access Haiku Stairs) that gets hurt?  Is managed access
going to resolve this issue?  I seriously doubt it.

Karen Galut



From: Leslie Griffin
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs to heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:18:07 AM

Aloha

I have had the opportunity to hike the infamous "Stairwell to Heaven".  It has a BEAUTIFUL
view of the Koolaus, but like anything else the upkeep of maintaining the stairs, the
surrounding vegetation, and the liability of persons being injured or death.

The purpose of the stairwell by the BWS is no longer needed (not essential), it is now used for
photo bombing (non-essential) by persons disregarding the signage to KEEP OUT!

Although, it has been a landmark for generations.  I strongly feel that the RISKS outweighs
the REWARDS and BWS MUST decommission THEIR STRUCTURE!!!

mailto:lekugr1967@gmail.com
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From: David and Karin Brown
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:46:57 AM

I can almost guarantee that anyone who has ever hiked Haiku Stairway will be in favor of maintaining it. The views
are magnificent. It seems to me that almost a million dollars was spent in restoring the stairs, what a waist if they
were dismantled! Yes, proper ingress and parking has to be provided for, but please maintain the stairway for our
future generations!!
David L Brown
KANEOHE

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:brownd040@hawaii.rr.com
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From: Jean Campbell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:26:58 AM

Aloha Board Members,

Thank you for continuing your important work through this difficult time. I am writing to provide my thoughts on
the Haiku Stairs.

I hiked them once, back in the 1980s when the Coast Guard controlled access. It was a safe and wonderful
experience. I would wholeheartedly endorse finding a third party operator to operate and maintain the stairs for
public access in a manner that does not adversely impact the neighborhood or nearby school.

If this is not possible, I’m afraid I would support removing the stairs, heartbreaking as that would be. The BWS
should not have to shoulder this burden that is well outside their mission.

Please stay safe and thank you for accepting my thoughts.

Aloha,
Jean Campbell
Kailua, Hawaii

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jeankcampbell@gmail.com
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From: Douglas Vollrath
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:03:35 AM

To whom it may concern,

Please do whatever it takes to preserve the Haiku Stairs because once
they are gone they will be gone forever. The views are breathtaking and
with the stairs and handrails it is much safer than the Koko Head
stairs. Mayor Caldwell and Councilman Ikaika Anderson are very powerful
and are are able to make land deals to secure this as seen in examples
in Waimanalo neighborhoods with zoning changes.

Mahalo,

Douglas Vollrath

mailto:vollrathj001@hawaii.rr.com
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From: Mike Weston
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:40:57 AM

I have a very fond memory of climbing the haiku stairs in the early
1980's, while visiting my college roommate who was from here (I am
pretty sure it would have been 1982). My wife and I moved here a couple
of months ago, and I would love the opportunity to climb the stairs
again. Thanks for looking for a way to make this happen.

-- Michael Weston (96822)

mailto:mike@misosoup.com
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From: John Berry
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:51:09 AM

I think they should renovate the stairs and open to the public.  The stairs have been
there since the 1940’s, they are part of Oahu’shistory.

Thank You

John Berry
1212 Punahou St. #907
Honolulu, HI 96826

808.221.0652
johnberry7@live.com

mailto:johnberry7@live.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:johnberry7@live.com


From: Bill Orr
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:39:05 AM

The Haiku stairs are a beautiful and safe way to experience the fantastic views, fresh air and
wilderness of Hawaii. I am sure that the state could implement a fee based system with a
simple app that provides for fee collection, safety acknowledgment, risk waiver etc.  the
funding could be used for maintenance... though I believe there is enough desire to keep it
open that donations would easily cover and initial maintenance and safety repairs.

Bill Orr
PO Box 894
Kailua.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:billyorr@yahoo.com
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From: kiele627@aol.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:35:11 AM

Aloha!
It is imperative to reopen and make Haiku Stairs a legal, safe area to hike and enjoy for
residents especially.
Many of us have wonderful experiences fond and memories of enjoying the stairs to heaven!
We need to make this experience enjoyable for generations to come!

Mahalo, Debbie Waitley
(808)756-8645
521 Hahaione Street 8F
Honolulu, HI 96825 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail
Get the new AOL app: mail.mobile.aol.com
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From: Peter Ehrhorn
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:34:25 AM

Please be advised that I favor keeping the stairs.  In this time of falling tourism, I don’t think it is wise to do away
with one of the best attractions on Oahu. 

mailto:ehrhornp1@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Frank Buty
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:00:26 PM

Aloha. We realize that the BWS is in the business of providing water not running a hiking adventure, however, we
believe that the stair feature should be preserved and NOT removed. We don’t know if it would be economically
feasible to lease it to a private operator who could use it for an adventure venue like a zip line but suggest that it be
explored. If not, perhaps a join venture with the BWS with the private entity operating the trail. It would be a crime
to tear it down. Thank you.

Frank and Carlene Buty
Waikiki, HI

             Sent from my iPhone

mailto:fmbuty@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Robles, Victor M Jr CIV USN COMPACFLT PEARL HI (US)
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:33:33 AM

I hope you keep Haiku stairs and open it up to the public with stricter
guidelines. Maybe we could purchase a permit that is good for certain time
periods. The funds could go and fix our potholes, or restore the stairs. There are
plenty of ways to make this safe and enjoyable for everyone. This is a historic
site.    
 
V/r, Victor

mailto:victor.robles@navy.mil
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Cathrerine Elaban
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:33:28 AM

To whom it may concern, 
I would like the Haiku stairs to be preserved as this is historical.  Also transferring it to the city
and county of Honolulu will be good. 
Mahalo,
Catherine Elaban 

Sent from my Galaxy Tab® A

mailto:brookzelle@outlook.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: MARSHALL GOOCH
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:08:46 AM

Please, just use common sense and the decision is not difficult.

You don't put a Diamond Head Crater like hike in a residential area. Crowds, traffic, parking,
 liability, maintenance, security. That many people on a narrow stairway! How are you going
to keep unfit people from going up? 

I hiked it many years ago. Yes, it is breathtaking, but one of the main reasons I went was
because it was there. Take it away and it won't be missed. Looking back if I hadn't gone, I
would not regret not ever going up. There are other existing trails with spectacular views from
the Koolau ridge. Spend the money maintaining trails and creating new ones.

In fact, a good place for a new hike is Old Pali Road, Kaneohe side, in back of Pali Golf
Course. No houses, already a paved road, just needs a parking area. Useful, easy walk for most
people and for walking dogs.

I have just about lost faith in the local government's ability to make logical decisions. Either
that they don't decide and just pass it off to someone else. This should have been decided back
in Jeremy Harris's day. So be resolute, take the heat, so we can put this to rest and move on. 

Hoping for the best (in futility?),
Marshall Gooch

mailto:marsh217@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: shirleyinhi@aol.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:26:50 AM

Please decide on removal.  They have been a problem for too long.  A nuisance for the residents in the
area and a nuisance for rescue providers  If people want to climb a mountain, use a nice trail.....not some
man made stairs that do not belong there.  

Shirley Hasenyager
Kailua Hawaii

Shirley Hasenyager 
shirleyinhi@aol.com 
808-295-7061

mailto:shirleyinhi@aol.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Bob Gabler
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:31:13 AM

Open the stairs. If you are worried about too much walking traffic then make the stairs available for those
people that live on the islands of Hawaii only. 
It is especially important in these times that we honor the places that the people living in Hawaii feel have
been both in the past and present a part of their parents and their lives. Other cities are rioting. Don't give
our citizens another reason to be angry by taking away an important part of their lives.
Bob Gabler

mailto:bobfgabler@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Graham, Joan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:08:27 AM

As a Hawaii resident and a person who enjoys being in the outdoors .

I think that the stairs should remain and maintained by the city / county or the state .

A fee could be charged just like any other attraction for maintaining and security.

This is a unique opportunity to see an area of the island not normally available

Sincerly

Joan Graham, Realtor, RB 18516
Coldwell Banker Pacific Properties
cell: 808 228-8444

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S7, an AT&T 4G LTE smart phone

*Wire Fraud is Real*.  Before wiring any money, call the intended recipient at a number you
know is valid to confirm the instructions. Additionally, please note that the sender does not
have authority to bind a party to a real estate contract via written or verbal communication.

mailto:JoanG@cbpacific.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ving Yamamoto
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:35:34 AM

don't waste this valuable asset.  
Charge entry.  More for visitors.
Amount should pay for security, shuttle from a parking area, cost of parking, maintenance for
the stairs.  NO parking in the neighborhood.  
Establish towing guidelines. 
Shuttle entry will allow check on proper hiking attire and water, etc.  
Strict what you take in you take out rule.
No tour buses.
Thank you,
Irving Hirata
Mililani

mailto:vingyama@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Coranne Park-Chun
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:15:25 AM

Haiku stairs has been trampled and trashed by disrespectful hikers even to this day.

They jeopardize themselves because of their stupidity and does not care if they jeopardize our
Honolulu Fire Department.

It is not their refuge, this is part of our home.

I SAY TAKE IT DOWN AND LET THE LAND HEAL.

Ua mau keia o ka aina i ka pono.

mailto:cparkchun@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: JIM haas
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:16:03 AM

We want the stairs given to the City ,opened & maintained for everyone's use!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 Martin & Lyn Haas

mailto:haas32@msn.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: williewang77@gmail.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:07:14 AM

I would like to submit testimony to the Board of Water Supply Board of Directors
regarding Haiku Stairs. 

My Aloha! Iv’e been living between Oahu and Hawai’i Island for the past 13 years. I
said 10 years ago “ I’ll do that hike some day. It’s not going anywhere”. Well I never got
around to doing the hike. I Remember hearing on the news a couple of years ago that the
board of water supply was thinking about charging non-residents an x amount of money
and residents less of a fee. Everyone I know that has done that hike in the past or wants
to do it in the future, they’ve all said they'd would be glad to pay a fee to do the hike
legally water supply can afford to maintain and keep it safe. Please reconsider taking it
down. I feel that the state could make $ from it and I’m all for it. Put the leftovers to the
Rail
Willie 

mailto:williewang77@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Chris Meheula
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:28:30 AM

To Whom It May Concern,

   Born and raised in the city of Kaneohe, I grew up running around different trails of the
Ko'olau mountains and I strongly oppose the removal of the Haiku Stairs.

I understand the dangers it presents, especially in the world of social media today. But there
should be able to be regulations and a way the city could use it to create income rather than
SPEND money to get rid of something that the entire world finds to be incredible.

I've been lucky enough to travel to many countries, and see them use what they have correctly.
Take for instance the Rock of Gibraltar, or Quinta da Regaleira in Portugal, the Great Wall of
China, etc.

We need to come up with a more inventive way to make it WORK FOR US instead of wasting
money, let's start making money and creating jobs while we're at it.

There's dozens of officials and an entire Authority in charge of Hawai'i Tourism. Start making
better choices and DO NOT REMOVE THE HAIKU STAIRS.

Mahalo for your time and energy.

BIG Aloha!
Christopher Meheula
-- 
DEFEND, INC.
Chief Operations Officer
chrism@defendhawaii.com

mailto:chrism@defendhawaii.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:chrism@defendhawaii.com


From: Jo Ann Villarmia
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:29:41 AM

I vote to keep the trail intact and made available for public use.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:villarmiajoann@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: McKay Murdock
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:28:58 AM

Aloha Board of Water Supply,
I was born here on Oahu and feel very strongly about the unique beauty, vistas, beaches, and
adventures our island offers. As a community, we have seen the last 2 months how important
tourism is to our local economy. Managed correctly, The Haiku Stairs would be responsible
for countless millions in tourism and tax revenue to our island. To dismantle the Haiku stairs
without TRYING the third party avenue is wrong. The fact that 14 contractors expressed
interest in taking on the stairs tells us it’s worth pursuing.  Go through the bid process. Let’s
figure out how to make it work so the homeowners in the Haiku area don’t have people
parking all over the place ALL the time! It’s a huge nuisance for that community because of
the parking and trespassing. When I climbed the stairs with my brother years ago, we got
dropped off and didn’t walk through anybody’s yard. There are ACRES of open area at the
base of the stairs where you could have shuttle drop off, staging area, etc. 
At the top of The Stairs, I met people from all over the world. Hiking The Stairs is the SOLE
purpose of some tourists trip to Oahu. 
To lose this iconic Oahu landmark would be so sad. My plea is to make The Haiku Stairs safe,
get foot and vehicle traffic out of the Haiku neighborhood, and keep this amazing asset so it
can be enjoyed by future generations!
Mahalo,
McKay Murdock 
-- 
Mahalo,
McKay Murdock
REALTOR-ASSOCIATE®
Love Hawaii Realty
808.492.0504
McKay@LoveHawaiiRealty.com
www.LoveHawaiiRealty.com
License #RS-81643
#RB-22358  |  1001 Kamokila Blvd., Suite #197 Kapolei, HI 96707

mailto:mckaymurdock@gmail.com
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From: Tom Ching
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:28:24 AM

TO whom it may concern

I think this is a treasure that the people of the world need to be able to experience.  

Back in the early 80 when the Coast Guard controlled the land, you could register and sign waver
and 

hike the stairs, 

NO WHERE in world can you experience the beauty this has to offer!!!

We need managed access

It would be a shame to tear down this hidden treasure

I live need the bottom of the stairs and the key is controlled access

Limits and protecting the right of all 

Thank you,

Tom Ching

 

mailto:tak96819@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Randall Yanagi
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:26:29 AM

Dear Board Members,

Please decide to dismantle the Haiku Stairs because it is dangerous for hikers.  The mayor's
idea of a private-public partnership will not exempt the taxpayers of Honolulu from lawsuits. 
Maintenance will be costly.  We taxpayers need tax relief especially because of the costs of
operating and maintenance of the rail system.  

One more thing, if the Haiku Stairs are not dismantled people will still trespass other people's
property and if someone needs rescue it will put first responders at great risk.

Please have the courage to make the right decision because this will greatly affect the
taxpayers of the City and County of Honolulu forever!

Mahalo,
Randall

mailto:randalltennis49@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Earl Lau
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:27:45 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs.docx

mailto:earllau@hotmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

1. Fix stairs.

2. Allow controlled access.

3. Collect entry fee.

4. Make users sign waiver absolving state of liability if users somehow get injured.

5. Use tour companies to solve parking problems, collect fees and insure users have signed waivers.

6. Use gate guard to control access and monitor number of hikers in each group brought by a tour company

7. Insure tour companies inform hikers of what the state stairs fee is and what their fee is.

8. Collect fees from tour companies for hikers brought every month.

9. If guides accompany hikers, their fee as a hiker may be exempted.



From: Yvonne Wilson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:15:21 AM

Having climbed the stairs several times while they were controlled by the Coast Guard, I write
with some knowledge of the subject.  It appears that the City and County of Honolulu is bent
on the destruction of the stairs.  The objections to to the stairs seem to circle around three
things:    1 Liability - This was not a problem when the Coast Guard  controlled the stairs. 
Before the ascent, one signed a waiver at the Coast Guard building accepting the risks and
absolving anyone other than oneself of blame.                                                                             
                   2 Neighborhood objections - Again this was not a problem when run by the Coast
Guard. Parking was at the Coast Guard building and did not require trespass on private
property.  That area can still be used and can be used as a security/entrance fee station.             
                       3 Cost - An entrance fee (such as Diamond Head) could be charged to help
defray costs and pay for security.  I would not object to my tax money being used to fund
maintenance and security.  We seem to have billions of dollars to support a never ending
make-work project (the train), but a fraction of that for the stairs is a stumbling block? That
sounds fishy to me.                If we are going to put all our eggs in one basket (tourism), and it
appears we are (eg. chasing away the TMT), then we should maintain these stairs which are a
rather unique entity.                   Gregory B. Wilson

mailto:mrzzz.msotr@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Thomas Henderson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:22:14 AM

Honololu Board of Water Supply,

I would like to express my opinion on the Haiku Stairs. I think the Stairs should remain. The Honololu Board of
Water Supply should:
1) Provide proper maintenance  and inspection of the “Stairs” for the safety of those individuals who choose to use
them.
2) Explore methods which would allow individuals who choose to use the “Stairs” which would hold the individual
totally responsible for their own actions in doing so.

Even though I have not personally hiked the “Stairs“, I would very much like to in the future. I think it would be a
shame to lose this unique asset, which provides such a marvelous hiking experience, with its magnificent views of
Kaneohe Bay and the windward side of O’ahu.

Mahalo for your consideration.

Respectfully,
Thomas G Henderson
47-584 Maiapilo Way
Kaneohe, HI  96744

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:tghenderson@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jorene Hewett
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:10:23 AM

I am in favor of removing the stairs. 

At this point no more damage to the flora and fauna should continue. No more risky and
dangerous rescues should continue. No more intrusive behavior to the residents that live there
should continue. 

For years people have made the conscience choice to break the law. What makes you think
they will follow the rules if you keep the stairs.
We are a small community and we do not need a so called tourist attraction to clog our streets,
create more traffic and intice more criminal activities in our neighborhoods.  

Bottom line, the stairs was built for a reason and purpose and that purpose is no longer needed.
Please remove the stairs. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jorene Hewett
Kaneohe Resident 

mailto:jorenehewett@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Lauren Folsland
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:14:54 AM

Aloha,

As an avid hiker and resident of Oahu, I think the stairs should be opened to the public.  I
think that either the Board of Water Supply or whoever will own the property next should be
charging a fee to allow hikers to hike and also have them apply online for a permit and sign a
waiver.  The fee can go towards maintenance and payment for a guard to enforce the permit
instead of just turning people away.  Kamaaina should also be given a discount rate.  With the
increase in publicity of the hike from social media, tourists have come to know Haiku stairs as
a bucket list hiking destination and if it were opened legally, it would help boost tourist
spending.  I think keeping the stairs open with strict regulations would be a win win on all
sides.  As more and more hikes are being shut down it is frustrating as a hiker/resident to be
able to enjoy one of the best aspects of nature Hawaii has to offer.  No one wants to get in
trouble for enjoying a good hike so if there is a solution to make it legal, there would be less
tension on both parties.

-- 
Blessings,

-Lauren Folsland
Fashion Designer: www.insideoutactive.com
Realtor: www.ambrocioteam.com
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From: Anthony Britton
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:43:30 AM

BWS, 

If feel this is a good time to remind that the right decision is not always convenient or even
popular decision.  Your decision should be a balanced one that reflects the  good brought into
the world and not just the cost. The history of restrictions to the Haiku Stairs prevents you
from having a clear demand signal. I personally have always wanted to hike the stairs,
however I am a law abiding citizen.  The fact that some would break the law to enjoy our
islands beauty should speak to the demand and virtue if the current laws. I would be willing to
pay a fee and abide by certain reasonable restrictions. I encourage you to ask not what should
stop us from keeping the stairs but we can do to open them to the people of the island.  The
people who all public servants are ultimately accountable too. 

Anthony Britton
Kaneohe Residen

mailto:anthony.britton904@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Sean Clements
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:16:20 AM

As a hiker. I strongly suport going forward with the Haiku stairs project being open to the public. The issues of the
neigborhood complaints can easily be solved by opening parking above the neigborhood and minor improvements
that can be paid with a small admission fee. Look at the massive improvements done with a fee at haunama bay.
Seems like it would be a waste of the time and effort put into refurbishing the stairs to not let people enjoy
recreational activities there.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:sean697@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Randall Alcesto
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:50:23 AM

This hiking trail is famous throughout the world .Even doe
the hike is not for everyone . it still should be saved . Not
every is able to hike this difficult trail on a daily basis . I.ve
lived here all my life and the only 2 hikes that i usually do is
Diamond Head and Aiea loop trail .. As for the entrance . there
should be another way to enter the trail . instead of passing through
the residence homes .. So the existing entrance should have a
taller and stronger fence built so the hikers can't enter from there.     

This is a staff email account managed by Hawaii Department Of Education School District.  This 
email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please 
notify the sender.
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From: Stephanie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:15:07 PM

My Testimony for the Haiku Stairs:  It should be closed PERMANENTLY!! The land
there NEEDS to go back to “NATURE” for all to enjoy like how Nature should be!! The stairs should be taken
down & give it to Kualoa Ranch they have an awesome plan for the “Stairs” & it will NOT inconvenience anyone or
anything!! Please do the RIGHT THING!!  Nature is calling OUT!! LET US HEAL!! Kualoa Ranch is an Awesome
option!!   Mahalo Steph Ku-Tangonan

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:kutangons001@hawaii.rr.com
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From: Jim Cook
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:52:07 AM

I support removing the stairs. The abuse of private property and the residents who live close
has gone on long enough. 

mailto:cook.huialoha@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Kathleen Wesely
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:35:49 AM

To whom it may concern,

I want to express that I am in favor of keeping the stairs. 
If there could be a legal access to the stairs made, then hikers would not have to access
through a private neighborhood.
I’m in hope that a permit system can be put in place and it remain open to the public.
I am in favor of having the stairway be turned over to the City Parks Dept.
 
Sincerely,
Kathleen Wesely

mailto:kathleen.wesely@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jim Perry
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:42:36 AM

To: BWS Board
From: James Perry, Honolulu

Subj: Haiku Stairs

1. Thank you for accepting my input.
2. I support the recommendation to transfer the property to the City Park & Recreation

Department for the purpose of keeping the Stairs open to the public
3. I believe that the stairs have historical importance
4. I do not think that the location has any cultural significance, or that anyone would be

damaged by the Stairs remaining open
5. I want to remind anyone that feels local property owners are currently being impacted

by unauthorized or illegal visitors that the Stairs have been closed for decades and the
illegal visits have been going on since they closed. Thus, while I sympathize with the
problem, it was most likely a known problem when the property was purchased, unless
they owner has been there before the stairs were installed. Any "new" owners are
simply attempting to improve the value of their property at government expense.

Thank you
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From: Jeanine Nakakura
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:41:17 AM

I am against keeping the Haiku Stairs for 3 reasons:
1)  It is a liability issue; people do not follow the rules and bypass the security guard to climb
the stairs;
2)  Parking is limited and the people who live in the neighborhood deal with cars blocking
their driveways, trash in their yards, and people trespassing on their properties;
3)  Managing the property takes away resources from the BWS.

However, I would support a third-party to manage the property if:
1)  Insurance covers liability issues;
2)  they are self-supporting, financially;
3)  the neighborhood is not used for parking and access to the stairs.

https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2020/01/24/final-environmental-impact-statement-calls-
permanent-removal-famed-haiku-stairs/

Sincerely,
Jeanine Nakakura
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From: Carla Gosline
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:53:17 AM

Hi. I just wanted to ask the BWS please do not take down the stairs. I lived in HI for three years and hiking up the
stairs was the best advert I had. Oh, I had a lot of other amazing adventures, but the hike up those stairs was the best.
Even now, typing this, I get chill bumps remembering the views. It was so beautiful and peaceful. And not worrying
about unstable, eroded ground or using worn out ropes made the hike up very relaxing. I was never afraid or scared.
The stairs made it possible to just enjoy the hike up. I had hoped that one day I would be able to share that
experience with my daughter. So, I’m asking that the stairs be left in place and maintained so that anyone who
willing and able can take that hike up the Stairway to Heaven.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:carlajgosline@aol.com
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From: Alia Loder
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:46:25 AM

Aloha, 

I would like to join those who want to see the stairs ceded to the city and county and reopened. My goal of this is
to show my strong support of the stairs being reopened so we can enjoy this beautiful and historic hiking location
and not have them removed.

Thank you,  
 Alia Loder
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From: Steven Pagano
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:56:51 AM

Aloha,

I am not a hiker and have never been to the Haiku stairs. However, I believe that Mayor Caldwells proposal seems to make the most
sense. By coming under parks jurisdiction, and having transfers from a remote location, will keep any hiking orderly and safe, as well as
preserve the neighborhood, with less intrusion for residents.

photo-logo Steven Pagano
Principal Broker, RB-22215, First Hawaiian Realty
 
p: NY cell: 631-379-0753 HI cell: 808-853-7639
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From: iwamasa@yahoo.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:57:45 AM

I'm stunned that this continues to be a topic of discussion.  The stairs are a unique and amazing asset
to our community that provides the means for residents and visitors alike to enjoy another aspect of
the beauty of Hawaii.  At my age I will probably never take the opportunity to hike the stairs, but it
pleases me to know that such an attraction exists.  Significant taxpayer dollars were spent in years
past to repair damaged and unsafe segments of the stairs, yet we now want to talk about spending
big money to tear it all down?  I don't see the logic in that kind of thinking.  I understand that there is
some impact to the immediate community, and that additional investments might be necessary to
enhance security and access controls, perhaps to include parking to relieve congestion.  These seem
like a small price to pay to sustain a valuable resource like the stairs.  The access control process
should include some sort of registration and permitting, with an appropriate fee to support the use
and maintenance of the stairs.  How can a community that it so dependent on the visitor industry
even contemplate getting rid of this asset, especially when we already have it.  I think the Board of
Water Supply has a unique perspective that positions them well to maintain and operate the stairs,
but if they don't want it I'd like to think that the Parks department could handle it, or transfer it to a
community based organization in perpetuity, as long as they are able to meet obligations for
maintenance and secure operations.  Come on people, we can do this!

mailto:iwamasa@yahoo.com
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From: Brittany De Leon
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:37:33 PM

Aloha Board of Water Supply,
I lived on Oahu for four years during college and Oahu has a very special place in my heart. One of the things I did
while living in Hawaii was to climb the Haiku stairs twice. These memories are among some of the most dear to my
heart. The Haiku stairs have a unique beauty and experience that is difficult to match anywhere else on the earth. I
understand that there are difficulties with the neighboring area and parking, but managed well there must be a
solution or way around it.

A similar situation occurred near my home state of Oregon. Parking for a particular hike was closed because
residents that lived near the parking area were complaining. A different entrance to the hike still remains open and I
gladly hike 6 miles extra in order to complete the hike. It seems like an entrance further away or a mandatory shuttle
system could be viable options to explore.

I know that I myself and many others would pay top dollar to be able to have access to the haiku stairs again and
exploring options to keep them open could greatly benefit Oahu’s economy.

Thank you for your consideration,
Brittany De Leon

mailto:madleon1@mac.com
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From: Erika Bar-David
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:55:04 AM

Aloha, I think for everyone involved for safety reasons and out of respect for our local community it is best to
remove the stairs. There have been accidents, there have been deaths there are plenty of other beautiful trails to do
that are less dangerous. Besides that if someone were to get hurt, then first responders would have to come after you
as well and they risk their lives for us every day. Is it right to ask that of them because you decided to do this at your
own risk? If they are kept then we should have them maybe sign a waiver.

Mahalo,

Erika
Sent from my iPad
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From: Bill Myers
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:41:00 AM

I favor keeping the “Haiku Stairs” as some sort of park.
Everyone agrees that the demand is HUGE.
An example of how to proceed is “Hanauma Bay”.
Let’s get on with it!

Bill Myers,   navigator.bill@gmail.com    808-294-2670
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From: Steve Brown
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:54:58 AM

Aloha,
 
Haiku Stars is a valuable resource for hiking and tourism in Hawaii.  Although currently off limits, it
still draws people to the unique experience of hiking, incredible views and scenery, and a healthy
workout.  Every effort should be made to retain this one of a kind feature.
 
Mahalo
Steve Brown
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From: Mia Coffman
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:26:16 AM

Aloha,
I am asking you to please leave leave the haiku stairs. I have lived here almost 20 years and have wanted to hike
them but out of respect for the home owners and the law I have not. I would love the opportunity to experience this
legally one day. Please keep them in tact and transfer the responsibility to the city.
Mahalo,
Mia Coffman

Sent from my iPad
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From: Andrew Char
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:50:14 AM

Please repair and keep the stairs in place.

Sent from my iPad
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From: Nancy Vaughn
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:40:54 AM

 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Aloha,
I think the Haiku Stairs should be maintained and open to the public.
Mahalo
 
Nancy Vaughn
Haiku Village, Kaneohe
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From: NancyAnn Souza
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:08:33 PM

Dismantle stairs.

Respectfully,
NancyAnn M Souza
Resident
Taxpayer
Native Hawaiian

Sent from my iPad
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From: LONO ZANE
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Ha"iku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:09:18 AM

How many people  actually use the stairs?  Maybe the HBWS should charge an admission fee
to use the stairs; similar to Diamond Head and Hanauma Bay.  Perhaps those fees could be
used to pay for maintenance, rescue services, insurance, and fee collectors/security guards.  It
could be on a trial basis and if not enough fee paying hikers can cover the costs, then close the
stairs permanently.  Why should tax money be spent for a VERY  small amount of hikers?  If
the "Friends of Ha'iku Stairs" would like to support the project they could be responsible for all
those services.

Thank You

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From: Tony Stieber
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Ha"ikū Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:41:16 AM

Dear Madam / Sir,
 
Having visited and worked in various island of Hawai’i over the years, I only learned about the Ha’ikū
stairs recently, and definitely plan to come to visit again climb them with my wife provided that it’s
legal.  This would be one big attraction for us as we’re more interested in hiking than in the beaches!
 
Please make sure that this valuable and historical asset of O’ahu becomes accessible.  Even though it
is not a part of Hawaiian culture heritage, it is a big asset not only to native Hawaiians but also to
tourists who would like to explore the Ko'olau Mountain Range with those splendid views of O’ahu. 
One day, the mountain ridge trails which are currently not so accessible could become as famous
and popular as the John Muir trail in California.
 
Best regards,
 
Tony Stieber
San José
California, USA
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From: Joshua Hagan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairs: Intent to Provide Corporate Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:34:57 AM

To whom it may concern,

Please be advised that I, Joshua Hagan, on behalf of 4ward View Investments, do intend to
provide a .PDF file of correspondence in testimony of the Board of Water Supply's inquiry
into the Haiku Stairs, and acknowledge today's submission deadline of 12:00, noon, HST.

As I endeavour to do so, please await transmission of this correspondence before 12:00, noon
(HST), today.

Thank you for your time.

Thanks,
Make it a great day!

Joshua Hagan
Chair & C.E.O.

4ward View Investments Inc.
Main:   +1 (780) 747-2468
Direct E-mail:   jhagan828@gmail.com
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From: Douglas Sim
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku Stairway email testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:25:35 AM

To whom it may concern,
 
I have been climbing the Stairway to Heaven since the 1980.  This is truly a island treasure which
should be shared.  It allow for some of the most spectacular views in a way unattainable by hiking by
the use of the stairway.
           In the early years the Stairway was accessed thru the Coast Guard Omega Station which was
the idea parking location as it did not encroach on the residence. 
 
 
If the Stairway to Heaven is closed it will be a tragedy.
 
Sincerely,
Douglas Sim
573 Iana St
Kailua, Hi 96734
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From: Gary Shizuma
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Haiku stairway removal
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:36:33 PM

I am a resident of Kaneohe residing in the Hokulele Subdivsion. Our subdivision is the closest entry point to the
Haiku Stairs.
We often hear barking dogs all hours of the night due to Hikers trying to trespass thru the chainlink fences that are
supposedly made to deter trespassers
.
I would like the Board of Water to remove the Haiku Stairs. It is my opinion that the City and County or a Private
Entity will be unable to efficiently manage the use of the Haiku Stairs.

        1. It would be impossible for vehicles or tourist buses to access the area without entering thru the surrounding
subdivisions and creating more unwanted traffic.
        2. There are so many entry points to the trail that it would be impossible to control illegal access.
        3. There are no bathrooms on the trail and this is in our precious watershed area.
        4. We have seen numerous rescues. The high cost of Rescues and possible lawsuits is something that the City
& County cannot afford.

Sincerely,

Gary Shizuma
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From: l y
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Hiking
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:06:29 PM

PLEASE SAVE THE HAIKU STAIRS!!
It's a great opportunity for hiking and being able to explore nature and to see the beautiful
views from above.

Thank you!!
Lorna Rothstein
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From: Jim Simon
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: HWBS - The Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:58:24 AM

Aloha HBWS,

I believe the Haiku Stairs are an important and unique asset on Oahu, and that the Stairs
should be preserved as long as they can be renovated for safety, and that public access issues
are addressed and resolved.

Transfer the stairs from HBWS. Contract to a non-profit or vendor to operate and maintain.
Charge admission to pay for upkeep and operation of stairs. The Haiku Stairs are too valuable
an asset to be destroyed.

Jim Simon
Kapolei Hawaii
jimsimon@gmail.com
(808) 840-7102

-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE----- Version: GnuPG v2.2.4 (GNU/Linux)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 =1Q20 -----END PGP SIGNATURE-----
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From: James Metz
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: I oppose removal of the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:08:11 AM

To Whom It MAy Concern:
      I oppose removing the stairs.  Not only have I climbed them since the 80's, but I  know
many people want to climb and surely some arrangement can be made to keep the stairs.  They
will never be built again.  It is historically significant and people risked their lives building
them.  It will be sad to destroy their monument to ingenuity and bravery.  
      What if your father had helped build the stairs?  Would you want to destroy the work of
your father?  How about if we talk some more and see if we can make some suitable
arrangements that will please everyone.  If they go they are gone forever.  Why rush when we
have plenty of time now to look at solutions.  Please save the stairs.

Aloha,
James Metz
1630 Makiki Street #C-105
Honolulu, HI 96822-4434
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From: Karen Tarascio
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: I OPPOSE the removal of the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:54:59 AM

Mahalo.
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From: Apryl Binuya
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: I vote for 3rd party renovation
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:30:13 AM

Thank you

Sent from my iPhone
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From: mcchun2@juno.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: In Favor of keeping Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:54:41 PM

KEEP HAIKU Stairs
thank
Mark Chun

____________________________________________________________

Top News - Sponsored By Newser

Emergency Doctor at Hospital Facing Pandemic Kills Herself
Official Quits After Throwing Cat During Zoom Meeting
Gov. Cuomo Is Worried About September
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From: Alana Taniguchi
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: In Support of Maintaining Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:33:00 AM

Aloha,
Would like to provide testimony in Support of maintaining Haiku Stairs with non-profit
management.

If properly managed, it can be an asset for the community and the people of the state.
It is a beautiful space that is appreciated by anyone who goes on it. 

Negative is adverse impact to neighborhood.  
A clear review of cost and management of the stairs and creation of best management
practices would be required to address neighborhood concerns.
This is a task that can be done.  
If a non-government agency can operate and manage the area, this could mitigate the burden
on government management of a contentious resource.  

To simply cut off access is a waste of a resource.
Further dialog required.

Thank you,

Alana Taniguchi
Kaneohe Resident

mailto:alanataniguchi@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Shauna Kahiapo
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: In SUPPORT of opening the stairway
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:01:49 AM

Aloha, as a life long resident of Kaneohe, I respectfully request the Board to allow a third party to take over
management of the stairway. I have been hiking there all my life and would like to continue to legally hike there. A
third party can responsibly manage the stairway and alleviate the financial burden and liability to the BWS.
Designating a parking lot, setting a maximum number of hikers will greatly reduce the foot traffic and nuisance to
the neighbors who live around the area.

Mahalo,
Shauna Kahiapo

mailto:shaunakahiapo@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jamie Ryan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: In Support of the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:48:51 AM

Aloha, 

While I understand the troubles that the residents surrounding the stairs are facing, I do believe
that with proper management and planning the stairs should remain. The Haiku Stairs is an
iconic hike, commonly viewed on social media. Those photos are what draw in visitors to our
state. Especially now, we need to highlight the beauty of our island so that hopefully, in the
future, our economy can bounce back. 

Furthermore, Not all hikers are trespassing and vandalizing property as well, but due to poor
directions and information available, many hikers do not know where to go, resulting in
improper access. If the stairs were managed by the Department of Parks and Recreation, or
another third party, hikers would be better managed. 

The Haiku Stairs should not be taken down, but rather repaired and managed through permits.
This hike is historic and picturesque. Every effort should be made to preserve the stairs. 

Jamie Ryan
Honolulu, HI

mailto:ryan.jamie.89@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: John Chow
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: John Chow Testimony supporting the BWS Proposed Plan
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:02:53 AM
Attachments: Removal of Haiku Stairs, John Chow Testimony.docx

To whom it may concern,

My name is John Chow a second-year student at Richardson Law School and attached is my
testimony in support of the removal of the Haiku Stairs. Thank you for your time and
consideration. Have a great day!

Sincerely,
John F. Chow

mailto:jchow44@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

					John F. Chow

		                   914 Green St. Honolulu HI, 96822

      jchow44@hawaii.edu

				

April 27, 2020



Board of Water Supply

630 South Beretania Street

Honolulu HI 96843



To whom it may concern,



I am in support of the Board of Water Supply’s(BWS) proposal to remove the Haiku Stairs. The Haiku Stairs has been considered illegal since 1987 due to being too dangerous for the public. Since 1987, the condition of the stairs has continually gotten worse, and yet hikers continue to hike this trail. There is a need for the stairs to be completely removed to protect not only hikers at risk but surrounding homeowners.



If the Haiku Stairs remain, it will only encourage more people to seek out the trail disrupting homeowners whose yards are trespassed through to get to the trail. Homeowners in the area complain about how people climb the fence or go through their yards at all hours of the day and night seeking to get access to the trail. In 2018, a man from Utah was trespassing on a homeowner's property and while attempting to climb the fence, slipped and fell on a wooden box with screws coming out, placed by the homeowner to deter people from hopping the fence to access the hike. The BWS has made it known that the hike is illegal and yet many websites are explaining different access points as well as ways to avoid guards stationed to keep people from accessing the hike. The people providing this information have no respect for the landowners and place inexperienced hikers with ambitions of hiking this trail at great risk. These inexperienced hikers who get stuck on the trail then require police and fire departments to get involved in rescue operations unnecessarily. The risks along with the illegal trespassing on homeowners' land are greater than the need of the travelers to do this hike.



From a cost analysis standpoint, the stairs should be completely removed. At a proposed cost of $942,000, the stairs can be completely removed ensuring that people will not attempt the hike. Although partial removal is the cheapest option at only $190,000, I believe that with only partial removal hikers will still try to complete the hike. This could put hikers at even greater risk as they would be trying to navigate and find new ways to finish the hike. Hikers could also still access the rest of the hike from Moanalua Valley. For this reason, the BWS should move forward with their proposed plan to completely remove the stairs ensuring that people will no longer attempt the hike. 



Sincerely,

John F. Chow





From: Ginger A. Kolonick
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep and restore
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:03:05 AM

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:gingerk3@me.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Lisa Altieri
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep Haiku stairs open
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:48:33 AM

Aloha:

I am a lifelong O'ahu resident and now live in Kaneohe. I have always known about the Haiku
stairs. It is a wonder of engineering, and a marvel to hikers. It should be maintained and kept
open. Limitations on usage can be maintained through a management organization to make
sure the resource isn't overused. I am in favor of keeping it open with an management
organization involved.

Mahalo,

Lisa Altieri
45-180 Mahalani Place #3
Kaneohe, 96744
808-561-6535

mailto:lisaaltieri808@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Carol Fontanive
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep Haiku Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:40:30 AM

Please pass along this treasure to an entity that can run & maintain it for Hawaii's people.

I am opposed to the removal of Haiku Stairs.

Keep Haiku Stairs

Mahalo, Carol Fontanive

mailto:bikemondo@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Raynell Anes
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:06:57 AM

Why waste an opportunity to let people legally enjoy the beauty of Oahu and turn it into
revenue for the C&C of Honolulu? Even if it doesn't generate much revenue, charge enough
so that the money can pay for the maintenance costs. People are willing to pay a fee just like
they do for Hanauma Bay. In addition to paying a fee, hikers should sign a liability waiver and
people with health conditions should be advised to not go on the hike. 

I have lived here all my life and would love to do this hike to see my beautiful island home
from a vantage point that I've never seen before. Please keep Haiku Stairs open for all to enjoy
for generations to come. 

Thank you for your time, 
Raynell 

mailto:raynell.anes@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Mark Chun
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:56:08 PM

PLease keep haiku stairs
there are seven people in our office that vote to keep it

thanks
Kamaaina Dental 

mailto:mcchun51@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ron Warren
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:46:24 AM

Board of Waters Supply and All Involved,

This is a true thing of beauty for all to climb.

Sometimes you (BOWS) just need to let things go and allow the Oahu Ohana to take over the
Haiku Stairs.  Why would we spend so much money to put in the stairs and then not use it. 
Also to spend more money to take it down.  

Is my taxes going to be used to remove it?  If it is, then I say keep it up and allow someone to
manage the Haiku Stairs. 

Let the people of the Islands keep the haiku Stairs up and enjoy the beauty.  If I have to pay to
do the hike, then I'm okay with that.  I'm an avid trail runner and hiker and would love to do
the Haiku Stairs legally one day.

Mahalo for allowing me to share my thoughts and passion for the Haiku Stairs!!   

Aloha,
Ronald Warren
Mililani, Hawaii

mailto:rdwarren65@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Terry Heckman
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:58:10 AM

Dear BWS,

There is no reason what so ever to remove the Haiku stairs. There are several groups
who have shown interest in managing and maintaining the stairs. Let them! There are
other ways of accessing the trail than through the neighborhood so that is not a valid
reason to dismantle them either!!

Hiking the stairs is an amazing and unique experience. I enjoyed legally hiking the
trail many times in my youth (when the military managed radar station) and have
been waiting patiently to be able to take my kids on it legally. Do the right thing. Let a
third party manage it and allow access to legally to Haiku stairs.

Mahalo,
Mary Heckman

mailto:theckman_lib@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: alison Aldcroft
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep open please
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:05:45 AM

I rarely agree with the mayor, But I do like the idea of having a private party manage the stairs, control
parking, numbers of people and reduce neighborhood nuisances.

Thank-you,

Alison Aldcroft

mailto:alibabba808@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Dan Smith
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the Haiku Stairs and run by a responsible organization.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:02:16 AM

Aloha BWS,

I have have hiked up near the stairs from the Moanalua Valley side and seen the grand views.

I hope that I and others may legally climb the stairs someday.   I would be happy to pay a reasonable fee
for security and maintenance.

Mahalo,
   Dan

Daniel (Dan) C. Smith +1 (808) 462-8346 mobile. Majuro mobile:  +692-456-3272
1961 Aamaka Pl
Pearl City, HI 96782

mailto:dancsmith@rocketmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Daron Stevens
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:48:58 AM

BWS,

I am emailing you to give my strong support for keeping the Stairway to Heaven and letting a
third party group maintain it.  The Stairs are a unique asset to our state and something I have
always wanted to hike myself.  I know I, and many locals and visitors alike, would be willing
to pay to have this experience.

Mahalo,

Dr. Daron Stevens

808-202-2007
www.KokoHeadSmiles.com
True wealth is being divinely content with what you have...like dropping into a wave in Hawai'i.

mailto:chocolatebananamalt@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kokoheadsmiles.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7Chaikustairstestimony%40hbws.org%7Cd37a8a0931fc4562c18408d7eaf4c7ee%7C0f6808af3d10449da8aef6f721e7c885%7C0%7C0%7C637236209372084869&sdata=J%2FEkmnQnJAEfdC5AsSVMIMu%2BYQJ7JJr5dJRpa9jeTAA%3D&reserved=0


From: Tenaiya Brookfield
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the Stairs Open
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:25:42 AM

Aloha,

Thank you for taking testimony via email and hosting this live on facebook for all of us. 
Hawaii is in a transition period. Hopefully moving more towards a diversified economy.  This
means finding ways to create value for locals and tourists alike that is sustainable and good for
our environment.  Natural experiences are at the top of that list.

I suggest doing some calculations on entrance fees versus maintenance to see if the city could
manage it.  If not, there are groups willing to take it over, please consult them.  If Diamond
Head, Hanauma Bay and others can make it work, the Haiku stairs should too.

There are almost 700,000 posts in Instagram under the hashtag #stairwaytoheaven and
#haikustairs.  Clearly this is a popular attraction.  For reference, Hanauma bay only has
193,000 posts under it's hashtag.

Shutting down trails like this one, is an abstinence based approach that will result in further
dangerous illegal hikes, or excessive amounts of money to remove the stairs.  Let's put our tax
payer dollars to good use and come up with a sustainable solution to keep the Stairs open.

Mahalo,

Tenaiya Brookfield
808-796-9008
tenaiya@gmail.com
1189 Waimanu St Honolulu HI 96814

mailto:tenaiya@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:tenaiya@gmail.com


From: Barry
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the Stairs Open
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:35:25 AM

I am writing to endorse opening the stairs legally to the public.  It is a fantastic hiking resource that
deserves preservation.  The popularity of the stairs is no accident.  Access requires management.  It
would be shameful to close this popular, healthful, and important recreational resource  when all it needs
is active and thoughtful management.  Complaints from the neighborhood would disappear if appropriate
management of this resource was in place.  A small but vocal group of residents should not have the right
to close an important recreational resource that matters to all Oahu residents.

Sincerely,

James Di Giambattista, Ph.D.

mailto:barry835@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Bob Gould
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: KEEP THE STAIRS OPEN
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:09:19 AM

BWS,

    We believe that the Board of Water Supply should never have been given
ownership of the Haiku Stairs.  It has obviously caused a hardship for the Board, and
closure of the stairs and access to Haiku Valley has caused a hardship for the
community; especially the neighboring community.

    I climbed the Haiku Stairs when they were still controlled by the Navy's Omega
Station.  Parking was available in the valley and safe access to the bottom of the
stairs was available.  We had to sign a visitor log and a liability waiver, and all was
very organized and easy.

    The City and County of Honolulu (that is, we taxpayers) spent a lot of money to
refurbish the stairs to make them more safe.

    Then OHA and/or DHHL got involved, and the BWS ended up with ownership.  In
the process access to the valley was cut off and the lower accessible portion of the
stairs became inaccessible.  As a result people who wanted to climb the stairs had to
come up from the Honolulu side and go DOWN the stairs, then back up and over the
mountain to Honolulu, or they had to illegally park in the neighboring community,
trespass over private property or BWS property, and then make their way to the new
bottom of the stairs via dangerous overland routes.

    The stairs should be accessible, available, and properly managed.  Paid parking
should be available in the valley under similar terms to the parking at the Pali
Lookout.  No tour buses or tour vans should be allowed.  A reasonable fee structure
should be instituted to cover operational costs and a registration procedure and
liability waivers should be instituted and required.  Hospital style wrist bands could
identify those who have properly gained access.  New and proper safe access to the
bottom of the stairs should be provided.  Any required rescues of people on the stairs
should be at cost to the visitor and this should be properly and clearly explained in the
liability waiver.

    BWS should be relieved of all ownership, responsibility, and liability for the stairs
and anything associated with them.

Robert and Gretchen Gould

44-365 Kaneohe Bay Dr.

Kaneohe, HI 96744

254-5242

mailto:bob.gould@stanfordalumni.org
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Linda Umstead
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: keep the stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:40:18 AM

A beautiful and unique hiking trail that should remain in place for hikers and tourists. 
Add a parking lot and signs for safety. There are many hiking trails all over the island
and this one should be no different. Thank you.

Linda Umstead
Mililani, Oahu, Hawaii

mailto:lindabobumstead@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Caroline Waasdorp
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:54:52 AM

Keep the stairs

mailto:cwaasdorp4@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Robert O"conner
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:41:15 PM

Please transfer ownership of the stairs to the city and county of honolulu or DLNR.  I support keeping the stairs
open.  The board of water supply should transfer ownership of the stairs.

Robert O’Conner
46-286 ahui nani pl
Kaneohe HI 96744
roconner@hawaii.edu

mailto:roconner@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Wayne Takazono
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:14:42 AM

I have hiked the stairs at least 20 times during the late 70s and 80s while it was still legal to do
so. I climbed it one time when it was illegal because it is an incredible experience I wanted to
share with my entire family. Regarding it being a cost to the BWS, I believe it can be turned
into an asset. 

mailto:waynetakazono@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: wkunimoto
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep The Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:01:19 PM

Please keep the stairs.  It is an irreplaceable experience and unique to almost anywhere. 

mailto:wkunimoto@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Pat Zitz
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keep the stairway to heaven intact!!!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:28:21 AM

Aloha,
   I hope you are doing well.  I am a tax payer, voter, and a resident living in Waialua.
 Recently, I saw a feature on the local news that mentioned the possibility open the Haiku
Stairs to the public. 
 I fully support opening the Haiku Stairs to the public for several good reasons.  First, in 2002
$875,000 of taxpayer money was spent to repair the stairs.  Let’s allow the citizens who paid
for the repair with their hard earned money enjoy the stairs.  
  Secondly, I firmly believe that opening  the stairs to the public and charging a fee to climb
the stairs would be a great way to generate revenues.  
   By opening the Haiku Stairs to the public, the hard working citizens of Hawaii will be
able to enjoy the breathtaking views that the stairs offer while getting an excellent workout.
 The stairs will enable citizens to enjoy one of the best views on the islands.  
  Thanks for considering opening the Haiku stairs to the public and keeping the stairway to
heaven intact.  

Sincerely,
Patrick Zitz
Waialua, HI
(808)782-8238

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

mailto:patzsurf@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
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From: Sam Rhoads
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: Pui Hin Rhoads
Subject: Keep the Stairway to Heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:35:20 AM

We are strongly in favor of keeping the stairs!  We walked up to the top many years ago when it was allowed and it
was a wonderful experience.  We have never forgotten it.  It was simply great.  It would be a shame to deny this
experience to others.

Sam & Pui Hin Rhoads

mailto:samrhoads@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:puihinrhoads@gmail.com


From: Marlene Montana
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: keeping stairs open to the public
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:56:39 AM

It is time to reopen the Haiku Stairs. When the subdivision of houses at the entrance to the
stairs was proposed the council assured the existing homes and Hawaiian families that they
would never close the stairs. It is time ESPECIALLY NOW for promises made in the past to
be kept.
Marlene Montana
marlenemontana7@gmail.com

mailto:marlenemontana7@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:marlenemontana7@gmail.com


From: Laurie Hayashida
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Keeping the Haiku Stairs hike
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:47:28 AM

Hi,
I agree that the BWS should not be responsible for maintaining this trail. 
I am for the transfer of the stairs to third party that would maintain this hike. 
Create an entrance to the hike that is not on the residential street. Charge for the hike. 

I am a hiker, and would love to do this hike when it’s legal. 

Thanks for listening to my comment. 

Sincerely,
Laurie Hayashida 

mailto:laurhaya@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Murray Visser
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: leave Haiku Stairs open for the public
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:10:51 AM

Good morning Board of Water Supply Officials:  please leave Haiku Stairs open to the public. 
I've lived in Kaneohe since 1989 and have climbed the Stairs many times with friends and
family.  I've never hiked with anyone who has trashed the Stairs .   I've never seen any one
trash the Stairs.  I do know that the people in the neighborhood, at the entrance to the Stairs,
want to keep that neighborhood for themselves only.   Their attitude is that "their"
neighborhood is private property.  That neighborhood is public property.   I've talked to one
person who lives in the neighborhood by the Stairs, and he told me that he hikes the Stairs all
the time because they're easy to access from his home.  That is hypocritical.   I think that the
Stairs are the best hike on Oahu, and thus shouldn't be closed and dismantled.  At the very
least, charge visitors and locals (at a lower fee) for hiking the stairs to pay for the upkeep of
the Stairs.   

                                                               Aloha, Murray Visser (Kahuhipa St., Kaneohe)

mailto:visserrm@hotmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: David Chappell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Legalize haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:25:42 AM

Aloha, 

Since Hailu Stairs is such a popular tourist attraction, despite its illegality and need for repairs,
and neighbors complain about intrusions into their property, probably as people evade security
efforts, I think the most sensible solution would be:

1. Legalize the Stairs, since tourists will use it anyway.

2. Transfer the control of it from the Water Department to the Hawaii Tourism Authority, or
another entity that could see to its maintenance and monitory traffic.

3.  A modest fee could even be collected to provide for maintenance, unless that contributes to
more evasions that upset the neighbors.

Sincerely, David Chappell

47-736 Hui Kelu Street #4
Kaneohe, HI 96744

mailto:chappelldavid66@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Lucas Berio Fortini
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: long time kaneohe resident in favor of keeping the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:34 AM

I have lived in Kaneohe near the stairs (Keaahala st.) for over 10 years and think the stairs are
an incredibly resource for the community that should be saved. We often have no way to have
our community to connect to the wao akua and our mauka native ecosystems. The stairs
provide a rare opportunity for us.
Please don't tear them down.

ALoha
Lucas Fortini
  

mailto:brasilbrasil@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: jhql2356
To: Haikustairstestimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:46:14 AM

This is in support of keeping the Haiku Stairway.  It is an important and unique landmark
adventure in Honolulu.  The stairs should be preserved.  It should be renovated and
maintained.  This is one expenditure which would be a benefit for all of Hawaii.  

James H.Q. Lee

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

mailto:jhql2356@aol.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Justin Rivera
To: Haikustairstestimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:19:31 AM

BWS, 

If feel this is a good time to remind that the right decision is not always convenient or even
popular decision.  Your decision should be a balanced one that reflects the  good brought into
the world and not just the cost. The history of restrictions to the Haiku Stairs prevents you
from having a clear demand signal. I personally have always wanted to hike the stairs,
however I am a law abiding citizen.  The fact that some would break the law to enjoy our
islands beauty should speak to the demand and virtue if the current laws. I would be willing to
pay a fee and abide by certain reasonable restrictions. I encourage you to ask yourself not what
should stop us from keeping the stairs but we can do to open them to the people of the island. 
The people who all public servants are ultimately accountable too. 

Justin Rivera
Waimanalo Resident 

mailto:justin.f.rivera@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Alison Mitchell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:50:10 AM

Please dismantle them asap.People nowadays have no sense of aloha or use any common
sense.Their need to take dangerous pictures to post is uncontrollable and they trash the local
residents homes. Enough is enough. Get rid of them.
 

mailto:alisonmitchell808@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Bernadette Moya
To: Haikustairstestimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:06:50 AM

I'm for dismantling stairway.BWS should not be liable for hikers on their private property &
why hand it off to C&C for them to have liability issues & why let a private co.step in?The
local won't be able to enjoy because it will be overused & overcrowded with tourist just like
all the other trails are where us kamaaina are unable to enjoy ! Dismantle it, keep the beautiful
area preserved! 

mailto:pnkymoya@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: 4406109001@vzwpix.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:55:21 AM
Attachments: text_0.txt

mailto:4406109001@vzwpix.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

To whom this may concern:

Please consider keeping the stairs. They offer a unique experience to witness Mother Nature that you will be taking away from many generations by eliminating. At a time that technology is so largely apart of our lives we need to preserve the experiences that allow us to connect to Mother Nature more.. not remove them. 





From: Kelsi Killermann
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: My opinion
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:37:36 AM

Good morning.

I was lucky enough to do the stairs a few years ago after dreaming about it for years. It was
such an incredible hike and one of the best days of my life. Please keep the stairs for everyone
to enjoy. 

Thank you 
Kelsi Killermann

mailto:kelsi1177@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Clyde Morita
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: No to Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:23:14 AM

To: Board of Water Supply Commissioners

RE: Decision on Haiku Stairs

I am a resident of Kaneohe having lived here since 1947 when my family moved here.  I am now retired from the
State Department of Transportation, after managing the H-3 Tunnels and Freeway for 12-years from 2006-2018.

Since my family moved to Kaneohe in 1947, none of my family of four children, parents, my three children nor
three grandchildren have climbed the Stairs.  While growing up, none of my friends or I climbed the Stairs as it was
off-limits by the military. 

There is no valid reason to continue maintaining the Stairs for illegal hikers who want the thrill of saying they went
up and/or to experience the winds and the vista.  It is not a historic site nor a noted cultural site.

I have watched the melodrama for the past 15-20 years since Councilman Steve Holmes got money appropriated by
the City to restore the stairs at a cost of $900,000 +/- without any plan to manage its access.  Some of my friends
who live in the subdivision at the base have been threatened, cajoled, inconvenienced and otherwise hassled by
trespassers and illegal hiker.  These hikers thought they had a right to experience the stairs.

Three reasons to dismantle the stairs now:

1. It costs too much to maintain security to prevent illegal hikers.
2. There is no government agency willing to manage it because of cost and liability.
3. There is no capable organization with the resources and plan to manage it.

Enough already!

Keep the Pali pristine.  Remove the man-made structure which mars the beautiful cliffs.

Thank you for your consideration and service.

With Aloha,

Clyde B. Morita
46-316 Ikiiki Street
Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744

Sent from my iPad

mailto:cbmorita@hotmail.com
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From: Randall Pong
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Open haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:37:55 AM

Convert Haiku stairs into a resource instead of a liability.
There are successful programs that we use such as Hanauma bay and Diamond head hike.
Haiku stairs have an historic value with the operation of the Omega station.
These programs provide a safe and self-staining program that opens up resources residents and
visitors.  

Steps to improve access to Haiku Stairs

Construct a public parking away from the residents
Turn over the land to a nonprofit organization to manage the trail
Provide education and staff like Hanauma Bay and Diamond head
Charge a fee to all hikers (local resident discount)
Limit the capacity of hikers on the trail for safety and a better experience
Support the neighborhood and resolve trespassing issue

mailto:pongrandall@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Dale Christensen
To: Haikustairstestimony; Dale Christensen
Subject: OPEN STAIRS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:19:12 AM

Find a way to open the stairs to the public.

Dale Christensen - Owner
Paradise Plumbing Inc.
Cell: (808)368-1473
Fax: (808) 637-4303
paradiseplumbinginc@hotmail.com

mailto:paradiseplumbinginc@hotmail.com
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From: Stanley Wright
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: OPEN Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:38:47 AM

Transfer the stairs from BWS to Parks Department… or some
other agency.

Open stair and manage access.

Contract management of stairs to Non-Profit or Commercial
Vendor (Kualoa Ranch,  for instance)

Turn Haiku Stairs into a profit making or at least self
sustaining operation… not the money drain it is now

Haiku Stairs is too valuable an asset to
be destroyed.

Thank you,
Stan Wright
Haiku Village,
46-456 Makena St.
Kaneohe
808-352-6197
stanwright50@me.com

mailto:stanleywright@me.com
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From: Michael Mase
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Open the trail for hiking.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:56:45 AM

This trail with stairs has been a favorite for many years through multiple generations.  It
should be opened for the enjoyment of generations to come.  Once in a lifetime views with a
chance to see God's blessings.

Mahalo, Michael Mase

mailto:1mrmase@gmail.com
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From: Kim Toomey
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose closing haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:12:32 PM

Aloha,
Hawaii has a truly unique outdoor adventure, which could attract adventurous tourists if
managed and marketed well.
It is a marvel - and should be appreciated and promoted as such. Management plans exist and
partners stand ready. Liability concerns will be addressed. What possible reason could there be
for refusing to at least try this solution for a selected time period?  We'll never build anything
like this again. And neither will our competing tourist destinations. Save it now please!
Mahalo 

mailto:toomeyhi@gmail.com
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From: Paula Henry
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose closing stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:10:24 AM

Please do not close the stairs.   It can be operated correctly and remain a benefit to our culture.  

Please look into having an operator control the use and operation.  

It is a very great health benefit.  Do not take this away. 

Paula Henry

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:railroadpaula@icloud.com
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From: tracey ayres
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose Removal of Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:11:22 PM

To whom it concerns:

As an annual visitor to Oahu I have followed the plight of the Haiku Stairs and would, at this time, like to
chime in and let you know that I am opposed to their removal.  The Haiku Stairs remain a place I would like
to try to hike but only when it is legal and safe to do so.  I would love to see the stairs saved and maintained
for everyone to enjoy for generations to come.  Oahu is full of wonderfully rewarding hiking opportunities. 
Let’s make sure that this remains one of them, even stronger and more available than it has ever been
before.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on this matter.

Sincerely,
Tracey Ayres
(an Oahu fan, in California)

mailto:werbyherby@yahoo.com
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From: billhicksknb@gmail.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose Removal of the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:40:01 AM

               
Aloha Board of Water Supply Members,

I have lived in Kailua for 26 of the last 34 years.  I strongly support the Board of Water
Supply transferring the Haiku Stairs to the City & County’s Department of Parks and
Recreation for the eventual preservation and operation of the stairs. 
            The rationale for the C&C of Honolulu spending about $1M for restoring those stairs
nearly 20 years ago was sound.  With solid steps and handrails they provide the safest access
for many people to enjoy both the exercise and the spectacular views from the ridge.  That
rationale remains valid.

The inability of various government agencies to work out a fair agreement for access to
the stairs is a complete embarrassment and has subjected the surrounding neighborhood to
abuse over the years.  That is not the fault of the stairs.  Furthermore, substantial progress has
recently been made in resolving those problems.

I commend the Board of Water Supply for initiating action that would lead to a final
resolution of this long-standing problem.  I believe you have spurred action in the right
direction.  Mayor Caldwell’s testimony said the city’s Request for Information for Managing
and operating the Haiku Stairs yielded 14 submittals and that the city is now ready to issue a
Request for Bids to restore, operate, and maintain the stairs.

The Environmental Impact Statement commissioned by the Board of Water Supply
compared the available alternatives on 8 stated objectives (pages 6-67 to 6-70): (1) Eliminate
Board of Water Supply Liability Risk, (2) Supports Board of Water Supply Core Mission, (3)
Improve Public Safety, (4) Reduce Neighborhood Disturbance, (5) Protect Natural Resources,
(6) Promote Public Recreation, (7) Provide Long-Term Economic Benefit, and (8) Provide
Cultural and/or Environmental Education.  Your proposed action to dismantle the steps scored
“Good” on 4 objectives, “Fair” on 2 objectives, and “Poor” on 2 objectives.  The alternative to
convey the stairs to the Department of Parks and Recreation for managed access via Po’okela
Street scored “Good” on 7 objectives, “Fair” on 1 objective, and “Poor” on 0 objectives.  You
paid for this study.  The most responsible action for the Board of Water Supply would be to
pursue the highest scoring action.

The Kaneohe Neighborhood Board unanimously took a position SUPPORTING
REOPENING THE HAIKU STAIRS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC UNDER A
CONTROLLED AND MANAGED ACCESS PLAN.

The Friends of Haiku Stairs has developed a Concept Plan for Managed Use of Haiku
Stairs that comprehensively addresses all of the concerns that have been raised.

The key Board of Water Supply objectives of (1) Eliminate Board of Water Supply
Liability Risk and (2) Support Board of Water Supply Core Mission are fully satisfied by the
alternative option to convey the stairs to the Department of Parks and Recreation for managed
access.  Furthermore, these key Board of Water Supply objectives would be achieved for less
monetary cost to the BWS than the alternative option to dismantle the stairs.  The alternative
option to convey the stairs to the Department of Parks and Recreation for managed access also
preserves the city’s ability to safely and responsibly bring the recreational potential of the
stairs to fruition as well as respecting the historical aspects of the stairs.

In summary, I believe the logic is overwhelmingly in support of the Board of Water
Supply transferring the Haiku Stairs to the City & County’s Department of Parks and
Recreation.

mailto:billhicksknb@gmail.com
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Mahalo nui loa.
Aloha,
Bill Hicks
Kailua



From: Annette Rogers
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose Removal of the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:58:11 AM

The stairs are a historic and valuable asset! I would travel to Hawaii just to hike them and I am
sure there are many other hiking enthusiasts that would as well. Please preserve these
historically important and one-of-a-kind stairs and make them open to tourists!

Thank you,
Annette

mailto:annette@kaisvirginvapor.com
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From: David Matthews
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose removal of the stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:19:08 PM

Hi Hawaii Board of Water
 
Today is an auspicious day, you have the chance to change Hawaii for the good…
 
Please consider handing the Haiku Stairs over to National Parks and keep this available to the people of
Hawaii
 
 
Kind regards
 
 
 
 
 

David Matthews
Owner/Manager
Discovery Travel

david@discoverytravel.com.au
0402251036 
Darlington, NSW 2008 | Australia

Website Affiliations

www.discoverytravel.com.au
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From: David Matthews
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose removal of the stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:21:08 PM

Hi Hawaii Board of Water
 
Today is a day of opportunity, you have the chance to change Hawaii…
 
Please consider handing the Haiku Stairs over to National Parks and keep this available to the people
of Hawaii
 
 
Kind regards

David Matthews

www.meetup.com/aussie-explorers
www.discoverytravel.com.au
0402 251036
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From: maek
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Oppose the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:29:08 AM

To whom it may concern,

I opposed to keeping the stairs. It is a bad idea for City or State to discuss taking it
over. Their primary responsibility is the safety of the community as opposed to operating
entertainment activities.

It is my understanding that the Haiku Stairs were built for BWS for the purpose of their access
to the heights and was probably designed towards that end. There is no mention that it was
also meant to be frequented by hikers and thrill seekers as well.

Keeping the stairs, regardless of who takes over, will pose continued, unnecessary risks to our
first responders who are sent to save illegal trespassers.

Furthermore, it is not up to the minority to who are merely romanticizing these stairs to
decide, rather it's the decision of the majority of the community who pay taxes toward
rescuing the few from their frivolous activities on the stairs and elsewhere.

If a private entity succeeds in taking it over, they should be held to purchase insurance, be
fully responsible to the neighboring community and pay for all rescue efforts and complaints.

TAKE THE STAIRS AWAY

Mae Kanazawa

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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From: Mike Andrade
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Our beloved Haiku Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:22:17 PM

Apparently I’m one of the many that are still waiting to climb the stairs legally. Please hand it
over to the City so they can at least try. Thank you for all the other things that you do. Mahalo 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Makue, Refford J
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please CLOSE the Stairway to Heaven - PERMANENTLY
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:59:06 AM

BWS Committee-

I propose to close and dismantle the Stairway to Heaven entirely on a permanent basis.

I grew up in Kane'ohe and can appreciate the views from up there are spectacular.  However,
in the advent of social media during this digital age, the influx of people who frequent or
attempt to frequent the stairway because of social media apps that popularize this venue has
had a direct impact on the quality of life for the residents who live in/around the area of the
stairway's entrance/exit because of the increase in interest/traffic.

So for the following reasons, I propose it be shut entirely:

The cost of repair (approximated at $ 1 million) can be better served to fund other
needed programs/costs.
Liability: both before or after repair, should someone find the gravity to find a loop-hole
for a lawsuit - wouldn't such negative impacts or costs outweigh keeping it open
altogether
The lower-lying neighborhood near the entrance is inundated with parked vehicles and
foot traffic - check the zoning for that residential area, is it really zoned for that?
Some local residents near the entrance/exit have had disgruntled exchanges with
people trespassing their property to gain illegal access to the stairway.  One even shot a
pellet gun at them - check the Police Report
Cost of special duty HPD Officers / private security officers - monies and resources that
could be better spent by BWS or the C&C of Honol;ulu.
Call-outs: when a argument does occurr or ensue regarding the stairway,whether local
resident vs hiker or hiker vs hiker, Police Officers on-duty are dispatched to respond,
thereby depleting necessary resources and manpower for an altogether avoidable issue.

I urge the BWS committee, the City Council, and the Mayor to dismantle and close the
Stairway to Heaven permanently.  And yes, despite it not being a popular thing to do in an
election year for some, it is the RIGHT thing to do.  

Hiki no,
Reef Makue
reefmakue@outlook.com

PLEASE CONFIRM RECEIPT
 

mailto:refford.j.makue@hawaii.gov
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NOTICE: This E-mail (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy
Act, 18 USC 2510-2521and is confidential. This information and attachments are intended only for
the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is
privileged and/or confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and may be
punishable under state and federal law. If you have received this communication and/or
attachments in error, please notify the sender via email immediately and destroy all electronic and
paper copies .



From: Teri Silva
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please close
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:33:53 AM

Good Morning,

I am emailing to submit my testimony in support of CLOSING Haiku Stairs.

While I realize that it is an iconic and beautiful hike, I climbed it twice many years ago, it
violates the property owners right to privacy as well as their right to not have trespassers on
their property.

I live in Haiku Village and right now, street parking is horrible for the residents. There are so
many vehicles that violate the City and County parking ordinance by parking less than 4ft
from our driveways, often times making it very difficult to pull out without going into
oncoming traffic to avoid hitting the parked car's bumper.

I think if BWS doesn't want the liability, which is understandable, then it should be closed. If
the City wants it, which truthfully I can't see why they would want the liability, then close off
the trail leading to the Windward side and violating the property owners right to keep
unwanted people from trampling in their yard.

Thank you, Teri Silva

mailto:tlsilva217@gmail.com
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From: Linda Black
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please do not remove Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:34:37 AM

Please please do not remove.  I believe the stairs can be safely managed and also resolve the
resident's concerns.  It is a treasure for Oahu.  Signed,

Linda J. Black
Kaneohe resident
808-478-1102

Get Outlook for Android
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From: Karen Turran
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please DO NOT take our Haiku Stairs away
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:54:34 PM

Dear Sirs & Madams,
I grew up in Kailua, my teen years were in the early 1970’s. The Haiku stairs have always been such a unique and
beautiful hike.. Please do not take it away from us.
Mahalo,
Karen Turran
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From: Almost Asleep
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please do not tear down the stairs..
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:08:18 AM

I have recently moved to the island and by the time we found out about that hike, it was
already closed.

I am not up to speed on all of the drama and politics around this situation but if there is
anyway to keep the stairs open and possibly put it under the jurisdiction of a group that can
raise money to repair and maintain the stairs, I think that would be best. With the right people
in place, I can see this being one of the many hikes on this island that can be around for
another handful of generations.

Thank you for your time,
Paul McKay

Sent from Outlook
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From: Ricky Li
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please just dismantle the Haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:01:00 AM

For the sake of a few hikers (some of whom aren't even residents), and people who can't let go
of the past. You're putting the rest of us tax payers at financial risk if something goes wrong,
even if you transfer it to the city as a Honolulu resident I'll still be on the hook for the selfish
whims of a group of people who only think of themselves. Greater good is to remove the stairs
so it's not a financial burden on the tax payer in maintenance and liability. Besides to a person
who loves nature, seeing the white rusted scar of the stair way going up the side of the
mountain is an eye sore and reminds ones more of the disregard of nature. We have enough
pictures from the top of those decrepit stairs, enough for several books and tons of instagram
posts which is really what all the supporters want more content for their social media profile. 

-- 
---

Best Regards,
Ricky Li Liliha Resident

mailto:rickyli99@gmail.com
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From: Bill Gieri
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please Keep and Open Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:00:17 AM

Dear Honolulu Board of Water Supply,
As an avid hiker I have always wanted to legally do the Stairway to Heaven hike.  I think that people
will do the hike, but it would be so much better and safer to do if the trail and stairway were
properly maintained.

Often policy is clouded by the dollars and cents it takes to maintain the trail vice the beauty of hiking
the outdoors, getting exercise, and camaraderie with friends and other hikers.  That's not to mention
the tourist draw to the island from such a spectacular hike.
 
Mahalo,

Bill
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From: Darci Singlehurst
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please keep it open
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:03:42 PM

Aloha,
I have been in love and awe of the haiku stairs hike for many years. There is nothing else like
it, and it would be devastating to lose. I understand it has it's community challenges, but I
think with some creative thinking, those challenges can be overcome. Please
consider switching it to a different department to manage. I'm confident that the problems that
are currently being experienced can be resolved through collaboration and cooperation. 
I strongly support any plan that would allow public access to the haiku stairs. Please don't
destroy this iconic piece of Hawaiian history.
Thank you,
Darci Singlehurst
772-7201
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From: Shonni Stevens
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please keep "Stairway to Heaven"
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:42:59 AM

I am emailing you to ask you to keep the Haiku Stairs.  I'm am avid hiker on Oahu and this is a
hike I have always wanted to do but haven't since it's closed off.  I would be willing to pay a
good deal of money for this experience.  This is a famous hike that people who live here and
also people who visit want to do.  It's reputation precedes it.  

PLEASE keep the stairs!

Sincerely,
Shonni Stevens
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From: Darci Shapley
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please Keep The Haiku Stairs - Bucket List

Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:08:56 AM

Hawaii Board of Water Supply -

Please keep this hiking trail - it is a bucket list item and so uniquely Hawaii - I can’t wait to see it. 

Only you can decide the future of this piece of heaven on earth with the punchbowl and lantern ceremony Hawaii is
where I feel closest to the people I’ve loved and lost.

Honorable Honolulu Board of Water Supply please KEEP the Haiku Stairs , aka (Stairway to Heaven).

Sincerely ,
Darci Shapley
Annual Visitor to Oahu.
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From: Belinda Barnes
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please keep the stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:36:44 PM
Attachments: original_logo.pdf

Aloha,
      I tried to reach you on the phone but the machine says you are not taking testimony at this
time. Please keep the stairs. People need to exercise and the stairs are fabulous for those that
are in shape. They are such as magical part of the island. I would pay to do the stairs and I am
sure others would as well if it comes to that. 
Mahalo,

BELINDA B. BARNES RB
License #20450
Hawaii Homes For Sale, LLC
45-226 Ka hanahou Circle
Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744
License # 21714
1-808-741-5656
iambelindab@me.com

mailto:iambelindab@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:iambelindab@me.com



Hawai’i Homes For Sale, LLC.
“Helping people find their way home”







From: a. j.
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please Keep the Stairway to Heaven!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:11:05 AM

TWIMC:
Aloha,

Many of us who can’t hike due to disabilities can walk (slowly) upstairs and down. Losing the opportunity to see the
incredible sights that countless others have seen- legally or not- would make me incredibly sad, as I have been
waiting for years to climb the Stairs, legally. I can’t climb fences nor do I want to. But I want to climb the Stairway
to Heaven once in my lifetime.

I understand property owner’s concerns, but if a system was enacted with a daily limit that tour guides can’t game
(like they did at AZ memorial), and a scaled fee (according to income), with “breaks” for major holidays (like the
Kapaa Quarry transfer station), perhaps it would cut down the traffic enough to be bearable and help pay for a
manned guard shack.

Anyway, food for thought. I’m not getting any younger.

Mahalo for your time,

Angie Akia
Kailua HI

Sent from a island in the Pacific.

mailto:aja1080@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Justin Brackett
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please PRESERVE Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:12:16 AM

Aloha Board of Water Supply,

I write to request that you NOT dismantle Haiku Stairs.  Under responsible leadership
I know the stairs will be an economic boost for the Kaneohe community, the entire
windward side of Oahu, and Hawaii in general for many years to come.  People come
to Hawaii to bask in the beauty of our oceans, our beaches, and our mountains. 
Haiku Stairs, like Diamond Head or Banzai Pipeline, calls adventurers throughout the
world to come experience our magical state.  It is a prominent gem in Oahu's crown
and it would be a great shame to lose it.  I implore you to do all that you can to
preserve Haiku Stairs for generations to come.  

Sincerely,
Justin A. Brackett, Esq.
515 Ward Avenue
Honolulu, HI  96814
(808) 377-6778

mailto:justinbrackettlaw@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Donald Todt
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please Preserve the Haiku Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:20:49 PM

TO: BWS
From: D. Todt
Subject: Haiku Stairs

PLEASE keep the Haiku Stairs "Stairway to Heaven" alive! Having been born and mostly
raised in Hawaii, I’ve wanted to climb it for years, and think about it every time I return to da
Aina.

It would break my heart if it were to be torn down.
I understand that Mayor Caldwell is proposing transfer to the City Parks dept.
Please add my voice to the voices of so many people in Hawaii and around the world who
want to see it preserved for present and future generations.

Sincerely,
Donald Todt

***************************************************

D. Todt
dontodt@kancycling.com

   サイ
関西クリング
KANcycling (Cycling in the Kansai and other parts of Japan)
www.kancycling.com

mailto:dontodt@kancycling.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:dontodt@kancycling.com


From: Linette Char
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please repair the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:25:07 AM

Dear Board of Directors:
I'm a senior and an avid hiker.  I've never been up to the stairs but would love to see it repaired
and managed so that Kama'aina and responsible tourists can have legal access.  Charging a fee
to maintain the stairs would be wonderful.  Have a volunteer system going to man / woman the
entrance.  
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Linette Char

mailto:linettechar@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Trisa Danz
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please save Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:00:06 AM

Aloha,

Please count this as a vote requesting HBWS hire a 3rd party to manage the Haiku Stairs, offering both Tourist
AND Kamaaina rates to hike.

Rate(s) include a portion to be donated to support local Watershed Conservation. Tourists have to pay additionally
for a guide (trained for the purpose), which increases local employment.

We need innovative ways for the tourism industry to feedback into both our environment and our economy.

Mahalo,

Trisa Danz, M.D.

mailto:trisa.danz@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Gail Hostetter-Nelson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please save stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:39:20 AM

I strongly support saving the haiku stairs. It is part of Hawai'i's beauty and culture and has long been
revered. When new homes were to be built in the area the existing residents opposed the plan because
they were concerned that in the future the new owners would make a problem by complaining about the
noise. Wise individuals at that time suggested that newcomers who could not appreciate the site choose
another place on the island to live. Now there is this new threat. It is critical that Hawai'i preserve it's spots
of beauty - that is the factor that makes us different from anywhere else in the nation. Please vote to keep
the stairway for the people here.
Gayle Hostetter Nelson

mailto:gailhostetternelson@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Geoffrey Hamilton
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please save the Haiku Stairs.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:55:06 AM

It’s a unique beautiful amazing resource. I did it years ago, and I’d love to be able to it again.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:gh@hamiltonandchan.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: dtcfmail@twc.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please shut down the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:19:03 AM

Please shut down the Haiku stairs for these reasons:

- The state or city cannot afford the liability costs of leaving the stairs open.  Resources such
as helicopters to rescue tourists off the stairs, medical personnel to treat the injured, and stair
maintenance costs over time will overcome the budget resources.  Making the stairs a city
managed entity for example will put the city in a position of being sued when a tourist’s
family member dies or gets injured on the stairs.  The city has enough parks to manage &
cannot even keep up with the existing ones much less add another one.

- The neighborhoods near the Haiku stairs trail deserve better.  The tourists have already
shown their constant disrespect for these residents by trashing their neighborhoods as they
head to the stairs so why reward them by keeping the stairs open.  Hawaii residents should
always be shown respect by tourists when they visit our state.  

- If the city takes over management of the stairs it will only raise the taxes of the state
residents.  Taxes are already going up on water, electric, and other areas.  We residents don’t
need another unnecessary entity to fund.   Also with the recent budget crunch due to the virus,
we need to use our city & state resources wisely.

Thank you for making a smart decision.  Aloha.

mailto:dtcfmail@twc.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Russell Houlton
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please Transfer
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:20:02 AM

As someone who has hiked the stairs 3 times back when it was legal, I'm asking to have the
BWS transfer the Haiku Stairway in order to preserve it.  It is a safe hike as long as you don't
over do it trying to run from enforcement.  (How many trails come with guard rails?)  It offers
unparalleled views and in my opinion is safer than other hikes like Olomana or hiking up the
back of the Koolaus.  

The stairway wasn't a hazard or a problem for neighbors back when the Coast Guard ran the
site, Properly managed, it can be that way again.  The key is to provide proper access to the
trail head.  

Thank you. 

mailto:russell.houlton@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Douglas Rowitch
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Please
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:58:28 PM

please please save the stairs!

aloha, Doug

mailto:doug.rowitch@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Winsome Gay Sim
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Precious Haiku Stairway to heaven.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:06 AM

Dear Sir/Madam,

I have been anxiously waiting for the Haiku stairs to re open after so many years. I first started hiking this
magnificent treasure in the seventies when The Coast Guard operated it so efficiently. You signed in and out and
there was adequate parking close to the beginning of the stairs.
Then it was closed for a long period but reopened after it was repaired and guard rails were installed. It was then and
still is a treasure to be saved.
I have introduced my 5 children to the stairs but would love now to show my grandchildren in years to come.
With 14 submittals received there must be a good match for another entity to manage our precious stairs.
I know social media has increased the number of visitors who hike these stairs and this has caused many problems
of over crowding. I see it every day on other hikes I take in these beautiful islands. The hikes are being overused and
trashed. We all need to do our bit to maintain these treasures and remove trash from hikers who disrespect these
amazing islands.
Thanking you for your consideration
Winsome Gay Sim
573 Iana Street
Kailua

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:winsomegay@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jane Bargiel
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: jacques bargiel
Subject: Preserve Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:52:17 AM

Aloha to the officials of the Board of Water Supply,

As a lifelong Windward resident who has climbed the Haiku Stairs numerous times I am
pleading with you to preserve this precious gem from destruction. The Haiku Stairs are truly a
world class experience it would be a terrible shame to destroy. I put it on par with climbing the
Eiffel Tower. The stairs also have important historic value to the State of Hawaii.

I have climbed the stairs both pre-H3 when hikers were required to sign in at the Coast Guard
Station and post-H3. I have always felt that the the stairs are a safe hike, much less
hazardous than the Olamana trail for example.

I feel that with proper management, the stairs can remain open while preserving the tranquility
of the Haiku neighborhood, protecting the safety of hikers, and preserving the natural beauty
of the mountain. This may mean strict limitations on the number of daily hikers, and that is
OK.

Sincerely,
Jane Bargiel
808-721-8096

1054 Kainui Drive
Kailua, HI 96734

mailto:janebargiel@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:myoustal@aim.com


From: J.K. Harpstrite
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Preserve the Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:42:22 AM

Dear Sirs,
    I am a life time Windward Oahu resident and I grew up in Haiku Valley.  My parents still
live in Haiku village near the trail.  My family is completely for preserving the stairs.   
   The stairs are a unique, safe, and amazing asset for our people to get to hike in a spectacular
setting.  I do believe that the stairs, like all of our natural assets, need to be carefully
controlled.  A good example would be Hanauma Bay.  Parking and access should be
controlled and a fee charged to allow maintenance and control.

J. Kimo Harpstrite M.D.
Orthopedic Associates of Hawaii

Amy, Joeseph, Kiana and Kehau Harpstrite 
821 Mokulua Dr, Kailua HI

James and Patricia Harpstrite 
46-045 Kuneki Pl, Kaneohe HI

mailto:drkimoh@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Lindsey Hagmaier
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Preserve the stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:20:36 AM

Good morning,
 
I am emailing to implore the board to not remove the stairs. Please reinforce them instead, they are
a loved and cherished piece of history and are beloved by many. I have always wanted to make the
trek up them, but haven’t gotten the chance and now fear I never will.
 
Please just hire more staff specific to the stairs. Jobs will be desperately needed going forward from
Covid-19 and what better way than to employ Hawaiians than to maintain a beloved trail that leads
to heaven?!
 
Please do not remove them! They bring tourism, joy, new visual perspectives, potential jobs, and
lasting memories! I have seen many people say they travel there just to do the stair climb!
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this.
 
 
Regards,
 
Lindsey Hagmaier

mailto:lhagmai2@uoregon.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Les *
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Public testimony against the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:36:25 AM

Hello,
 
I would like to testify against the Haiku Stairs.  The stairs are a huge liability for the Board of Water
Supply.  All you need is for someone to get hurt or killed while on the stairs and you will have a
major lawsuit on your hands, which could cost you tens of thousands of dollars, if not more in
claims.  Ultimately it will be taxpayers who will be left holding the bag and will have to shell out
their hard earned money to settle future liability claims.  Tear down the stairs and eliminate the
monetary threat once and for all for not only the Board of Water Supply, but also possibly the City
and County of Honolulu who has expressed an interest in taking possession of the stairs so that
they will be under city control.  The thing about that is that the city can't even maintain the parks
and trails that they currently own now.  How can they possibly even think about trying to maintain
yet another site, a site that you know and I know is a lot more treacherous and dangerous for the
general public and in need of constant maintenance.  Look at the sad state of our city parks around
the island.  They are falling apart and neglected.  Is that what you want to happen to the stairs as
well?  

Thank you for your time.  I hope you will consider the concerns of those who have reservations and
an apprehension about keeping the stairs, which in our opinion, is an accident and class action
lawsuit just waiting to happen.  Consider this concern before you vote on this measure.  I hope and
pray you will do the right thing.      

Sincerely,

Leslie Yanagi

mailto:les007@mail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ryan Thrun
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Public Testimony on the Future of the Ha"iku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:29:51 AM

BWS,
 
As a new resident of Hawai’i, licensed professional engineer for the government (Civil Engineering),
and outdoor enthusiast, I urge you to NOT dismantle the Ha’iku Stairs, and to turn the ownership of
the structure and land under it to the City of Honolulu or other state entity. 
 
I agree 100% that the maintenance and management of this structure should not be a responsibility
of the BWS, but should be preserved for historical purposes and future recreational use under a
managed access program.  This structural feature is one of the very few locations in HI, if not the
U.S., where hikers can enjoy the most breathtaking views of tropical mountain ranges, valleys, and
ocean views, and experience the majestic topography of a ridgeline climb up dormant remnants of a
shield volcano.  The Ko’olau Range is a National Landmark, and what better way to showcase its
significance and awe-inspiring scenery than to have an access path available to residents and visitors
traveling from across the world.
 
The safety and maintenance responsibilities of these stairs should not be expected of the BWS, but
by an entity within the city/county that is equipped and resourced to manage it.  Other alternatives
are transferring it to the State of HI Department of Land & Natural Resources Division of Forestry &
Wildlife to be incorporated into the Na Ala Hele Hawai’i Trail & Access System, and/or allowing a
non-profit organization to responsibly manage it.  These entities could implement online risk
information and waivers, controlled numbers of hikers per day, and access fees that can help
improve the safety/liability and resources available to maintain it.  When the stairs are properly
maintained and in good structural repair (which they predominantly still are thanks to the 2003
renovations), they pose less risk than other hiking paths in HI (steep ridge trails with no steps or
handrails) and other parts of the US (Grand Canyon, AZ; Half Dome, CA; Mt. Rainer, WA; etc.). 
Additionally, other entities would be able to manage and provide improved access to the stairs and
reduce occurrences of trespassing on nearby private residences.  By demolishing the Ha’iku stairs,
this one-of-a-kind structure built with tax-payer dollars, will not be around for future generations to
enjoy and experience the natural beauty of HI only accessible by it. 
 
Please do what is right for the community of citizens and visitors in HI, and not what is only in the
best interest of the BWS.  By not listening to the public, and simply tearing it down without regard to
how to preserve it or at least allow for the development of a responsible management plan, would
be very irresponsible of the BWS.   Don’t make an irreversible decision, even if it is the easiest one to
make.  Save the Ha’iku Stairs for others to enjoy and look for alternative ways to keep this unique
structure a part of Hawai’ian history, and an access path into some of the most beautiful views of
the natural resources Hawai’i has to offer.
 
With respect and understanding,
Ryan

mailto:RWThrun@hotmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Leslie Griffin
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Re: Automatic reply: Haiku Stairs to heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:41:28 PM

Ooops!  Stairway not Stairwell

On Mon, Apr 27, 2020, 9:18 AM Haikustairstestimony <Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org>
wrote:

Your testimony regarding Haiku Stairs has been received and will be distributed to the
Board of Directors for the Honolulu Board of Water Supply. 

Mahalo

mailto:lekugr1967@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Thomas Henderson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Re: Automatic reply: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:29:13 AM

I would like to add my email address and phone number, which was missing on my previously submitted testimony:
tghenderson@gmail.com
(808) 722-8451

Sent from my iPhone

> On Apr 27, 2020, at 10:22, Haikustairstestimony <Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org> wrote:
>
> 
> Your testimony regarding Haiku Stairs has been received and will be distributed to the Board of Directors for the
Honolulu Board of Water Supply.
>
> Mahalo
>

mailto:tghenderson@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Mike Andrade
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Re: Automatic reply: Our beloved Haiku Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:18:47 PM

Thank you.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

On Monday, April 27, 2020, 12:22 PM, Haikustairstestimony <Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org>
wrote:

Your testimony regarding Haiku Stairs has been received and will be distributed
to the Board of Directors for the Honolulu Board of Water Supply.

Mahalo

mailto:mike_amyandrade@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
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From: Samuel Mitchell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Re: Automatic reply: Support for puting Haiku Stairs in City & County of Honolulu Parks Department
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:01:09 AM

Thank you for the reply
Uncle Sam

On Mon, Apr 27, 2020 at 9:55 AM Haikustairstestimony <Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org>
wrote:

Your testimony regarding Haiku Stairs has been received and will be distributed to the
Board of Directors for the Honolulu Board of Water Supply. 

Mahalo

mailto:808unionist@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Haikustairstestimony
To: Natalie aka Bike Mom; Haikustairstestimony
Subject: RE: Haiku Stairs testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:56:33 AM

We are in receipt of your testimony.
 
Mahalo.
 
 
 

From: Natalie aka Bike Mom <the-green-one@hawaii.rr.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 26, 2020 10:34 PM
To: Haikustairstestimony <Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org>
Subject: Haiku Stairs testimony
 
Aloha,
 
Attached is my testimony for the board meeting.  Please confirm receipt of my email
and distribute my testimony to the board members.
 
Pedaling Toward a Bicycle-Safe Hawaii -- Same Roads, Same Rules, Same Rights
 
A hui hou, Natalie
 
Natalie Iwasa
Honolulu, HI  96825
Phone  808-395-3233 (land line)
 
Unless expressly stated, this email is intended for the sole use of the person or persons I sent it to. 
As a professional, volunteer and neighborhood board member, I have various responsibilities, and
those responsibilities at times may create conflicts of interest.  Therefore, any opinions stated in this
email are mine and do not represent those of my firm or any other organizations I may be a member
of.
 

mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:the-green-one@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ella Mae Camacho
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: re: Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:40:09 AM

Aloha,

Close it down; it was good for the past, but today people or rather tourist attitudes are that we
have the aloha spirit and they use it up against us for their benefit to get something for
nothing!!...if they cant abide, then go home to where they are understood.

when warning signs are posted and they ignore it, get hurt then all of a sudden it becomes our
responsibility and we 'always, always shy away and owe up!!!

are we (our political officers) that gutless to stand for our own rules/policies?

they do not abide by rules; they are rude, disrespectful and when signs of warnings go up; they
pay no attention to it (example; trail on mountain side of Kahana Bay and many tourist trail up
there; they invented the English language and want us to obey but they are an exception to the
RULE?

and they have no respect for our aina!...we need the water, clean water!..
and our life long kamaaina, dont they matter!...they are our devoted tax payers;

tourist come and go and really do they hold up our economy!!..and when we visit other places,
we are the tourist who respect and honor the code of their country/state.

about time we take the bull by the horn and ground ourselves and take the stairs down and
preserve our integrity of Aloha...we are entitled to define it not the TOURISTS!!!

mahalo...

mailto:emcamacho1@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Joshua Hagan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Re: Testimony; Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:24:22 PM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs Testimony.4ward View Investments.pdf

To whom it may concern,

Please see the attached testimony . . .

Thanks,
Make it a great day!

Joshua Hagan
Chair & C.E.O.

4ward View Investments Inc.
Main:   +1 (780) 747-2468
Direct E-mail:   jhagan828@gmail.com

On Mon, Apr 27, 2020 at 3:58 PM Joshua Hagan <jhagan828@gmail.com> wrote:
To whom it may concern,

Please see the attached testimony . . .

mailto:jhagan828@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
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Joshua Hagan 
Chair & C.E.O. 


Mobile:   +1 (780) 747-2468 


Direct E-mail:   jhagan828@gmail.com 


 
 
Date: 
  Monday, April. 27th/2020 — MST 
 
 
 
By E-mail Transmission; 
 
    To: Board of Directors; Honolulu Board of Water Supply — 


      Mr. Bryan Andaya; Chair 
      Listed E-mail:   haikustairstestimony@hbws.org 
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Attention: 


  Chairman & Board of Directors; Honolulu Board of Water Supply 
 
 
 
Dear Chairman Bryan Andaya and esteemed Directors of the Honolulu Board of Water Supply: 
 
RE: Corporate Testimony; Haiku Stairs 
 
 
 On behalf of 4ward View Investments, I would like to formally convey our interest in opening a 


channel of prefatory discourse appurtenant to our envisage of proffering intent to hold negotiations 


apropos of the potential establishment of a subsidiary for the precise purpose of commercial operation 


of the Haiku Stairs, within a private entity, on their bona fide parcel of real property.  Having been 


diligently abreast with those developments germane to the continued existence of the Haiku Stairs over 


the past three years — from various public enquires of consultation/engagement, to the endeavours of 


the Friends of Haiku Stairs non-profit organization, to the awaited release of The Office of Environmental 


Quality Control’s Final Environmental Impact Statement — I find that the point of requirement for a 


definitive position on behalf of the Honolulu Board of Water Supply and other applicable governing bodies 


having jurisdiction is now realized; therefore warranting this correspondence.  I would be remised in my 


position at 4ward View Investments if not for transmission hereof. 


 


 Having active experience in complying with various regulations and pieces of legislation 


constituted across multiple international jurisdictions, both obligatory and voluntary, 4ward View 


Investments is well versed in sufficing the standard of requirements enacted by government and 


regulatory bodies alike.  Our resolve to surpass such directives with a higher degree of scrutiny, in 


satisfaction of our own internally mandated policies and guidelines, makes 4ward View Investments a 


worthy party to concession. 
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 As profit is the top priority of any viable for-profit corporation, and given the unique optics 


encapsulating sanctioned access to the Haiku Stairs, I would like to solemnly expound the categorical 


requisites, in order of precedence, that must receive consideration to the mutual satisfaction of 4ward 


View Investments and all relevant parties prior to 4ward View Investments’ assessment of operational 


viability via any financial metric — that being viability, profitability, or otherwise — within any prospective 


analysis that may result in outcome of proceeding with the aforementioned envisage: 


1. Reasonable certainty as to the safety and insurability of all trail/stair-going 


participants; 


2. Determination of the scope associated with implementing a mitigation strategy to 


alleviate any exhaustive and undue environmental impact(s) that may be caused by 


an ongoing operational status of the trail/stairway, in preservation of the Haiku Stairs 


and its surroundings, in accordance with those posited within The Office of 


Environmental Quality Control’s Final Environmental Impact Statement; 


3. Accessibility Plan for easement congruent with concerns raised by the various 


residents, and their respective Home Owner Associations, that reside around the 


optional points of access to the Haiku Stairs; and, 


4. Cost-effective recourse should the deterrence of continued illegal access to the Haiku 


Stairs persist, despite endeavours post- privatization and post- commercial operation. 


 


 After a cursory review of the Haiku Stairs Study: Final Environmental Impact Statement released 


by the Office of Environmental Quality Control, 4ward View Investments is confident in the ability of the 


relevant parties to assuage the stipulations identified therein. 


 


 


 In acknowledgement of the Request For Information within Solicitation Document No. RFI-DES-


2000005 released by the Department of Enterprise Services of the City & County of Honolulu, Hawaii, 


while regret is attributed to having not been aware of such tender prior to its date of expiration (February. 


28th/2020), and after a thorough review of its particulars — specifically that in Section III: Information  
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Being Requested — 4ward View Investments would have been derelict in attesting to any such 


information that could have been provided.  4ward View Investments is in no position to speculate, given 


the interlude of 31 days, towards that of the information under request; moreover, said interlude would 


not have permitted sufficient timing for the collection of data and rendering of analyses that 4ward View 


Investments would have deemed imperative for a thoroughgoing response. 


 


 


 To that of the foregoing, 4ward View Investments’ current objective is this:  initiation of a channel 


for prefatory discourse germane to commercial operation of the Haiku Stairs to permit for disclosure of a 


more detailed accounting of the aforementioned envisage, and the expectations of the underlying body 


of jurisdiction to provide for mutual receipt of countenance from both parties.  Furthermore, 4ward View 


Investments hereby does support the correspondence provided to the Board of Directors of the Honolulu 


Board of Water Supply from The Office of the Mayor of the City & County of Honolulu, dated April. 


14th/2020; 4ward View Investments looks forward to an opportunity to work with Mayor Caldwell and his 


team within the City & County of Honolulu, should such an opportunity be afforded. 


 


 


 


Thank you for your time and consideration hereof. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


 
4WARD VIEW INVESTMENTS INC. 


Per:   
 Joshua Hagan; Chair & C.E.O. 


 







From: Lillian Fujii
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Remove Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:20:57 AM

I support the Board of Water Supply’s position to remove the Haiku Stairs. Board of Water
Supply ratepayers should not have to pay the enforcement costs associated with the Haiku
Stairs. The removal costs will be cost effective. Also, fewer people entering watershed land
benefits the watershed.
Thank you,
Lillian Fujii

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

mailto:lillianfujii@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F.src%3DiOS&data=02%7C01%7Chaikustairstestimony%40hbws.org%7Cedc8d15d6d7d4768b58d08d7eaf0df18%7C0f6808af3d10449da8aef6f721e7c885%7C0%7C0%7C637236192570943147&sdata=rl3tpctlWDdfvyqth8X1%2BhYgNlAWld9%2BOM4zPIFKIdw%3D&reserved=0


From: Sharon Yanagi
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: remove the haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:59:25 AM

I firmly believe that the haiku stairs should be completely removed and that the area be closed
to trespassers who attempt to hike pass the warning signs.  The stairs pose a liability and risk
of life not only to the hikers, but more importantly, to the first responders who are obligated to
jeopardize their own safety to rescue them.

I agree that the mission of the Honolulu Board of Water Supply is to provide a
dependable water supply to the public.  It should not be the Board of Water Supply's
responsibility to use financial and staff resources to guard the area from trespassers or to
maintain the stairs.  These resources are definitely needed to upgrade and maintain our water
supply system which serve the greater population and not the few who seek a dangerous form
of recreation.

I feel that even if the stairs are turned over to another entity, the issue of liability remains.  I
am very much concerned that if the stairs stay intact and if the city legitimizes the use of the
stairs for recreational purposes, the city and the taxpayers will therefore be responsible for any
law suits that arise from accidents.  

The city is already struggling to pay for the building of the rail and I am very concerned that I,
my children, and grandchildren will be weighed down with the increasingly heavy burden of
having to pay for  daily maintenance of the rail.  Now with the focus on this issue, I am also
very much concerned that if the stairs are allowed to remain open, we will also face the
financial debt of future law suits.  

mailto:sharonkokokai@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Creighton Goldsmith
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Remove the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:04:04 AM

It is beautiful but deadly. One death could cost millions of dollars for negligent failure to close or repair the stairs.

Creighton Goldsmith
+1.808.864.5250
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:cwgoldsmith@usa.net
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Kiele Gonzalez
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: remove the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:43:29 AM

Aloha mai kāua,

I feel the Stairway to Heaven should be removed. It is dangerous, it is a liability, and it causes
people to trespass over private property. 

Mahalo for your consideration.

Keiko Gonzalez
46-305 Nahewai St.
Kāneʻohe, HI 96744
(808) 554-0393

mailto:kiele.aloha@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Linda Howe
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Remove the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:06:23 AM

No more BWS rate payer hundreds of thousands of dollars should be spent on the still-
ineffective efforts to keep trespassers out of private property.  More city property tax dollars
down the drain responding to medical emergencies! Dismantle the stairs! Do not give them to
the C&C to 'manage.' 
Thank you,
Linda Howe
44-126 Kalenakai Place
Kaneohe

mailto:lindamhowe@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Charlien Kumashiro
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: REMOVE THOSE RUSTED STAIRS!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:17:00 AM

We live windward side and strongly believe the Haiku stairs should be removed. 1) Hawaii residents pay for
rescues, not the fool who got him/herself in trouble. 2) high winds in the Koolau Mts make it DANGEROUS for
rescue staff. These people do not only risk their own life, they risk the lives of Hawaii rescue teams. 3) stairs are
deceptively appealing especially to tourists but actually are  very dangerous, steep, rusty, exposed to rain/wind.
4) people overestimate their level of fitness. This is a very difficult course which is narrow, requires single file.
5) People have demonstrated their poor judgement: no respect for private property, trespassing to get to the stairs,
leaving trash, making noise, etc. RESIDENTS HAVE DESLT WITH THIS FOR YEARS! Please support your
constituents!
6) history has shown: YOU CAN’T FIX STUPID.. so please,  don’t YOU be stupid! REMOVE THESE STAIRS
NOW.
Sincerely, Mr&Mrs Bruce Kumashiro

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:charlien.kumashiro@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Cyrus Siu
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: retain stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:33:40 AM

in the late 70's i took my young family up the stairs.  the stairs was still under the jurisdiction
of the us coast guard.  it was one of the memorable events that we can still recall.  

even earlier while living in haiku valley we could often see the cable cars transiting the
space.  

when my father was a truck farmer we harvested hale koa to be used as supports for string
beans,  

please retain the stairs & transfer to a third party who will be charged with all matters 

mailto:cdysiu@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Michael Garsva
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Retaining the Haiku stairway
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:57:11 AM

I strongly am in favor of retaining the Haiku stairway! It should be a Hawaiian heritage
site.

I strongly encourage the board to do whatever it takes to find a way to retain the
Haiku stairway.

Mahalo,

Michael Garsva
Discovery Bay
1778 Ala Moana Blvd
#4004
Honolulu,
Hawaii, 96815

mailto:mwg75@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jack Lutey
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:24:42 AM

Dear BWS,
 
Please find a way to keep the stairs, they are a unique opportunity for a view few will ever
experience.
 
Let the city assume responsibility and lease this asset to a third party.
Charge hikers $50 ahead which will pay for maintenance, security, safety guides (posted
along the trail) and still turn a profit.
 
Aloha,
Jack Lutey – Sunset Beach
Phone: 808 222-4344
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:LuteyJ@msn.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%3FLinkId%3D550986&data=02%7C01%7Chaikustairstestimony%40hbws.org%7Cd2d1c404acbe4d2168ac08d7eae0a1dc%7C0f6808af3d10449da8aef6f721e7c885%7C0%7C0%7C637236122822463338&sdata=d6muoNJ8PjbUSY6pABVSiqCQ9Py9Al3alKTVcJs%2BTzE%3D&reserved=0


From: Marian Jewell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stairs Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:14:35 AM

Hello BWS Board Members,

I would like to show enthusiastic support for transfer BWS responsibility to the City and
County of Honolulu, Dept. of Parks and Recreation.  My reasons are as follows:

1) The Haiku Stairs has a world renown reputation without a dollar spent on promotion by any
entity.  

2) This reputation will further boost our economy as a state. And definitely on Windward
Oahu.

3) The natural beauty and appeal of Stairway to Heaven will further showcase Hawaii; right
along with our other treasures - Hanauma Bay, Makapuu Lighthouse Trail, and of course
Diamond Head.  

4)  These treasures demonstrate how successful a project like this can be.  

5)  Announcement of the opening of Haiku Stairs will bring more promotion to Hawaii.  It will
maintain our reputation as a premier destination.

6)  In the midst of the coronavirus pandemic, people would rather stay with domestic
locations, and are further interested in their health and getting fresh air.  There is no better
solution to that than Haiku Stairs.

On a personal note, I want to hike Haiku Stairs before I die.  It's a big goal for me and I'm sure
I'm not alone.  I was even thinking of just trespassing - like many have already.  Or going the
back way from Moanalua Valley - like many have already.  But my sense of trying to live
righteously prevented those considerations from coming to fruition.  I want to hike
legitimately and proudly.  

Proud of Hawaii and proud that all parties involved have made the right decision by
preserving this jewel of a treasure in Hawaii.  Save Haiku Stairs!!!  Thank you.

Marian Fong
808-372-5116

mailto:mj80896813@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Marva Chun
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:33:21 AM

Haiku Stairs is a world class ecotourism opportunity.   It is one of the safest ridge hikes in
Hawaii.   Friends of Haiku Stairs has presented options and plans to preserve the beautiful
outdoor vistas and keep use rationale.   

Please open rationale access to Haiku Stairs and transfer from Board of Water Supply to City
and County of Honolulu management.

Marva Chun
808 228-1481

mailto:marvachun96734@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Donna Ambrose
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Ha"iku Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:43:34 AM

Dear Board of Water Supply “Deciders,”
 

 urge you to go with the conveyance alternative rather than removing the historic Ha’iku Stairs.

A managed access plan will alleviate many of the problems neighbors now face by opening the superb
hiking opportunity during daylight hours. Hikers will no longer arrive at 2:00AM, sneaking across
lawns to find a hole in the fence.

he coronavirus pandemic has wreaked havoc on all but health-and-safety efforts by the City & County
of Honolulu. Please grant an extension of time to allow for a selection of a qualified organization to
maintain and manage access to Ha’iku Stairs.

Mahalo,
Donna Ambrose

ailua, HI

 

mailto:venice2kailua@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Mary Eileen Helmstetter
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stairs, leave in place, open for hiking
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:40:55 AM

>
> Please save Haiku Stairs, develop a management plan that # 1 priority is saving native environment it is built on.
Next priorities would be for pubic access.
> The uniqueness of having the accessibility up the Pali side of the Koolau’s and the opportunity to view endemic
species makes the Stairs very outstanding for controlled hiking.
>
> Eileen Helmstetter
> 47-732 Ahuimanu Loop
> Kaneohe, HI 96744
> 808-600-8499

mailto:helmstetterm@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Karen Nihei
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:10:47 PM

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:nihei4@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Terri Puaatuua
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:10:49 AM

Please SAVE HAIKU STAIRS! It's a historical, site it should be preserved. 

Thank you!

mailto:tejj1434@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Scott Werny
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:44:42 AM

Aloha HBWS!
I think the Haiku Stairs are a very unique experience, that allows local residents and tourists
awe-inspiring views of  the surrounding area and the natural beauty that Hawaii is known
for, while providing for a healthy exercise activity. These stairs should be maintained and kept
open.  Disagreements on management and access should be worked out with meetings and
deadlines, and perhaps mediators if need be, so the important decisions to be made are not
pushed forward continually, for years as we've been doing. Perhaps purchasing a strip of land
adjacent the access way and/or one of the affected houses might be considered, and a small
parking spot added, with appropriately timed parking meters.

Mahalo,
Scott Werny
1515 Ward Avenue #305
Honolulu, HI  96822

mailto:scottwerny@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Christoper Abe
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:02:21 AM

I support saving the haiku stairs and making it a publicly accessible hiking trail.   Do not take
away something many residents and visitors enjoy.  

Chris Abe

mailto:chrisabe543@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Kimberly Krusell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:34:25 AM

Hello,

I am writing to express my desire to keep the Haiku Stairs as a resource for the community,
the stairs have a unique history, as well as provide many opportunites for safe and
breathtaking recreation. It is my sincere hope that a solution will be found to allow Haiku
stairs to be managed so that they may be enjoyed responsibly for many generations to come.
Please preserve this special link to our island. 

Aloha,
Kimberly Krusell
Avid hiker and Hawaii resident since 1992

mailto:kjoyhawaii@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ross Barnes
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:30:24 PM

Please save haiku stairs. Build a parking lot and charge like they do at Manoa falls. You could charge $20 a person
to hike the stairs. This is a very special place and with everyone’s efforts I am sure it can be worked out.

Respectfully,
Ross Barnes

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rbmaster@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Charles Coleman
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save Haiku Stars
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:24:20 AM

Aloha
As someone who has hiked legally to Haiku Stairs from the Leeward side, I implore the
powers that be to retain this unique and spectacular feature by whatever means makes the most
sense.

Mahalo,
Chuck Coleman

mailto:coleman.charles64@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: E Kim
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: SAVE STAIRWAY
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:04:31 AM

If we can spend billions on infrastructure projects, we can afford to restore the Stairway in a
respectful way that gives people a greater appreciation for the life of our land.

Earl Kim
437 Kailua Rd #6207
Kailua, HI 96734

mailto:etkim3@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Patrick Rorie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the Haiku Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:23:53 AM

April 27, 2020

Dear Board of Water Supply Members,

First of all, thank you for taking up this very important issue at your board meeting. 

This email is to strongly urge you to transfer the Haiku Stairs to the City and County of
Honolulu so that it can repair and reopen this amazing structure which some have called 'The
Eiffel Tower of the Pacific'. The City has already spent over $800,000 to repair the Haiku
Stairs and this money would be wasted if the Stairs are torn down. Furthermore, the Haiku
Stairs is a historic structure, built by the Navy in the 1940's for the war effort, not to
mention that it provides an amazing recreational opportunity for outdoor enthusiasts. 

Please save the Haiku Stairs! Please vote to transfer the Haiku Stairs to the City and County of
Honolulu.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

With Aloha,

Patrick Rorie (Aiea, Hawaii resident and avid hiker) 

mailto:prorieandmnt@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: kelsey hansen
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:53:42 AM

Aloha,

As a resident of this beautiful island, an avid hiker, and a lover of nature and all its glory, I
respectfully request the BWS turn the Ha'iku Stairs into a legal tourist attraction. Similar to
Hanauma Bay and Diamond Head, the Stairs attract many thousands of people per year who
see the amazing views online and must have this experience. A nominal fee would provide
maintenance and income into the local economy. It would preserve this beautiful space for the
enjoyment of people for years to come.

Turning this into an attraction would not be difficult. There is already a road going back there.
Parking could be set up to avoid the neighborhood trespass. A waiver should be required at the
base because, yes, the Stairs are potentially hazardous. Having kama'aina and tourist rates
would help preserve the area and the Stairs themselves. Also, a limit could be placed on the
number of people who can come in per day or per time block to limit awkward passing. As
people are already figuring out how to safely navigate the Stairs in their current and shabby
condition, this shouldn't be an issue. 

Please consider saving this local treasure as a benefit to the community and the local economy.

Thank you,
Kelsey Hansen

mailto:kjhansen24@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Erik Anderson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: SAVE THE HAIKU STAIRS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:38:25 AM

I am writing in strong support to save the Haiku stairs.  Taxpayers already paid nearly $1
million not very long ago to have the stairs restored, and the public has been patiently waiting
to use them.  We need managed access to keep this awesome hike open to the public.  We all
share in a responsibility to maintain healthy, active lifestyles.  The BWS is a creative group
who I believe can work with the city to create managed, paid access.

Different road access and a separate parking area/bathroom facility located farther inland near
the base of the hike could be created to avoid issues with nearby neighbors. The hike is safe
given that it has a built-in structure, much more so than hikes such as Olomana that have very
narrow and totally exposed trails.  This hike could easily be something that generates revenue
for the community.

Please, let's preserve these historic stairs.  Let's keep something that the community can use
for exercise, cherish for its views, and even benefit from with controlled, paid access.  

Thank you for your consideration, Erik Anderson

-- 

Erik D Anderson, APRN
erikdru@gmail.com

mailto:erikdru@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:erikdru@gmail.com


From: Robert Hay
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:17:45 AM

Please save the Haiku Stairs.  It is a valuable historic resource for Hawaii and for the heritage
of the US Military from WWII to the present day.  

Thank You, 
Robert Hay

mailto:baddawgbob@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Gareth Wynn-Williams
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the Stairs!
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:25:12 AM

I moved to Hawaii from the UK in 1978 tp take up a professorship at UH-Manoa

Soon after I arrived I joined a group of friends to climb Haiku Stairs

It was a thrilling experience that I have never forgotten. (Though I am probably now too old to do it again!)

Since the stairs mainly run along a ridge they offer magnificent views all along the route - southing that very few
other trails offer, since most Koolau trails spend most of their distance within forests.

Please, please find a way to preserve one of Oahu’s great treasures and great pieces of history.

Gareth Wynn-Williams

-------------------------------------------------------
Dr. Gareth Wynn-Williams
648 Paopua Loop, Kailua, HI 96734, USA
Phone: +1 (808) 429-5253
Email: wynnwill@gmail.com
--------------------------------------------------------

mailto:wynnwill@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jonathan Aki
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:34:34 AM

Would you close Hanauma bay?

Would you permanently close Diamond Head hike?

Would you close the Arizona Memorial?

No, never. Preserving Stairway to Heaven falls under similar logic. The experiences is
unique and one of a kind. It is a historic and beautiful experience. It provides wholesome
recreation for individuals and visitors. It can be managed in a way that would encourage
education and respect for the land. Demolishing the stairs attitude is deeply rooted in
indecisiveness and not having a plan. Management and leadership is needed. 

Please strongly consider permitting a private entity to lead and manage the Stairs. 
Permit said entity to charge fees and manage an advanced reservations system to limit
the number of visitors. This would mitigate the impact to the residential area and the
environment. Fees would be used to maintain the stairs and provide security and staffing.
Furthermore, requiring hikers to sign safety waivers will help limit liability. It can be
done. It takes time. Don’t give up on the Stairs yet.

Sincerely

Jonathan Aki
Homeowner 
Kaneohe Resident 

mailto:jonathan.aki@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Jeremy m
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: save the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:21:43 AM

Greetings Honolulu Board of Water Supply

I am writing from Jackson, Wyoming which much like your island is a paradise full of natural
beauty.  Last year my family and I visited Oahu for the first time and it immediately became
one of those places on this planet that I desire to return to as often as possible.  In addition to
travel my passions include speaking out for things I love, making sauerkraut and hiking in
beautiful places.  Here in Jackson we are able to hike to the tops of amazing mountains and
admire fantastic views in all directions.

Today you are set to once again debate the removal of the iconic Haiku Stairs and I wish to
register my opposition to this project.  It is my dream to stand atop of these iconic stairs and
take in the sweeping views of your island and the surrounding azure waters.  Here in NW
Wyoming we are lucky to have amazing access to so many hiking gems, some of which has
been done in partnership with private landowners.  It is my belief that the stairs can remain for
all to view and admire by educating hikers of the appropriate routes to use and of the
responsibility that each user has to their own saftey and that of others.
Please leave the Haiku Stairs as they are so myself and many others can honor their history,
admire the ingenuity of those who erected them and stand at the top and watch the first light of
day bathe your amazing island in its beauty.

Thank you for your time in reading my comment.  I hope you and your famlies are happy and
healthy during this crazy time in history.  My wife and I will be over there as soon as
conditions permit.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Minor

po box 10393
Jackson, WY
83002

307.413.0255

mailto:windriverhiker@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Michael Brown
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:34:49 AM

I would like to share my opinion on saving the Haiku stairs. They are a historical and unique
attraction that locals and visitors would happily pay to experience. By allowing a third party to
refurbished the stairs and guide people up them we would be able to enjoy this one of a kind
adventure safely while providing jobs and revenue for the local economy. There are several
models already available for this kind of ecotourism. I hope we can save the stairs and make
them available to legally and safely use.
Thank you,
Michael Brown

mailto:mikebrown147@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Aaron Rivas
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: save the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:27:17 PM

Aloha, my name is Aaron Rivas and I am 20 years old. I was born on Oahu and graduated
from Kaiser High school in 2018. I have been keeping up with the  Haiku stairs and the
ongoing process of whether they should close it down or not. Hawaii is one of the most special
places on earth that bring people from all over the planet to visit. Haiku stairs is a unique hike
that offers one of the best views of our beautiful island. I understand the dangers of the hike
and the concern of people going through the residents yards to access the hike. However, I
don’t think destroying this one of a kind experience is the right thing to do. This hike is
another reason that makes our island so special and a piece of Oahu would be destroyed with
it. Please consider keeping the stairs so generations to come can experience the wonderful
things that stairway to heaven has to offer. 

Mahalo,
Aaron Rivas 

mailto:aaronbear808@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ryan Easton
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:35:27 AM

Obviously the trail is a staple of the island but if the trail is closed it's just going to be a safety
issue because some people will be oblivious if the stairs are closed, some people will be
ignorant of the trail being closed, and some people will respect the trail being shut down. But
for the safety of everyone it's best to have the trail maintained otherwise someone some day is
going to go for a hike and get hurt because they either didnt know the trail was closed or they
didnt care. The trails and other outdoor activities are the best things about Hawaii, so let's not
deprive our citizens and guest of have a safe experience.

mailto:aireaston2@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Nate Jeanes
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:55:52 PM

Water Supply,

The stairs are a piece of history generations from know should know and enjoy. A perfect
example of how they can be shared by all is how the Manitou Incline in Colorado came up
with a solution where all parties we satisfied and the stairway was renovated.

Asking residents who hike the stairs to pre-pay or charge an admission or sustainment fee
before asendig the stairs would not only help maintain and preserve the stairs, but would in
turn keep them from receiving legal citations.

There is a way to compromise in the middle and avoid the Hardline sand drawing the rest of
the political sphere is stuck in.

Nathan Jeanes
Kailua

mailto:njeanes89@gmail.com
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From: amy surratt
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Save them
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:48:35 PM

Love this place. Please save it! And make it accessable to the public!  One of Hawaii's true
gems!
Amy Surratt

mailto:surratt.amy@gmail.com
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From: Karl Malivuk
To: Haikustairstestimony
Cc: Kmalivuk@unm.edu
Subject: Saving Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:10:31 AM

Greetings;

As a Hawai'i resident and property owner, my vote is to keep the stairs and shift ownership to the state for
continued public use.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Karl Malivuk
2474 Kapiolani Blvd
#2001
Honolulu
96826

mailto:kmalivuk@unm.edu
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From: events808
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Saving the stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:15:10 AM

Aloha,  please make every effort  to save this unique stair installation. There is ample
Space for a visitor / climbing center and parking lot, this would Help eliminate pressure
On the neighborhood. With a third party operating it,  it can be a asset for the state.
This is a world class hike that must be saved. Do the right thing

Mahalo
Brian Vollert

mailto:events808@aol.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Dennis Callan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: stairs yes
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:44:02 AM

haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
 
Yes of course, keep the stairs.  Give them to the city who can then hand them off to third party,
ready and waiting.
As kamaainas we would be happy to pay $10 to climb these stairs.
It could easily be a money-maker.
Neighbors can be taken care of  with shuttle vans for hikers from remote parking.
In return give neighbors free access to the stairs.
This would be a travesty if you rip them down.
Imagine all the wonders and enjoyment of future hikers, and their beneficial health results.
 
Dennis and June Callan
 
 
Dennis Callan
www.youtube.com/denniscallan
www.tourvideos.com
528-4411
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From: Caroline Austin
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:56:45 AM

Keep the haiku stairs 
Mahalo

mailto:caustin018@gmail.com
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From: Rachael Short
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:44:52 AM

Please keep the haiku stairs.  It would be a shame to take them away. 

Rachael Krueger
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rachael.short@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Marlene Osuna
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Stairway to heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:53:31 AM

Aloha I am writing here just to ask you to please consider saving stairway to heaven. This is
now part of a history it’s part of our land please make it accessible even if you charge a park
fee to help with the VP of keeping it open or making it safe for everyone do it but please do
not remove the stairway. As someone that lives here and has family here I want The children
of my children to experience it this is a monument it’s part of our history it needs to stay in our
land it’s our history please thank you
Thank you 
Marlene Osuna Maza 
-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile 

mailto:marleneosuna@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: David B
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Stairway to Heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:49:46 AM

Keep it open. Make it legal! Allow legitimate and lawful access to this feature of the island!

As a police officer stationed in Waikiki; I have the unique opportunity to make contact with literally hundreds of
visitors every year. While working, I constantly get asked the gambit of questions ranging from “Where do I park?”
or “Is this a tow zone tomorrow?”, to directions to various establishments or local legal advice. Among this
smattering of questions; is “How do I do the stairway to heaven?”; or how to do the hike legally or some variant of
the question. It has become very apparent to me that this hike is a VERY POPULAR tourist attraction. After the
aforementioned parking, directions, and legal questions; Haiku stairs is by far and away the most commonly asked
question when I just make small talk to our visitor population. Its almost a guaranteed check box for any visitor
under the age of 35 and is reasonably in shape. I was astonished by its popularity and believe it to almost have a cult
following at this point. As a younger adult, I also experienced the hike and can understand why.

I know this is just one email in a sea of many…of which will land on deft eyes. You have your line items to make,
and budgets to meet. This is just a thorn in your foot. I get that. So stop making it YOUR burden BWS; pawn it off.
Give it to the tourism industry. Have them make it a question on that flyer everyone has to fill out when coming to
Honolulu. You’ll see just how much of a draw it is and how beneficial it would be for SOMEONE to legitimize it. If
its as popular as my antidotal survey suggests; it’d be in the tourism boards' interest to invest the funds to fix it up
and make it right.

Just my two cents;
David Baker
1B662 Badge 2322

mailto:bakerdavid@gmail.com
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From: Jade
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Stairway to heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:48:34 AM

Aloha Board of Water Supply,
My husband and I have traveled to
Your islands over and over to visit and relax and have enjoyed the beautiful surroundings that you offer. We love
your community of people and your strong morale.
I lived in Hilo when I was a kid and miss it often. There’s nothing better than the sound of the ocean and the
beautiful hikes.
Here on the mainland in Utah we have seen horrible ramifications already from this Covid-19. Not just from people
getting sick, which seems to be the least of the issue but our economy is crashing.
I know tourism is so important to your local economy. Managed correctly, The Haiku Stairs could be responsible for
countless millions in tourism and tax revenue to your beautiful island. To dismantle the Haiku stairs without
TRYING the third party avenue is taking away from a better tomorrow. Fourteen contractors, that I am aware of
have expressed interest in taking on the stairs! I feel that that means this is something , even a tourist (me), it’s worth
pursuing. 
Let’s figure out how to make it work so the homeowners in the Haiku area don’t have people parking all over the
place ALL the time! It’s a huge nuisance for that community because of the parking and trespassing. When my
husband And I were looking to climb this next year, we were told that you had to be dropped off and that you could
not park there.
To lose this iconic Oahu landmark would be devastating. We just hope and pray that you will reconsider this and
instead make The Haiku Stairs safe, get foot and vehicle traffic out of the Haiku neighborhood, and keep this asset
so it can be enjoyed by many in our future.
Thanks so much for your time,
Tyson and Jade Irvine

mailto:jade_b16@msn.com
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From: Paul Kalaiwaa
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Stairways to heaven mtg vote to keep or sell to county
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:12:52 AM

Hi:

Thanks for the opportunity to give my testimony.  I would like to see the subject hiking trail
be open with conditions.  First off, please transfer or sell property to county to assume
liabilities n maintenance n public access.  

The county would need to provide for a dedicated access n parking area.  Perhaps purchasing
some residential properties for parking and access fee for hikers.  The fee would help defray
cost and even “limit” access (crowd control) and maybe reduce property taxes for
nearby properties reduce in half.

The nearby residents mostly don’t want the nuisance of outsiders.  I believe this can be a win
win by addressing residents concerns like reasonable hiking hours, respectful noise, littering
and trash maintenance, security, limit tour buses.  

Respectfully,

Paul Kalaiwaa
Resident of Kaneohe since 1960s
808-782-2727

mailto:kimokalaiwaa@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: kona wayne
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Stairways to Heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:46:55 AM

I followed the law and never climbed the stairs.  I would like to climb it with my daughter who
lives on the mainland.  Your opening the stairs would be immensely appreciated.

mailto:konawayne1949@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: EdI
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support for Ernest Lau Reasoninng
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:58:13 AM

The Haiku Stairs should be closed and demolished if necessary.
If cost of demolition is expensive, then extreme financial penalties
should be enforced and imposed.
The Stairs are an attraction to HIGH RISK TAKErS for the gorgeous view
and to say “I been there and here’s the selfy”
The stairs is a potentially high financial liability to the City State, etc.
deep pockets.  Attorneys would love the lawsuit.

Vote NO!
Ed Ige
Temple Valley
808-239-7650
 

 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Steve Dawson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support for managed access to Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:46:52 AM

Gosh, this has dragged on for so long. I can understand the BWS feeling that
operating a hiking trail is not their responsibility and task. 
But it is also not the responsibility of the BWS to block use of the trail. The City has a
plan, the City is willing to see if the Haiko Stairs can be operated in a responsible
way. I really hope your decision is to allow the City to give it a try. 
Thank you,
Steve Dawson

mailto:stevedaw_2000@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Samuel Mitchell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support for puting Haiku Stairs in City & County of Honolulu Parks Department
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:55:11 AM

BWS officals:

As some one who has climbed Haiku Stairs back in the 1980's.
I am 100% in support of the city keeping the stairs and leasing it out to a certified sub-
contractor.
I think Haiku Stairs should be controlled by the City & County of Honolulu Parks
department. 
But you may need the help of the state, to allow for a signed health & safety wavers for
climbing the stairs.
Overweight & persons with medical problems and anyone over 55, may need to have Doctor's
permission to hike.
Fee's for cost of Hikes should be approved by 48 hours or more in advance by web, phone or
email.
Video of Haiku Stairs Hike from bottom to top and back should be posted on the contractor
and parks department web site's so everyone understands what they are doing..
A skilled safety guide should go up with each group or be stationed at the top of the stair's.
He or she should be CPR & First Aid certified and have a radio & cell phone plus water. 
Only 200 person a day, 20 person per trip should be allowed 7 days a week.
Bathroom access and water should be provided at the top and bottom of the stairs.
You also need to set up a parking lot at Windward Community Collage and a Small Bus to
pick up hikers.
And Windward City & County of Honolulu Fire Department and helicopter support should
have a plan for extraction of disabled hikers.

Note: The idea in this e-mail were discussed with other members of Maikiki Neighborhood
Board 10.

Samuel Mitchell
Elected Member of Maikiki Neighborhood Board 10
1111 Wilder Ave. Apt-16A
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
808-349-4279 Cell or Home phone 808-521-8587

P.S. Please call if you have any questions 

mailto:808unionist@gmail.com
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From: Paul Kuiken
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support for the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:32:31 AM

Dear Board of Water Supply,

My name is Paul Kuiken. I am a resident of Ewa Beach on O'ahu and I support having the
Haiku Stairs remain in place and be managed by a qualified organization with a controlled
access point. I agree with Mayor Caldwell that the Haiku Stairs are an important and unique
asset on O'ahu and that the stairs should be preserved as long as they can be managed safely.

I think removing the stairs is a wasted opportunity to provide a breathtaking display of the
beauty of O'ahu that would not only generate revenue for the state and conservation goals, but
would continue to inspire people to care for this a'ina. 

I also think removing the stairs would be a slap in the face to those who have respectfully
obeyed the law and not sought to illegally climb the stairs, while hoping that one day we might
be able to legally make the hike. There are many beautiful ridge hikes that are much too
technical and dangerous for the moderate level hiker. The Haiku Stairs would be a major
opportunity to allow access to a ridge trail while maintaining a level of safety that would be
impossible to achieve on any other ridge hike.

There are many examples around the world of managed tourism that could serve as a template
for how to manage the haiku stairs. Please do not waste this opportunity to preserve a piece of
history and access to the unparalleled beauty only found here in Hawai'i.

Respectfully,

Paul Kuiken

mailto:pillkiken@gmail.com
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From: pcasey@hawaii.rr.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support for the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:31:54 PM

Aloha,
 
I strongly support allowing a private contractor to manage the Stairs to allow hikers to experience a
very unique vista, and to provide peace, quiet, and security for the neighbors adjacent to the foot of
the Stairs.  I understand and empathize with BWS that they do not want to expend resources to
maintain this outdoors resource.  However, they are of historical significance, and a very important
part of Oahu’s heritage.  Further, they are an opportunity for a much needed business to provide
transportation of hikers in to the foot of the Stairs, after signing a release form, and with a guide, the
opportunity climb this unique engineering wonder, and do it safely, and legally.
 
Please do not destroy this unique and valuable asset to Oahu’s outdoors.
 
Respectfully,
 
Patrick N. Casey, P.G., ChG.
Kailua, HI

mailto:pcasey@hawaii.rr.com
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From: Chad Taniguchi
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: SUPPORT KEEPING STAIRS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:14:26 AM

Aloha Board of Water Supply,

I've been up the stairs 3 times. Each was during volunteer maintenance and invasive species
control organized by the friends of Haiku Stairs.

Each time I was amazed by how thin the ridges were and realized this illuminating experience
would have been impossible as a group or solitary hiker. Mountain climbing skills would be
required. I would say for those physically able, this is a must do experience in Hawaii, just to
appreciate how Hawaii has evolved geologically and naturally. The experience helps me
appreciate where I was born and choose to live.

Although not as spectacular, I would put this a notch below experiencing the Na Pali coast and
hiking Kalalau, which I have done 20 times.

Yes, the lack of controls have been terrible for neighborhood friends who live there. Allowing
the city to take responsibility and work with a nonprofit would be the best of all worlds,
protecting the neighborhood, and allowing people to experience this wonder.

Mahalo,
Chad Taniguchi
Kailua resident

mailto:chadktaniguchi@gmail.com
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From: Peter Caldwell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support managed access
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:22:03 PM

Speaking as physician who has been up the stairs many times dating back to Coast Guard
days, I strongly support the managed access plans for the stairs such as the plan advocated for
some time by the Friends of the Haiku Stairs.

It would truly be a huge mistake and very short sighted to dismantle the stairs as the City and
County and the State are sitting on a potential gold mine of a tourist attraction that could very
easily be managed similar to Hanauma Bay and other popular sites.

Furthermore for kamaaina and visitors alike, this unique structure deserves preservation and
management for recreational benefits as well as providing educational opportunities to
appreciate
endemic flora and learn about the historical significance and purpose of its construction.

Managed access would therefore benefit the community in many ways and alleviate the
problems of illegal use plus certainly help the BWS to no longer be involved financially or
otherwise.

   
-- 
Peter Caldwell, MD
Taote Publishing
1922 Alewa Drive
Honolulu, HI 96817
adventurershawaii.com
molokaicanoerace.com

-- 
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From: Paul Dyson
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support of Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:47:09 AM

I would like to express my support for keeping the Haiku Stairs viable and reopening them to the
public.  I’m a retired Coast Guard officer and remember when the stairs were part of the Coast
Guard Loran station.  I’ve climber the stairs many times in my life and believe that there is no other
hike on Oahu that better allows people to see the natural beauty of the island.  I’ve climbed the
stairs at least 100 times over the years and never got tired of it.  I’ve met some wonderful people on
the stairs and was always amazed at the variety of people who climbed the stairs.  I remember
meeting a group of approximately 20 people who were on the island for their 40 year high school
reunion and they were all climbing the stairs. This was back when their were a few sections of the
stairs missing and I helped them all climb up the one really steep section using ropes.
 
One year I set a goal to climb the stairs 100 times in one year and was well on my way to reaching
my goal having done it 58 time in the first six months.  Unfortunately, I was unable to finish my goal
because the stairs were then closed to the public for refurbishment.  By the end I was able to go
from the bottom of the stairs to the top and back down in exactly one hour. 
 
During my times climbing the stairs I talked to a number of residents in the area near where I
parked.  They never seemed to mind me as I would stop and talk to them.  Their main complaint
seemed to be that people were parking on their street so I was always careful not to park too close. 
I never heard anyone complain of property damage or vandalism.  I did think that their complaints
were a bit weak, as many of us have the same problems if we live near something of interest. 
Beachgoers often take up street parking in Kailua and students take up street parking in Manoa. 
Their complaints of lack of limited street parking are no more valid than those of Kailua and Manoa
residents.
 
I agree that the BWS should not have to care for the stairs and agree that a third party should take
over the control and upkeep of the stairs.  Who that should be would have to be worked out.  As a
former president of the Honolulu Zoo Society I can understand the challenges that would be
involved and it would not be easy.  Even with the challenges though, I believe that the stairs are an
amazing asset for the citizens of Hawaii and whatever effort is necessary to keep them open should
be done.
 
If you need someone to be part of the discussion, feel free to reach out to me.
 
Aloha,
Paul Dyson
pauld@ussmissouri.org
808-234-8069
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From: Tamara Uhr
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support of keeping stairs open
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:04:54 AM

To whom it may concern;

I am in support of keeping the Haiku Stair open for public use.

I would be in support of a fee in order to help maintain the stairs as well.

Sincerely,
Tamara Uhr
(808) 352-1460

mailto:tamarauhr@gmail.com
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From: Mary Macmillan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support Stairs as Separate Entity
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:10:09 AM

I support the transfer of Haiku Stairs Management to a separate entity that will manage them as a climbing
enterprise.

I have climbed the stairs (once was enough) and appreciate that young people today want experiences, not
entertainment, and will do whatever it takes to fulfill those desires, including climbing our mountains with
equipment not suited to the Pali, resulting in injuries, death, or needing to be rescued. Removing the stairs will not
solve the problem.

The Stairs need to be actively managed by a local company that will protect all climbers and collect enough fees to
at least break even. Making a profit would be even better.  If our economy recovers, there are enough 1%ers who
will be happy to pay $500 to climb the stairs and take selfies at the top.

The Board of Water Supply is not a travel experience company, and should not be forced to act as one.
Mary Macmillan, Mililani
--
  Mary Macmillan
 mwmac@fastmail.com
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From: Amy Harpstrite
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Support to keep stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:02:43 AM

I am writing in support of keeping the stairs and eventually opening them legally to the public.
I have lived here my whole life and feel they offer a safe and unique opportunity to explore
nature. I live next to the Pillbox hike and am aware of problems hikers can pose but I feel that
the hike is not the problem. 
My husband grew up in the neighborhood where the stairs start & his parents still do. His
family is also supportive of keeping the stairs open and feel it is primarily a small group of
vocal residents who are adamant about closing them down, not the majority of homeowners. 
Thank you- Amy Harpstrite MD

mailto:harpstrite@hotmail.com
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From: John Sabas
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Take Down haiku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:06 AM

Aloha,

I support the BWS’ recommendation that the haiku stairs should be taken down.

Transferring it to another city agency will not work.  It will still be a costly liability to the taxpayers.

An alternative route would not work.  It will not alleviate the problems that would continue to be experienced by the
neighborhood. 

I strongly support the only option that makes sense to the HONOLULU taxpayer and those who live in the haiku
area:  take down the stairs.

Mahalo and aloha,

John Sabas

Sent from my iPhone
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From: aileen upchurch
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Take the stairs down
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:10:04 AM

No matter what you do to keep the stairs open there will be
Hordes of people tresspassing in the neighborhood.  They
Will continue to create opala.  Our first responders will be
Busy rescuing hikers.  And who will pay for the inevitable
Suits that hit the city?  The stairs are dangerous for hikers
And  first responders not to mention ridiculously costly to
Maintain.  I vote take down the Haiku Stairs.
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From: Richard
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: TEAR DOWN THE STAIRS
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:29:27 AM

DO NOT KEEP THE STAIRS.
So very dangerous - an invitation for law suits.
Its not needed!!
Richard & Wilma Boudreau
204 Kuumele Place
Kailua, Hawaii
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From: Regina Callaway
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Tear it down, close it off, or build save stairs.
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:09:27 AM

Hi, I’m a mom of college students in your state. These college kids are going there and hiking it. I’m so happy my
has not. I have warned them. But their classmates are going and have gone. I just don’t understand why the state
can’t build a safe path/hike? Keep it and build something safe and beautiful. Charge if you have to, but if this is not
done, please block it off and tear it down. It’s not safe the way it sits and these kids are doing night hikes up it.
Thank you, Regina Djuth
Sent from my iPhone
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From: tacticaledgeserv@aol.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony and Proposal for the Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:28:51 AM

Dear Mr. Ernest Y.W, Lau, P.E., or To Whom It May Concern,

This email is being submitted to you in regard to the testimony and a proposal to the Haiku Stairs. I am
prepared in my proposal to privately manage the access to the stairs through the collection of entrance
fees and give access only through professionally trained guided tours, take the liability off your Office,
provide needed security. Upon the collection of fees, it will be utilized towards the conveyance/any
needed neighborhood improvements, maintenance and up keep of the stairs as needed and income to
the State/County after an agreement can be settled on. The fees would further go to the business
expenses of conducting, managing the tours and operational costs. After all of the above is covered,
hopefully there will be a small profit at the end for all of my efforts. For further information, please
continue to read the body of the letter. Thank you.

I am sorry for this very unprofessional letter and means that it is delivered, as I was/am in the process of
submitting a formal written proposal to your Office expressing interest in the disposition of the Haiku
Stairs. However, due the Covid 19 pandemic, all research, drafting of formal letters and proposals were
sort of put on hold.
In my proposal, I was addressing your concerns; the general liability of the stairs, the security measures
that I would be possibly implementing to address the trespassers, and managing the entrance to the
stairs through the collection of private entrance fees by way of conducting tours, which would address all
the safety concerns, as I don't see how access could be granted any other way without the conducting of
highly trained tour guides to minimize the dangers of the hike thereby jeopardizing the safety of the
hikers/public. My managed access plan addresses not only all of the above, but I am prepared to
manage/collect the entrance fees, (which still needs to be determined?) Which would go towards the
operation costs, the maintenance and up keep of the stairs. The collected fees would also, go towards the
conveyance/any improvements to the surrounding area's neighborhood. Proceeds would also, be issued
to the State and City as agreed after negotiating an income/revenue. Upon conducting my research on
the history of the stairs and based on the illegal public hikers traffic flow and the totality of the stairs and
the positiveness that it brings and stands for , I am hopeful with all of the above costs and expenses, that
I will still make a little profit? The managing of the stairs in a correct way, has a lot too offer, from tourism,
local jobs, educational benefits for our Schools or Universities to cultural interests?

In regard to Mr. John Morgan of Kualoa Ranch with intent to purchase the stairs materials, remove it and
then place it on top of his mountain ridges surrounding his Ranch, it is a nice idea, as it removes the
liability from your Office and you do sort of break even for the materials. However, the further revenue to
the State and City are lost, as so the neighborhood area's improvements or conveyance. The placement
of the stairs on his property is not the same as where it is at now. The majestic beauty of the Haiku
mountains and area cannot be matched. Also, the history of the stairs would not be the same, not too
mention that it is a feat of engineering in itself where it is at the present time and spot. By managing the
access to the stairs correctly and safely, it has unsurpassed potential with regard to not only tourism, but
educational value and to generate a profit for everyone willing to negotiate what needs to be done to get
the job done. Thank you for your time and hopefully consideration to my proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Shinsato
(808) 622-5056
email; Tacticaledgeserv@aol.com 
1625 Walea Street
Wahiawa, HI. 96786

mailto:tacticaledgeserv@aol.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:Tacticaledgeserv@aol.com


From: Vickie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony and support Ha‘iku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:39:54 AM

I believed that Haiku Stairs is an a important and famous landmark on Oahu and should be preserved. 
Aloha,
Vickie Lee

Sent from my iPad

mailto:happyvickie8@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Stacy Davis
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony for Ha iku stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:07:35 AM

Please turn over ownership and control to the city of Honolulu.  I believe with a little bit of
planning, the stairs can be a safe and popular tourist attraction.  It could also be some sort of
event stage for fund raising.  

Thank you for your consideration,

Stacy Davis

mailto:stcdvs6@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Cassie
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony for Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:10:56 AM

To Whom it May Concern:

Aloha, I am writing to you to voice my testimony for the Haiku Stairs. I believe that the stairs are an invaluable part
of the history of this island. Please consider leaving the stairs in place and building a park in that are for Oahu
residents and visitors. Removal of these stairs would surely cause widespread heartache. Thank you so much for the
opportunity to have input on this outcome.

Sincerely,
Cassie Coleman

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:cmmjc18@yahoo.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Rosealiza Wan Zaid
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony for Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:31:24 AM

Aloha,
  I am a resident of O’ahu and I declare that the Haiku Stairs should not be taken down. As a historical staple of the
island, it must be protected and preserved for all future generations, not dismantled and destroyed. Please save our
Stairway to Heaven.

Mahalo,
Rosealiza Wan Zaid

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rwanzaid@icloud.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Kayatomomi
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony for Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:51:52 PM

Hi!

I am hoping the stairs will be able to stay.  I have a lot of memories hiking with my mom.  She is the one who
stoked our family’s passion for exploring our island and other beautiful places in nature.  Stairway to Heaven was
one of her favorites and greatest hiking accomplishments.  It is one that we did not get to do with her and I hope to
one day be able to. 

Thank you!
Loren

mailto:kayatomomi@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Olivia Perry
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:36:11 AM

Aloha,
I know that this a difficult decision for the board to decide, however time has changed the the area since I was
growing up in Kāne’ohe. We used to visit the few families that lived in the area, now the whole landscape has
changed with a lot of homes That are there.

The area does not have the infrastructure to handle the homeowners and hikers. To continue on the adventure to
keep and open the Haiku stairs would be costly to the City , Insurance will be needed, maintenance etc. would also
add to the cost. Crowd control will also be needed, charging hikers a fee would not cover the cost that the City or
whomever takes over the Haiku Stairs.

Remember the Haiku Stairs was built NOT for HIKING purposes.

 We already have  sites that have this spectacular view (Pali Lookout)

Mahalo for taking the time to hear my concerns.

Olivia M. Perry
1052 Alahaki Street
Kailua, HI 96735
Phone: 808 384-4902

Sent from my iPad

mailto:oliviaaloha@aol.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Ken Ito
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:30:53 AM

Aloha members of the Board and thank you for the opportunity to testify on your recent Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) recommendation to remove the Haiku Stairs. My
name is Ken Ito (former State Representative) and I have worked on this issue for over 20
years and finally we have a recommendation to remove the stairs, which I totally support. This
issue has negatively impacted the residents and their quality of life. The residents were never
given a straight answer on the many of their concerns from the State and City agencies that
has jurisdiction around the stairs until now.
I want to thank Mr. Ernest Lau for his leadership on this matter and his staff who worked
diligently to its conclusion.
"Pure water is man's greatest need". "There is no substitute for pure water".
That is the mission of the Board of Water Supply not " Haiku Stairs. "
Mahalo.
Ken Ito  Ed.D. 
45-373 Kanaka St.
Kaneohe, HI 96744  

mailto:1978kito@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: bronson azama
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony in Opposition to removal
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:43:51 PM
Attachments: Testimony for Haʻiku Stairs - Google Docs.pdf

Aloha,

Kala mai on my late response, below I have attached my testimony in opposition to the
removal of Haʻiku stairs.

Me ke aloha,
Bronson Azama

mailto:bazama02@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org



To   the   Board   of   Water   Supply   and   to   whom   it   may   concern,  


My   name   is   Bronson   Azama   and   I   am   a   student   at   James   B.   Castle   High   School   and   a   kamaʻāina  
of   the   ahupuaʻa   of   Heʻeia.   I   write   in    opposition   of   the   removal   of   Hāʻiku   stairs    for   the  
following   reasons:  


1) Historical   significance  
2) Potential   to   support   other   initiatives  
3) Provides   easy   access   for   cultural   purposes  


The   stairs   although   being   a   "burden"   for   the   Board   of   Water   Supply   (BWS)   in   terms   of   liability,  
has   been   a   historical   marker   in   the   Ahupuaʻa   of   Heʻeia.   The   Hāʻiku   stairs   have   played   a   vital   role  
in   understanding   the   history   of   the   ahupuaʻa   I   call   home   and   its   past.   It   serves   as   a   look   into   the  
history   of   military   build   up   in   Hawaiʻi’s   past   caused   by   World   War   II.   I   encourage   the  
preservation   of   the   stairs   for   historical   purposes,   and   for   the   purpose   that   it   may   be   co-managed  
by   the   Board   of   Water   Supply   and   another   organization.   
 


I   for   one   as   a   Kamaʻāina   or   native   of   Heʻeia   for   all   of   my   life,   have   drawn   deep   support   for   the  
Koʻolau   Foundation   and   their   management   plan   for   Hāʻiku   valley   to   turn   it   into   a   cultural  
preserve.   The   management   of   the   preserve   includes   Hāʻiku   stairs   which   seeks   to   use   the   stairs   as  
revenue   through   managed   access.   This   revenue   would   then   go   to   restoring   the   valley   allowing  
for   more   education,   agricultural,   recreational,   and   cultural   activities   into   the   valley.   This   would  
give   our   community   the   ability   to   educate   our   fellow   local   residents,   and   visitors   from   beyond  
about   the   significance   of   the   valley,   and   cultural   understandings.   The   US   coast   guard   conducted  
managed   access   to   the   stairs   for   recreation   purposes   and   the   same   could   be   done   today.   
 


What   can   be   said   for   sure   about   the   future   of   the   stairs   is   that   the   community   does   not   want   a  
for-profit   organization   determining   its   future,   thus   why   I    support   Non-profit   co-management  
done   by   the   Koʻolau   Foundation   and   the   Board   of   Water   Supply.    The   reason   I   still   include  
BWS   in   the   management   plant,   is   because   our   mountain   regions   still   serve   as   an   essential   piece  
to   our   watershed.   Thus   BWS   will   need   to   be   involved   somehow   in   the   protection   of   these  
resources.   
 


The   stairs   also   provide   us   with   easy   access   for   the   purpose   of   gathering   resources   in   the  
mountain   peaks   for   cultural   purposes.   Although   access   to   the   peaks   was   rarely   needed,   there  
were   people   who   used   the   mountain   peaks   to   travel   between   the   island.   
 


There   is   much   potential   for   the   stairs   to   be   converted   to   something   great   for   our   community,   of  
course   with   the   right   guidance   and   support.   Mahalo   for   reading   my   testimony   in   opposition   for  
the   destruction   of   the   Hāʻiku   stairs.  
 


Me   ke   aloha,  
Bronson   Azama  







From: Santos, Lorrie Ann
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony in Support of BWS Decision to Remove Ha"iku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:26:37 AM
Attachments: BWS Testimony.docx

Lorrie Ann Santos
45-415 Loli’i Street
Kane’ohe, HI  96744
(808) 247-2212

mailto:lsantos@queens.org
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org

Lorrie Ann Santos	45-415 Lōli‘i Street	Kāne‘ohe, HI 96744

The City & County of Honolulu and State of Hawaii have ignored the Stairs facts and unresolvable reality which has been allowed to continue for too long.

Social forums have created a global coconut wireless, which has incited thrill seekers to climb the Stairs in total disregard of existing laws, government-erected fences, locked gates and trespassing signs.  The environmental damage caused by the daily intrusion that has surpassed 1 million people since it was closed in 1987 and the disruption to residents’ lives and violation of government and private properties must STOP!

I’ve lived below the Stairs for over 30 years and have witnessed the daily onslaught of thrill seekers.  Many have told me social media was the source promoting the Stairs with sites on how to access it and offering to serve as guides to the stairs, with its many access points.  These “hikers” are not interested in the botany, cultural or natural history of the Stairs or area.  If they were, learning environments exist in the community, such as Papahana Kuaola and Paepae o He‘eia.

Let’s get the facts right.  

· The city spent not more than $825,000 to repair the Stairs.  The public access issues that existed in 1987, 2002, and today were NOT unforeseen.  The city has talked to the many different landowners involved and no one has been able to come to an agreement in over 30 years.

· The $1 million “foreseeable” costs to reopen the Stairs does not include the cost to condemn private property, negotiate easement rights, or resolve potential lawsuits.  WE can’t shoulder another “Rail Project”.

The past 30 years have proven that access is unmanageable!  Managed access by the city, its “Friends” or any other entity is a Pandora’s box that should NOT be opened.  If we have learned anything from the COVID-19 pandemic it is that tourism has surpassed the breaking point for Hawaii’s environment and its residents.

More true facts.

· Unlike the Natatorium, the Stairs is neither a memorial or a legacy.  Removing it would not be discarding our heritage, which it is not.  It’s doing what should have been done when it was decommissioned in 1950 after outliving its military purpose and structural life.  It’s giving closure to what should have again been done in 1987 due to disrepair, unresolvable land usage rights issues, and unenforceable management.

· The city doesn’t need to remove or dismantle all of the stairs.  Limiting stair removal to the lower half of the Stairs will cost less than $1 million, impede access to the upper section, and end the illegal access on the Ha‘ikū side.  

· Kualoa Ranch has expressed interest in the Stairs.  Give Kualoa Ranch first-option to have the Stairs at no cost on the condition they remove it at no cost to the City.

· Community members have offered to remove the stairs for free.  Just as we would have removed the swing that cost the city $32,000.00.

· There are many historical, cultural and valuable natural resources and sites, which are NOT open for public access to preserve and protect these areas for future generations. 

If Ha‘ikū Stairs is a treasure worth saving, add it to the list of sites closed to public access. The city and its “Friends” can then take on a similar role as Kaho‘olawe Island Reserve Commission, to protect the Ko’olau mountain range, as O‘ahu’s primary watershed area, to ensure future generations are able to be sustained with pure, uncontaminated water.  City funds can then be better spent taking care of our homeless problem and lack of affordable housing.



From: Jerry Jordan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony in Support of Retaining the Historic Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:58:32 AM

     I fully support the initiative to retain the so-called "Stairway to Heaven" (aka., Haiku
Stairs) for transfer of responsibility by the Honolulu Board of Water Supply (BWS) to the City
and County of Honolulu. Mayor Caldwell has formally requested such transfer to enable
formation of a Public/Private Partnership to manage access to the historic site for the purpose
of appropriate recreation and preservation. Clearly, responsibility for and management of the
Stairs should not be within the purview of the BWS since such a function is well outside of
their charter. BWS interest in the matter is that of escape from any responsibility for the Stairs
and they have made that patently evident over the years. 

     I am a long time resident (now 79) of Haiku Village (41 years) and have followed the
matter for many years. I am not a hiker because I suffer from several chronic diseases that
inhibit climbing, but I would cherish the opportunity view the Windward Landscape from the
top of the Stairway to Heaven and believe that opportunity should be afforded to those who
are able to make the climb. My observations over the years indicate that the objections to the
climbers by residents in the near entrances to the stairs is overblown and somewhat
exaggerated. Obviously, those residents knew of the problems before purchasing their homes
but went ahead in the face of the "problem". On the other hand, I do believe those issues can
easily be mitigated with little cooperation between the various stakeholders. I do not see
"hordes" of hikers attempting to break in to climb the Stairs.

     Additionally, I am very familiar with the original purpose of the Stairs. During the early
portion of World War II, the Stairs were built to enable maintenance of the antenna cables
strung across Haiku Valley. These antennas were employed by the    U S Navy to operate a
Low Frequency (LF) Submarine Communications Broadcast to Pacific Fleet Submarines
during the War and subsequently. In the mid 1960s control of the transmission site was
turned over to the U S Coast Guard to operate an Omega Very Low Frequency Navigation Site
for ships and aircraft throughout the Pacific Region. The Coast Guard decommissioned the site
and removed the antenna cables in1997 to enable earlier completion of H3. The Federal
Government subsequently transferred the land to the State of Hawaii. 

   I submit that the Stairs are a National Historic Site and should be registered as such so they
may be preserved.

Sincerely,

Jerry W.Jordan
46-031 KumooPlace 
Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744
808-383-9190
     

mailto:jordajw1@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: kailua5@aol.com
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony in support of saving Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:13 AM

Aloha,

I support preservation of the Haiku Stairs, one of the most spectacular hikes in the world and urge you to
work to find a solution to save this precious resource.  The city and state have been negligent as far as
finding a workable solution to preserving this important resource for hikers, but one needs to be found
instead of proceeding to destroy it. This is comparable to closing Pipeline to surfers, or Kailua Beach to
windsurfers, Kaneohe Bay to sailors and Yosemite to rock climbers.  These are very important functions
of city, state, and the federal government to preserve natural resources and preserve access to them.  

Instead, of taxpayer money being funneled into paying a security guard thousands of dollars over the
years to "guard" the trail, alternative solutions should have been planned and implemented.  Money was
wasted and a multitude of workable solutions were never funded.  BWS needs to close the trail
temporarily until solutions are found.  Gate it, whatever you have to do, stop paying the security guard,
but don't rip the trail out.  Destroying that trail, one the state at one time spent large amounts of money to
repair,  is inexcusable and would be a tremendous loss.

Now, the state budget is in crisis so this will be the excuse for the final blow to the fate of the stairs.
 Government and the Board of Water Supply have found their silver bullet.  I would urge the Board of
Water Supply to delay this decision until the pandemic is over and the state economy is healthier and can
support the efforts of the Friends of Haiku Stairs.  They are a noble group who really have the best
interests of everyone in mind and deserve a chance to save the stairs for everyone.

This issue has been dictated far too long by a few neighbors in the neighborhood where people accessing
the stairs park their cars.  Hikers are well aware of the man who sits in his garage and serves as the
gatekeeper of Haiku Stairs. Everyone is sympathetic to the issues of these neighbors, but many
neighborhoods have similar issues and there are solutions in this case that don't involve dismantling this
trail.  I live near a beach park and you don't want to try to get any early morning sleep here when paddling
season starts.  The list goes on.

Several plans were proposed that would have located restricted parking for the hike outside of
neighborhoods, but why were these never implemented?  The state, or city, I'm not sure which, put
thousands of dollars at one point into repairing the stairs and now we are going to tear it down.  All of this
is very frustrating for hikers, some of them in my own family, who cherish this hike and the other trails
around the island.  The state needs to step up and BWS needs to pressure them to do so.  This should
not be a BWS problem to solve.

Once again, please do not make any final solutions on the fate of the Haiku Stairs today.  Please close it,
do not dismantle it, until funding and plans for restricted parking and trail access outside of
neighborhoods can be found.  The State has restricted access to the Na Pali Coast/Haena State Park on
Kauai and more and more this approach to our natural resources will have to be the approach.  They will
have to be managed and restricted much more stringently to protect the resource, protect the solitude of
Hawaii residents, and protect the rights of access.

Thank you for hearing my concerns. 
Sincerely,
Beth Anderson  

 

mailto:kailua5@aol.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Melodie Aduja
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony is Opposition to the Removal of Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:02:11 PM

              Our names are William and Amber Aduja, we are the adult children of Melodie
Aduja.  We are third generation residents of Ha`ikū and He`eia.  Our grandparents raised their
family in Ha`ikū Plantations. They watched the development of Ha`ikū Road and the
Kane`ohe area for over 50 years when the Omega Station was in operation in the 1960s until it
was decommissioned in 1997.  We attended St. Ann’s Church and Schools, and we continue to
reside in this ahupua`a.   We write in opposition to the removal of the Ha`ikū Stairs and in
support of the Managed Use Plan advocated by the Friends of Ha`ikū Stairs. 

              We are in favor a managed access arrangement to best accommodate hikers, visitors
and sightseers, environmentalists, cultural practitioners, and area residents.  Through managed
access, residential complaints of non-resident parking, trash, noise, and trespassing can be
eliminated.  Through this managed plan, the following safeguards will be in place:  (1) limits
on the total number climbers allowed per day; (2) safety program and education in
coordination with the HFD; (3) scheduled reservations; (4) tiered rate structure for kama`āina,
military, and educational, scientific, and cultural groups, (5) right of way through government
agency lands; (6) liability insurance and release forms; and (7) security, including a shuttle
van to and from the Base of the Stairs and at least two staff members assigned to oversee,
monitor the hikers in number and speed, and offer education.  Given these safeguards, the use
and maintenance of the Hai`kū Stairs can and should be perpetuated for all to enjoy.

              What struck us the most about maintaining the use and enjoyment of the Hai`kū Stairs
is the cultural aspect.  According to the Ko`olau Foundation, climbing the Hai`kū Stairs can be
a cultural and educational experience in additional to a recreational experience.  Hawaiian
cultural values will be incorporated, such as respecting the mountain and `āina being
paramount, offering a pule or Hawaiian blessing before the climb, providing education on the
history of native Hawaiians in Hai`kū Valley, which may include the late Kahuna Sam Lono,
providing education on native Hawaiian plants and workings on native plan preservation and
restoration; and providing research projects on the Hai`kū Stairs and Hai`kū Valley for and by
students from Kamehameha Schools, Windward Community College and other educational
and scientific institutions.

              The Hai`kū Stairs is a valuable educational, cultural, and recreational resource which
should not be destroyed depriving students, cultural practitioners, hikers, and visitors of the
pleasure of learning and experiencing this unique structure and the benefits it provides
overall.  It is our testimony to object to the removal of the Hai`kū Stairs and instead advocate
for the development of the Managed Use Plan provided by the Friends of Hai`kū Stairs.

              Thank you very much, 

              /s/ William Aduja and 

             /s/ Amber Aduja

mailto:legislativepriorities@gmail.com
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Frank Uhr
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony of support
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:29:13 AM

I support the preservation of the Haiku stairs as a historic Hawaiian site and an amazing and
beautiful place for the people of Hawaii to enjoy.
I would be willing to pay a fee to support its ongoing preservation.

Thanks 

Frank Uhr

mailto:uhr@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org


From: Colin Lee
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony re Haʻikū Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:38:18 AM
Attachments: Colin Lee"s Testimony for the Board of Water Supply.pdf

Aloha, Chair Andaya and Members of the Board,

Please find attached my testimony for today's hearing regarding the future of
the Haʻikū Stairs.

Respectfully,

Colin Lee

-- 
Colin Lee
J.D. Candidate, Class of 2021
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
William S. Richardson School of Law
Email: leec2013@hawaii.edu

mailto:leec2013@hawaii.edu
mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
mailto:leec2013@hawaii.edu



To: Mr. Bryan Andaya, Chair 
 and Members of the Board 


Board of Water Supply 
630 South Beretania Street 
Honolulu, HI 96843 


 
From: Colin Lee, Windward Oʻahu resident, William S. Richardson School of Law student 
 
Re: Board of Water Supply Meeting regarding the Final Environmental Impact 


Statement for the Haʻikū Stairs 
 


Monday, April 27, 2020 
 
Aloha, Chair Andaya and Members Board Members: 
 
My name is Colin Lee, I am currently a second-year law student at the William S. Richardon 
School of Law here in Mānoa.  I am also a life long resident of the Windward side and often 
drive by the Haʻikū Stairs on the H-3.  I oppose the proposed action to remove the Haʻikū Stairs, 
but understand that the Board has undue liability and costs from the Haʻikū Stairs.  I am in favor 
of the considered alternative of transferring the property to the City and County of Honolulu (the 
“City”) should that alternative adequately develop. 
 
After reading the City’s April 14 testimony, I am interested to know what private entities are 
being considered for the proposed concession of the Haʻikū Stairs.  I believe that public 
participation in the consideration of the fourteen bids is crucial so that the adjacent residents and 
other Oʻahu residents may voice their opinions and have their questions answered. 
 
I understand that the residents of the community adjacent to the Haʻikū Stairs are upset with the 
long history of disrespectful hikers, but I believe that there is a path forward where their 
concerns can be heard and dealt with and the Haʻikū Stairs can remain available for patrons.  
With the right regulations or private operator in place, there can be organized time slots and 
limited numbers of hikers.  In addition, people may choose to begin at more reasonable times and 
park elsewhere rather than run the risk of encountering the security guards or the Honolulu 
Police Department. 
 
Oʻahu has many beautiful beautiful attractions for visitors and residents alike, and all of them 
bring some discontent to those who are negatively affected.  But the Haʻikū Stairs are known 
globally for its beautiful sunrise view and spectaularly unmatched perspective of the Windward 
side.  The Haʻikū Stairs are a part of Hawaiʻi’s history and to spend taxpayer money to remove 
them would be imprudent, especially in a tumultuous time like this.  In addition, if the Haʻikū 
Stairs were removed, I am unconvinced that it would completely deter thrill-seekers from 
attempting to climb where the stairs once were, and therefore the adjacent residents would still 
face many of the issues that they deal with today. 
 
Mahalo for your consideration of my testimony.  I hope that the Haʻikū Stairs may have a future 
here in Hawaiʻi. 







Respectfully, 
 
 


 
 
Colin Lee 







From: steve haumschild
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: testimony to the stairway
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:39:17 PM

I am 100% supportive of keeping the stairway open by a managed access plan that does not
impede the neighborhood right to quiet life or put undue stress on the first responders. A
private managed plan is the best path to achieve all of this. 

Steve Haumschild
Kailua resident

-- 
Best and Aloha,

Steve Haumschild

FB/IG @lanikaisteve
www.linkedin.com/in/stevehaumschild/   
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mailto:Haikustairstestimony@hbws.org
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From: Bruce Nicholl
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:32:06 AM

I believe the stairs should be removed.

Maintenance/operation of the the Stairs should not be even a peripheral function of the BWS. 
BWS exists to provide water to the citizenry -- not to furnish another entertainment venue for
tourist/trespassers.  Its current operation costs taxpayers $250,000 a year for which we receive
nothing but the invasion of a residential neighborhood and the its residual debris.

Bruce J. Nicholl
nichollbjack@gmail.com

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From: Joslynn Ojiri
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:36:33 AM

Good Morning,

I am opposed to opening of the Haiku stairs to the public out of concern for our first
responders, traffic but most of all the Neighborhood, especially those who are located at the
foot of the stairs.

As a life-long Kaneohe resident, I continually see the impact of our tourism industry into our
community with NO regard to the residents and disrespect of the rules that are currently in
place.  How can we expect that if we open the stairs to be managed by a private company that
this will solve the problem?  Fines imposed to trespassers now are difficult if not impossible to
enforce once they leave the islands.  

Those who want the stairs open do not live near or even in the Windward community,   The
traffic is already impacted on Kamehameha and Kahekili highways along with Kahuhipa
which would have the greatest impact iif the stairway is kept open.

If we open the stairs, this will be an open invitation for more tourist damaging our land,
utilizing our first responders (many more rescues), which would stretch our resources for true
emergencies.   

Finally, I'm a believer that just because you can. do something, doesn't mean you should.  

Consider the long term impact of hikers in our community.  Trash, hygiene issues, over-use of.
our first responders. for unskilled, unprepared and irresponsible hikers. 

I  urge the board to remove the stairs permanently for the sake of our island, the
Kaneohe community and for our neighbors.

Thank you for your consideration.

Joslynn Ojiri
Keapuka, Kaneohe Resident
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From: Bryant Owan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:48:33 AM

Aloha,

To whom it may concern, as a life long resident of O’ahu, I am requesting the Haiku stairs NOT be removed and
kept as one of Hawaii’s best hikes (and possibly in the world).  It would be sad to see such a beautiful hike be torn
down and not preserved.  Please find any alternative that will keep the haiku stairs open and preserved for
generations to come.  Mahalo for your time and have a blessed day.

Mahalo,
Mr. Bryant Owan
Laie resident

mailto:bryant.owan@icloud.com
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From: C. Manu Kaiama
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:26:09 AM

Firefighters use the stairs to rescue many inexperienced and foolish hikers, local and non-
local, hiking elsewhere in the mountains.  It's actually necessary for their work and makes
some rescues easier.  I believe they should be retrofitted and only firefighters should be
allowed to use them.  If the fine was $5,000 per person using them illegally, this would help
our economy, as long as the tourism board doesn't go and bail out tourists of the fine.  Proper
signage with fines at the bottom would put all illegal trespassers on notice. Maybe also have a
"finders" fee, when you see someone on the stairs, easy to do from H3, call the police.  There
is a way to enforce this. Though it is supposedly a beautiful view, it's not a RIGHT for all
adventurers  to experience this.  Use of it should be limited to First Responders only.  This is
serious, please make the right decision. 
Mahalo nui,
C. M Kaiama
2404 Maile Way, Honolulu
Kaipihallc@gmail.com
808-956-7300
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From: Joshua Hagan
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Testimony; Haiku Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 11:59:06 AM
Attachments: Haiku Stairs Testimony.4ward View Investments.pdf

To whom it may concern,

Please see the attached testimony . . .
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Joshua Hagan 
Chair & C.E.O. 


Mobile:   +1 (780) 747-2468 
Direct E-mail:   jhagan828@gmail.com 


 
 
Date: 
  Monday, April. 27th/2020 — MST 
 
 
 
By E-mail Transmission; 
 
   To: Board of Directors; Honolulu Board of Water Supply — 


     Mr. Bryan Andaya; Chair 
     Testimony E-mail:   haikustairstestimony@hbws.org 
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Attention: 


  Chairman & Board of Directors; Honolulu Board of Water Supply 
 
 
 
Dear Chairman Bryan Andaya and esteemed directors of the Honolulu Board of Water Supply: 
 
RE: Corporate Testimony; Haiku Stairs 
 
 
 On behalf of 4ward View Investments, I would like to formally convey our interest in opening a 


channel of prefatory discourse appurtenant to our envisage of proffering intent to hold negotiations 


apropos of the potential establishment of a subsidiary for the precise purpose of commercial operation 


of the Haiku Stairs, within a private entity, on their bona fide parcel of real property.  Having been 


diligently abreast with those developments germane to the continued existence of the Haiku Stairs over 


the past three years — from various public enquires of consultation/engagement, to the endeavours of 


the Friends of Haiku Stairs non-profit organization, to the release of The Office of Environmental Quality 


Control’s Final Environmental Impact Statement — I find that the point of requirement for a definitive 


position on behalf of the Honolulu Board of Water Supply and other applicable governing bodies having 


jurisdiction has been met; therefore warranting this correspondence.  I would be remised in my position 


at 4ward View Investments if not for transmission hereof. 


 


 Having active experience in complying with various regulations and pieces of legislation 


constituted across multiple international jurisdictions, both obligatory and voluntary, 4ward View 


Investments is well versed in sufficing the standard of requirements enacted by government and 


regulatory bodies alike.  Our resolve to surpass such directives with a higher degree of scrutiny, in 


satisfaction of our own internally mandated policies and guidelines, makes 4ward View Investments a 


worthy party to concession. 
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 As profit is the top priority of any viable for-profit corporation, and given the unique optics 


encapsulating sanctioned access to the Haiku Stairs, I would like to solemnly expound the categorical 


requisites, in order of precedence, that must receive consideration to the mutual satisfaction of 4ward 


View Investments and all relevant parties prior to 4ward View Investments’ assessment of operational 


viability via any financial metric — that being viability, profitability, or otherwise — within any prospective 


analysis that may result as an outcome of proceeding with the aforementioned envisage: 


 


1. Reasonable certainty as to the safety and insurability of all trail/stair-going 


participants; 


2. Determination of the scope associated with implementing a mitigation strategy to 


alleviate any exhaustive and undue environmental impact(s) that may be caused by 


an ongoing operational status of the trail/stairway, in preservation of the Haiku Stairs 


and its surroundings, in accordance with those posited within The Office of 


Environmental Quality Control’s Final Environmental Impact Statement; 


3. Accessibility Plan congruent with the concern raised by the various residents 


surrounding the optional points of access, and their respective HOA associations; and, 


4. Cost-effective recourse should the deterrence of continued illegal access to the Haiku 


Stairs persist, despite endeavours post privatization and post commercial operation. 


 


 After a cursory review of the Haiku Stairs Study: Final Environmental Impact Statement released 


by the Office of Environmental Quality Control, 4ward View Investments is confident in the ability of the 


relevant parties to assuage the stipulations identified therein. 


 


 


 In acknowledgement of Request For Information within Solicitation Document No. RFI-DES-


2000005 released by the Department of Enterprise Services of the City & County of Honolulu, Hawaii, 


while regret is attributed to having not been aware of such tender prior to its date of expiration (February. 


28th/2020), and after a thorough review of its particulars — specifically Section III: Information Being 


Requested — 4ward View Investments would have been derelict in attesting to any such information that 


could have been provided.  4ward View Investments is in no position to speculate, given the interlude of 


31 days, towards that of the information under request; moreover, said interlude would not have 
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permitted sufficient timing for the collection of data and rendering of analyses that 4ward View 


Investments would have deemed imperative for a thoroughgoing response. 


 


 


 


 To that of the foregoing, 4ward View Investments’ current objective is this:  initiate a channel of 


prefatory discourse germane to commercial operation of the Haiku Stairs to permit for disclosure of a 


more detailed accounting of the aforementioned envisage and the expectations of the underlying body 


of jurisdiction to provide for mutual receipt of countenance from the involved parties.  Furthermore, 


4ward View Investments hereby does support the correspondence provided to the Honolulu Board of 


Water Supply from The Office of the Mayor of the City & County of Honolulu, dated April. 14th/2020, and 


does look forward to an opportunity to work with Mayor Caldwell and his team within the City & County 


of Honolulu, should such opportunity be afforded. 


 


 


 


 


Thank you for your time and consideration. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 
 


4WARD VIEW INVESTMENTS INC. 


Per:   


 Joshua Hagan; Chair & C.E.O. 
 
 


 







From: Mark Bell
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: The Stairway of heaven
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:51:34 AM

Please please do not take down the Stairway to heaven.  There is so much beautiful history
behind it.   They are a part of history it deserves to be preserved and enjoyed.  

-- 
Mark Bell
markbellatc@gmail.com
801.471.3048
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From: Harvey Nakamoto Jr.
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Unseen Hawaii Testimony Re: Board of Water Supply Takes Up Haiku Stairs At April 27 Board Meeting"
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 10:51:46 AM
Attachments: BWS Testimony 4-27-2020.docx

Aloha Board of Water Supply,

Please see the attached testimony submitted to the Board of Water Supply on behalf of Unseen
Hawaii Adventure Tours, LLC and to be used in the BWS's April 27, Board Meeting.  For
ease of reference, I cut and copied the entire content of the attached below here.  Please feel
free to use whichever format is most convenient for you. 

Mahalo nui loa for your time and consideration,
Unseen Hawaii Adventure Tours, LLC
Harvey M Nakamoto Jr
808-383-9538

The people of Hawaii have long regarded the Haiku Stairs as an iconic part of Hawaii’s history and culture.  The people of
Hawaii including the Kaneohe Neighborhood Board, the Mayor, and at least two city agencies do not want the Haiku Stairs
removed.  Removing the Haiku Stairs as things are now would also likely cause severe environmental and ecological
damage to a place that is significant to the people of Hawaii - Rick Barboza, one of the owners of Hui Ku Maoli Ola, LLC, is
offering testimony in this regard.  The problem, however, is that the Honolulu Board of Water Supply (hereinafter “BWS”)
understandably does not want to continue paying the exorbitant annual costs that it has been paying annually to secure and
maintain the Haiku Stairs - this is far beyond the scope of the Honolulu Board of Water Supplies’s duties.  However,
preferable alternatives have recently emerged that would allow the people of Hawaii to keep this important part of Hawaii’s
history and culture while also removing the BWS’s liability and responsibility for the property (yet maintaining access rights to
the watershed) and doing so at no additional costs to the BWS.  Creating a public/private partnership to establish a
controlled and managed access plan to reopen the stairs while simultaneously protecting the historical, cultural, and
ecological significance of both the Haiku Stairs and the surrounding area would be a far preferable alternative to removing
this iconic part of Hawaii’s history and culture. 
The Haiku Stairs is of tremendous historical and cultural significance to the people of Hawaii.  It was built in the 1940s and is
classified as a historic property.  The Haiku Stairs provides some of the best views of areas that are sacred to the people of
Hawaii.  On May 17, 2017, the Kaneohe Neighborhood Board voted to reopen the stairs under a controlled and managed
access plan that would respect the privacy and rights of residents of the Haiku Village neighborhood.  On July 2, 2019 the
Friends of Haiku Stairs also submitted a petition to the BWS and the Mayor’s Office that contained 11,650 signatures
supporting saving the Haiku Stairs.  People from around the world also view the Haiku Stairs as an important part of Hawaii’s
history.  The Haiku Stairs are listed in the world’s top 10 hikes in the National Geographic endangered trails list. 
New opportunities have developed recently that could allow the BWS to do all of the following: 1) absolve the BWS of it’s
responsibility to secure and maintain property that falls well outside the scope of its duties, 2) negate the need for the BWS
to remove a significant cultural and historical landmark of Hawaii and 3) negate the need for the BWS to spend up to an
additional $1,000,000 to remove the Haiku Stairs.  City agencies including the Department of Enterprise Services through the
Department of Planning and Purchasing recently appeared to be reconsidering the possibility of accepting control of the
Haiku Stairs from the BWS and creating a public private partnership to reopen the Haiku Stairs.  No less than 14 private
parties also expressed some form of interest in this idea by submitting responses to this RFI solicitation.  Among the 14
interested parties were Unseen Hawaii Adventure Tours, LLC and Hui Ku Maoli Ola, LLC.  Unseen Hawaii is composed of
some of the best and most experienced visitor industry and adventure tour operators in Hawaii.  Hui Ku Maoli Ola, LLC
specializes in habitat restorations and ecologically impactful landscapes utilizing native plants and owns a large tract of
property very near one of the main illegal access points to the Haiku Stairs.  Allowing either or both of these parties to work
with a City agency to reopen the Haiku Stairs under a controlled and managed access plan that would respect the privacy
and rights of residents of the Haiku Village neighborhood is the much preferable alternative to removal.

Mahalo nui loa for your time and consideration,
Unseen Hawaii Adventure Tours, LLC
Harvey M Nakamoto Jr
808-383-9538
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Mahalo nui loa for your time and consideration,

Unseen Hawaii Adventure Tours, LLC

Harvey M Nakamoto Jr

808-383-9538





From: Hank Powers
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Value of the Stairs
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:43:22 AM

The stairs should be kept and maintained both as a way for our residents to enjoy the
experience and also as an attraction for those who visit the state. Please do what is necessary
to make this happen.

Thanks, Hank Powers
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From: Alberta Lee
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: why
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 9:51:23 AM

why does it have to be all or nothing?  The cost to maintain the stairs is exorbitant & we can't
afford it.  With the virus causing economic concerns for years, this will be an added
expense to the future generation added to rail's unknown costs.
Why not dismantle a lower portion of the stairs so that trespassers cannot have access & the
remainder a "historical site". that visitors can view.
thank u
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From: Lex Smith
To: Haikustairstestimony
Subject: Written Testimony of Lex Smith
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:06:04 PM

Dear Board Members:

I apologize for the tardiness of my submission.  I hope that it will be considered anyway.  The
Haiku Stairs are a unique treasure that need to be preserved and maintained for the people of
our county and our state.    It would be a failing of government to destroy this precious and
irreplaceable, asset.  For the same reasons we would not destroy Hanauma Bay or Waikiki
Beach, we should be preserving the Haiki stairs.

It does appear that the stairs need to be better managed, and moving them out of the Board of
Water Supply and into a city department that can do that would seem like a good decision.  

Sincerely,

Lex Smith
2050 Lanihuli Drive
Honolulu, Hawaii  96822.  
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